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Indo- Soviet relationship adeouotely refJects the
fact that difference in socio-economic and oolitical frameworks
is no barrier to develop a deep bond of amity and· frl·~ndshio
betoween two nations..

The research work at hand is .3n honest

endeavo'Jr to throw light on different aspects of Indo·- Soviet
relationship that saw its growth over the last four decades from

1947 to 1989.

What is

mor~,

it tries to uphold a clear outline of

Inrlian foreign policy pursued over the years and

~uite

oarallely

to enlighten.the nature and dimension of non-~ligned w~vement
during the period.

This is no denying the

~act

that

the~e

are a

Plethora of works on Indo-Soviet relationship undert<1ken so· far
by di.fferent scholarso

But this sh1dy may claim a q1-e at

de~l

of

academic significance in so far as it covers the contributions of
three important Prime Ministers of India who belonged to the same
familyo

tri,~s

The aoproach is holistic, as it

context the Nehruvian philosophy

Sr:lW

to show in what

its birth, how it moulded

contemporary policies and events, and with what acceptance it did
pass down to the regimes of Indira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi.

Consi-

dered from this point of view, this study is likely to provide a
fill'J.P to the gap in researches
and preserve a

v~lue

h~ithe:rt.o

unrlertaken in this arena,

that authentic history contains.

1\s I complete the. work, I

v

at the very out set express

my reverent:ial gratitude to my teacher and guide, Dr. Manash
Chakraborty, Department of Political Science, Univer·sity of North

Bengal, without whose constant watch, valuable instructions and
spontaneous help this research would never have seen its completiono

I also express my gratitude to the Information Centre of

the Soviet Embassy in general, and to Sri Debjyoti Mukherjt?e of the
Centre in particular for helpinq me with enough hooks of immense
value in regard to my work, which vvould have never
for me to collect at my own accord.
management of the Library

he~n

possible

I am also grateful to the

of the 'Jni versi ty of North Bengal from

where I got books to feed my work.
I owe my inspirations in this research work to my
father, Late Jamini Kumar Deb and my mother, 3nt.

Bimc:~la

Prativa

Oevi; I feel myself fortunate to th~nk that I have succeeded in
completing my works in the life-time of my beloverl rlbther, thereby
not betraying her firm convictiono

I

extenr~

my thanks to Dr. C.P.

Sinha of Am C. Collegep Jalpaiquri for his inspiring me in this
work and to Sri Subhomoy Roy who helped me in translatinq some
Bengali versions into

~nglish.

Last but not the least comes my wifev Sukriti, who
took the lion's share of household activities only to enable me
to devote myself to studies and collections to this end.
been an endless inspiration to me.

She has
o

l~\-yn~ ch~"-~~ ~~
(Krishna Chandra Deb)
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Foreign policy has become a part and parcel of every
country in the present day world.

A clase look over :international

relations would reveal the fact that in the last few decades.
has. undergone a trenendous matamorphasiso

It

This is .largely due to

significant changes in the fields of science, technology and many
other. fields. · The in·vantion of the thermo-nucla ar weapons changed

the

i~act

of science and its social use in almost every aspect of

Foreign Policy•

This

i~act

is amply expressed in ·the description

of Raymond Aron when he stated : "The free choice betwean war and
peace,· essence of sovereignty in the traditional sense of the word
no. longer has the same meaning

now· that the choice of war implies

or could imply the annihilation of the nation itself.

Another

important. result of scientific developments was a revolution in
commr...inication technology resulting in

an incredible shrinking of

the world.
Prior to the world War II., the inwrnat!ona1l conmunity

was small and international relations signified relations among
·'memb~rs

of Western community of nation so

~fter

.the

~econd

World

\Val", International Relations became realty internatic,nal and a
large number of newly independent states of Asia and 'frica out

numbered the western nations in the international affairs.

Then,

.

.

.

conte~orary foreign policy has to deal With almost .two hundred
.

independertt .nations h.aving different cUltures, different st~es
· of· Sconolllic. development and different levels of political cons. ciousne:ss •. Duri·ng the year 1969, a ·nation like India had to
.

.

participate

.. .

in One hundred

.

.

oongre-

and seventy One international

. sses, conferences and Seminars, moreover, India has to maintain
active relations with mOre than 130 nations.

The conduct of

foreign policy has become much more complicated due to the
introduction of new forms. of Economic relationships as reflected
in diff&rent kinds of aid, trade and tariff controls having ·
passed new challenges and opportunities to foreign policy of all

nations of. Asia and Africa.

Apart from this for a co·untry like

India, the conduct of foreign policy have become unusually

difficUlt for several develop1D3nts in

the

.

.

.

.

.

international situatiOn•
•

. Besiees these External facts of the foreign policy, .

there is a powerful bearing of the donestic envitorw:Jnt on it.

The lint between the External and domestic pressures is very
elose .8nd the interaction between them is V8ry active.

James

Rosenall ·highlighted the Closeness of thli! relations be.~en the

domestic environment and the foreign policy of a nation, in his

and

two volumes - 'Domestic sources of foreign policy'

'Linkage

. polities• -.This factor is evident on the reaction. of communal
riots· in our country and our internal problem in Kashmir and
This co~rehensive

Punjab. and on. our international reiations.
.·

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

·,

.

.

study of the Indian foreign policy would facilitate the understanding of forelgn policy making. and its impact in determining

3
nature of relationship with the SOviet Union, a super

po~r.

India is the Seventh largest country in the World. and it
.. occupies a strategic position in the Asian continent, having three
illlportant seas in three sides, the Arabian ·sea, the Bay of Bengal
and the Indian Ocean.

Naturally, the Super powers consider India

as an important power holder not only in Asia but also in the
World.

Since the achievement of India's independence, there has

been a constant feature of India's foreign. policy to maintain a
friendly relations with the SOviet Union Historically and

Geogr~

phically there were some common factors between the two ·countries

Which brought them into aelose relationship. 3awaharlal Nehru in
his famous book "Discovery of India", pointed out that the

"Guroup

memory of past achievements, traditions and Experiences is one of
the most powerful forces that influence

people~

Many years back,

there ha&t been a nlation between India and the Soviet Union on ths
cultural and educ .:!tional communications
•

re-

basis of flow of

trade~

lig ious bond so

How this Indo- Soviet friendship developed? How has

this edifice has been built?
In the 15th Century, a Tver merchant f..fanasy Nikitin
visited India, and his work, A journey Beyond three seas, was

included in the collection of most

i~ortant

Russian manuscripts.

Nikalri Karamzin, an outstanding Russian historian admired the
works by Kalidasa.

!$For me, l<alidasa is no less irnportant than

·Homer," he wrote ..
If we look back to the history of ancient times,

wa can

see that, India had found a place in Russian legends and fables some
600 years ago, and the book the Relation about India or the Story
On the other hand, we

of India the Rtch is the testimonial of it.

get reference of one Bengali Merchant. S"likh Bhikhu of Malda in the
. book 'Statistical account of the district of Malda' by W. W. Huntl'r
·published in· lrJ76.

According to Hunder "
.

.

h~dred years ago one S'lei~ Bhiku. who used

Cloths, such

about three ·.

ct • . • . • • • • • • • • •

.

to trade in Maldahi

as Katar and Musri, set said for Russia with three

··ships ladEtn with silk cloths and that t~ of his ships were Wrecked .
somewhere· in the neighbOur hood of the persian Gul£•...

But there

·was no mention of date ·and year of sailing of 9-le ikh Bhiku in the
book•
Of the. Russians who_ visited India after Afanasi Mikitin
0

up to the end of 19th Century -

F. S. Yefremov, Gerasim Lebedev,

Karamzin, P. Petrov, K. Kossovich, I. P. Minayev, N.A. Dobralyubov .
. are worthy of mention •

. Gerasim Lebedev, who was in BenCJal· for several years, may
be called the father of Russian IndQ)losy.

He was the founder of

· European style theatre· in India under the nane of Bengalee Theatre
on November ZT, 1791 at Domtala Lane, Calcutta.

Afte.r his return .

to Russia, Levedev emphasised the need for a Scientific . study of

·Indian Society· and· culture and for mulate. a Schme For . starting a··
Cultural Exchange between the two countries.

N.A. Dobrol)'Ubov,. a

·wall known author,. who wrote a book giving the details of British
atrocities in lndia iri the wake of the Revolt of 1857.

I. P.Minaev,

a professor of st. Petursburs University, paid three visits to
India and neighbouring countries during the period from l874 to
1886 and established personal contacts with Indian leader, writers

and scholars like Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, R-. G• Bhandarkar,
Ke~To

Telang, S. N. Banerjee and, to visit leading educational .insti-'

tutions in India.
"

Indo-Russian relations entered a new phase in early
twentieth century.

The Russian Revolution of 1905 helped to forge

new bonds between the national liberation movement in India against
the British rulers· and the progressive movement in Russia against
the autocracy of Tsarist regine there.

After the All-Russian

general strike. in October 1905, Gandhiji's interest in the Russian
movement became deeper~

Gandhi's closest bond with Russia de~elopec

through the famous writer and man of learning., Leo Tolstoy~

He

looked upon Tolstoy as teacher and n·amed hi's he ad quarters in South
Africa as "Tolstoy farm•.

Not only Tolstoy, the writings of the

great Russian writer maxim Gorky and his moral support to the firebrand emigrants of India.

Gorky maintained correspondence with

Madam Cama; an Indian revolutionary{> living in exile in Jllllz•t
paris.
Lenin, th?

~~~t~st

l9ader of Russian people, fiqured

prominentlythe condition of India under British rule and the
struggle for freedom of Indian peoples in his thought•
refer.~nce

Several

to India can be found in ·(.he collected works of Lenin

which contain his observations in Indi.9 from 1900 to 1923. Lenin'·s

6
first reference to India appeared in Iskra

whe~

the paper was brought out in December . 1900.

the first issue of

His m.::>st significant

reference to India was in his famous article "Inflammable material
in. world politics" published in proletariat, dated AU(_IUSt 1908.

In

this Article Lenin made a pointed reference to the condition of
India at that time and strongly condemned the policy of repression
of British "Chinghiz Khan".

Lenin continued taking interest in the

cause of Indian independence till the last days of his life.
The greatest event in the Soviet Union which influenced

the course of freedom movement in India and the wakening of
was the Great October Revolution in 1917.
new turn by the great October
earlier than 1917.

~sia,

Though i,t was given a

Social in Revolution it started, much

However, Indo- Soviet relations t:>eeane highly

·offered by the great Octor Revol•Jtion.

Indian people· and freedom

fighters took a deep interest out of this revol·.Jtion from various
points of view•

The main points of this revol·Jtion were peace,

·freedom, self determination whi'ch deeply stirned the consciousness
0 f the Indian people.

The friendly ties and mutual understanding which had been
e st~blished between the peoples of the

US~

and India· in the p·ast,

·became consolidAted in frui,tful Indo- Soviet co-operation after the
independence of India.
The Indo- Soviet friendly relations is nothing short or'
· phenonaliono

Notwithstanding the fact that the two

a

countri~s repre-

sent complete different ideologies, political systems, economic .. and

political statu's.
Indo- Soviet relations are a model of relations between
the states following different Socio-Economic and political systems.
The relations are deeply embedded in the comm:>n historical destiny
of. socialism and national liberation and in their common objective
of' achieving economic and social progra ss, in giving rebuff

to

the

intrigues of iiDperialism and reaction in averting the halocaust of
nuclear war and safe guarding the world peace and international '
security.
J•aharlal Nehru's first interaction with the Soviet
Union came in 1927 when he paid a visit to Moscow in the summer ,and
wrote his experience in a booklet eriti.tled Soviet Russia.

According

to Nehru the October Revolution "has advanced the human Society by
a great leap; it has lit the bright flame which can not be smother-

ed, it has laid the foundation of a new civilization towards which
the World can advance."

India won her independence in the year of 1947 after ,
remaining under the Yoke of Foreign' rule for ,about two hundred
years.

Pandi:t Javlaharlal Nehru was the first Prine Minister of

, India and continued in the past till his death on 27th May, l964.
India's policy towards the Soviet Union has been consis·j)

tent since 1947.
process.

Pandit .Jawaharlal Nehru, initiated this friendly

In the sphere of Foreign Policy, during the Prim minis-

tership India and the Soviet Union came closer.

In the United

nations, both the countries worked together on issues like eradica--

8
.tion of racialism in South Africa, fight against· colonialism and
. imperialism.

During the Karaan war, the SOviet Union supported

·Indian initiatives..

India-China agreement on panehasheel was also

praised by the Soviet Government in 19~4.

visit to the
le.aders.-

US~

Moreover, Nehr\1' s

in·June 1955 and return visit of·ihe Soviet

Krushehev and Bulganin to India, in the same year; fur-

ther strengthened the ties between the two countries.
Five years after independence, India was already going
throi.gh

an

economic crisis.

The Amarican government opposed India'

nonalignment and sOcialistic objectives•
UK were even opposed

to

Indeed, both the USA and

the very industrialisation

.of

India.· It

was in this agonising context that the &:lviet Union offered its·

assistance to India and emerged as an alternative source of. help.
The impact of Soviet aid to India was momentous, and it became a
factor of atmost consequence in the struggle for Economic independence of the developing countries.

Since the Bhilai Steel plant,

it has been a series of success stories with giant plants coming
up one after another, assisted by the &:lviet Union.
· Iri 1964, after the death of Jawaharlal Nehru, Lalbahadut
Shastri became the Prime Minister of India.

The traditional

friendly India-Soviet relations continued to evolve undet his leadership.

He followed the path of Nehru and kept the friendly re.-

. 1 at ion ship with the Soviet Union.

After the death of 91astri on

the 11th January 1966 at Taskhant, Mrs. Gandhi was the nation's
obvious choice for Prime Ministership in 1966, two. years after the

death of her father Jawaharlal Nehru.
In 1966, when Mrs. Indira Gandhi came into power. she
also took the policy of friendly relationship ·vii th Soviet Union.
Indira Gandhi reigned India for 16 years.'

During her long term

tenure, Indo- Soviet friendship reached its climax. and the. "Treaty
of peace, friendship and co-operation" 1971, signed between India
and. the US~ was. the best Expression of Indo- Soviet relationship,
during the first wrm premiership of Mrs. G<mdhi from 1966 to
1977.

9le was the

archie~

of the 1971 Treaty of Peace, friend-

ship, and·co-operation with the Soviet Union, which

help~d

foil the

· aggressive plans of India's enemies, and eliminate the possibility
of India being flanked in the west and the east by Pakistan, which

was armed and equipped by the US military- Industrial· complex •
.·But mention may be made of the positive and beneficial role of the
Soviet Government played over the Kashmir issue, the liberation of
Goa, the Indo-China war ( 1962) and the war bettween India and
Pakistan. in 1965. ·
After her Second return to power in January 1980, the
Indo- So·viet relations were further strengthened.

During this time,

on all major issues of international importance, India and the
Soviet Union had not only identical views but also offered almost
identical solutions •. So, it is clear that Indo-Soviet friendship
has, during this period, acquired an international signi(icance
and is no mo:re confined to the field of bilateral relations and
bilarral co-operation.

"We can justly claim that Indo-Soviet

10
friendship has been an enduring factor for peace and stability in
the World" said Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi at the Kremlin
banquet.
The Indo- Soviet relations have become Matured and have
grown steadily due to the contribution of RaJiv Gandhi since 1984,

when he became the Prime Minister of India.
The new phase of a higher and newer level of Indo- Soviet

relationship was symbolized by the Delhi

Decla~ation

jointly

'

issued by Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and Secretary General of the
Soviet Communist Party Mikhail Gorbachev in November l986.
chev characterised the Delhi Declaration

DS

Gorba-

a document in which

"Our philosophical and political approach to the construction·· of a
nuclear vieapon free and non-violent worl merged with the approach
of the great India and billion of people represented by the non-

aligned movement.

Since 1984 due to repport between Rajiv Gandhi

and Mikhail Gorbachev, the Indo- Soviet relations have become qualitatively new and dynamic.
It is rightly said that .Indo- Soviet friendship is .tre ated by time.
trial was

This relations were built brick by brick.

KBZW

crowned with confidence and mutual trust.

Every
The Indo-

Soviet relationship has all along been sustained between Nehru and .
t<hrushchev 0 Indira Gandhi and Brezhnev, Rajiv Gandhi and Gorbachev.
The caurse of. the development of India's relations with

.

the Soviet Union, particularly in the pAst Nehru period makes it

11
abundantly clear that by giving expression to the aspirations of
.. ·

tt.e Indian peo!Jl9 fo-r builcin9

rri~ndl y ~~1 ~t ~.on~

w1 t.h the first

Socialist country of the world i.e. the· Soviet Union, I.ndira G.andhi
has made a rich contribution to this precious heritage.

In thi-s

sense , it wOuld not be incorrect to de scribe her. L~s th3 noble archi-:tect of Indo- Soviet friendship in the past Nehru period.
$CTION ·- II
OBJECTIVES OF

rua sruoy

The prasent study while analysing the nature of foreign
poli\fY of India will seak to high light the exatt nature and the
making of Inclian foreign policy under the premiership of P andi t
Jawaharlal Nehru. Mrs. Indira Gandhi, and Rajiv Gandhi-from the
beginning of the working of the Indian constitution upto 1969. This
exhaustive study will focus on the theory of lndi an

for~ign

making, Nehru's role in the foreign policy making.

It .would also

policy

include the specific ingredients of Nehru's foreign policy and also
analyse the role of Nehru in the development of the princi?le of
Monalingnment and its impact on the Indian foreign policy making •.
This study Will further focus on the relationship of India with
Soviet Union during the tenure of Nehru.
the world affairs•

Finally Nehru 0 s tole in

Simultaneously, the suudy will focus to the

Indira regime regarrling Indian foreign policy.
into account the relationship of India with

us~

It will also take
during the tenure

of Mrs. Gandhi and also towards her contribution of leading a· head
the principle of non- alignment.

It will also take into

consid;~ration

12
the role of· Rajib Gandhi in Fareigri policy making and the advance-

ment of relationship of India with USSR.

Finally, this study will

seek. to draw a comparative picture of Indo-Soviet relations under

the regime of Nehru, Indira and Rajib.
The study will seek to answer the ·following major re..

search question . :
1•. What are the different national and international fac.

tors that exert influence on the making of India's foreign policfc'
2• What are the nature of Foreign policy making under

3. What was the pattern of Indo- S:>vi9t relationship und•r
Nehru?

4. What .ara the important contribution of Nehru in
India's foreign policy making?
5. What was the nature of Foreign Policy making.under

Indira?
6. What are the significant contribution of Indira in

India's foreign policy?
7. What was the pattern of Indo-Soviet relationship und•r

Indira'?
Be What was the nature of Foreign policy making under
RajiV?
9. What are the important contributions of Rajiv in

India's Foreign policy making?
10. What was the pattern of Indo- S:>viet ralationship

13
under Rajiv?
11. What are the points. of departure in the Indo- Soviet
relationship under Nehru. Indira and RaJiv?
. giiC!i -

SI.GNIFICAI'tc

III

OF

nm

SI'UOY

There are a pletlhora of works on Indo- Soviet relation
-ship and my studies- have been under taken so far by different
scholars~:~

But this study may demand a great deal of academic

signi fie anee from the point of view of carrying three import ant
prime ministers and from the sam! family.

This study is also

significant because perhaps no such works have been uneert"aken
by any scholar so far.

Considered from this

vi~w

point, this
-../11)\-a.J)

study will fill a research gap and Will open new viotan- of research.
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INDO- ~VIBT RELATICJil-S - DIMENSIONS
In the contemporary situation of world politics relations
between States have three dimensions - One direct ·and .two indirect
namely (a) correlative (or bilateral), (b) regional (or multilateral), and (c) global (or international).
(a) The correlative or bilateral relations are direct and
ordinarily indicate the degree of proximity between the states. This
can be me_asured by assessing the

val~

and nature of transactions

between the states in term of their import, export, trade, cultural
and educational inter change, mobility of persons, diplomatic relations popular image ·as

~fleeted

in the mass-media and the degree of -

personal relationship between the dominant leadership.
(b) Regarding the second dimnsion of relations between
states,· a distinction is sought to be made .betvl9en 'multilateral'
and 'international' "-lations in order_ to distinguish between the
'region' the 'neighbouring States', the 'hemisphere', from the
larger human coltll'IUnity, the wider world, the total universe of the
international State-system, Regions are increasingly acquiring a
sub-international identity for variety of reasons.

Every state

today has one or more relevant regions, of which it is a part by
compulsion of geo-politics.

the

Developments in the region or regions

·close to a State have repurcussions on many aspects of its life and
policy.

Therefore, multilateral relations in this sphere are

diffennt from multilateral relations generally.
(c) The third, that is the global o-r international dimen-

sion of the relations between St"tes, includes two major aspects :
relations within the frame work of the united nations. and· its
agencies and relations with reference to three c.ategories of human
issues : (I) domiaant human movements (liberation struggles

~»ta

f.tight against racism and colonialism, for regional and internation
peace and solidarity of people, etc.).

(ii) World wide concerns

(ecological, c:ul tural, Sc:ienti fie, technological, etc.) and (iii)
big power politics.
Closely Examining the nature, expanse and the level of
Indo- &>viet relationship within the framework of the

theo~tical

perspective, stated above, it is quite evident that· both in the
pursuit of a new national identity and legi timisation of the ··poli- ·
tical

~ystem

and as well as in all. the three dimensions of inter-

state relationship • •• i.e., bilateral, regional and international,
Soviet union not only stands but as the state. that has acquired a
place of primacy in friendship, but also (and this is most signi-:ficant) it is the only State in such an Exalted category of closeness of relations with India based on the convergence of mutual
trust, eomtron interests, and closely shared objectives of interna( 1)

tional .development.
However, within the framework of pre sent analysis it is
apparent that Indo- Soviet relations grown steadily during the 1 ast
two decades and more have Expanded in their range and
depended in their cordiality year after

year~

K··~·R~••

That this has been

so despite manifest differences in Sbcial structures, political
1

-1..

"~

-..L

'')?n,ei
-±

?-~··1-..,., 1._;~

9.

;;; l J_UN i995

s-y:stem, ideological preferences and wide range of internal - prior·ities, makes it all the more a classic Example of the best and
the highest form of inter- State relations based on ·the principles
of peaceful co-operation, mutuality of interests and respect for
( 2)

each others distinctive identity and sovereign differentiation.
INoo- :DVIET RELATICN S IN UiE ·LIGHT OF TilE OCTOBER

REVOUTriON AND rnE

INDI~

FREEDOM MOVEMENT.

At the end of the 19th and tre beginning of the 2oth

.

centuries bet·ween the peoples of India and the Soviet Union were
established primarily as the result of the influence of the historic development of each of the two countries on its neighbour, the
manifestation of the world revolution any process.

The revolu-

tionary struggle in Russia, the victory· of the great October
Socialist Revolution .on 1917, and the building of Socialism in the
US9\ and the progressive development of the national liber.alio.n
movement in India, which led to independence all. played the gre atest part in the establishment of these ties.
The great October Socialist Revolution, one of the most
important events in world history, also occupies an important
place in the history of India's march towards independent nation
hood.

It at once became a great source of inspiration to the

Indian people, who saw in it a victory of the comrron people
against the forces of despotism and reaction and immediately
grasped its significance for the future of their own struggle for
( 3)

national freedom.

. .

The October Revolution of 1917 marked the

point of transition from the era of

capit~llsm

to that of Soci&- ·
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lism on a global scnle.

It was also a major blow to the Western

capitalist system and the

impertal~st I)T'~'?l",

'\'Jbtch the

coloni~l

power had established over the larger part of the World.

The

October Revolution was thus able to inspire the colonial people
( 4)

more because the colonies were weak links of imperialism.
In the

~viet

perspective of·

anti-i~erialism,

a·

tegic part of which was the national-liberation-movement· of

str.;;.
th~

eastern tteople India always occupied a· prominent place ever since
·the October Revolution.

In many respects, India stood "at the

head'• ot many colonial and dependent countries in the struggle for
its ·national liberation.

This was the assessment of India's

national movement which Lenin had clearly formulated at
congrgss of the ·comintern.

the Third

Stalin formulated it quite cogently

as he said:
•1 need merely allude to the nationalist movement in

larger colonial and dependent countries such as India and China
whose every step towards national liberation is revol·.Jtlonary,
even if it infringes the cannons of formal democracy for every
such step. on the part of these countries inflicts "smashing blow
on imperialism".
Starting with Lenin's disagreement with M. N. Roy, the
Soviet Union had made a positive assessment of the Indian National
Movement under the leadership of Gr>.ndhiji.

In his work entitled

foundations of Leninism. Stalin noted in 1924 that in India the
imperialist chain might "break earlier than other countries" that
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"the road to paris and

London lies via the towns of Afqhanistan.

Punjab and Bengal,• the most significant fact that under the impact
of the October Revolution, the revolutionary elements in the colonial countr,ies were imbued with the spirit of Marxism Leninism
which left its own imprint on the character of national liberation
(5)

itself, upon its forms and struggle.
The, great October Revol 1Jtion was a gra at source of inspi..;
ration to the Indian people for their national independence. News
regarding the success of the Russian revolution and the happenings,
in the Soviet Republic and the stand taken by the New

S:l~ialist

State on various issues gradually became known in India creating

a

wave of excitement throughmut the country.
The impact of the October

Revol~tion

Indian. literatura and vernacular press

v1as

on contemporary

equally great.

Thus, as.·

early as 20November 1917, bnrely 21 days after the occurrence of
the Revolution, the great Indian poet, -

Subrahmanya Bharati, wrote

in one of the Tamil Newspapers that the Socialists of Russia under
the leadership of 'Sriman Lenin' had achieved their goal and commanded the principle of distributioC

)£

wealth "betwean peoples of the ·

6
world on the basis of equality."
authors like Kabiguru

~abindra

Another great Indian poet and

Nath Tagore, Vallathal, Munshi

Premchang, Mohanunad Iqbal and several others were influenced by the
fast changing life in Soviet Russia and above all, by the message
of the Great October.

Tagore, who considered the October Revolu-

tion as "the morning Starp" "heraldine the down of a new ara", •tt
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visited the Soviet Union in September 1930 on invitation from the
Soviet Society for cultural

relati~.

He wrote in his letters

from Russia that whichever way he looked, he was filled with won· der.

The great poet observed, " ............. It is unlike any

ollher coi.Jritry ............ radically different from top to bottom".

Tagore, while referring to some grave defects and mistakes, felt
lleeply impressed by Soviet achievement to the field of education
and remarked, "what was pleased me most here is the complete di~
appearance of the valgar concept of wealth." ••••••••••• ! am in
Russia, had. I not cous my life's pilgrimage· would have remained
incomplete• the poet added.
Modern Review, Amri t Bazar Patrika, 'tma- shakti, Bharata
Varsh Sankha, Bongvasi, Dainik Basumati, Nayak, 1\nand Bazar Patrika

(all ·from Calcutta), The Hindu, Indian Review (Madras), Bombay
chronicle, ~arajya (Bombay) Kesari, Maratta, Lok Sangharsha (Paone!

Abhyudaya, independent, Leader (Allahabad) Aaj (Banaras)Hurriat,
Raiyat (Delhi) TribUne, Deshi, (Lahore) Sansar (Kanpur) and many
other well-known journal published articles on the Bolshevik Revo-

lution, life of Lenin and the Changes which were being brought
(7)

about in Soviet Russia.
The strong Indian feeling o.£ admiration and friendship·
for the Soviet Union came out most clearly in the tributes paid to
Lenin by the Indian press after his passing ;May on 22 January
1924.

Thus the Abhyudaya (Allahabad) remarked : "World's gr2 ates

man of the age has passed away from this world.

It is m:> st he art
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breaking to publish the News of Lenin's death".

The Ananda Bazar

· Patrika (Calcutta) wrote on 30 January : "The nobelminded Lenin, the

friend of humanity, is dead •••••• The most moving tribute came
from the Labour l<ishan Gazettee (Madras), Edited by M. Singaravelu
Chettiar one of the pioneers of the communist movement in ·India, on
30 January:
"Lenin the Great has passed away and joined the chairinavisible.•. The world, the worker's - world, it to day
poorer by the passing away of its great Teacher and
Redeemer.

Today, ·the vested interests ••••••• are silent

over the great loss which the humble workers of the world
have suffered by.the death of

~heir

great pratagonist.

It is the worker the true salt of tr.e earth - that maurns
for him who showed him the path of deliverance from bon( 8)
dage, privation and misery".
There also appeared a number of books 11 both in English

and Indian language, devoted to a sympathetic exposition of the
attractive features of the Soviet - Experiment and the E&le~lary
qualities of leadership shown by Lenin.

Here I mention the Name of

the books, Authors, Language and the year of Publication.
1. Roos Ki Rajya J<ranti (Hindi, 1920) Rama S"lankar
Avasthi

2. Bolshevik Jadugar (Hindi, 1920) Rama Shankar Avasthi
3. Gandhi Vs Lenin (English, 1921) S.P.• Dange
4. Nilolai Lenin : His Life and works (English, 1921 )G.v. Krishna Rao.

2-1
:>. Roes Ka Punarjanrua (Hindi, 1921) - SJm Dutt Vidyalankaro.
6. The leader of Freedom : Lenin and Russian Revolution •
. (Urdu, 1922) Mehta Anand Kishore.
7. Bolshevism in Russia (Marathi, 1921) Laxroi Narayan Joshi..
8. Fonder of Russian Democracy, Nikolai Lenin (Marathi,
1922). Rama Krishna Gopal Bhide.
9. 'Lenin' - (Bengali, 1921) Phanlbhushan Ghosh
10. Roos me Yugantcr (Hindi, 1923) Vishwambhar Nath Jijja
11. Rc>os l<a Panchayati Rajya (Hindi, 1923) Pran Nath
Bidyalankar' s.
12. Bipleb Patha Russeiar _Rupantar (Bengali, 1924) .1\tul

Sen.
13. Liberater of the Poor in Russia - Nikolai Lenin
(9)

( 1924

)Gorkh.

The Russian revolution also influenced the taade union
activity in the country.

In its report submitted in April 1920,

·the special-Bureau of Inform~tion of the Btitish Government admitted
that there ·was appreciation of tt:.e infiltration of
in the Labour and Peasant Movements in the country.

~lshevik

ideas

Student unions

came into being and finally the communist party itself.

B.G. Tilak,

Lala Lajpat Rai, Annie Besant, n•F• Andrews, B.c. Pal and other
.
.
.
(10)
Congress leaders took an active interest in trade union movement.
All these helped to bring into the mainst~am of India's struggle

varied sections of the Indian

population~

- The strong fascination felt by the Indian revolution aries
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for the October Revolution was expressed most poignantly in 1930.
The date was January 21, the Sixth anniversary of the passing away
of Lenin, the place the court room of the District and sessions
Judge at Lahore.

Bhagat Singh, the most famous Indian Revolution-

ary here and one of the greatest names in the history of the Indian
struggle for freedom, was facing trial along with his comrades.
That day all appearem in the court wearing red scarfs.

~fter·

taking their places in the dock, they raised the slogans : "Long
Live SOcialist Revolution, Long Live the Communist International
Lenin's name will Never Die
imperialismH

Bh~gat

!

Long Live the people !

Down with

Singh then read out the text of the following

telegram with a request to the court to transmit it to the comin-

doing something for carrying forward the ide as of Great
Lenin.

We wish success to the great experiment Russia

is carrying out.

We join our voice to that of interna-

tional working class movement. · Preletariat will
capitalism will

winl

( 1)

·

be defeated, Death to·Impe·::-ialism.

The October Revol:Jtion exerted its influence on the minds
of

i~ortant

congress leaders like Annie Besant, C .. R. .. Das, Mahatma

Gandhi,· Jewarhal al Nehru·, Subhas Chandra Bose and many others.
Mahatma Gandhi, who helped the G~at October Revolution·
in high esteem and acclained Lenin as a Master spirit, observed in
an article published in young India on 4 May 1921 that any attempt
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to crush Balshevism by force would be futile.

It is true that

Gandhi was basically against communism, violence, an omnipotent
state,

a materialistic interpretation of history, and class war

doctrine, but it should not be denied that he viewed the October
.Revolution with great sympathy and admirew Lenin with
(12)
gards •
In an interview to News

Chronicle~

g~at

re-

he said : "My surnpa-

thies are undoubtediy in favour of China and Russia".

When in

early 1942, Mahatma Gandhi who was then under arrest, was told that
Russia might loss. the war, he said : "No, B.ussia can not loss the
war.

If Russi· a

los~·. the war, who will look after the intera st

of the poor of the world.

( 13)

Russia must not loss the war".

For Nehru, the Revol,.Jtion of 1917 was a tremendous event,
unique in history, "First revolution of its kind", "challenge to
other countries and an •x•mt example for many revolutionaries all
over the-world".

In the words of Nehru, "This was one of the most

astonishing feats in history ••••• essentially, it was a victory ofthe self confidence, the faith, the self-sacrifice, and- the un( 14)

flinching determination of the Russian people.
There is indeed, no doubt that, of the Indian leaders,
who were exposed to the Russian Revol•.Jtion, Jawaharlal had a

bett~r

understanding of the historical process which brought about this
momentous development in history.

His anti-imperialist orientation

naturally drew him to the RiJSsian Revolution. Though he understood the cause of the Rev6lution, he did not know then the philo0
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sophy of Marxism, which inspired the Russian Revolution.

In a
0

conversation with Tibor Mende, Nehru spoke about the Russian Revolution as such :

"Our

s~athies

were very much with Lenin and

others, without knowing much about t.\arxism.

I had not read any-

thing about Marxism by then".
To Jawaharlal, the Russian upsurge was not only a
nationalist development.

r~

saw in it a far wider import, in

fact, the emergence of a new form of Society which could be applicable to the rest of the world.

The Revolution, "ended the age-

long domination· of the upper classes," and ao it was natural, he
said, that those who enjoyed po\Wr and privileges in society
( 15)

should oppose and malign the Russian Revolution.
In the 300 Nehru 1 s attraction to the

~cialist

ideal,

Which had been a distinctive characteristic of his youth and become stronger after the victorious-October Revolution, turned into
a firm conviction.

This was promoted both by the events in ln&ia

and also by Nehru• s own introduction to the international labour
and coumunist movement and his acquaintance with the Soviet Unions'
first socialist gains.
His contacts with international working class and
communist activists and with freedom fighters from other colonies
and semi-colonies, as well as his participation in the Brussels
congress of oppressed nation ali ties and his visit to the Soviat
Union, made him a champion of joint actions by the world antiimperialist forces.
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There were three factors accounting for Nehru's sympathy for the Soviet Union and interest in its achievements. Each
of those 'factors was significant in its own right• but each reason
was fundamentally related to the others.
The first factor was the Soviet Union's consistent
anti-imperialist struggle and support for national liberation
movement.

This factor shaped Nehru's and also many other freedom

fighters attitude towards the Soviet Union.

Addressing a student

rally in Calcutta in 1928, Nehru said : "Inspite of her many mist.akes. Russia today in the greatest opponent of imperilalism : What
she had done for the peoples of the East is just and generous.
Russia goes to tr.e East as an equal, not as a conqueror or a race
proved superior.

It is surprising that she is wel-comed?"

Sicondly, Nehru emphasised the significance of the
Soviet people's Economic and cultural efforts of time when the
Soviet State had only begun to gain Experience, showing his amazing
. 'out logical fore sight.

In his book Soviet Russia he wrote that

"the USSR. and India both were .. ~~u vast agricultural countries
with only the beginnings of industrialization and both had to face
poverty and illiteracy".

He also pointed out that if Russia finds

a satisfactory solution of those, our work in India is made easier".
Thirdly Nehru's attraction to· the &>viet Union could
be.· attributed to his progressive aspirations, which had first manifested themselves during bis youth and later matured in the atmosphere of a new wave of the freedom struggle in the 2dr

~-

and the 30:!)
§
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To· a great extent, these aspirations stemrred from the traditional
concern.with the world's progress by liberal Indian politicians and
freedom fighters as early as the 19th century.

Referring to the

international significance of the Great October Socialist Revolution,
Nehru wrote :

11

I had

no

doubt that the &>viet Revolution had advan-

ced human Society by a great leap and had lit a bright flame which
could not be smothered, and th~t it had laid the foundations for
(16)
that new civilization towards which the world could advance.
During his stay in Moscow Nehru attended, as a guest,
the World congress of friends of the Soviet Union and made the
ac(luintance of prominent Soviet States men and public figures.

AU~•

After his visit to the USSR and his discussions With
Soviet leaders, Nehru arrived at the conclusion that Soviet Russia
had no political or economic motives for invading India, that Russi21
was in need of stable peace and could not possibly want war, and
that its "aggressive plans" with regard to India were the treacherous fabrications of imperialist propaganda aimed at justifying_ measures to further strengthen British coloni(\'11 rule in India and toughen the colonial policy of· repression there.
For scholarly as well as practical purposes, Nehru
examined the October 1917 Socialist Revolution and the experience
of Socialist construction in the USSR.

Being an adherent of par-

liamentary democracy, he was made anxious by the excessive power
wielded by the executive bodies and some of the coercive methods
used by the State. · Yet his conclusion was optimistic "The dynamic

forces released by the revolution of 1917 have· not played taemselves
out.

They have made history and they will continue to make history
But being an objective

and no man can afford to ignore them."

. researcher, Nehru could not help being aware of the formidable difficulties facing the Sbviet Union.

He wrote : Russia has passed

through ten years since the Bolshevik Revolution.

But it must be

remembered that the first five of these ten years were entirely
taken up in war against foreign and internal enemies and in the
harder struQ9le against famine and blockade ........ .
"It is only during the p<'!st five years that she has
had comparative peace. and a chance to develop her resources.
even during this period she

But

ku has had to contend against the

hostility of most of the governments of Europe and of the super
capitalist United States of

~m~rica

••••••••• If she has progressed

then during these five years it has been despite these difficulties. ••
·Even at that time, many

r- ars

before India's achieve-

ment of independence, Nehru was certain that his country should
establish exten·sive and friendly
So'J:i.ets.

rel~:.:.ions

with

th~ l~nd

of

th~

"Russia can not be ignored by us he wrote" because she is

our neighbour, a powerful neighbour, which may be . friendly to us
and co-operate with us or may be a thorn in our
~~e~

side~

In either

we have to know her arid understand her and shape our policy

accordingly".

Nehru sought mut,.Jal understanding and friendship

with the world's first socialist state.

He made this point clear :
( 17)
"Ordinarily Russia and india should live as the best of neighbours".
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On April 13, 1947 1 four months

the proclamation

befo~

of India' s· independence, Nehru settled the issue of establishing
diplomatic relations with the USs:t •. He appoined his own sister,
Vijayalakshmi Pandit, as

to Moscow and personally ins-

~assador

tructed the entire embassy staff to make up for lost years and do
everything possible to enhance ties with the Soviet Union - that
The two countries now had a broad foundation on

wa·s his mandate.

y

which to develop friendly relations and cooperation at all levels
and in all araas.
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. RELATICI'l S
On &.pril 13, 1947, an _official press communique_
issued in New Delhi, announced the agreement on the establishment
. of diplomatic relations with the USs:t.

On June 25, 1947, two

weeks before the Mountbatten plan for the partition of India was·
announced, Nehru announced the appointment of 'his sister, Vijaya
Laxmi Pandit as India's first anlbassador to the USSt.

On October

23, 1947, the Soviet Union also announced the appointmnt of its
first ambassador to India, 1<.

v.

Novikov.

The Indian ambassador

her credentials in Moscow on August 17, 1947 and the
P resented
.
.
.
(18)
Soviet ambassador on January 1, 1948~
After the conclusion of the second WOrld war the
historic process of decolonisation began and India was one of the
first countries to gain freedom.
·organised the Asian

Relation~

On the ave of its freedom, India

Conference in March 1947 in Delhi to

which several delegates from the Central "sian Republics were invited.

They came

and made a handsome contribution to the delibe-

rations of the conference which was widely appreciated.
~fter

assuming the Prime Ministership of independent

India, Nehru lost no time in directing the two distinguished
Menons -

v~

1<. l<rishna and KPS- to establish contacts witn the

Soviet delegation which had coma to attened the session of the UN
Gener-al Assembly.

In a significant manner, J awaharlal Nehru provi-

ded ideological basis of Indo- Soviet relations by enunciating the
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basic frame'Mltt of our foreign policy, the pillars of which were :
Nonalignment, peaceful coexistence and anti- coloni ali sur•

These

were the c.oncepts which ware closer to the foreign policy princi..

( 19)

ple s of the Sovia·t Union also.
The S,viets did express
other newly free

states~

s~athies

with India and

In a major policy speech at the founding

meeting of the cominform in September 1947, one of stalin's le adingl
ideologues, Andrei Zhdanov,

e~hatically

declared that the world

!

had become divided into two irreconciliat:ile bloes - the imperialittl
. ie&•, the

Anti-democratic camp headed by the US and the anti-

imperialist camp he' 8 ded by the Soviet Union.

Zhdanov incluc.ed
l

India ~ng those exceptional States, that while not socialist, wasl
not part of the imperialist camp.

India was also seen to be
.

pathising with the

anti-i~erialist,

s~

(20)

i.e. the Soviet Caup.

The partition of the country left may issues unresolved.

Kashmir was .one.

As

the ruler of this Muslim majority State a

Hindu was in favour of independence, Pakistan unleashed the pathan
fribesrneri on the State to force his accession to Pakistan.

In the

event, the Maharaja acceded to the Indian Union and called for
Indian military support.

For five years, the Kashmir issue not

only vitiated the atmosphere in the

~ub

continent, but also give

a handle to the Anglo- American powers to blackmail India.
Kashmir is contiguous to China and Afganistan and even
Q

close to the Soviet republic of Turkestan.

Thus in the eyes of

the we stem alliance, Kashmir was of. considerable strategic illlJor-
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tance.

It was natural that in the dispute between India and Paki$-

~an over.Kas~r,

the West customarily supported Pakistan.

To add to these problems, was the negative
Indian communist party towards Indian Independence.
recognise India's independence as genuine, joined

stand

of the

It refused to

force~

against

l

the New Government and was generally disruptive.

But the most

serious challenge came When the communist party decided to launch
an armed peasant revolution from Telengana in 1948 1 nora or less on
·the pattern of the Chinese revolution.

support of

Moscow~

This adventurism had the

The Nehru Government-banned the communist party

and arrested thousands of communists, who were .detidned without
( 21)

trial.
Nehru had indeed greeted the Soviet Union with much warmth
and hoped on his part, to work with her in the resolution of world
problems for the common good of mankind.
For sene time, however, Indo- Soviet relations did not
grow rapidly as might have him desired.

Indeed it would not be

wnR~

wrong to during that period, however, India, and the Soviet Union

found themselves working together in the-United Nations on the
issues of colonilism and racialism.
The initiative that Nehru took to try to end the war in
Korea and Stalin's positive response to it signalled the Start of a
New recognition.

There were, of course, occasions when the Sbviet

Union did not agree with India Is stand on scm= speci fie i-ssues about

to the Korean problem, but she always acknowledged the sincerity
of India's intentions and, by and large, supported her efforts.
India's prompt recognition of the people's Republic of China and her
insistence that its representatives should occupy the place allotted
to China in the United nations also created a favourable

in~ression

in the Soviet Union and made it leaders concious of India's
city

f:)!'

1S we 11

world. affairs.

~s int~ntion

c~pa

o: prJrsuing on independent path in

It was with enthusiastic 3Jviet support that India

was appointed the Chairman of the Neutral Nations Repatriation
commission in Korea, a signal

hono~r

~t

that time, which boosted

India's prestige as a non-aligned country ardently worlarg for
( 22)
world peace.
·
On the other hand Soviet Union beg an taking a more active
interest in the Kashmir problem. This was clearly reflected in the
IJ'~d!.
spe-G&tffi of the Soviet delegate in the Security Council in the
course

of

the debate on the Kashmir problem on January 17 1 1952. The

Soviet delegate unequivocally declared that Kashmir was an inte-:grate part of India.
In 1952' stalin gave his .first interview for foreign
diplomat in two years to the
Radhakrishnan.

depart~g

Indian ambassador, Dr.

s.

In 1953, in a further gesture of goodwill, Stalin

granted an interview to the New Indian ambassador l<P S Menori. Simultaneously, trade began to improve.
was concluded in December

1953.

·"' significant trade agreement
This was an important pointer to

the change in Moscow's attitude towards India. There were cultural
exchanges, too. All these were explained not merely as a r~action
I
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to the changes in China • s attitude towards India but also as a
Soviet recognition of India's positive and independent .role in
.

(23)

world affairs free from western influence.
The turn to a new level in Indo- Soviet relations came
with the death of Stalin in 1953 vmen incidentally, Nehru paid him
a glowing tribute.

The process of change. in the Soviet Union and

in its perception and approach to the world began then, and it is
.
(24)
reaching a dramatic climax now.
His death was followed by

many important changes in the life of the Soviet people, more
especially in the domain of home and foreign policies of the
country.

K. p. S. Menon recounts in his memoirs that a "with the

death of Stalin, Soviet policy towards the neutral and non-aligned
States and especially India entered a new phase.

The Soviet

governuent began to recognize independent India as a State *taax
which counted in international

affairs.~

(25)

In a speech· to the supreme Soviet in August 1953, premier Malenkov acknowledged that India had made a "considarable
contributiond to the efforts of peace-loving countries aimed at

ending the waJJ in l<ore a.

0

0ur relations with India an are

growing stronger; and cultural and economic ties are developing.

We hope that relations betWeen India and the Soviet Union will continue to develop and grow With friendly co-operation· as the keynote" he said.

C26)

tfwe
ment in relation

just re-count the numerous instance of the developbet~en

India and the USSR during the year 1954,
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it shall be obvious that the beginning of a new phase in IndoSoviet relations was very much round the corner.

In

.~pril

1954, ·

the Soviet Union proposed the in clasion of India in the UN disarmamnt Su'o-Coumittee, although Britain opposed it tooth and nail.
Se•ln in the light of the preceding discussion, ·it be com:~ s
clear that by about the end of the year 1954 and the unfolding of
the year

195~,

there started a new phase in Indo- Soviet relations.

The peace-making efforts of India in the Korean war, her role in

the Geneva Conference on Indo-China, her refusal to join the
military alliances aimed at the

~SSR,

her ever:increasing.

infl~

ence among the non-aligned countries and her proven capacity to
prepare a common ground, where East-west differences could be
narrowed down - these were the pertinent factors, Which helped
the process of India and the Soviet Union corning closer to each
(27)

other.
At the time of India's independence, India had no direct
economic dealings with the USSR.

Indian goods used to go via

London to Moscow and were handled by British traders.

in April 1949 a brater deal was made with the USSR.

Howevtrr,
Nehru felt

that the Soviet Union was in no position to offer aid to India. In
any case, bilateral relations were not close enough for meaningful
economic exchanges. ·

In India, there was, however, strong opposition to economic and trade relations with the SOviet Union, both in the
ruling party as also in Indian business circles.

It was feared
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that the SOviet

Unio~

would try to export communism to India.

In.these circumstances, Nehru was compelled to mcve
closer to the West,· if only for the reason that the better was
eager to cultivate India's friendship, .though it had chara~terised
non- ~lignment as "immoral".

At the comrnnwealth Prime Minister's

Conference in Octo l:er 1946 at London, Nehru gave his support to
the Brussels Treaty, in which Britain was associated, but which
was opposed by the USSR.

India also decided to join Britain in

giving military aid to Burma against the comniunist rebels in that
country (Apparently, there was an Indian interest here).
Thus, in the first two years of India's independence in
the face of continuing Soviet hostility to Indian leaders, India
tried to move a little closer to the west, while preserving its
anti-colonial and anti-imperialist image.
Nehru's visit to the USA in October 1949 came in for
serve cri tieism in the USSR.
first to that country.

Nehru's visit to the

US~

This itself was significant.

was his

His mission

was by no means to seek US Aid, though there was considerable spulKx
speculation on this.
Though the United states wanted to enter the Indian
market, a close preserve of Britain earlier, it was hesitant till
1949.

Only when it knew that the Kuomiritang was going to be atxi¥all

driven out of China, Washington showed a real interest in India as
an alternative to China.
·Nehru's US visit was not a success.

In fact, it was a
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debacle.

Chester Bowles, former US ambassador to India has written

that Nehru was "particularly irritated by the insistent
0

assu~tion

f many Americans, both in and out of tte public life, that if he

· was unwilling to accept completely the

~erican
.

analysis of the
0

world situation, he must be pre-communist".
In the meantime, there was a change in the policy of the
Indian. communists from revolutionary violence to legal agitation.
In 1950, the CPI gave up the 'left' strategy of armed struggle .ih
favour of a broad front of left parties opposed to the Nehru Government•

While the left front improved its parliamentary position at

the 1952 general ale ction,· it provided tactical support to the
progressive foreign policy of the Nehru government.

In .1\pril 1951

the CPI put out a New party programme and issued a statement e sche'W-

ing yiolence.

In september 1951 it promised to follow constitutio(28)

n al me an s of struggle.
The smooth development of rndo- Soviet relations during
..,

this period was a shining example of the implementation of the fives
principles of co-existence between two widely different political
system.

The growth of Indo- Soviet amity during this period was

particularly significant since it also coincided ·with our maturing
relations with the USA.

The competitive economic patronage show-·

ered on India during this period towards the implementation of the
second Five Year Plan by the two great

po~r

led Mr. Nehru to

comment, "This makes India a kind of an area of agreement between
(~)

.

the opposing idealogical forces.
This period in Soviet politics was characterised by an almost continuous process of libera-

lization, which had started since the death of Stalin in March,
1953, and

gath~red.momentum

after the 20th party Congress in

Fe~

ruary 1956.
At the time of Stalin's death. Soviet foreign policy
was already trying to break out of the fetters.

There were seve-

ral pointers of a realistic approach, particularly toward the newly
free countries.
sometime.

But the transition from Stalin to Khruschev took

By June 1953 the dreaded KGB Chief, Be ria was elimina-

ted and September saw Khruschev become the First Secretary of the
CP SJ,. thus ens•Jring hfs supremacy.

Though Malenkov continued to

head of the Government as Chairman of the council of ministery the
Khruschev era began with a collective leadership which tried to
move away from the dogmatism of the stalin period.

This became

particularly noticeable in Moscow's attitude to New Delhi.
During 1954, the two countries exchanged a nurnber of
delegations to promote economic and cultural ralations.

The same

year, negotiations began on concluding an economic agreement for
Soviet assistance to India's industrial development.
By 1954, Sbviet media was full of praise for Nehru
and his foreign pol icy.

But 1 t also beg an to point out how the

Soviet Union had contributed to the national liberation movement,
and how it was a factor in consolidatiry that independence.
The signing of the first economic agreement between
India and the USSl on February 2, 1955 for the construction of the
Bhilai Steel Plant, alongwith a financial credit, was a major
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event, which helalded a new phase in Indo- Soviet cooperation .. It
must be pointed out that both Britain and '•Vest Germany had earlier
refused to help India to set up a Steel plant.
came at

Soviet assistance

a time

which India was launching its second Five Year Plan
( 30)
with emphasis on industrialisation.
The Bandung Conference of 29 .~fro-.o\sian States, held
·in Indonesia from April 18-25, 1955, Nehru's contribution to the
successful organisation of this conference.

Moscow hailed the

Bandung conference as an anti-imperialist move and as a pbsitive
contribution by India.

The Bundung confarence was praised by E.M.

Zhukov, a leading. Soviet academician.

Bundung further confirmed

the credentials of India as a peace loving country, willing cooperate with the socialist community, be friend China and support
the principle of peaceful co-axistencee
The year 1955 marked a ra al mile stone in Indo- ~viet
relations when Jawaharlal Nehru visited Soviet Union in June, and
later in

Novembe~December,

the Soviet leaders ·aulganin and

Khrushchev paid a return visit to India.

The cumulative result

of these visits was to raise Indo- Soviet relations to a very high
pledestal.
The Indian Prime Minister and his daughter, Mrs.
Indira Gandhi were given an unprecendented welcome.

This was no

put-in affair, for even the Western press noted its spontaneous
nature.

There was no parallel to it either before or

sine~.

Nehru

was received at the airport by a whole galaxy of Soviet leaders

40'
Khrushchev, Bulganin, MOlotov, Malenkov, Mikoyan and otters.

Of

the sixteen days in the Soviet Union, Nehru spent ten days visiting
the Ukraine, Georgia, Turkmenir, Kazakhastan and Uzbekistan. It was
the first time that a Non-communist leader was allowed to trave.l so
( 31)
extensively within the Soviet Union.
No one has ever received
a more turmultuous welcome" - Menon records in his autobiography.
The \.1-ashington post observed that

was unfolded for Nehru.

11

the reddest of the red carpets"

Pravda editorially welcomed the Indian

Prime Minister in a mannar reserved exclusively.for a leader from
communist country.
Nehru • s visit to the Soviet Union proved a
success.

~

·

India's authority was recognised by a great power.

Indo- SOviet joint communique noted that "the relation between th.,
Soviet Union and India happily rest on a firm foundation

ship and mutual understanding".

~f

friend-

Both the Prime Ministers expressed

their desire to develop relations between their two countries in

the spirit of panchaheel and expressed their
¥j1Ji¥ttxa~:fxp~alll&lilluafllxn~

~~x&~~Mtxi•sxtwxtk•

conviction that "the wider acceptance of

these principles will enlarge the area of peace, promote mutual
confidence amongst nations and pave the way for greatar

nal cooperation".

intern~tio

The success of Nehru•s visit was admitted even

by the New York times, which wrote that Ne-hru was the first non-

communist leader

who was

given the rarest honour of

addressin~

public m;,eting at Moscow - "The most tremendous reception
During his visit, Nehru realised that

~viet

a

( 32)

inde~d.

people
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and Government were fully committed to peace.

At no time, Nehru

and similar confidence about Western Governments, particularly of
To the USffi, the idealogical question had become

the USJ\.
secondary.

The stress was on peace •

The Soviet Union strongly

belie·ved that war could not be an instrument of policy in a nuclear

age.

In other words, the Soviet Union was unlikely to promote its

idealogy through violence. All these helped to build up confidence
.
( 33)
between the two countries.
The return visit of the

~viet

leaders to In Iiiia 1955

(lB Nov-13 December) was equally momentous, for Khrushchev. and

Bulganin struck deep chords in Indian minds by bestowing generous
praise on Indian leaders including Mahatma Gandhi and offering
their undiluted support.

~·mong

the Soviet delegates were Gromyko,

the S::lviet for-aign Minister, Mikhailov, Minister of culture and
Kumykin, Minister of Foreign Trade.

The ..,..sal come was unprecenden-

About a million of people lined the road from· the

ted in scale.

Airport to the Rashtrapati Bhavan.

For most of ·the Soviet dele-

gates, this was the first visit to country outside the Socialist
0

orbit.

From this visit of the Soviet leaders followed the

gere ral Soviet support to India 1 s non- ~lignment to the issues of
Kashmir and Goa• s liberation in 1961, when tne West introduced a
resolution in the UN General Assembly to condemn India as an

'aggressor'.

There were frequent references to India as a "great

power" in Soviet speeches.
India.

~ravda

The SOviet media kept the liroolight

and other major dailies gave their front pages to

on
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the visit for the entire three weeks.

To pravda the visit was

( 34)

..

~ll'these

"unforgetable and historic."

provided the setting

for closer Indo-Soviet relations and brought about a measure of
independence to India's foreign and domestic policies.
IMPTCT

OF

rna

2oth PARTY

CONGRESS

The 20th CPsJ Congress (1956), a membrable one in
Soviet history, dramatically enunciated Soviet policies towards
the newly free nations.

Khrushchev realised the

demise of colonial empires and the upsurge that this had
about in many parts of the world.

of the

i~ortance

b~ught

The ·out come of the twentieth

congress· of the CPS.J was welcomed by Jawaharlal Nehru.

Welcoming

the cha)'lges, Nehru in a spee'ch in parliament said : "There can be
no doubt that this congress has adopted a new line and a new
policy.

I hope that this development will lead to a further relax-

ation of tension in the world.

The impact of the 20th party

congress on the growth of Indo- Soviet friendship was stressed by
g

the Indian Ambassador Mr. K.P.S. Menon in. a speech broadcast from
Moscow on 22 June, 1956 - in the past certain ideological distortions stood in the way of our friendship.

These obstacles have now

been removed by the courageous decisions taken at the 20th party
congress in regard to certain fundamental principles.

~ng

these

decisions is the recognition that there can be different varieties
socialism; that violence is not essential for the transformation of
society and that parliamentary institutions can be a means to the
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establishment of socialism.

( 35)
These decisions are welcome to India.

It may be mentioned that in April 1956, the cominform - which had
been an organ of International communism and openly condemned by
the Indian Vice-President Or. Radha Krishnan as a cause .of inter-·
national dissension in April, 1953, was dissolved by the Soviet
Union •. The friendship and understanding between India and the
..

Sbvie~

Union were already enhanced by the visit of Mr. Nehru to

the SOviet Union in June, 1955 and the visit of Mr. Bulganin and
Mr. Khrushchev to India in November-December 1955 which were associated with magnificent and spontaneous welcome extended to the
leaders by the people on both sides.
Indo-Soviet relations and India's relations with
others socialist countries became, from 1954 onward, the most
important factor in India's foreign policy and thereby a compulsive infl•Jence on tl". e
also.

fcr·~ign

policies of many other countries

But for the undeviating line of friendship between India and

the SOviet Union, the American and British attitude to non-alignment would have continued to be one of contempt and suspecion.,
That it had to be changed, at least officially, to one of gruding
"

tolerance was a great triumph for Jawaharlal Nehru because ·it had
forced the ·American policy makers to modify open hostility to nonalignnent.

Another consequence of Indo- Soviet friendship in

this period was that it exposed Chinese chicanery and opportunism
in international affairs.

( 36)

During the Hungarian developments, India played a
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major role.

As a non- aligned country India, could not have re soi"-

ted to the emotional outbursts of the Western countries. Through
the· Hungarian development, India demonstrated moderation, restraint
and a constructive approach.
Nehru's first reactions were rather groping.
said that what happened in Hungary was a 'nationalist

He

upsu~e'.

He

feared that many Hungarians were not satisfied with the regime and
wanted independence from Moscow.

He

had hoped that the 20th con-

gress would inevitably lead to a liberal Soviet system, and had
pleaded with the West to encourage this process.

But the· West

choose to remain frozen in its cold war postures.
India abstained from voting on the resolution at the
4th November, UN General

session which 'condemned' the

~ssembly

Soviet intervention, called for Soviet withdrawal, upheld the right
of Hungarians to form a

govam~nt

of their choice •••• India did

not like the condemnation of the Soviet Union as also the investigation into Hungary's internal affairs by the UN.

India however,

opposed the re sol·Jtion of 9th November, which called on the Soviet
Union to withdraw its troops in preparation for a general election
in Hungary under

u.N.

auspices.

Menon's major objection to the

resolution was that Hungary was treated in the resolution as if it
was a colony and not a sovereign state.

~We

can not subscribe to

the idea that any sovereign Stata can agree to election under the
UN organisation" he said.

( 37)

In spite of the frictions caused by India's stand on

Hungary, the Soviet leader gave importance to the role India was
playing in the international arena to promo.te peace and

disarma~nt.

This was clear from its veto on the Kashmir resolution in the UN
General .rtssembly in February 1957.

The resolution brought up by

Britain, USA, Australia, and Cuba sought to introduce a UN force
into Kashmir to carry out demilitariaation preparatory to holding
( 38)

a plebiscite under UN auspices.
The rapid deterioration of Sino-India relation began
in 1957.

In early 1959, there was a wide upsurge in Tibeto, whtch

forced the Dalai Lama and thousands of Tibetans to flee tpe country.

Though Nehru did not criticise China over this new develop-

ment, he gave political asylum to the Delai Lama and his entaurage.
B.ut China was in a aggressive mode and had already taken a deci-

sion to teach India a lesson.
In Februay (11-16), 1960 Khrushchev visited India to
consolidate the friendly relations between the two country, he declared that Indo-Soviet relations 'have never before rested on a
mere solid basis of' friendship and understanding.
Moscow had also made it clear to Beijing that it
valued the friendship of India.

The CPSJ had told the Chinese

communist party orally that "one can not possibly seriously think
that a state such as India, vmich is militarily and economically
- immeasurably weaker than China would really launch a military
attack on China and commit aggression c:gainst it. This was revealed by Chinese sources during the polemies between Moscow and
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Beijing.

Moscow was thinking of economic sanction against the

China and even expulsion of the Chinese comillunist party from the
world communist movement•

In "ugust 1960 Moscow beg an to pull out

SOviet technicians from China and China called back its students
from the USSR.

At the Bucharest conference of communist party in

June 1960• Khrushchev gave vent to the true feelings.

He attacked

Chine's idealogical position and its international behaviour.
.

said that China's action's against India had harmed socialism.

He

(~

Nehru's third and last visit to the Sbviet Union took
place in 1961, and again the SOviet people
India's Prine Minister.

cordial~y welcome~

During the official visit, Nehru had talks

with Soviet le.aders on the most urgent issues of internationai rela-a
tions and on the further development of Indo-Soviet cooperation.
Nehru also said in one of his speeches then "I came
here last time six years ago.

We all know

·~••••

that the friendly

, contacts between our two countries developed greatly in the course

df these years, as did our economic and cultural

contacts~

We have

received very many presents from you but the most valuable of them
all is ·your friendship.

Sincerely trust that this friendship will
(40)

,develop and grow stronger."
The Mig agreement was signed in 1962 when India's
relations with China had begun to deteriorate on the border issue.
In fact the problems between India and China were becoming a test

for the growing Indo- Soviet relationship.

Chin"-l invaded India on
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Octobe.r 20., 1962•

The first &>,liet reaction came in the form of

ediltorial in the pravda and Izvestia on October 25.

ln these

editorials India's contribution to the cause of world peace was
lauded and it was pointed out that strained relations between
India and China would benefit only their common enemy.

Teey urged

both sides to seek a peaceful settlement of their dispute and further pointed out that their conflict \"'IUld disrupt the Soviet
Union's relations ~~th "faternal" China and 'friendly' India. It
said in a another editorial th~t the Soviet Union would not remain
indifferent when the blood of brothers and friends flouls, and
( 41)
called for a cease fire.
In 1963, a new five-year trade agreement was negotiated.

In 1964 the

Steel

~lant,

~viet

Union also offered to build the Bokaro

the biggest such undertaking.

The Soviet Union also
(42)

offered to establish yet another seed farm at Jetsar in Rajasthan.
·,.

meeting was

Jawaharlal Nehru died on May 27, 1964.

A memorial

held in Moscow in the Hall of Columns, where eloquent

tributes were paid to the late Prime Ministe-r, a rare honour for a
non-communist leader.

Pravda hailed him as "an outstanding states.

( 43)

man and a sincere friend of .the Soviet Union."
Jawaharlal Nehru laid down the firm foundation of
India's foreign policy and demestic policy.
alignment will ever remain
contribution.

CIS

The policy of non-

his most significant foreign policy

As far as India as concerned it will always remem-

ber Jawaharlal Nehru as the archit•?ct of the policies in which
Indo- S::>viet friendship is rooted, for the s arne rea sons he is remem-
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be red in the Soviet Union.

He made a deep impression in the memo-

ries of millions peoples of the two countries.

always

reme~r

Those people will

Jawaharlal Nehru as an outstanding politician, pro-

minent statesman of our time, champion of peace and International
cooperation and supporter of friendship and mutual understanding
betv~en

the two countries.
INoo- 9JVIET

ECONOMIC

COOPER.t\TION

Indo- Soviet economic cooperation form an important
component of the wide range of friendly, historically deyeloped
good-neighbourly relations between India and the Soviet Union.
They have been going on uninterruptedly and without any serious
snags and have proved to be of manifold importance to both tteory
and practice of international economics.
Soviet aid to India began against the background of
0

dramatic circumstances.

India first approached Britiin and other

Western countries for assistance, particularly for the construction of a Steel Plant.

This was denied on the ground that India

had taken the wrong path of development•

It was said that India

did not have resources and technological competence.
this time that the Soviet Union

ag~ed

It 'Nas at

to assist India in its

industrialisation.
The economic cooperation

b~tween

India

~nd

the Soviet

Union has enabled India to build up huge industrial complexes

wt~

will have becorre of decisive ifl\00rtanca for the national economy
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of the country.

S;>me of the largest public sector undertakings

build with the help of the Soviet Union and other socialist countries are the Bhilai and Bokaro Steel Plants and machine building
plants in Rsnchi, Hardwar and Durgapur (USSR): Oil refineri~s in
Barauni, Koyali, and Gauhati (USSR and Romania); heavy machine
tools plant, foreign plant in R"nchi and

hec:~ve

&ia&tiE electrical

equipment plant in Hyderabad (Czecheslovakia); alumina pl.:~nt in
Kobra (Hungary); a number of ppwer stations (USSR.; ?oland,
Czechoslovakia); Pharmeceutical enterprices ( 1JSSH and Bulgaria);
coal mining projects (USSR and Pol and); and de signing institutes
in the fields of metallurgy and machine building in Ra·nchi and
(44)

Bangalore (USSR, Czecheslovakia).
However, Western aid came with strings.
more so in the case of the USI.\.o

~part

This was

from political dividends set

out of economic assistance, the aid was used to pave the way for
private investment and to boost experts.

These, in turn, helped

the west to avoid crises in the post war aid were thus more
(45)

onerous than that of the Soviet Unionv
The Soviet Union has been charging an ttinterest rate
of

2c:)

percent per annurn with the provision for repiJyment over the

period of 12 years and a grace period of one

year~

same period West Germany has been charging 3 to 6
5 to 6.5 percent and United Stcte s

betw~h:m

During the
perc~nt,

Britain

3.5 to 6 percent.

Accordingly it is estimated that the total interest paid for a
12 year credit from socialist countries is always 60 to 70 per-

50
{46)

cent

loVJer than the corresponding paym?nts to Western countries.
&>viet loans are better than Western loans because

there is no danger of penetration of foreign capital in India with
which results in out flows and cancels whatever little assistance
is got from the development loans and

grants~

If analysed in this

broader perspective S::lviet lo.3ns are decidedly soft in comparison
( 47)

to the West.
~ ya

Bag chi, an Indian economist, comparing the terms

of aid of socialist and capitalist countries points out that the
effective rate of interest (after considering the difference in the
nominal interest rate and the grace periods) on credits of socialist
(48)

countries is lower.

The distinct advantage of rupee repayment

that India does not bear the cost of foreign

exch~nge.

Trade between India and the &>viet Union is an integral part of the relations between the two countrieso

From a negli-

gible level of trade in the early fifties, in recent years the
Soviet Union has emerged as a major trading partner for

India~

The basic principle of the economic and technical
cooperation of the Soviet Union with India is, therefore, the establishment of modern industrial units in the Key sectors of the
economy.

·~~w~~

These industrial projects have become potent factors in

India•s struggle for economic independence.

Scientific and techni-

cal cooperation between India and the Soviet Union too has been
0

growing rapidly.
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The raising of Soviet-Indian economic relation to a new
higher level found its reflection in the results of the summit talks
during the official visit of Brezhnev to Inoia in 1973.

At that

time agreement on further developme-nt of economic cooperation on a
long-term basis were signed and a joint Soviet-Indian declaration
was adopted o
0

Whatever facts have be2n presented above show that if
India has been able to march on the path of building a modern industrial economy, it has been to a great extent due to
has weakned the imperialist held and

Indi~

~viet

aid. This

has been able to with-

stand political and economic pressures from imperialist camps.
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Research Design
The study Indo- Soviet Relationsh5.p siece
Indepe:1dence is a study of the relationshio of the two countries
covering the peri.od

1947 to 1989. It covers all dimensions of

relationship, The study has been carried out with a puroose to
. find out the exact nature of rel:1tionship betweeb the
countries which has been beneficial for the both. The

t1JJO

da~a

which

has been used for the study covers both primGry and secondary
sourcesu The techniques which has been used for the purpose of
carrying out the present study is exploring the documents of
foreign policy and other sources of materials.

After a.ll the

data have been collected, they have been divided under different
headings and analysed accordingly.

***

CH.C\PTER -

2

Sect.Lon -

2
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Data Collec.:.ion.

Data for the present study have been
collected from both primary and secondaray sources.
have been collected

Primar~

~~

data

roreign policy documents of the Indian

fro~

foreign ~olic; an~ Sovie~ Union's foreig~ policy documents and
rE"C':>rds.

The

58C0';1CiaFy

.

.

sources o.F' data
[

.

the books and journals,new.spar
: , etc:
I •
.

***

co} lee ted from
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CHAPTSR - I II

SECTION - I

The nat,Jra of the problem

g

The Theoretical Frame Work.

Foreign policy has bGcome a oart and parcel of eve-::y
vountry in the present day world..

1\ close look o·Jer internntional

relations would reveal the fact that in the 1 ast few decades. It
has undergone a tremendous metamorphosis.

This is largely clue to

significant changes in the fields of Science, Technology and many
other fields.

The invention of the teermo-nuclear weapons changed

the impact of science and its social use in almost every espect of
foreign policy.

This impact is amp1y eXJn'essed in the description

of Raymond A.ron

when he stated : "The free choice be tween war and

peace, essence of Sovereignty in the traditional sense of the
~a

~~i~

word no longer has the same meaning now that the choice of. war

implies or could imply the annihilation of the Nation itself..

Ano-

ther important result of scientific developm:mts was a revolution
in communication technology resulting in an incredible shrinking of
the world.
Prior to the Worl.d War IIt the International Community was small and international relations si11nified relations
among members of western community of nations.

~fter

the second

world war, International relations became really international and
a large number of newly independent states of Asia and 1\frica out
numbered the western nations in the international affairs.

Then,
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contemporary foreign policy has to deal with almost

t\~

hundrad

independent nations having different cultures, different stages of
economic development and different levels of political consciousness.

nuring the y~ar 1969, a nation like India had to participate

in one hundred and seventy one international Congressess,
ences and seminars,

confe~

Moreover, India has to maintain active rela-

tions with more than 130 nations.

the conduct of foreign policy has

become much more complicated due to the introduction of new forms of
economic relationship as reflected in different kinds of aid, trade
and tariff controls having passed new challenges and opportunities
to for:! ign policy of all nations of 1\sia and

~frica.

AJaart from

this, for a country like India, the conduct of foreign policy have
become unusually difficult for several developments in the international situation.
Besides these external facts of the foreiqn policy,
there is a powerful bearing of the domestic environment on it. The
link between the external and domestic pressures is very close and
the interaction between them is very active.

James Rosenau high-

lighted the closeness of the relation between the domestic environment and the foreign policy of a nation, in his two volumes -'namestic sources of foreign policy• and 'Linkage Politics' -

This factor

is evident on the reaction of communal riots in our country and our
0

internal problem in Kashmir and· on our international relations. This
comprehensive study of the Indian foreign policy would facilitate
the understanding of foreign policy making and its impact in determining nature of relationship with the

Sovi~t

Union, a Super power.
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CHAPTER - III
SECTION - II

OVER VIEW OF THE EXI SI'Il\'G LITERATURE

In the field of Indo-Soviet relations ther9 are several works carried out by the leading scholars.
be made of -

K. Ramamurty, .M.P.

8pec:ial metnion must

and S. N. Talwar' s book "The India-

Soviet phenomenon contributions of Rajiv Gandhi has focussed on the
roles of Jawaharlal Nehru, Mrs .. Indira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi in
helping evolve these friendly bonds.

The India Soviet friendly relc-

tions in nothing short of a phenomenon..

Notwithstanding the fact

that the two countries represent different ideologiesp political
systems, economic and political status,

It is amazing to see that

the two countries have almost extraordinary and uniaue friendly re1ations.

It studies in particular the contribution made by Rajiv

Gandhi ever since he assumed the office of Prime Minister of India.
The study analyses the impact of historical Delhi Declaration in
changing the international environmemt and IJ.umanising the international relations.
Regarding

intern~tional

relationship in the light of

perestraika and Glasnost, mention should be maee to

s.

N. Talwar's

book "New political thinkin~ add indernational relations".
political thinking has brought revolutionary

chr~nq~s

The new

not only in the

socio economic life of Soviet people but also in the domain of international relations.

The theoretical postulates of perestraika

Glasnost combine are no longer confined to the national boundaries
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of Soviet Union.

Based on the spirit of self-criticism, the new

political thinking is gradually helping the process of confidence
building among countries of d,ifferent socio-economic backgrounds in
the true spirit of an integral and interdependent world.
Vinod Bhatia's edited book "Jawaharlal Nehru as scholars of Socialist countries see him is a unique present
centinary-of Jawaharlal Nehru.

at the bir-

Nehru believed in Socialism and hat

led the October Revolution of 1917 ·as a new era for ·mahkind.

He co

sidered the new Soviet State as a powerful factor in the struggle
of the subject peoples against colonialism and imperialism.
was the

~rchitect

Nehru

of friendship with the Soviet· Union and other

Socialist countries, and he considered the emergence of the free don
and developmemt of the colonial peoples and against
· world to
Soci~list

pr~war

conditions.

rev~sion

of

tt

The cooperation between India and the

community helped to a large extent to preserve peace in

the world, and the economic assistance provided by the socialist
i

countries advanced the economic independence of newly free-nations
In this

compilation, scholars of socialjst countries assess the

greatness of the man that was

Jawaharl~l

Nehru, and his contributi

to peace and friendship between India and the Socialist world.
The non- aligned movement is committed to strive for
a world peace, justice and prosperity the prerequisites for the
dignity of mankind and its survival.

The composition,

methodolog~

and certain inherent weakness of NAM, have on many occasions came
in the way of effective conflict resolutions and crisis managemen1
Since the regional conflicts impinge upon the world peace, there
an urgent need to evaluate the operation efficacy of

N~M.

Dr.
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Sunder Raman edited boom "NAM and Req ional problems" is an attempt
in that direction.
E. Komarov's book "Lenin and the national liberation
movement in India" is an attempt to comment on Lenin's statements
about India in the light of concrete events and phenomena in Indian
history, especially in the history of the Indian national liberation
movement.
India.

The book contains Lenin's most important statements about

The book also deals with the critical attitude to British

rule in India on the part of progressive minded people in Russia and
their warm feelings towards Indians which were displayed in the
course of the development of the revolutio.nary movement in Russia
in the early 19th Century and which were further

enh~nced

at the

turn of the 2oth Century at a new stage of the revolution led by
Lenin's party.
How did the thoughts and ideas of Lenin reach the
countries of the East, India in particular, despite the strong counteraction of the

enti~

powerful colonial apparatus that was attemp-

ting to build an insurmountable bostacle to the dissemination of any
truthful in formation about the country which had a victorious socialist revolution?

Who were those representatives of the Indian

people who, at grave risks, went to Moscow, to see Lenin and hear
directly from him the truth about the triumphant revolution?

What

was the reaction of the progressive public of India to the first
acts of Soviet Russia's solidarity with India?
October Revolution aroused India the most?
"Lenin and Indian freedom fighters"
questions.

at~empts

Which ideas of the

Leonid Mi trokhin' ~ .book
to answer this and other
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~·

N. Haksar's book 'India's foreign policy @nd its

problemvs covers different aspects of India's foreign policy.

In

this books Mr. Haksar critically examines and candidly puts into
proper perspective the problems and challenges our foreign policy
makers face into day's interdepen«ent world and recalls what Nehru's
prophetic mind foresaw over three decades ago : that "basic thought
structures of mankind would need to -be changed if it were to take
on squarely the emerging reality of the w6rld; that in the neclear
age, pre-nuclear thinking is not merely an anachronism but a potential threat to the future of mankind.

The book makes a distinctive

contribution to the solution of problems of international ·relations.
There is a growing tenEiency to define the very concept of non- alignment in different way's : genuine non- ~lignment,
equidistance, neutrality and so on.

Such understanding of the

cept have been prevalent in the

in the advanced capitalist

countries.

~ast

con-

To day some of them particularly the USA, have become

very much concerned about the "genuineness" of non-alignment and
the

a~leged

deviation of the movement from "genuine" non- ~ligament

first under the leaderS&ip of cuba and now under India.

Unfortu-

nately, such sentiments have begun to find an echo in some nonaligned countries and even in some influential circles in India.
Subrata Banerjee's book

"no~~lignment to-~ay

pects" is the effort to understand the

cu~rent

challenges and. prosint8rnational reali-

ties and the role and problems of the non-aligned movement in that
context.
Regarding the, relationship between India and the
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US~,

mention should be made to V. D. Chopra edited book "Studies in

Indo- Soviet Relations" Indian, Soviet and Western Scholars have

been

studying various aspects of Indo-Soviet Relations for over last three
decades.

This book makes an attempt to analyse Indian 6 s relations

with the world's oldest and the biggest socialist country with a
perspective.

f~:sh

The merit of this book lies in its objective analysis

of the evolution of Indo-Soviet relations in politics, economy, cultural·relations and above all.
The Institute of oriental studies USSR academy of
sciences published book "Jawaharlal Nehru Reminiscences and studies.
This book is a collection of reminiscences of those soviet people and
specialists who worked in India and met with Nehru, and studies analysed his views and activity.

The scholars of this countries present

samples of their researches into various facets of Nehru's life and
concerns as a historian, a planner of economic development of a large,
newly free underdeveloped country, a fiery internationalist and a man
of culture.
In the field of Rel.ationship betwet?n India and US-Snt
Vinod Bhatia's book 'Indira Gandhi o3nd Indo- S:::>viet Relations• is a
leading contribution published from New Delhi.

Indo-Soviet relations

have come to occupy a prominent place in the foreign policies of both
India and the Soviet Union.

If Jawaharlal Nehru was the afchitect of

Indo- Soviet relations, Indira Gandhi built-up a solid edifice of
friendship, which has been tested by time and has many dimensions.
She realised that if India was to follow a truly mixed economy, with
the public sector not only serving the cause of economic justice but

•.I

also India's economic independence, Soviet assistance has vital to
India.

Slmila~ly,

she realised that the struggle against imperialism,

racialism and neocalonialism could not be pursued successfully exceot
through a concert of like-minded nations.

Indira Gandhi raise Indo-

Soviet relations to commanding heightsp leading ultimately to the
Indo- Soviet Treaty, because she realised that these relations had
proved to be a

substantial national interest, particularly with re-

garci to Indira's security ·and development as well as for world peace.
The present book narrates the story of Indo- Soviet relations as they
were shaped during Indira Gandhi's tenures ·as Prime Minister.
It is a l·aad:ing

c~ntribution

is this aspects mention

must be made to Glob ivashentsov and Nikolai Kaltsov's 'The SovietIndian phenomenon'.

The relations between India and the Soviet Union

represent a unique phenomenon.

The fact that these t'M') countries hav

different Socio-political systems has not

been able to impede the

dynamic development of the ties between these two lands of vast dimen
sions.

Their durability has withstood all the challenges thrown up

by geo-political intrigue and machinationo

The Soviet l9adership has

been assessing the importance of Indo- Soviet relationship for

develo~

. ments in the region and the resJb of the world in superlative terms.Ir

this book two Sbviet scholar's trace the development of ties between
the two countries beginning from olden times to the contemporary periodo
Girish Mathur• s edited book 'Sinews of self-Reliance'
deals with the fundamental aspects of the relationship between the t
countries. Four decades of cooperation between the two countries ha
opened up prospects of realising, What at one time could-look like,
0
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utopia 11 a nuclear free, non-violent world, by the end of the present
, country or in another 2o- 30 years.
tion has been

mut~ally

On a narrower plane, this coopera-

beneficial to the two countries.

has provided an alternative to dependence.
· sinews of self-reliance.

For India it

It has helped build our

This country can now join the on going revo-

lution in science and technology and hope to enter the next century

i

with confidence..

Not that this cooperation has not faced problems. It

has and problems continue and will continue to come up.

In this vo-

lume, 12, specialists have examined different aspects of Indo- Soviet
relationship, the problems it has encountered and its future prospects.
R. K. Sharma's edited book 'Indo-Soviet cooperation and
..

.;

India's Economic Development'.has focussed on different aspects of
economic

coop~ration

between the. two countries.

~fter

attaining inde-

pendence India embaried upon the path of rapid, comprehensive economic
development.

In this arduous task it strove to secure aid and assis-

tance from the development countries of both west and the east, mainly
from the USSl and the USA.
6, specialists have examined different aspects of India's economic aid relations with developed nations to a detailed
scrutiny.

Two of the contributions attempt a comparative study of US

and Sovi.et economic assistance to India, while two others devote themselves exclusively to various facets of Indo-Soviet economic ties, one
of the contributors appraises the tempestuous growth of trade between
India and ·the Soviet Union, exposing the fallacies of arguments offered by ill-informed or ill-intentioned critics in the West and in India
itself with the objective of giving Indo-Soviet trade exchanges a low
rating in comparison to India's trade with Western countries. Another·
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~ontributor discusses the impact of &>viet Economic aid on the Eoconomic

Development of different Indian States.
P.N. Haksar's edited book 'Nehru's vision of peace and
s~curity

in Nuclear Age' has focussed on the roles of Jawaharlal Nehru

• in world affairs.

This volume draws a sober and realistic analysis of

to day's nuclear age where illusion and false notion can lead to an all
out disaster.
I

It is the key problem over which an intense

unfqlding iteslf.

str~le

is

In this context lies the importance of Nehru's vi-

sion of struggle for international peace and security against militariast ol'} and colonialism •. The roots of this philosophy of peace for
which all the demo.cratic foreign policy and peaceful co-existence laid
'

down by the great visionary.
Vinod Bhatia's edited book 'The October Revolution and
· 70 years of Indo- ~viet Relations'. has focussed on relations in the
light of October Revolution and Indian Freedom Movement.
October

~cialist

Revolution. of 1917 is 70 years old.

The Great

The Soviet Union

has emerged in these years as a mighty global power, with a pGsitive
foreign policy and a solid Socio-economic base.
were built brick by brick.
mutual trust.

Indo- Soviet relations

Every trial was crowned with confidence and

But these were not without a strong foundation. IndJ.ed,

the Socialist Revolution in Russia and the Indian freedom movement,
born in different· contexts and circumstances, and carried o•Jt in a
different way, formed an integral part of the tide of history against
imperialism and for the creation of a better world order.

The world

to day also wants to know what is the future of socialism, and one can
only quote the great Lenin, the

founder of the Soviet State.

Socia-
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lism continues to inspire the peoples of the world as and ideal and
ideology.

The papers pres'ented in this volume by leading specialists

provide a variety of perceptions on Soviet policies as Well as on IndoSoviet relations.
S.P. Singh's political Dimensions of India- USSR Relations deals mainly with the political aspects of the Indo-USSR Relationship.

In this book the Author has focusses on the political di-

mensions of India- USffi relations from the halcyon days of Jawaharlal
Nehru upto the formative phase of Rajiv's xtw stewardship.

It indi-

cates that starting from a cautions beginning and subsequently passing
through several phases of multi-facted cooperation, Indo- Soviet ties
have influenced the. contemporary events of bilateral, regional and
international significance.

This analysis further shows that at the

present critical juncture, when the regional responsibilities and
global interests of these two countries coincide probably more than
ever before, there is every p0ssibility of the bright prospect for
the healthy development of Indo-Soviet .Relations in the future.
Vinod Bhatia has made a brilliant attempt to cover
the different aspects of the relationship between India and the
Soviet Union, on the light of Nehru birth centinary in his book
"Jawaharlal Nehru : A study in Indo- Soviet relations.

Jawaharlal

Nehru. was the architect of Indo- Soviet rel.ations.

The Soviet people

gave in return their deep and abiding friendship.

By supporting

non- alignment and the economic independence of India, the Soviet
Union contributed to the success of Nehru's policies.

India was oppo-
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sed to tne cold war and its ideological bigtry.

It chose to remain non-

aligned, thus preventing the polarisation of the world in two armed
camps~

Thus, in defeating the cold war, India and the Soviet Union
op~ns

played the most significant roles.

The end of the cold war.

up

prospects of a better world order.

This book is a humble offering in

; this centenary year to the memory of Jawaharlal Nehru the man who laid
the foundations of India's foreign policy.
NAM history and Reality has to caused on
the global context.

Prof. Y. Etinger Edited

non-~lignment

movement from

N~ today has more than 100 countries in its fold.

The movement emerged in the past Second World WPJr period as a response
of the newly free countries to the cold war unleashed by the US and
some other Western countries against the Socialist state.

The leader

of the newly free countries wanted to stay clear off the military groupings and to evolve a foreign policy course that could secure their
'economic and political interests.

It was Jawaharlal Nehru, India's

First Prime Minister, who formulated the idea of non- alignment.

He

thought that future of India could be secured only through maintaining
an ind.ependent position in international affairs.

Since that time the

concept of non-alignment has been further enriched by various statesman of the third world and the movement has become one of the most
significant phenomena of contemporary life and an important achievement of the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin t\merica.

This study,

prepared by a group of Soviet scholars, comprehensive} y surveys the
tempestuous development of the non-aligned movement and assesses its
import and efficacy in the current international context.
Vinod Bhatia's edited book, 'Indo- Soviet relations
~XII!IIIi.B~X

problmes and prospects cover some fundamental aspect of the
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relationship between the two countries.
day .has also·

fa~greater

Into- Soviet friendship tc-

significance that it ever had in view of

the danger of a nuclear war threatening man- kind..

lmd Indo- Soviet

economic; trade, and scientific cooperation, has increasing importance
in view of stead fast opposition of America to a new

~rld ~rder,

and

its determination to clamp on the world capitalist order dominated by
US multinationals.

The present book, a collection of brilliant

essays by some very eminent scholars and public man in the country

all specialists in their own right will make a significant contribution to broaden our understanding of India's relations with the
Soviet Union.

It certainly covers a wider area of relations than

what has been dealt with earlier by other writers.
In the field of Indo- Soviet relations there are several works carried out by the leading scholats, special mention must
be made of 'Indo- &>viet relations : 1947-1972 1 by Bimal Prasad,which
contain different aspects of Indo- &>viet relations.

This book pre-

sents for the first time a comprehensive documentary account of
Indo- Soviet rel.ations during the twenty five years since the dawn
of Indian independence.

The documents comprise not only the joint

communique or statements issued from time to time by the head of
state or government of the two countries and important agreements
signed by them, including the famous Indo- &>viet treaty of 1971, but
also the speeches delivered by Soviet rep~esentatives at the United
Nations on such issues as Kashmir, Goa and Bangladesh.

Through them

the reader will have a full view of the nature as Y.ell as the evolution of Indo- Soviet relations from 1947 to 1972.

These documents
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have been appropriately classified undeT various chapters in the context of their historical background.

Every chapter begins with an

exhaustive introduction followed by relevant documents.
In this book 'The Delhi six and Soviet Policy' journalists Viktor Samarin and Vladislav Okalov attempt to give comprehensive and accurate account of the activities of a unique associat.ion of the leaders of six states, so different from each other, for
the sake of protecting civilisation and ridding the world of nuclear
arms.
The book present a comprehensive analysis of modern
international affairs and cites the objective and subjective factors
resulting in the profound harmony between the position of the group
of six and the policy of the worlds first socialist state.
authors present a

de~ailed

The

account of the cardinal transformations

taking place in the Soviet Union in the course of the restructuring
of all the spheres of socialist
fluence this

p~ocess

society~s

life and examine the in-

is exerting on the restructuring of interna-

tional relations and on the enhancing of the role of the group of
six in the contemporary world.
Relevance of Bundung is not limited to the past.

The

historic forum still means much to day and would mean much in the
days to come.

Jawaharlal Nehru used to say that Bandung would leave

its imprint on the visage of the worldo

Now that the new political

thinking is making head way in the world setting up new patterns of
international conduct the topicality of the essential message of
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Bandung is revealed with great clarity even after three and
decades•

Yevgeni Rumyantsev's book

9

a half

The Bundung spirit to Day' is an

important work in this context.
R.B. Gaur's '1\fghanistan Expanding Social Base of
Revolution' has made an analysis of Afghan crisis, particularly from
the global context.

Follo·wing the withdrawal of six Soviet

regiment~.

as ·announced by the Soviet leadership last year, this unilateral
0

ceasefire has received very positive response except from the US and
other followers of its political line.

The present book, based on

first-hand knowledge, analyses the situation in Afghanistan and provides the background to present developments there.
Regarding the relationship

bet~~en

India and USSR men-

tion should be maole to A. Roy's compiled and edited book • India and
.i

Soviet Union : A chronology of Trade, Economic, Technical and Scientific cooperation.

The Author has prepared an excellent chronicle of

friendship and cooperation

bet~~en

India and Soviet Union for about

the last four decades, or to be more precise, from
September 1982.

~pril

1945 to

It is a detailed day by day register, the importance

of the chronicle is considerably enhanced by the Appendices giving
the most important documents relevant for the main theme of the book.
Added to these is a brief sketch of the earlier roots of IndoRussian relations given in the introduction.
Saral Patra edited 'Socialist World Trends and perspectives has made an analysis on perestroika and Glasnost.

In this

volume some Indian journalists, who have had the opportunity to visit
the Soviet Union and other socialist

countries in the recent past,
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have recorded their under,standing of the on· going process of perestroika under conditions of socialism. ·
Kathleen Healy's book iRajiv Gandhi: The years of
1

power is an out growth is intensive research ( 198:>-88) on the policies of Government of Rajiv Gandhi as Prime Minister.

K.s.

Murthy's 'Indian

the relationship between both USt\ and

foreign policy' deals with

ussq

with India in general.
9.

It is leading contribution in this aspects.mention
. :~-;.:-

must be made to Jyotirmoy Banerjee's 'India in Soviet Global Strategy this book deals with the role of Soviet Union in the world
affairs in relation to India.
In the field of relationship

betwe~n

India and the

USffi I.!\. Benediktovlls 'Bonds of friendship' is a lt3ading contribution published from Moscow.

It deals with different aspects of

the friendship of India with USSR.
B. Chatterjee's 'Indo- S::l•Jiet friendship • is a land
mark study in the field of relationship between the two countries.
It is an analytical study.

In this volume the Author

have exami-

ned different aspects of Indo- Soviet relationship.
In the field of relationsbip between India and the
USffi, mention should also be made to S. Choudhury's 'Indo- Soviet

Treaty' which deals with the different aspects of the treaty and
the bonds

betwe:~n

the two countries.

Indian foreign pol icy and the SJviet Union by P .c.
Ghosh also deserves mention.

This book dealsmainly with the cul-

tural aspects of the relationship between the two countries.
Maya Kulkarni's 'Indo-Soviet political relations
since the Bandung Conference of 1955' although an old boo~,but
covers some fundamental aspects of the relationship

betwa:~n

the two

countries" ·It deals with the based of relationship between the two
countries.
Niranjan M. Khilani's 'qeality of Indian
policy' has focused on secular

aspect~

fo~eign

of Indian foreign policy and

Indira GAndhi's contribution towards the development of the concept
of non-alignment.

c.s.

Jha's 'From Bandung to Tashkant' has made an

analysis of Indian foreign policy, particularly from the aspect of
non-alignment movement.
'The non-aligned diplomacy of Mrs. Indira Gandhi' by
Gandhijee Roy is a recent book relating to Mrs. Gandhi's foreign
policy, particularly from the non-alignment perspective.
Rea sons of state by Shashi Tharoor is an exploratory
study on political development and India's foreign policy under Mrs.
Gandhi.
Surjeet Man Singh's 'India's 53 arch for Power' covers
different aspects of foreign policy of Mrs. Indira Gandhi during her
tenure as the Prime Minister.
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Nemai Sadhan Bose's 'India in the Eighties' has focussed on India's foreign policy.

This book deals with tha relation-

ship between the both USA. and USSR with India in general.
Joyashekar' s book 'Leading sectors in &>viet economic
development is a leading study on the relationship between India and
the USSR.

In this book the author has focussed on different aspects

of economic cooperation between the two countries.
Andrei Maravyov's 'Soviet Indian Economic Relation's
Trends and Prospects' deals with Indo- Soviet Economic relai;jpnship,
the problems it has encountered and its future prospects.
Why has Tagore been so near, so dear to the Soviet
Union?

How do the Soviet people love T agore and why did Tagore see

in Soviet Russia the dawn of a new civilisation?

Why were Tagore' s

eternal dreams in his own words, fulfilled in that countrY?
and many other

quest~ons

These

the. Author A. Po Gnatyok Danilchuk seeks to

answer in his book Tag ore India and Soviet Union o

.1\ dream fulfilled.

The Non-aligned movement is a new and unique phenomenon in the system of international relations, which is still a puz7.le
to many people. Disputes often arise around the movement and even
within its ran~s. The questions asked are seemingly simple: what is
the non- aligned movement? How old is it? With whom does it not align
itself and whf/ Who are its friends and enemies?
What roles does it
.
play in the VtUrld arena? Whydoes it enjCby international prestige?
.

How does the movement develop

organis~tionally?

Yuri Alimove attempts

to give answers to these and other questions in his book The Rise
and Grow of the Non-aligned Movement.

[
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I
,.

DEFINITION

OF

FOREIGN

POLICY

,:.,
__ .,

All states have some kind of relations with one
another;· they have to be have with one anothe-r in a particular
manner.

The,y framing of the foreign policy is, therefore, an
( 1)

essential· activity of the modern state.
A preliminary difficulty concerns_what is meant by
I.

the term "Foreign policyt and what areas of political activity
it: is taken as covering.
According to Joseph Frankel, "Foreign policy consists' of decisions and actions which involve to some appreciable
extent relations between one St'ate and other".
E. s. Northedge, in his books "The foreign policies
i

oJ the

po~r's

says", Foreign policy is the use of political

influence :in order to induce other sta~ to exercise their law
'

making power in a manner desired by the State concerned•
To quote B. Ghosh and B. Sengupta "Foreign policy
m~ans

determination of national goals and formulation of methods

or means to achieve them."

'

Foreign policy consists of the external behaviour
of States.

Norman Hill Statss that "It is the content or substan-

ee of a nations ef' fo:rt to oramote its interests vis- &--vis other
nations".

According to Hartman,

u~

foraign policy is a systema-
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statement of deliberately

selec~ed

national interestsw

II
Dr;. Johnson defines it as "The art of Government
chiefly with respect to foreign pov.rers'''•

To Ruthna .9vlramy, nit is

the bundle of principles and practices that regulate the inter
course of a state with other states.
George .Modelskl observes that

fo~aign

policy is the

systematic activities evolved by communities for changing the beh&viour of other states and for adjusting their own activities to the
environment".
According to Padelford and Lincoln, foreign .Policy is
... 0.

, the key element in the process by which a state translates its
broadly conceived oaals and intera sts into concrete courses of
action to attain these objectives and preserve its interests. The
.national interest are the key elements in the foreign policy of a
country.

c.c-.

Redee describes foreign policy as "a group of

principles which are adopted

yy

the States to protect their national

interests and to change the behaviour of other states.
For some, .the term implies a stable set of .attitude
towards the international environment, an implicit of explicit plan
about

a

country's relationship with the outside world; 'a conscious

image of what is or

ou~ht

to be the country's place in the world, or

some general guiding principles or atti tuc:e s date rmining or in.

fluencing decisions on specific issues.

( 2)

For others, the tarm

1
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implies rather: a field of related but distinct actions and issues

( 3)

in which 'there neither is nor can be foreign policy ingeneral,
in which policy is formulated in a disjoined fashion, largely in
response to immediate pressures and events in a number of separate
structures and issue areas.
Those who hold the former view of foreign policy as
'high policy' are concerned primarily·with diplomacy and the threat
of. force as characteristic forms of foreign· policy behaviour to
which a number of other areas of foreign relations are or may an
occasion be subordinate.

These who hold the 1 attar view, nothing

that wars or threats of force are exceptional rather than normal
events·in international relations, and that political calculations
'cover

a much

wider range of a country's foreign relations. than
.... 0.

national security and territorial integrity, are inclined.to
include in their definition of foreign policy commercial relations, the regulation of international commerce and travel, emigra-

tion and immigration, cultural policy, external investment and so

on.
Foreign policy is necessary activity of the modern
States.

It arises from circumstances; firstly that the State is,

as Lenin remarked, not an immured island but a number of a Society
of states, participation in which is inescapable, the secondly
in this society political powar is not centralised but distributed smong the states in unequal measure.
Foreign policy has been compared to gliding rather
than to power· driven flight; to sailing as opposed to managing
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steamship, to gardening, in which luck and the chances of favourable weather play their part, as distinct from the process of
manufacturing an article which expends in direct line from drawing
board to retail shopo

Fore~gn

policy resembles any other state

activity, like maintains educational a medical services a upholding law and BXkX order.
t~e.contingent

can

o~ly

H~A.Lo

Fisher once called 'the play of

and the unforeseen'.

To which may be added what

be described as the perverse logic of international events,

the tendency for situation to arise which here not only not anticipated but which states devoted their best effort to avert.
Foreign policy constitutes an endless dialogue between the powers of continuity and the powers of change.

Foreign

policy is the product of interaction between pressures internal and
external to the state, have a certain prennial quality about them.
Foreign policy may be de scribed as a means of putting
I

a state ni te communication With 1 ts external environment anvironment only partially under its control a Government's freedom to
· conduct this dialogue With
.

ne~ghbour

state is restricted by pre-

.

0

ssures originating within the countryo to this all esle will tend
to be subordinated including ideology on the principle

~LUS

POPULI SJPREMLEX.

The.difficult concept of independence, the relative
freedom of a court from interference in what it regards as its
internal affairs and some degree of power to express and implement
and dependent view point on external affairs.
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The next, interest engaged in foreign policy as the
move down the scale of importance; namely, the totality of the
country's stake in the prevailing international system, the entire
congeries of rights and previleges if exercises beyond its borders.

the aminities and assets it enjoys the commitments and obligations
it shoulders.

Notes and References:

1. Chandra, Prakash - International Relations (Ghaziabad,- Vikash

publishlmg house Pvt. Ltd., 1963), P• 3.
29

Dorothy~

Pickles - French foreign policy in the foreign policy

of the powers (London Northedge F. s.. , 1968), ptl 167.
3. David, Vital - The making of British Foreign policy (London,
1966), P• 10.
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SECTICN- II

FOREIGN

POLICY

MAKING

The formulation of foreign policy is essentially an
exercise iri. the choice of ends and means on the part of a nation
.

( 1)

state in an.· International setting.

It is necessary first of

all,. to for:mulate a broad and.or goal v,'hich will give a sense of
purpose and; qirection to foreign policy.

This goal need not, and

in fact mus;t not, be static in content, but it must be a conceptually

long~;-term

goal to which immediate objectives, and _the short-

term polici:es pertaining to them, can be related.

Though broad,

this goal mbst not be a vague one, but must be clearly definable
'

and divisib,le in to some concrete and specific components, since
'

otherwise i:t will not be possible to 'formulate .any goal oriented
clear policies short-term or long term and foreign policy may de.generate

l

i~·to

'

a futile exercise in wholly thinking, loose talk and

aimless shift of emphasis from one thing to another.

The.olong term

goal can ofly be the cumulative result of a series of short tenn
objectives~

and unless the latter are consistent with the long-

term goal,. ]:and the means for their efficient realization are
'·

. ration all yj cnosen, the actual long-term result of foreign policy
( 2)

will diver$e from the goal set.
This general and theoritical statement regarding the
problem of· the making of foreign policy does not, however, tell us
anything a~out the ends and means of foreign policy of India, or
for that matter, of any state in particular. The actual long-term-
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goal of foreign'policy and the short-term objectives which)are con'sistent with it, as v.ell as the choice of means open to the makers
of the foreign policy of any particular country depend on a variety
of basis determinates like geography, political tradition and the
national value system, economic development, the international
millieu and the domestic millieu; and the whole process of policy
formulation ·in which, at least in a demOcracy, public opinion,
political parties, pressure groups parliament the cabinet, the
Prime Minister,· the foreign minister, and the foreign office play
. .
:
'
( 3)
. a more or le.ss :important role.
The task of the cabinet, which
in a democracy,. is ultimately responsible for the making of foreign
policy, and of the foreign minister in particular, is not to make
an ideal and ·purely theoretical choice of ends and means, but to
make a rational choice out of the limited number of realizable
I

ends and means available in a period of time.
Another variable in the ·formulation of the foreign
.poticy is the attitude of the policy makers.

How decision makers

interprete national interest and their image of the external
scenario or glebal environment bas much to do wi tb the formulation

of the foreign policy.
policy to

According t·:) Pr<.,f o r, .:)lbrai th "Foreign

an extant is the reflection of the

funda~~ntal

inter-

etts of those who make it.
In the formulation of foreign policy the ruling·elite
plays a decisive.role.

Since the final shape of foreign policy is

the handiwork of these. elites, the impact of their views and 'perso-
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nality is quite natural•

It is the task of policy makers to trans-

form.in puts into out puts.
Howaver, it must be noted that decision making in
foreign policy does not mean the formulation of a "grand design"
by a few leaders interests of their pereonal wisdom or

It

\~ims.

is essentially an "Intermental process'i involving the intorplay of
a wide variety of basic determinants (such as geography, economic
development, domestic milicel and international milleu etco)

~~xx

political institution, organisation pulls and pressures of a
bureaucratic - political nature and the personality of
sion

maker~.

tr~

deci-

The basic determinants constitute the boundary con-

ditions of decision making which no national policy maker can
ignore.

Political insitution such as public opinion, party orga-

nisations pressure groups, legislature, executive and

for~ign

' office must be regarded as major paraneters of the decisional
system.

Finally, the personalities of the prychological propen-

sities and above all, their need for personal political survival,
(4)

i

'inevitably condition the final choice of ends and means.
These basic determinants of foreign policy, however,
vary in importance according to circumstances 11 and it is difficult to lay down any general rule regarding the relative
tance of each of these factors or a
foreign minister must
policy decisions.
these basic

~aaxx

seal~

impo~

of priorities which the

permanently ·adhere to in making his

However, there are certain elements, out of

d·~termines

which are more or lass material in charac-
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,ter•

Some of there are relatively permanent, such as Geography

and natural resources.

Others, like the economic, industrial, and

military establishments, are more

on human manipulation.

E~WISB~

changeable and depends

Then there are human factorso

The subs-

tance of foreign policy and major historic policies of countries
.

energe from these determinants and instrumentalities.
The elements of foreign.policy may be

(5)

classification~

follows:
A·•

The relative permanent material elements.

1. Geography.
a) Location, (b) Size, (c) Topography, and (d) State boundaries

etc.
2. Natural Resources.
a) Minerals

b) Food production
c) Energy and power

B• Less permanent material elements.

1. Industrial establishment
2. Military establi$hment
3o

Changes in industrial and military capacity

c.

The human:;{elements : Quantitative and qualitative •
.,!~'f:t-_:-

1. Quantita'tfve - Populationo
2. Qualitative.
J.~

1
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a) Policy makers and leaders
b)· The role of ideology

c) The role of information.
~.

Geography:
Geography is the more or less pe manent element of

foreign policy and perhaps it is the most stable factor underguiding a nation's policies.
Geography has been one of the most potent factors in
influencing the formulation of foraign policy.

Geography· includes

location, size, topograpl)y, st .=1te boundaries, climate, hydrography
soil etc.

~n

analysis of the foreign policy goals of any country

reveals the strong influence of Geography.

For instance, the
o,

foreign policy of Britain was centred on the principles of balance
of power, supremacy on the seas and expansion of empire.

These

aspects of the British foreign policy were the natural off shoot
of her Geography.

Similarly, the geo-political position of U.S.A.

helped her in trs part to follow an isolationist foreign policy
under the Monroe Doctoring ( 1923} o

Russia's location impelled her

to seek access first to the Bal tie and to the Black Sea"

( 6)

No one would doubt that communications and modern
~·t

warfare have shifted the emphasis th.at can properly be laid

on geographic location, but its influence continues in various
ways, not least in the case of the great powers.

The territorial

expense of the S:>viet Union, whose land mass extends over one
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seventh of -the land area of the earth. or the vast reaches of the
Chinese empire both make military conquest and control prOblematical even with absolute weapons.
B. Nat ural Resources

As a part of the broad Geographic base of a nation,
we must also keep in mind the natural resources of the nation; they
include land available for food production and its mineral metal
and water resources.

The policy patterns of some nations can be

understood interms of their food re o,uirements and the fact that
they rely heavily on the importation of

~ood.

Other nations have

(7)

a food surplus and are primarily concerned with access to makers.
Self- sufficient! y in this natural resource ttas enhanced the power of Russia and the United St~tes while Britain and
other European nations have been made weak9r by their want of oil.
The middle East Still furnishes a large proportion of Western

Europe's oil supplies and, barring major conflicts.
continue to infouance foreign policyo

This fact will

Mence control of oil or

natural resource becomes a crucial factor in world politics and
'·oil diplomacy' has emerged as a term of art among policy
Modern technology changes in weapons and

m~kers.

warfr~re,

and

the amazing developments in communications system are based squaraly
on the utilisation of high energy resources.

Thus, access to high

energy sources such as coal fields and oil reserves in an ob·Jious
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requisite for any nation which expetts to compete in the modern industrial world.·
5elf sufficiency in war time becomes a decisive source
of strength.

Food and energy are the life blood of a nation by which

its leaders can

e~sily

over come any crisis situation.

B. Less permanent material elements:
1. Industrial Establishment:
Industrial establishment is another important element
of foreigQ policy and it affects the foreign policy of a nation.
Since world war II, near about seventy nations gained recognition by
the twin forces of industrial revolution and the contemporary political revolution.

The industrial establishment of a country has been

the most basic factor of world power in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries.
Industrial capacity in both world wars 11 even Jnare than
peace time military strength, proved to be the main force.
the latent power of United

St~tes

It was

reflected in its industrial re-

sources, that tipped the scales and gave the victory to the allied
powers in world war II.
Military

Sstablishment~

Military establishments of nations comprise another
and possibly the most explicit element of foreign policy.

The mili- ·

tary establishment plays an indispensable role in protecting the
nations diplomatic vital interest~~) Diplomacy and military strength
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hand
go/in hand.

In an earlier day, the gr·3at powers sent gunboats up

the rivers of states they were seeking to influences to day a show
of strength involves air forces,

fl~cts,

and satellites.

SOme of the European nations, for example, have decided the independent military establishments would carry little
weight in the modern world; they have had little choice but to become a part of the NATO arrang·emant.
~s

long as force ramains the final arbiter of rivalri-

es among Nations, the comparative strengths of military establishment will set boundaries to actions in foreitJaa affairs.
3.

Changes in industrial and military capacity:
The difficulties in herent in maintaining mili.tary

Establishments that will not suffer defeat are more complex than
mere responses to technological change.. .l\ country may recognise
the need for military organs capable of supporting the foreign policies it pursues but be limited in the margin of its economic resources that can be turned to military use•

5Jme countries exhaust

their resources in attaining a viable economy; others like the
United States, have a surplus with which to mset
and political commitment.

for~ign

military

Belgium can not afford to devote the

same part of its gross national product to military ends a~ can
the Soviet Union or the United States.

Thus, both in absoltJte and

relative terms, the military establishment of smaller powers must
lay behind.
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However, it should be remembered that technology is
not the

~only

important element in military stren•;rth.

l\

te chni-

cally w.aaker nation can, if it is sufficiently determined, tie dm"ffl
if not defeat outright a stronger nation in a guerilla combato
Most recently, the effectiveness of this method has been shovl!n in
Algeria and in Indo-China.

11\'her·~

the effectiveness of this rnethod

(9)

has baen shown very recently.
Ther~

erroii'S are commonly made in appraising tbe

military componant of foreign policy.

First, military power is

often confused with national po~~r, and a nation's capacity to
impose its

will is equated with its military

establis~nto

Second,

the military element is often viewed in more static t·erms than is
appropriate.

Third, it is difficult to analyse and foresee, in

advance of a particular war, the most effective distribution of the
components of military force.

c.

The Human Elements : Quantitative and Qualitative.

1. Quantitative : Population:
There is another set of elements that make up a third
concentric circle of factors of policy.
forces both quantitative and qualitative.
tative factor that obviously must

~e

tion of the capacity of the strJte s.

They constitute the human

Population is a quanti-

considered in every

~alcula

India's vast and rapidly

growing population profoundly affects its foreign policy. Primarily
by slowing down her rate of economic growth and making Indians he a-

vily depend on foreign aid.

The

absol•.Jt~

size of the population
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'determines the per capita availability of land and other natural
resources.
Countries, like China and India, gets importance
partly for the size of thair population.

Conversely, nations with

f alli."ig birth rates have lost influence among the ·S:>ciety of nrJtion~

as France did after world war I.
In more general terms, then, population is an element of foreign policy that is not absolutely predicttble and that
depends on other related elements.

It may be able to or prevent a

state from achieving its national purposes, but in either role, it
is also. subject to change and fluctuationo
2. Qualitative:
A. Policy makers and leaders:
Another important element of foreign policy is the
role of policy makers
system.

and political leadership within a political

From the formal point of view, a policy maker is the offi-

cial empowered with making the relevant decisions in foreign policy.
In sotoo

political system, the officials are the effective decision

makers,

particularly in ·the case of stable democratic systems and

well est·ablished authoritarian systemsq

In other cases, the offi-

cials are not the effective decision makers~ the matter is ope
empirical observation, knowledge of existing domestic systems, and
study of historical patterns of foreign policy action.
Political leaders enjoy a great role in the formula-
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tion of foreign policy of a nation state.

Political leaders, in

most societies, acts in order to maintain the security of the
national state.

They can, however, react to alternatives proposed

by policy makers.

Indeed, their responsibilities as leaders of

segments of the mass public require them to judge government proposals •••••• t o

It

. s ...... o that are relevant to· the
mak e " op i n ~on

area in which they exercise leadership..

Then they are obligated to

pronounce their judgements •••• to articulClte the interests of those
in the mass public for whom they are leaders.
In this way both their followers and their colleagues·
in government are informed as to

~~mtax ~meather

acceptable, or at least not objectionable.

a proposal is

Because they are

spokesmen for diverse segments of the public, in other words,
national leaders have an informal authority which the ordinary
citizen does not possess, which official dam can not ignore; and
which thus enables them to prevent or permit the selection of ?1ternatives that are formulated, modified and proposed by government leaders.
It is also important to define the relations

betv~en

the various decision makers or wielders of power.
Ss The Role of ideology:
0

What is the role of ideology within the international system?

The term ideology applies not on!y to

tXK~»R

the

manner in which objectives are shaped but also to how the given
objectives ~ill be pursued.

Th~re

is a range of means, extending
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from outright violence to attachment to the established proceduresa

As long as international rules for the adj ustiMnt ...and accommodation
of conflict have a vary low degree of legitimacy, conflict will
always involve a threat of violence.

The Sino- Soviet conflict, the !Jnited States involvement in South-East Asia, f ar-ra aching Social and political changes in
South i\me:rica,. as in Chile; and growing resentment of Ucos. and Soviet
· influen·ce all are indications of the fludity of the present situation

in which the only discernible pattern is the reassertion of national
aspirations by independent sovereign states&

c.

The Role of Information.
Information plays a role in shaping foreign policy. The

problem of
available information, which forms the basic of the policy.,_f.
maker's decision is very complex.

flow,

mu~

Came theory postulaters its free

as the liberal economics assumed perfect mobility and

price pompetition the ~Liberal model' is useful because. on its basis,

we can make inferences about events and developments even when empirical reality does not fit the model..

Game theory, useful in military

analysis when we consider tha use of weapons and force is less rele-

.-

vant to the study of foreign policy.
To undertake a discussion of the relationship between
information and policy-making or

for~ulation

·of

~~x

objectives, we

would have to consider.
(a) Information available to decision making and
0

governing elites; (b) Information as a source of conflict among
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elites; (c) Possession of information as a source of po•t.rer and
influence among certain of the political elites or decision makers.

(d) The manner in which information is

p~rceived;

and (e) the serious

problem of the disparity between the information available to the
public and that available to ·various public policy making and leadership groups..
n information.~'

A. subsidiary

problem is that of the manufacturing of

in different degrees in all political systernso
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SECTION - III
A IDE.ORY OF

INDI~N

FOREIGN

POLICY

India be carr.!! an Ind,pendent State on ,1;ugust 15 11 1947,
the Foreign Policy of India can,
I

ho~~ver,

be dated from september,

2, 1946 \'>.'hen an • Interim Government • was formed and understood that

India was in effect free to follow her own foreign policy, Prior to

that date, India's foreign policy was directed by Great
Britain to which India was politically

2~itiEK

subordinat~e

In his speech at Indian Council of Affairs 22nd lf.arch 11
1949, Jawaharlal Nehru remarked, nForeign policy is normally some-

thing which develops gradually.

Apart from certain theoretical pre-

positions, you may lay down it as a thing which if it is

has

raal~

( 1)

some relations to accuality and not nearly to pure theory...

IOdia

'as a develop in~ country \'las never in a position of an Independent or

autonomous actor in world affairs.

The ruling classes of India have

to respond to the s!veral chC!llenges coll!ing from within the political
frame work in the country as well as from the system of international
politics in the post 2nd 'Norld War period.

The politico-economic base of Indian foreign policy
is too weak to allow her to play an independent role in world politics.

the

XI India failed to acquire the possible independence within

frame~~rk

of an International system basad on cold war politics&

.1'\·s India failed to develop a strong independent 2ocio-economic base

within the country she could not exploit the great contradictions,
0

vertical as well as horizontal, which amannted after 1945; even under
Jawaharlal Nehru who was the most enlightened representative of the

Indian ruling clas58s.
This dependent character of Indian ruling classes
was not exposed as long as the world was torn by cold war politics
po'o..~rs.

between the two super

5o there remained a V<'lst area of

international politics where the policy of

non-~lignment

As the ruling classes could not

safely operate.

base of the nationo

exp~nd

could
the social

It is beyond their power to operate independen

-tly in intellJBational arena without firm support from some super
powe~.

(This weakness of the Indian foreign policy was coi!IPelled
(2)
her to sign the Indo- soviet friendship treaty of 1961).
Still

the Indian foreign policy based on the doctrine of non- ~lignrnent
is serving same purpose as she has not to take a decisive role in
cold war politics as the inner contradictions of the two antagonis-

tic \\rorld system.
Up till now the dependents of Indian for9ign policy
on some of the super powers is clear.
there to meet external dangers.

The

Indo- Soviet treaty is

It has _already proved its effec-

tiveness in case of an international crisis like the war of liberation in Bangladesh.

So tbe Soviet stick and the imAge is now

involved all the processes of structuring of Indian Foreign policy ..
India is ihcreasing becoming the corner stone of Soviet global
( 3)

policy.

Tbe &>viet po\'rer is fundamentally different from other

capitalist po·wers.

So under the patronage India will undergo vast

internal changes which may have some potentiality to make India
emerged as a self reliznt power.

INDIAN

FOREIGN

94

POLICY h:iAKING

Foreign policy is never original.
_ned by a certain order of factso

r~ain,

It is determi-

foreign policy is never

uniquely determined by any one factor or a set of factors, but is
the result of the interplay of a large nur.ber of factors that
affect the formulation of policy in different ways and different
( 4)

circumstances.

SJma of these factors are

relatiG~ely

stable

and regarded as more basic or unchangeable determinants of policy
r~ng

than others.

the basic determinants of our foreign policy

the most important are, Geography, economic development, political
tradition, domestic millieu and international milleau . .
Now let us ax amine these determinants as they

affect and shape of Indian foreign policy.
At. GECG:to\PHY.

Geography of India plays an important role in
making Indian foreign policy.
one of the
_5 baping

Geography has conferred upon India
~nd

main determinants of her for?ign

defence policies,

her attitude towards other cot..mtrie s.
India is the Ssventh

larg~st

( 32,80 9 483 Sqg Km)

and the second most populous (75 crore) st-3te in the "Norld .. It
has sorr.e thing like 3, SCO m·i.les of coastal frontier and 8,200
0

miles of land frontier.

Few rec;:Jions of the ,Norld have such p=r-
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feet boundaries as the Indian sub-continent. The _India sub-continent separated from the rest of :1\sia by formidable n.1tural
barriers in all directions constitutas a distinct geographicdl region in cultural economic and political terms.
India is sheltered by tha Bay of I3engal, the Indian
ocean and the P.rabian sea in the S.:Jst, South and 1Hest and the
Himalays in the N0 rth.

Her iand frontiers mest meet Pakistan,
I Ill\
\:.1'}

Bangladesh, China, Nepal, Bhutan, Afghasnistan and Burma.
Hence, Geography of India plays an important role to
making Indian foreign policy.
topography, state

boundari~s,

Geography includes location, size,
population, climate, hydrography,

soil etc. and undoubt::dly all of these geographical elt3rnents. C!re
important in varying degrees for India's national politics and
foreign relations.

But due to limitations of space I shall con-

tinue myself here to a study of the first.

1. Location.
The history of International relations shows that
location has always been an import.:mt determinnnt of the foreign
relations of a state.

The highest mountain range of the.wcjrld on

the south inevitably make India one of the
impact of geog::-aphical location of

for,~ign

~-.'€

st examples of the

relations.

Nehru had a keen appreciation of this and made
India's weight:t size and geographical location the main source of
his policies.

He writes

11

we are in a strdtegic part of

'\si;~

set
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in the centre of the Indian ocean with intimate past and present
connections with western :t\siav .:buth-e ast

.~sia,

Eastern

short, India is situated on the cross-roads of ;sia.
of

~\sian

bridge.

through India.
in

\~rld

~sia" ~

In

It is a sort

.1\11 the major sea and air route of the world pass

India and the Indian ocean are an indispansable link

trade and commercial inter course.
Thus India occupies an important 3eographical position

in a local, regional and global sense 9 India's geographical location
has also made it inevitable that her political, commercial and cultural relations should be based orimarily on oceanic intercourse at

'
( 6)
present and in the foreseable future.
·

2. SIZE.

The fact that Independent India emerged as the
seventh largest state in tbe world is not without considerable geopolitical significance,

In the first place, unless tho soil and the

subsoil are unusually barren, a large territory generally means a
0

relatively large stock of natural resources.

9::condly, the vast-

ness of India's territory has an important bearing on her external
security.

These two important

consequences of the bigness of her

territory make India an important and
national politics in her ovm rightw

indep~ndent

factor in inter-

It would not be rational for

India, therefore, to behave in international relations like a small
state with a small territory, population and resource base.
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3·.1 ntE HTIILIU.AYAN FRONTIER.

The Himalayan play's an iffi?ortant role ln the mc1king
of Indian foreign policy.
The great geopolitical significance of India's Himalayan frontier was explained by Nehru in 1963 ,..,'hen he said "If it is

breached, the way to the Iridian plains and the oceans beyond would
lie exposed; and the threat to India would then, likewise, be a
threat

to

the other countries of South and South-E?.st 1\sia.

India• s

determination to resist aggression and retain her territorial inte-

grity is, therefore, a vital factor in the safeguarding of peace and
stability throughout this \'llhole are a."
On the extreme west of the N0 rthern frontier of the
Indo-Pakistan subcontinent is the Pakistan occupied area of Kashmir,
which. i.!? contiguous to the :si:Rki~~ Sinki ang provinct:: of China and
. :~~·~;~~i
almost ·'""~'contiguous, to the Taafzhik Republic of the Soviet Union, and

is thus great geopolitical

area of Ladakh which is
occupation.

i~ortance.

claim~d

E.ast of this sector is that

by India, but is now under chinese.

Next to the Chinese occupied area of Ladakh is a narrow

strip of the Ladakh Tibet frontier which is still under Indian con-

trol.
Next comes the border between Tibet and Nepal which
1 s a sovereign state and a member of the UNO. The relatively short
Sikkim-Tibet frontier comes after the Nepal-Tibet border~ Between
Sikkim and Bhutan, and looking like a dagger poised at the Darjeeling
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and 3alpaigur districts of West Bengal, lies the chumbi valley of
Tibet, where China deployed her armed forces in strength and built
a military

aerodrome.

Further east stretches the Bhutan-Tibet

frontier.
1\.ll of these border betwe::!n the India and the other
States, there are many important passes, which is a vi tal importance in India's security.

It must be noted that small mountain

states like Nepal and Bhutan occupy a unique ?OSition in International relations, and at the s aroo tirm, in purely· geographical
terms.

Extremely vulnerable in the contemporary period, In _fact,

the security problem in this sector is more political than military,
arisin~

mainly out of a possible collusion between Pakistan and

\7)

China.
4. TiiE

INOI.~

OCEAN.
The logic of geography inevitably makes India a sea-

faring nation 11 and the Indian ocean is, ther-gfore, vital to our external political and economic

relati~ns

and even to our every nati-

anal existence.
To day the Indian ocean continues to play the same
vi tal· role in our national life and destiny.

Almost our entire fore-

ign trade and our heavy coastal trade depends on the freedom of the
Indian ocean.

Our economic developm3nt

is, 'therefore, heavily depen-

dent on this Ocean.
Politically, the central and dominant location of
India in the Indian ocean area helps to play a role of global impor-
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tance.

Connecting as it does the Atlantic and the Pacific, the

Ocean powerfully influences the foreign policy of the UQS.A. and
the European stAtes almost as much it affects that of the Asian
States and Australia; and India's strategic location makes her inP
pact unavoidable politically and military.
Indian diplomacy rather than Naval power must,
therefore, be primarily responsible in the forsseable future for
the security of the Indian ocean; and in this diplomacy, peaceful
relations with Pakistan would be of utmost importance.
5. n-IB INDO-PAI<lSfAN

FROI"lTIER.

The Indo-Pakistan boundary represents the political
division of a single geographical, ecological economic and defence
unit, with the all the resultant incoggeuities, anomalies and irrationalities.,
India's frontier with Pakistan, however, has generally posed a more acute security problem, especially in vi·ew of a
large proportion of the Indian armed forces being locked up in
Kashmir.

In this sector India has

a

potential enemy on both the

flanks a potentiality which may become an actuality in the event
of

Si~Pakistan

military collusion.

From the purely

~filS~~»

geopolitical point of view,

the problem of security would be immeasurable simplified, for
both India and Pakistan if the armed forces of the two states were
not locked up in mutual confrontation within the subcontinent.
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B. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT •

In a

dev~loping

state, whose actual economic strength

is neeessarily low, the rate of economic growth determines the power
potential, defines in material terms, which the realists regard as
the only factor of significance, but is at any rate one of the major
elements,. in contimporary international relations.

The rate of

growth determines how soon, and if at all, a developing state can
hope to become a major power from the economic point of viewi it determines, whether and after what period of time the state can develop a military capability adequate for its own security, it indi-

cates, to a considerable extent, the viability or otherwise of the
political system ovl!r a period of time.

The style of development,

along with the rate of growth, determines tbe extent of dependence
on foreign aid and the boundary

ECIIPlti

, aid is to be sought and secureds

~

conditions within which such

related and major aspect of

economic development is the expansion and diversificatimn of foreign
trade.

All this has obvious significance for for.: ign policy.

lo BASIC COMPULSIONS.
rrom

the point of view of the national power poten-

tial, population, natural resources and technology are generally considered to be the most important variables in the process of economic development, these basic factors play 0 s major role in the formulation of foreign policy.
2• PATTERN OF G8:>Wffi

Economic development as such can take place under
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different, often conflicting, idealogical and state systems.

It

has taken place in England and .run~rrica under free enterprise and
political democracy in Japan under free enterprise aided by the
State, and in the SOviet Union and China under a wholly state controlled and regimented politico-economic system.

But the economic,

political and social disciplines needed for economic growth under
Contem;orary

different state systems are quite different.

~~rld

politics being characterised by a high degree of political and
ideological tension, the pattern of growth
tant

det~rminant

also acts as an
.

of the pulls and pressures exerted on the

impo~
0

~tate

by

outside powers, and, therefore, also of the way in ·which it should
deal with them.

The pattern of economic development is, in other

words, one of the important factors in the formulation of India's
foreign policy.

The

grov~h

pattern, in turn, is dependent on the

constraints imposed by the constitution" the role of the State and
, ideology of economic development.
3. DIPLOMJ'CY OF

ECOO~IC

DeVELOPMENT.

The acceptance of rapid economic development as the
. most important national objective, the basic compulsions generated
by the development programme and the pattern of growth

\Ne

have so

far adopted, have made it imperative that our foreign policy should
have a pO'"'erful economic orientation.,
Black has called, from

th~

In

oth~r

words, vmat Eugene

point of view of the aid giving count-

ties, the ndiplo:.·;acy of economic development 11

( 8)

should constitute

one of the most important elements of Indian foreign policy. Accor-

1C2
ding to Prof. J. Bandyopadhyay" the foreign policies of all quasidiffere.ntiated or Economically developing states tend to be geared
.

. (9)

to the needs of domestic economic development 11 •
C • POLITICAL TR!.D IT ION •

As Nehru said ".4 country's foreign policy ultimately
emerges from its ovm tradition, urges, objectives and more particularly from its recent past 11 •

The political tradition, pArticularly

the recent one of any country is an important d3terminant of its
foreign policy.

Likewise, Indian foreign policy is the

prod~,JJ:t

of

Tradi tiional values of her society and commi tiD3nts of national movements during freedom struggle.

0

The roots of Indian foreign policy

are to be found in her civilisation, the heritMge of British policies, the independence movement and the influence of

Gandh~an

philo-

sophy.
The ancient Indian tradition of non- violence in general and the

~sokan

tradition in particulnr, found its manifestation

in an idealist approach to politics, both national and International,
in the mainstream of the Indian national movement led by Mahatma
Gandhio

J. B. Bandopadhyaya

s~s

up our political traditions

as follows (I) Idealist view of politics

an~

power with emphasis on

peace and nonviolence; (2) Idealist approach to internationalism;
(9) Anti-imperialism and anti-racialism; (4) .ltsianism; (5) Rejection
of both We stern c.::)i t ::lism and communism.

1C3
Some of our basic principles such as anti-imperialism, antiracialism were formulated during the course of freedom striJggle.
Besid~s

Gandhism, Marxism and Laskian liberalism have also influen-

ced our foreign policy makers.

Perhaps, this explains India's per-

petual preference for the socialist camp.

India generally condemns

the West But gives a benefit .of doubt to the S:lviet Union.
These ideals, developed during the Indian national movement,
gave the Indian people a certain autonom&us in political thinking
and a world out look which fitted neither with that of the Western
countries nor that of the communist bloc.
D. DOMESfiC MILLI2U

It is clear that foreign policy and domestic policy are
inseparably interlinked.

According to G. F. Kennan

like many other things, begins at home' 1

~country's

11

cracy~J

XGIG!lX

policy,

foreign policy

is an exercise in the extension of its self-interest.·
flextion of the domestic

for·~ign

It is a re-

scene of a nation if it is a demo-

In other words it is an extension of domestic policy ..
Economic copability and political traditions are important

elements of domestic millieu.

Other elements pertaining to domes-

tic millieu are the role of the ruling elite, the probums of state
building and the party structure ate.,

In Jiyjia the ruling elite

always had the best oriented back ground but as far as foreign policy is concerned, Nehru with his towering personality eliminated
their influence.

E • INTERl"lATIOl"lAL MILL8.U.
The

gro\~h
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of InternatiOnal law and organisation, the muta-

.

tional impact of technological advance on international politics,
and the political evaluation of the Nat ion states are same of the
major factors which impart an essentially dynamic character to the
international millieu ·within which a state has to formulate its
extern.al policies..

Logically, there fore, the foreign policy of a

state must be conditioned and influenced to a great

ext~nt,

in any

given period, by the international millieu which has to be treated
by the policy makers as a given datum for all practical purposes.
Upon the end of the Second World War foreign policy c.was
largely a matter of military strength and alliances.
of the

~cond

Since the end

World War, the mergence of a large number of indepen-

dent but militarily weak.

States in 1\sia and .li,frica, have pre-

foundly altered the character of the international mil leu within
nation- states have to function.
international millieu has been

Indeed, the transformation of tr:e
ssxr~i~~i

so radical and es vast

during the last two and a half decades, in spite of powerful vestiges of the old tradition still remaining, that it is surprising how
little these seem to have affected the forei]n thinking of most of
the States.

The transformed charact2r of the international milli·::u

however, does not affect all states in the same manner.

:\s a

matter of fact, a detailed examination of the subject would reveal
that the internatlbonal milieu impinges differently on the foreign
policy of each state, although subsystemic similarities can be
( 10)

found within a similar group of states.
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POLITICAL· IN SfiTTJTI()'J s.

While Geography, economic development, political tradition, the domestic milieu and the international milieu canstitute
the boundary conditions within which decision making in foreign
policy pepends largely on the process of decision making at various
level.

On the nature and extent of articulate public opinion on

foreign policy and the manner of its expression, the institutions
of the political parties concerned with foreign policy, pressare
groups, parliament, the foreign office, the foreign minister, and
finally the cabineto
0

A. PUBLIC OPINION.
As in other democracies, the role of public opinion in
India is confined to domestic issues.

Because of general backward.-,

ness the involvement of the people with foreign policy is evenless
than that of the people in more advanced countries.

It can there-

fore, be safely said that the foreign policy of India has been
based on a broad consensus of domestic public opinion.
B. PARTY INSflTUTIONS.

Although foreign policy decision ·are made in a parliamentary system of §overnment by the party or parties in power the actual
role played by the inner institutions of the different parties, and
the extent of their effectiveness in influencing the decision-making

1G6
processo
In countries like soviet Union with a one party system
there is no practical distinction between the party and the
Government, and the former naturally exercises a decisive influence on both domestic and foreign policy.
In theory, India has accepted the· British convention of
the ruling party formulating the outlines of policy and leaving it
to the discretion of the Government to formulate the policy in ·
detail with reference to concrete pro;Jlems and situations. But
during the Nehru and Indira era, in practice, on account of the
predominant role played by Nehru 8nd Indira as the maker of fo!"-!'
eign policy both for the Congress and for the Government of India,
the distinction between the role of the party and that of the
0

Government had been virtually obliterated.

There are, however,

four formal institutions within the ruling party, namely, the
foreign Department of the AICC, the standing committee on extern al affairs of the congress parliamentary party and the congress
parliamentary party Executive, which are

conc~rned

indirectly with the making of foreign policya
even such

institution~lization,

directly or

Other parties lack

with the possible exception of the

leftist parties such as ~I, CPI(M) etc. which has certain special
institutions concerned with foreign polic_y.
Cl) PRESSJRE GROOPS

There is no pressure groups on foreign policy as in
America.

The Indian Chamber of Commerce is interested on in trade

1G7
and commerce.

In our country no systematic sutdy of the existence

of pressure. groups and their mode of functioning has so far takes
place, but the available evidence and observation of the Indian
political scene lead to the conclusion that they are in a developing condition here, although their influence on the making of
foreign policy seems »SX so far negligible.
1. BUSINESS INTERESfSo

Business interests, which constitute perhaps the most
important pressure group in some of the We stern countries, have
not so far evinced any organised interest in foreign policy. The
Federation of Indian chamber of commerce and Industry and other
similar organisations of industrialists and businessman usually
pass resolutions and make statements on the economic policy. But
they have not so far passed a single resolution on foreign policy.
The fact that organised business interests in India have ao
predominant control over the Indian press should at least theoretically enable them to exert some influence on foreign policy,
( 11)

though in a some what negative way.
2., ARMED FORCEs.

To some extent in most countries, but particularly in
the Afro-Asian States, the army exerts great pressure on tl-:e
making of Foreign Policy.

This, how.:=ver, has not so far happen-

ed in India, at laast in an obvious way, largely due to the fact
that the Indian Freedom Movement, beging essentially non-violent,
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was almost entirely a civilian movement, and governmental power
after independence naturally passed into civilian hands.
3. CIVIL SERVANTS.

There is common talk in Ne,N Delhi about
.l\merical" and

"p~2oviet" Lobbies"
0

"pr~

among the civil servants in

all important ministers~ especially in the South Block. Krishna
Menon believes that there are only pre-t.. merican lobbi;~s in the
( 12)
South Block.
The former for:~ign Minister, M.c. Chagla, bm..ever, maintains that in his personal experience there were no
(13)
lobbies of either «i~~~tti~fi description in the South Block.
The

tru~h

seems to be what while there may be individuals with

particular videological conviction or political orientation,
there is no organised foreign loby in the Sbuth Block.

Like otrer

disciplined civil servants, members of the Indian foreign service
tend to be the line laid down by the prime minister and the fore,

ign minister; indeed, it is their official duty to do so. InEiian
foreign service .1\ssocirition, which can conceivably be called a
pr~ssure

group, has not so far attempted to influence the making

of foreign policy in any way.
4.t TRL\.DE UNIONs.

As regards tr3r:le

unions~

although

ther·~

are some

national unions in India, their organisation and functioning reflect the economic and social backwardness of the country and

tM~~

they have not proved to be an effective force for influencing·
the Government even with re:;J ard to domestic economic or political
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policies, much less so in respect of foraign policy.

~s

a matter

of fact, the Indian trade Unions have seldom taken any direct interest in problems of foreign policy.
D. PARLIAMENT.

Parliament in a democratic state is expected to
influence the formulation of foreign policy in a 'Jariety of ways.
Its resolution, either supporting or opposing the policy suggested
by the Government or by suggesting or forcing upon the Government
new pqlicies, whether of a broad or spectfic nature are expected to·

affect vitally the broad orientation, detailed formulation and
implementation of foreign policy.

It can also influence specific

aspects of foreign policy through its power. to sanction apprepri&tion by cutting dovm or increasing the budgets of the Ministers of
!:xternal Affairs. ·Defence and other allied ministries.
dual member of parliament specializing in

for~ign

Indivi-

affairs, whether

belonging to the ruling party or the opposition can influence the
making of foreign relation by pointing attention to defects en the
policies pursued or proposed by the Governments.
1u"ticle 246 of the Indian constitution empowers
parliament to legislate on all aspects of foreign affairs, which
is detained as "all matters which bring the union into relation
with any foreign country".
As regards the consulative committee of the pa!'liament for the ministry of external affairs, it consists of

x~~x~~

representatives of all the political parties and independents,
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roughly in prooortion to their strength in parliament.

The fore-

ign minister as tbe exofficie;l chairman of the cornmi ttee.

The

consulative committee of the parliament for the ministry of external affairs has not so far been able to play an advisory role with
regard to the making of

for·~ign

policy..

It is expected to meet

at least twice during each session of parliament for advising the
0

foreign minister on policy problems. · Its status,

hov~ver

is based

on convention and not on law.
There is nothing in tr:e Indian constitution or the
conventions of parliamentary government to prevent parliament from
assuming greawr responsibility with reqard to tt·:e formulation of
for~ign

( 14)

policy than it has done so far.

E.CABillET.

The making of foreign policy by the Indian cabinet
was merely an aspect of the
during the Nehru era.

general functioning of the cabinet

That Nehru generally dominated the procee-

ding of the cabinet is a well kno•.nm fact.

S:!v~ral

resigning mi-

nisters, notably Dr. A.mbedkar and C., D. Oeshmukh, bitterly complained of Nehru• s p:nactice of taking vital
ting the cabinet.

decisions without consul-

Many believe that seme crucial policy decisions

with regard to Kashmir in the early phase were taken by
without consulting the cabinet or even

Sa~ar

~hhru

Patal. the Deputy

prime J.liinistero
By 1956, Krishna Menor was in the cabinet as Nahru's
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principal advisor on foreign policy, while oHe r senior membe-r
like Go B. Pant, Morarji Desai and Maulana Azad '1.-rere content to
exercise their influence mainly in the domestic spheree
According to the former minister M..

c.

Chagla,
it
0

was Krishna Menon who was responsible for the policy decision
with regard to Hungery in 19!)6 and the Goa action in 1961 and
Nehru merely had to come to his defence subsequently.

Morarji

Desai and several other former cabinet minister's and political
leaders are of the opinion that on account of (a) Nehru's personal sympathy for the Soviet Union and (b) ~viet support (and

u.s.

opposition) to India on the Kashmir que•stion at the United
nat ions, Nehru 1 s own policy on Hungary VI.'Ould probably have been
0

nl y me rginal different from that of !vie non, as in fact it turned

out to be after Nehru took up the Hungarian question himse 1 f, with
regard to both Hungary and Goa, Menon's personal role in decision
making was much more important that of cabinet

~~r

or Nehru

himself.
Lalbahadur Slastri ere ated the New post of foreign
minister, but Mr ..

s~aran

Singh did not enjoy the st.3tUs which

would have enabled him to act independently.
After M.

c.

Chagla resigned as foreign minister on

the langu<3ge issue, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi retained the
foreign portfolio herself for a relatively longtime. Mrs. Gandhi
modified her position subsequently like Nehru.

Former senior
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member of her cabinet assert that, like he-r

fr~ther,

Mrs. Gandhi

likes to take foreign policy decision generally without consulting
the cabinet.
It is natural in such a situation the cabinet also
would loss its importance from the view point of foreign policy
for the role that the cabinet plays in the making of foreign
policy depends especially when there is an independent foreign
minister, to a large extent on the initiative taken by the for0

eign minister in studying policy problems and referring them to
the prime minister and the cabinet.
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QIAPTER- V
SECTIO\l -

NFl-HU

AND

INDIAN

I

FOREIGN

POLICY

Jawaharlal Nehru was marked to be a great figure in
Indian politics as soon as he joined the Indian freedom movement in
the early twent1es with an aristrocatic family bAckground, education

at Hosro and Cambridge and the pooitical backing of his father,

Motilal Nehru, Mahatma Gandhi and the other Congress leaders. Along
.with Subhas Bose, Nehru were already recognised youth leaders of
Freedom ~\ovement in the 1 ate twenties.

Dut in 1929 he was by no

means an organisational leader of the Congress and was elected
President of the organisation ·entirely due to Gandhi's insistence.
When in 1936, he was elected congress president again, he was "in
office" but not .in power yet as Gandhi reminded him after his conflict with the senior members

oi tne Working Committee. From Maoras

Congress, held in December 1927, Nehru became

trH~

recognised spokes-

,man of the Congress on foreign affairs, largely because others occu-

pying comparable position with the congr•9SS were not nearly as interested in the subject as he.

This thing :'i.s

me-~t

important from the

point of view of his future role as the maker of Indian Fo_re ign
Policy.

(In 1936 the old guafd readily granted Nehru's request for

opening a foreign Department of the Congress .and he appointed a young
radical Rammanohar Lohia as its secretary.

Since then practically

every resolution of the congress on Foreign affairs was inspired,
drafted and piloted by Nehru).

In 1927 a Foreign ,~ff airs Department
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( 1)

of the ~Icc was established under J awaharlal Nehru.
Jawaharlal Nehru•s interest in international affairs
began. seriously with his attending the Brussels international congress against colonial oppression and imperialism in

1~27.

He

came in touch there with a number of distinguished radical intellectuals and political

figur~

from China, .:Ztfrica and Latin

s of the world, including de leg at~~ s

:~merica

to Marxist and radical !de as".

and "his mind was receptive

The resolution on India, drafted

by Nehru, expressed the hope that the Indian national movement
would base its programme on the full emancipation of the peasants
and workers of India and would cooperate with the movement·s for
(2)
emancipation in other parts of the ·.vorld.
Although it was not pre sent at the Brussels °Congre ss
"it was the Soviet Union that ne'N dominated Jawaharlal' s mind, just
as it had, in unseen presence, dominated the Brussels

confar~nce.

He read all that he could lay his hands on books both by partisans
and by critics, about developments and conditions in that country,
and found much to admire.

He believed that whatever in tradition·

of hostility between Britain and

~ussia,

to a free India she would

be no threat; and even if India were wholly opposed to communism
she would have friendly relations with Russia".

He played on

active and dynamic role in the conferance and came to be recognised as a leading figure in the fight against the forces of colonialism and imperialism.
for him.

Since then there was no looking back

In later years, under his leadership, the congress arti-

culated its

vi~ws

on foreign policy and international relations in
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a mann~r which drew appalause and appreciation from ail freedom
loving peo.ples the world over.

Even now, past and present genera-

tions of freedom fighters in Asia and ~frica remember him and draw
( 3)
inspiration from his life and work.
Soon after the Brussels congre·ss Motilal and Jawaharlal Nehru, were invited to attend the· tenth anniversary of the
Soviet Revolution in November

1927.

J awah arl al Nehru was greatly

B

improssed by what he saw and the result was

his first published

book "Soviet Russia" ( 1928), based on articles he wrote· about his
visit.

In Soviet Russia, Nehru criticised the

11

Sister

nations" (meaning thereby the USA. and European poets) who

11

c~ase

l.essly sought to hamper and destroy the new Russia 11 , which had the

'voices of humanity "with her and which had launched" one of the
mightiest experiments in history".
Nehru's writings bear tastimony to the fact that his
"favourable impression" about the &Jviet Union was r!ue to the

11

study

of Marx and Lenin'', which produced "a powarful effect 11 on his mind 11
as he himself admitted and helped him "to see history and current

affairs in a new light".

It is worth mentioning here that Nehru's observations
about Soviet Russia were by no

m3

ans one sioed.

In many of his

spesches and writings, he referred to things vkdch "pained" him and
with which he could only

11

d is agree 11 •

But it is easily di scorni'.Jle

from Nehru's writings that his. appreciation of the· Soviets far more
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outweighed his criticisms about

them.

In Soviet Russia, Nehru

witnessed ''the great and fascinating unfolding of a new order and
a new civilization".

In his view "'fhe &:>viet Revolution and ad-

v anced human society by a great leap and had lit a bright fl arne,
(4)

wh.ich could not be srrothered."
Nehru's views abo·-.1t the October Revolution, Lenin,
his frequent references to

Sovi~t

Russia in his 'Nritings and

speeches, his first visit to Soviet Union, his sympathetic attitude towards this country and his keen desire to learn from the
Soviet experimants ere ated friendly and favourable impressions
in India about the Soviet Union.
The anti-fascist attiiiude of the Th!C during the
Second World War was 1 arge 1 y determined by Nehru, who was primae

rily responsible for the shaping of the international out look of
his party and for the very framing of its views on foreign policy

as well.
It is important to note that as the Chief spokesman of

*x•zx

the issue of Foreign Policy, Nehru expressed his deep

anxiety ever the ever-gorwing fascist menace in Europe a couple of
years before the outbreak of the Second VIJorld War.

V\'hile presi-

ding over the Lucknow congress in April 1936, he referred to the
division of the World into two camps - "The imperialist and the
fascist on the one side, the socialist and Nationalist on the
other •••••• ", and pledged to take the sida of the progressive
forces of the \'110rld.
to the solution of

thi~

Nehru had openly declared that

11

the only key

world' s· problems and of India's probl2rns
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lies in 2ocialisrn".

He called socialism "a new civilisation, radi-

cally different from the present capitalist order" and v~~ent on to
add, "some glimpse

v.Je

can have to this new civilisation in the

territories of the USSR.
'Nhen the Nazi attack on the Soviet Union carne
Ja\'17aharlal Nehru v.ras in prison.
4.

He was released only on December

A bread based feeling of sympathy and solidarity with the

Soviet people, who were fighting heitocsicall y with their i!llakX
backs to the wall, swept through the country, cutting across party
lines.

Nehru associated himself with the newly formed friends

of the Soviet Union organisation and sent through Krishna Menon in
London a message of

sympathy to Soviet 1\mbassador Ivan Maisky.

The Second World 1Nar ended and it sounded the death
Knell of colonialism and imperialism, \"'l-'.ich, however, v.,rere
unwilling to give in.

~t

The historicul experiences of both India

and the USSR by this time had given them some
of the basic world problems lying ahead.
cal and military situation

prevailin-~

comn~n

unoerstanding

Despite turbulent politi-

in Europe, the events of

fal"-reaching magnitude taking place in the Indian sub-continent
and the gradual emergence of India on the poli tic2.l scene did not
escape the attention of the Soviets.
In .l;pril 1945, the Soviet delegate supported India's
demand for full independence at the Sanfraacisco conference of the
United Nations Organisation.

The.,Indian and the iSoviet delegates
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held friendly and fruitful consultations with each ot_her at the
Paris peace conference •
Soviet academicians.

India drew the attention of the leading

The- INC was frequently praised as "the most

influential" political party and a !!prog-ressive organisation"· fighting for the emancipation of the country from the

~ritish

Yoke.

Dyakev observed that he was still "the most influential and popular
leader"· in India.

In another article, he praised Nehru's assess-

mant of the international situation and projected his image as a
"progressive democrat 11 •

Pravda criticised the di,Jide and rule
( 5)

policy of the cabinet Mission pl<m and later

prais~d

Nehru •.

Encouraged probably by the above mention favourable
comments in the Soviet press, Nehru, who

h~d

alrandy taken over as

the vice-President- of the Interim Government,

r~nd

had paid eloquent

tributes to the So\liet Union in the course of his broadcast from
NeW Delhi on 7

~ptember

1946, instructed K.P.

s.

Menon and V.K.
0

Krishna r.'1enon (India's de leg at!! s to the ut\10) to -~stablish contacts
with foreign Minister V. M. Malotov, the leader of tr.e Soviet delegation.

~fter

meeting Malotov in New York on-28 September 1946,

\f .K. Krishna Menon observ~d that r.e ·.:iid not see any re <'Son as to

shy the strongest feelings of friendship between Indi·a and the
USSR should not from the oermanent basis of closer Indo Soviet relations.

Menon delivered Nehru's personal message to Malotov ask-

ing for assistance to meet the famine situation in India.

The

Indian delegate held preliminary talks with him in connection with
the establishment of diplomatic relations with tr:e USSR., Dyakov
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wrote in praise of

the composition of Indian delegation to the UNO

and paid tributes to Nehru.
Jawaharlal Nehru's visit to the US capital (11 Octob-

er-

7 November 1949) led to sotm apprehensions.

It is interesting

to note that in April 1949, when the North Atlantic Tr8aty

organis~

tion was· just taking shape, Senator Hubert Humphery urged tbe white
House to bring India into the "Council of democratic world organisation" being formed by the US
poet"•
, gton.

11

around the frame work of the Atlantic

In May 1949, the US Government invited Nehru to visit \Nashin-

Editorially woelcoming the Indian Prime il;-,inister's arrival in

the US capital, New York Times wrote,

-

it added.

Washington wants India to be

"India is pot~ntially a great counter

a bulwark against communism".
'Neight to China 11

11

On 20 October, John Foster Dulles obs-

. erved that the Indian Prime Minister could fill the role of a leader
against anti-communist expansion drive in the far cast.

These

coiTllllentis in the US press attracted the attention of the &>viets.
Referring to Nehru 1 s visit to Washington, Dyakov noted that India,
was sought to be used for the sup!=H-ession of p::?ople' s movement in
Asia by turning her into a military base of the imperialists.

Such

Soviet reservation were based on such facts as that until 1949 the
British commanders headed all the three wings of the fighting forces
of Independent India, the continuance of several British Governors
in the Indian provinces and the

r&x~rm!l

pr!!dominant

she~re

of British

capital in the Indian economy.
Pandit Nehru was wise enough to detect the patent
unsoundness of American policy with regard to the containment of
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co~..

He

expre a sed bls opillioa ngerding this contalraent

•

doetri.Nt to president Trum3ft, when he vltited America 1n 1949o

Another feature of tt. attitude of Nehru regarding the ••ntuillll
undentllftdS.ng of internaUonal eommunies ls lllrfJ&ly diffen'lt from
that of the West~
~~aw•nt

HahN did not regard th!!t international coanunltt

led by Stalin as something monolethie•

tundamntal

dS.ffe~nce

4

betwen Ch!.fta l•d by Mao .. Tse - Tung and

Ru8aia led by st.Una He did not
dld~

He perceived •

1~

the two together as the west

In the develop•nt of these understaading, the view of Tite.,

p ~· Joshi and ••· N•. Roy ••s of great help to Nehrc.q

told Nehru that Mao would prove to be
believed itlf

The

u. S.A>t

41

"• N·. Roy aven

Second Tits and Nehru

and her 'allied rcagardad M&aO and Maoists

as notbrtng but Stalin stooges when Nehru ele arl y understood the
position of U.o1$tS lftd stal.1nins ira· international eommtm1st IIOve-

ment.

lt was the distinctive contribution of
N•bru 1n the doD't:tstle.
sphere, end as a
.

~flection

ign affair$ too, to workout a consistent • t of
the basis of his poliet.es at bone and _,roadi

indlv1dual1$t. in \he sense that

he.

and freedom and in e1v11 liberty•

J.wah~lal

thereof in fore-

v~lues

~

which fol'l'.ad

He was a liberal

believed in individual rights
H• ••• • aoclalist. and

tho~h

he belle.•d that. . equ.U.t.y, ,should... be ..enfofttld. as • aat.ter of pol ley
and not •rely as a right, he continued .to· cherish civil liberty

and was unwilling to suppress dissent except when this was absolu--

tely necessary.

He did not therefore, approve of practices in

~sofl¥lt

,. .,.t·/t~t;ir~ry:s;:

:: : : : ·.· . ..

12 2

r: ·' soci~st C0\11\tric(s Where he ·thought ~ivil liberty was unduly~&

: trlc~~: .. and
\

,

c~i'·ase~t·. L~ti'(l~d..
·
....
i,

I

• .. ; ':C.'''

I''...

I

'.i :; ; ;

1 .

·H

>· , .

..

i

.$0cial1st'• NehrQ :believed in ·"he planned deve-

As. a

.

:.'~

.

·:i Y

•

-~::~

::: ••. ·

!· . •

-:.

1 .~hG( c~·uniri::·~d ~laced ·c~nsidarable
: ,lop~n~::.of
'
.
:::. .::<<1 :. -: ;·:o.:.;·· ::: " i.
. . ;
.
.
.
1

1

•:

1·'. -~·state :Qad':p~blic.::~·ctor.:
1::-:

··: ·_ . ;_·.

-~~:.:.:

~:_··.:·:..';._ ... ·~>,-<:,·-:

~~~

.·

. . .· .

;:

; ;

·..

.

·.·

} countries
'

pra~ided: they

. Fi:ve··Ye:ar

pian

.

;· ·..
... - - '

,·

i

. .

.

wanted India to qe ·

.

'

.

.

1

.

.

were w1 thout

.

.

.

..

Indeed, the First

n strings".

'

warned.:us against ell[cessi·ve ·external assistance and

s't~teJf;that:';"axteh,~~-,2_asSistanc~. is accept~ble
.

···!

'.

.

p~rUculari he

He·: was ·prepand tb accept· ·financial aid from foreign

~lfreliarite'::
!.

·In

reliance on the

:

·-··'·•

.

'

...

'.···

,·

.. - .... ····_._,

'

'

.

only if it carries .

.

··no·~:conditions,
I

.

. . . ., . . .: :

'·'.·.

.

. . ,.,.

.

.

·, ~

explicit or implicit., which might
affect even
.
.·

·.:

..

I

'·, ·..reme-t;ely
the. countri.es ·ability
to take .an independent line in
-···.: .
..
;._
.
.
:

.

,'

'

:.

.

:j~ 'int~rh~ti.oil~l> affairs~· It is ·no wonder therefore that he regarded
;.. ::·:: . . ; : ; .. ' ;:· i ' ~ :-_-:-.:. _i_- ' .

.

. . -;

.. :_ .

~ . ' ;_· ; ' .

:·

.

.

.

l

'

::._;·. l t~~ l11c:fian. s~ruggle:· ·.~fter independence for self-reliant develoP. i .• ~~n,t. :a's a• p~rt• of the _struggle of all developing countries of: the
:_. '.··; _;. : .l·.
,i. .
. '' .
',
.
\ -. . .
,: , :' w;orld• ;ira "sia. Afri~a and Latin .1\merica. against reicism, .. and the.
i;

.. .

:

_: -~:

.

.... ., . i

. .

· -~ ·. : · -- r

: --- ·-

oi>:a re~urgent
;·.l ...<:vision.·was
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. i•'·
I

:
~ :~~:~:~r:~.;;~;-~~-r~i~;~~_:v\~, ,_ _ . -

. . ·. \~:~-)<;~Ji~--~>.

.

.· new form whicll ·imperialism had taken, namely,

neo-coloni:al~s.m•

.

As.ia, no les~ than an ,1\frica clllci}Lattn

. .

·~•· .:.'-':~ri¢a.l:i:~ere;··ea~h~,n.ation, equal and sovereign in. it~s
:-'·:<.>!.:;::; . ~:.-'. :.·;·.:
' '! .· :· . :_ ~: -- . ·:\;:_ .. ·- . .
. .
.
. .

9wn right,

.f· ••! •• • •

.:

:~e.ve~opmant.:. p~)icef.~~l,y ~ccording

; '_· \. f ·..;':,_ ·::;:. "'

:_\~:.
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3 .~nte;rferen~•<ijf
'

:

'
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•:'

'::~•

•

•I

,·,

•

~ •:

.•''

,

•

.His

.dominat~on

:.and
'

'

-·

:.

'

'

'

- ;~

to its own lights, .free .from
.
.
•
.
:
.
. '

by mere powerful nations•

'

4

· ' It is often. said, undoubtedly with some validity

· :; ' .. ·
i

'

'

.

that the foreign policy of, India after independence was shaped by
· ' . .Jawa~arlal Neh~u.: Ar'ld ye~, this is only partially true, for
'

.

'

£ore!iCjn poli!,~Y' was _.riot something conceived .and shaped by Nehru \
~ r,

.

i.

aftElr inde~en.dence o . ·It vr~s merafy a projection into foreign
.i . . . .
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affairs, into concrete international relations of the values deve-

loped and of national interests as perceived during years of freedom
struggle•

Undoubtedly, Nehru, next only to the Mahatma, had the

·major hand in developing these values and perceiving these interests,
but they became built into the freedom movement as the dominant, if
not the only, set of perc-aptions..

/lfuen freedom came these were pro-

1

jected into foreign affairs, and came to be recognised as the foreign
What really happened after independence was

policy of the country.

they were articulated and shaped in the context of the current in-

ternational relations ao that they could be implements as the coun( 6)

try's foreign policy.

Thus we see that Indiai s foreign policy was a logical
continuation of Nehru's world outlook developed over many uaecadas
bef,ore independence.

China signed the
ples•

This was confirmed in 1954 when India and

panch~l

Declaration, on the basis of five piinci-

Nehru's attitude towards the

US~

was dictated by an indapan-

dent appraisal of both western and SOviet policies and India's selfinterest and he refused to ba

influe~ced

by

cold war propaganda

I

against 'Communism', even at times when communists in India attacked

his foreign policy and the Chinese attacked Indo in 1962&

Union

on

The Soviat

its part did not support China in 1962.
Since the 20th CongZ'i!SS of t}:le CP SJ, the Soviet Union

was drawn closer to India's foreign policy perceptions'i

As is wall

known, the basic elements of India's forei9n policy are opposition
'•

to colonialism and racism, non-alignment with military power blocs
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and strining for world paace on the basis of co-existenctt of diff•
erent syst•ms and universal disarmamnt~

The USSl shares with

t.,.die those S.dtas .nd though it la the l~tader of wars• poet lt
..

ba$ pos1t1ve1J Naponded to many initiatl'leS

tak~tn by

the non-

aligned move•nt for peace•
the e•rgence of India as an

l~ortant

factor 1n

j~;~stlce

1n the nsult qf
(7}
Nehru' • vision of Illdia as a p.n of the .,rld community.
world affair• a factor for peace and

.

Non-lllgnnent appeared 1n the · 1ntern.1tional a"na 1ft
tbe mid 1~'• and continued to de•lop ·actively 1n tt. 60.

doctrine of non-ali.pllent

~•rged

Tbe

non after the f11'st newly freed

1\si.n cot.mtriea begtn to elabor•te the basic principles of their
fon1gn policy.
The non-allgNent doctrine. policy and

move~»nt

the1r ••J'9GRCe to • whole n\JllbeJ" of euternd and internal

ow

fae~ra.

The victory of the tilled coalition over Gerua.an Nazlzm•. Htll•

faaclM and Japanese 1111ltari8ll in the second world we•. in wblch

the USSR played • decl.alvo rolJI, the eD'ISrgance of tho socialist

syateza tnd the chaDQ$d nlltlonsblp between the forces of illpar1 ...
l l • and

thosa of IOClall• on a whol....wlde scale influenced the

de,.lop•nt of colonial countrle s tnd the

of

tt.

~ople ••

The appearance

Non-ulgned Movement was to e lalefJO extent brought about by

tha cold wa:r &Mletshad by iaperiallst forces in the l1te 1940s,
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Wl\11• the doctrlfte ltaalf was t.o • cenaio fion•• a response to
:the cold war policY•

Tbl cold. war. waged by

l~riallata ~ainst

. the USSR and against tbe countries which had slabarked on the peth

of socialist development was seen rainforcod by the policy of the
un1 ted states end other leperlallst powers aimed at entangling the

n•wly-freed

~sian

countries in various ailitary political blocs.

ho•tile to the socialist state and to the growing national-liber.tion movement.
It was in this complicated intern•tlonal situation
non-~lignment

that the doctrine of

wa• evolved•

The doctrine was

formulated by the outstanding Indian atateSJD.n and first Indi-'
Prime Mi.Qister J'awaharlal Nehru.

He undex-.stood

veryv."Qll that the

future of India and of any other newly fraed country depended
0

l1rgely on its ability to take an independent position in the
.

(8)

international arena •.
An

iq)ortant landmark in the development of the

politic of non-.flignment was the conference of Asia-. and Afric.n
countries held 1ft AprU

195~

w

in '@andung
0
...,

Indonesia~

The 881\dung conference was attended by 29 countries -

23 from Asia tnd siX froiD Afr1ea.

ira

Bandut~g

Nehru pl11yed a

signific~t

!'Ole

conference:.
The success of the conferonce wa$ eapeciall y l'el'larlt-

able k*eping in

~

the fact that lts

p~rt1c1p~ts

ware countries

with different levels of economic development, representing various
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politieal regimes and socs.o.. politicd system.

The

~1

waent of the Bandung eonferenee was the recognition by

tions of the need for solidarity among all newly
African countries in order Jointly to fight

aehiev._

priracip~l

f~ed

the delega-

Asian and

coloni~ismtt

The posi....

tion taken by the Band~ conference t.wards the African people's
struggle against

coloni~lisa

was highly 1nstruaantal in accelerA-

ting the process of deealoni$at1on in Afriee.

c.ax

The participant$

the

took • broad, constructive and fsroreachir..g attitude to

problema of international

cooper~tion

and

strove to iq,al't to it a

spirit of peaceful co-existence based on the

p~chaheol

which were known throughout the world by that time..
the B.ndung conference. on April

l954~t

principles_
0

A yaar .before

during a sumit •eting of tt'M

leeders of biax India and the peoples Republic of China, the pansheel principles of peaceful co-existence were

proclaimed~

These

included Mutual respect fer sovereignty and territorial integrity,
non-..oggreseion. non.in.terference in one another's domostie affairs,

equality, mutually beneficial cooperation and peaceful

~oxist&nc~~

The Bundung principle e partly codifiod tM progress-

ive .nd peace-loving aims of the foreign policy of

newl')~i"reed

countries and laid the foundation for working out the principles of
the nonalignment moveDltlnt.

The convening of tr.e BBndung conference

was actively supported by the USSR and other socialist countris s•·

The Soviet Union welcomed the very idea of holding an Afro-Asian
forum and hailed its results, regarding these as a manifestation of
the growing political awareness and consolidation of Asian peoples
against racial oppression and for strengthening political indepen-
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dence relaxtion of international tension and preservation of
(9)

peace on

earth~

NEHRU AND THE POLICY OF NON-ALIGNMENT •

Nehru made a deep study of Indian philosophy while

he was in prison in the forties, and came under the lasting
influence of vedanta, though he disliked its supra social and
divine moorings.

He was

also deeply influenced by modern Euro-

pean humanist philosophy.
and lover of the

tr~dition

A devout nationalist freedom fighter
and culture of his own society, he

was at the same time a deeply committed internationalist, ;md

visualised a unified mankind in a co-operative international
der, often referred to by him as the ideal of

on;~

o~

wor;td.

Thus there were many different cross currents in
Nehru's intellectual make up v:hich in the opinion of his biogrr>.pher, he was unable to syntLesize into a coh·?rent intellectual
( lU)
pattern..
!Jut in fact Nehru never tried to reduce his ideas
into a doctrinaire ideology, since it was his constant endeavour
to avoid the dogmatic approach and adopt the scientific approach
to social and

political problems10

Probably he considered it

more rational to adopt a broad approach to national and international politics in which idealism and realism, the long view and
the short,

would be conciliated into and-equilibrium, or as

close as approxi:il--tion b. it 1s

circumst~nce3

would permit.

Ei~

2o

he triad to remain basically a realist to develop a powerful
state structure in India including a strong economic infrastruc-
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ture, armed 'forces a stable and vi.sble constitutional and administrative system.
The concrete character of India's nation~l interest
is dependent on some basic factors as geography, economic development, political tradition domestic milieu and international milieu.
T\

question naturally arise to v1hat extent Nehru combine idealism

and realism in formulating the policy of non- ::1lignment along with
basic dete:mination.
So far as geography is concerned, Nehru frequently

referred to the importance of India's location and size

as·~

deter-

minant of the ?Olicy of non-alignlmentc
Nehru argued, by virtue of location, India not only

occupied a pivotal position in Asia but also a kind of meeting
ground betwGen the East and West.

For this reason, she was in a

position, if she followed an independent policy, to influence the
course of ,Asian and \IIIOrld politics effectively and to ease international tension and promote World order.

India's vast size also.

Nehru often argued, dictated a policy of non- alignnent.

Such a

big country with relatively abundant natural resources was a potentially big power in its own right, and could not be expected to be
the camp follower of any other country or group of countries•
Jawaharlal Nehru was certainly one of the first and
most important leader of a national liberation movement who apart
from the communists understood the meaning of the rise of fascism

and the menace that it represented not'just to democracy but also to
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anti-~erialist

freedom battlas·:.

as a leader of the Indian National
to the league of struggle against

int~mational

His

connections

took him as a delegate

Congl:'tlSS

imporieli!~lb

eonfarence in 1927 •

Where his colleagues were Ho Chi iMinhi Uu~· Albert Ein$tain,
Soong Ching Ling and othe rse

It took him

far back as full six decades age.

·rt,ClJ

the Sbvi<tt Union as

It mad$ him establish contacts

with the eoumtmist lfttemAtionu, tne

w~rd

p3lrty in Egyptt> the

kuemintang and the communist party in China, the nationalist

~Et>ve

It made him trave 1 to

ments in Indone aia 8 Burma and Sr11 ankfi•

spain to expx-.ss solidarity with tho anti.... faticist 1\tpubllcan
• Q

-

quit India Basolution of

•

1942 1t$Glf express eo11darity

~gust

with the S>vi.et Union and China then e1ng a.'ged in Ubrtsl cambat.
With Na~i Germany and 1q,erial1st Jlf.u,.,. ·

Thua, for pandi t N&hru the be$1c point was not

only the geographical or the gaopolitleel loeatlon of country
but the inter connection of our

natlolrt~

tho global revcllltionary procaas.
historical aanse made hie
historically

evolved~

(11)

tw~

l1b®r"t1on JDOvtt•nt With

At the a_, tlm his sensitive

of

th~

Asian diman:dons of our

identity and' the potential of eontinen-

tal ant1•lllperial1sa.
In b1s report to the all

on the &russel• congross.
the un1t.ed Staws• and

he

.tndi~

Congress committee

:ref•rxed•tbt riaing 1q:,e:riallsm of

predi~ted

that lJ~ll.mpori.ellsm would in

future be a ;zre•tar dang•r than British IJ.i~tJri.all•
I

1

~d

that the
.
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two lllgbt ewn ...U• coablne 1n ordeir to dominatl! tt. world. ThD
same year he paid e visit to the Sovittt tlnion with farther on the
occasion~.,

of tha tentb anniversary of the

R~ssian

~o

though thls visit lasted only four days and was confinud
Nebzu was deeply l•teS$Od by wh.t be sawtl

Al~

RevolUtloni

On his return

MOscow,

to India

he aoved rldical realutlons at the Madras Congress, publ1sheci •
book entitled

8

Sovi.et Russia•, containing the

in~pressions

visit., 411\d toured
the length and breedth of the
.

co~.mtry
.

of bi.s

making
i

fiJt"ery near communist spee.ehes 1 which almost led to a rapture With
Gandhi, in 1929 Gandhi strongly baeked him for the presidentship of
.

.

congress- presumably in order to prevent him from going ov.r to the
( 12)
'
extreme left•
·

After tbe aebi•veeont of Independence India was faced
with· the

gi~antle

tesk of rebuilding its v•st economy as quietly as

possible• Nehru believed that lt l$ only pos&ibl• through a strong
foreign policy.

He •nt to," tte extent of saying thn in tl'e ulti""'

mate .nalysla foreign policy was the outr;ome of economic
the relatively conclll.tory

foll~d

by bill towards

poliey~

C~ina and

Pak1&--

tan, wn also .laJ'Qely due to the f•et that he had assigned top
priority to Ind$..-' a economic developmont and regarded peQCe on tt.

borders as an esse~tlal precondition for 1t• Tho path teken by
India for her economic development has been eharaeterla.d by aixed
ecoftOmy in .~ ... context of tho soeaat syncretistie 1doolcgy of

democratic socltllsm. llao aade it neeessary for India to secu~
econotaie d.d ,,_ both of the -.tually. opposed p~llticel and 1d&olc- ·
gleal blocs.

Nehru had realised, in other words, that non-alignment
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waa • logital ne~aslty frora the point oi view of India' 1 eeonoliie

4•ve1o,m.nt.

c13)

lt is obvious that the p9licy P
closely related with the domestic milieu$

of non· .olignaent wats

In 1969 Nehru explained

thi$ rel•t1oneh1p by saying that •the inwrnal policy .nd foreign
policy of a country affect each other.

they should, broadly~ be· in

.

lin• With each other, .nd have to be Dhl'a in~gration".

(14}

Th«f

bulk of the Indian people would have reglarded

an alliance With

either of the two power blocs as a betrayal of

tt"~ Indi~

fre•dom

movement,

aul as tt:e PriM Mln.isur and foxetgn Minister of. a

democr~Jtic

State Nehru could not afford to ignore this besie facta

Thal policy

of non-3llgnment

flictitte doiD9stic 1nUrost$i

alignment effectively

was in fact a gre a h.a%1lloni~er of cenDuring Nehru era the policy of non-

promot~d th~

It would perh•e not be

national political integrationQ

~exaggeration

to soy tl".at this policy

the people of India 1n general a certain
purpose in world politicse

During Nehru

role-feel1~~

er~

gav~

and sense of

tt.e principle of non-

alignment was accepted by all the segments of the peopla tbough
there was some differences of opinion. regarding particular aspects
of foreign policy.
The given internatuonal miliou during Nehru erei

considers that a policy of non-alignment is the only possible rational policy for India•

of

The diplomacy of the big powers, the logic

nuclear weapons, the united nations, the emergence of Asia and

Africa, and the rise of Pakistan and communist China all combined to
make it imperative for India to play an Independent role in interne-
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tiona! polities for promoting a batter world order which vo10uld sel'-'
va not only India's national interest, but also that of International system as a whole.
1960 that

n ao

Nehru was oui te right when he said in

far as India was concerned, placed as she was his-

torically and geographically, it would have been quite astonishing-

ly foolish to fall into this business of the cold war 0 eitter on
.

grounds of principle of· an grounds of expediency.

(15)

His rela-

tively idealistic view of internationalism is also proved by his

frequent reference to the ideal of one world, his dedication to
the United nations and his c:onstantp almost monotono,Js theme of

world peace•

Anti-imperialism and anti-racialism. according to

him 9 constituted the kernel of his foreign policy and were

~

doubtedly major determinants of the policy of non- alignment ..
Nehru has disclaimed any personal credit for the

policy of non-alignment in his own words ; "It is completely incorrect to call our policy" Nehru policy~
8 11

It is incorrect because

that I have done is to .tax vie voice to that polley.

not originated•

It is

I have

a policy inherent in the circumst•nees of

India, inherent ln the past th1ftking of India, inherent in the
,Jlol• mantel olltlook of India, inherent in tho condi ti.oning of

the Indian mind during our struggle for freedom and inherent

in

the circ&astance s of the world to day.
Nehru's v1ew is correct in the son so th•t a poll"

of non-all9nm&nt was logically indicated by the basic datorminants
of India' 1 foreign policy.

But it is wrong t ... in the equally
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import~t

sense that what was logical was not

nover been so in the history of internat,onal

inevit~ble;

it has

relations~

It re-

quires a rational statesman to see tM logical implications of

glven facts arid situation for policy decisions and to act upon
them$

.~bound

History would not othemiso

sions on the part of Statesaan.

With irrational deci-

In this sense Netma was person.,.

lly ,.sponsible for the policy of

non--alignment~

Nehru has characterised Indian
that of norPaligroentQ

fore~gn

policy as

According to him it has two espeets" On

the ont hand lt .avoids cold war and on the o·ther hand it enablss
&aha India to act as it thinks

alignmant is an independent

and

dyn.ami~

~nd

bsst~

He bslitved that nonw

positivi! p·oliey which is definit&

By non- alignment ho means only

non- alignment With

either of the tWQ military blocks nonwalignmants is not isolation
from what concerns freedom in any

p~rt

of the

world~

As the

Nehru proclaired •where fn0dom is manaced or jtJstlee ttldBtJI

th"atend or wheN aggression takes place.
.

( 16)

We can not be and

shall not be neutral••
Nehru considered the principles of non- 9lignment
is the only solution of world p·robloms.
trying to find their shelter under

When all nations are

the umbrella

or

supe%'"-powers

this principle might give a nation an avenue to come out from

superupower rivalry.
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NEHRU 1 S PREFER3NCE FOR. Wll0 11 S CHINA

Relations with

t~~

peoples Republic of

nued to develop leading to the signing of

Chin~ conti~

f~•sx,aackBl

famous

panchshells agreement was based on a profound sympathy and even
affinity with the Chinese R8 volutioni

It was i'lso based on the vie,·.-

that revolutionary Ch11'1a would not necessarily b& always
together with the Soviet Union but would

pack•~

srik~out

along its own
( 17)
independant path which could also be influenced by ChauvinismQ
Nehru did not comndt the mistake of regarding Mao's
!S

a stooges of Staline

He rather regarded his as an Asian leader

havinci soae liberal humanist trends in

him~

liked to work in eo-operation With Mao

BO:re

That is why Nehru
than with stalin.

So,

Nehru tried to explore the ground for ; united fron of Afro-Asi&n

states leading to panchashil;. doetrirte s and the Bendung conference,
the

anti

B~ndung

polities essential} y made a mili t~t anti... eolon1~1 and

imperi~list

united fron of

Soviet Union was to

be

keptoute

Afro-As!~ St~t~s

from which tr•

These W'elre the days of Hindi.sChini

Bhai Bhai.

But it was too hot a politics for

Neh~•

Aft&r the

rise of Khruschev, a process of De- Stalitnisation began in the
USS\ and Nehru enthusiastically moved fowan towa:rds Khrushchev 11
sign .-n •Ux opportunity of building bridges of unenrstanding
t•utn the two supar po'Mtrs•

The Indian poJ icy makers

relationship with the communir.;t powers
China first,

~Sxactly

build the

in this order ...

in tb.e SO's leading to 1954 friendship

b~

!g:C'e'ffment~
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Then Soviet Union in 1955 and m.assive Soviet help during the 2nd
Five year plan end latter Eastern Europe i.n the 60's.

India's relation$hip grow with

t~~•n

This is how

three segments of socialist

Nehru was successful enough in helping

bot~ conte~

tine; Jaints of the Communist camp - The Soviet Unicn· by giving up
the Bundung line of mi.li tant opposition to irrperialism .and exclu...

sion of Soviet Union from Afro-Asian politics by stressing that the
basic issues before mankind was that of peace or war which he advoca--ted from the Balgrade meet e.

Being intolerent of communist e-xperi-

ments in Kerala, Nehru beg an to &11111110511 condem the Chinese line of

militant and violent overthrow of bourgeoisie imperialist role
wherever it existed.
dismi$S~l

Finding Khrushchev less perturbed over the

of Kerala ministry.

issues with the

Chinese~

Nehru took a

taff line on border

Though he himself did not

plan~

to go to
0

a large scale war with Chin<h

He was not at all in a modd

rate Chinese presence near the border of India.
troops to clear out the Chinese.
be tween India and China on t be

to tole-

So he ordered his

Thus began the armed confrontQaticn

borders~

That is how the process of

domestic reconstruction got stalled by Nehru and he took up the policy of lai".Je scale military build up in lndiao

Nehr'J left the

Indian seen when this shift in the domestic and foreign policy
occurad.

The relation of India came to be closer ·when Soviet Union

took imaginative initiative in South
the Indian •aatx

~sian

politics by proping up

Stand rather than the Chinese.

live longer to reap to fruits of these New Policyw

Nehru did not
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INDO .•

SJVIET

CXlOPERATION ECXI'JOMIC

India ls struggling to build a

self-

re~ativoly

reliant capitalist system in the contest of eolleetivo

neo-eolo~

nlalism and the growing role of the socialist coUJntrie s in world

affairs.

A little elaboration is required to highlight the

fie strategies
liant

adop~od by

c~italist

India to develop • relatively self reFirst 9 the Indian state is the motive

system.

force of capitalist

speei~

develop~nt

of lndit.ru

During tha last four

decades, the Indian state through a systom of $eonomie planning
has mobilised domstic resources to establish the industrial, seierF
tific and technological base for capitalist developmsntQ

the state sector ls the major vehicle of industrial and
ral

d~velopment

of

India~

Third, the stTatagi0s of

followed during th9 last four dec adG s

h~"''e

S!condt
agrieult~

develop~nt

brok&n eeonomie

9tagn~

tion by integrating agricultural and_industry in the over•ll frame•

work of eap1tal1st national market.
Two factors are responsible for

de~pening

ship and cooperation betweon India and the Soviet

of friend-

Unione~

First,

the material transf.ormation of India wtls the basic agenda of the
ruling elasses but this was not their sole concern.,
material

transfo~ation

Seeond., the

of India was linked with the strengthening

of national sovereignty and not by the opening of India to
lisrn.

imperi~

In achieving these two intett--x-elated goals, thQ Indian ru-

ling classes looked positi\•ely towards the Soviet
the patriotic

m~sses

Union~)

Furtt:er,

of Inmia would not have allowed the Indian
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ruling classes to convert the country to nee=colcnial penetration
and exploitation•

In spite of many ups and downs. Indo- Sovie-t

friendship is based on large seale popular support in
this has faciliated the groWing cooperation
( 1)

tries.

The

bet\~en

and

lndi~

the two coun-

successful visits of J awabarlill Nehru to the

US~

and of Nikita Khrushchev to India were turning points in IndoSoviet

~lationso

They brought the Indian and tha So vi~ t people

closer to each other.
Soviet aid to India began against the background of
dramoltic circumstances.

India first approached Britain and. other

Western countries for assistance, particularly for the construction
of a steel plant.

This was denied on the ground that India had

It

taken the wrong path of de velopmant.

not have resources and technological

was saic that India did

co~etenceo

It was at this

tine that the Soviet Union agned to assist India in its industria-( 2)

lisation ..
The two countries began eng3ging in large scale eco-

nomic cooperation baek in the 1950s.

Though the Sovi&t Union vtas

still facing tremendous difficulties due tc the need to restore its
wa!'"-revagod economy.
t~~

It was the first st,c;;te to offer India aid in

development of heavy industries in

t~~

state sector of

t~~ eco~

nomyQ

f!'lttaching exceptional importancf! to this aid, J awaha~

lal Nehru, Indie' s first Prima Minister said :
"I should imagine that

t~:fte sts

of the

prog~ss

of

0
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a nation are : how much iron and ste•l and how much
producing.

po~er

it is

1 would say it is essential to have heavy industry ewn

for preserving your freedom and independence.

( 3)

However, one must note thmt though theee was no major
Indo-- Soviet agxeement on economic matters in the a arl y periodtt, tb.e

fir't step in trade was already taken in December 1940 with the
Soviet offer of certain capital goods and by signing the border

trade deal 1n April 1949•

This was followed up in 1950 when an

agreement on sea communcations was signed and by a barfer trade
$9reement in June 19!)1 with tt-.e Soviet Union for supplying
exchange of

Indi~n

tea. tobacco and Juteu

~heat

in

On December 2, 1953 the

two countries signed their first eever long-term trade agreeanent
which was valid for Five

Years~~

But we still had no agreement With

the Soviet Union for securing assistance in our industrialisation
programme.

The first five year plan of

Indi~

ented towards agriculture, as per W.stem

was as is known, ori-

prescription~~

The idea

touted was : carry on. an improve agriculture • and the west Will

help in our industrial needs.

(4)

The baneful effect of the lopsided first five year
plan was perceived quickly and

tr~

task of rapid industrialisation

was undertaken which found expression in the second five year plan.
~nd

alre~dy

before the first plan ended, negotiations were taken up

with the Western sources for the establishment of steel plants in
our country in the public sector.

In this, India received a shock

from the Western countri::s, instee1d of assistance.

0
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The Western companies were not anxious to help us
build the steal industry, and if at all it had to be done, it could
be only small ones and that tow at their te:rn1so

For

eX~l'f\'Jle,

'Nest Germnn Krupp and Demay wanted 12 percent interest plus

.!'l

in the equity and that too for a half a million tonne planto
Oritish went on hedging and the a.mericans showed no intare st.
(5)
did not want India to become self reliant in steel.

the
shAre

The
They

The central issue is how far has the Indo- Soviet
cooperation helped and faciliated tr.e develo9ment of self reliant
capitalism in Indiao

~

few facts may be mentioned here.

First,

beginning with 1953, there is no looking back of Indo-&:>viet economic cooperation.

Second 1 the Soviet cooperation has facilitated

India in the development of heavy and basic industries.

Third, the

rupee barter trade betweGn India and the Soviet Union· has been on
the increase.

Fourth the Soviet cooperation has been extended to

India in the field of training of scientists and development of crucial areas of technology in the fields of steel, coal and oil exploration.
India

Fifth, the foreign cre,.:i ts extended by the 5.-:>viet Uo'lion to

a~

at a nominal rate of interest of 2o5 percent and these
'6)
credits are repayable by India in its ovm currency.
The agreement to build the Bhil ai .Stee 1 Plant, si9ned
on 2

February~

1955 heralded the beginning 9f the 3ra of

economic cooperation which has June on exp;:mding witL th'3
of time.

Indo~~iet
oas::;a.~e

The importance of the anter8rises built with Soviet eco-

nomic and technical help is clear from the fAct the1t they contribute
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40 percent of steel production, 35 percent of oil production and
account for more than 10 percent of elactrici ty ·gena ration. '.\'hen
completed they will be responsiole for 53 percent of oil refining
and 41 percent of coal mining c::1pacity.

The total permanent·

direct employment opportunities provided by Indo- 5Jviet projacts
(7)

amount to more than 1.6 lakh.
The S:>viet Union and Bhil;d agraement helped us for
the first time to beat back the neo-colonial moves of '/'.'estern
powers and ch'allenge their enorous terms.

For the first time

~~xx

again Bhilai marked the beginning of India's path towards the

attainm?nt of self beginning of India's path tow.ards the attainment of self reliance, a march towafds economic

independence~~

Massive economic assistance was received by the
public sector in all fields of industry and agriculture.

This

was the time when the industrial policy resolution of 1956 .,.,as
adopted 1n lndiae
triesa

Soviet assistance covered 10 out of 17 indus-

Which ware established through this policyo

These

incl~

ded iron and steal, heavy castings and forgings of iron and steel,
heavy_machinery and plant required for iron and

s~el

production.

for mining. for machine tool manufacture and for such other basic
industries which would be specified by the Government, heavy

electrical plant, coal and lignita, mineral

oils~

mining of iron

or mining and processing of copper, lead. zinc, tin, etc.
.

craft, and power.

(8)

ai~

The USSR's economic and technical assistance was
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·above all intended to fae1liatate the creation of a modern industrial base for

of timD.

India~

s economy within the shorts st possible period

In accordance with the strategy of development laid ·do\tftl

in India's five-year plans, Sovi•tt aid in the 1950s and 1960s was

mainly concentrated on the creation of heavy industries that would
be engaged in tho manufaeture of means of production, metal-snaking
(54 percent) engineering C.12 percent)" oil extraction ( 16 percent)
power generation (14 percent) and coal mining (2 percent).

According to M. Sobastian, an Indian

eeonomis~, d~

ring the period of aceelorated industrialisation (ie•• during the

Second and third five-year plan periodsl) 1956-1966). the USSR's aid
accounted for approxtmataly 50 percent of the basic inve•tment in
state sector industries and for about 60 percent of the investroont
(9)

tn Indi•'s heavy industry.
SOviet aid (about 90 percent) went to build India's
public sector, mainly basic and heavy industries.

But aid from the

Wast was largely used for the illport_ of essential seeds•

TI1e con-

tribution of Western aid to industrial devel:>pmetnt was marginalil

Howsvor, from the sixties Western privete investment began to rise.
From the

v~ry

out set, India was able to see certain

advantages in the economic and trade rel11tions with the Soviet

Union.

To enumerate : 1) India imported only necessary items at

comparable prices and matching qu3llty.
a package of item as in the

ea~

It was not bound to accept

of Westsrn

aid~

(2) India secured
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taehnology, tachnicu know how and capital goods on long-te:rm

ered1ts. repayable through the export of goods, giving the USSR

no residual right in the enterprises. (3) India exported new items
of

which

m~ufactures,

Westem countries·•

otherwis~

faced stiff competition in the

For instance" footwear,

harui-tool~,

fruit

juices, thermosflasks. surgical

products~

pharmaceuticals.

Knitwear and many other good so

Snles of these i t&ms to the !:oviet

market enabled India to improve their quality and export them to

the West later.

( 4) The unit price fetched for exports to the

USSR was more often higher that what India could set elsewhel'$

(incidentally this had a stablishing effact on the world prices of
these product$), (5} Exports to the USSR helped

to bring about a

spurt in production of cash crops, like Cotton, Cashew, Coffee and
many othel"s,. ( 6} Trade with the

US~

helped to promote planning and

discipline in India's foreign trade, (7) It enabled import essentiel equipment and rsw materials against rupee payment and (8)

was a tile to conserve in precious foreign

Indi~

exchar'lge~

Soviet military assistance began even before the
India-China conflict of 1962. since then Sovi•t military aid. to

India has been substantial, for examplet supply of military

~t¥KK

pld'es and assi&tance to build a MIG factory, the supply of tsnks
and submarines and o1hers.

Normally, military aid involves only

the sale of ornaments but in India• the Soviet Union showed

willir~

ness to not only supply the items but also to create production
facilities.

Tne western world was not to ready to do so till the

1 ate seventies.
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The following table shows the
or

\':&!'e

being buil•

cap~cities

either build

by 1965e

Gros$ Annual Capacities ere ated

Industries

Cap~cities

*•I:
Steel
Steel castings and follJings
Heavy equipment production
(Metallargical, Mining and others)

l,OO,CX>O tonnes

Oil refining

6 million tonnes

Coal

9.2 million tonnes

Iron ore

6o~

011 exploration

6.5 million tonnes

Electric power (hydel and Tharmal)

3 million I<W

Electric

po~r

million tonnes

lo:2 million

equipment

~

290 tonnes

Antibiotlcs
Syntt~tic

0

drugs (Finished goods)

a~

tonnes

Synthetic drugs (Chemicals)

45.00 tonne s

Surgical instruments

2~5

Precision instruments

Rso 20 crore worth

~luminium

products

million pieces

1 l<llkh tonnes

The Soviet contribution to the publie sector capacity was substantial by

196~.

For example in steel it was over 40

percent, in powsr generation ovar 20 percent 9 in the production of
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heavy equipment about

eo

percent, oil production about 60 percent,

oil refining about 40 percent, coal over 10 percent,

~s

for drugs

and pharmaceuticals, the public sector medical industry was

i~~•i

1 argel y a !X> viet contribution at this stage ..
The following are some of the major projects which

were built with Soviet assistance during the Nehru era.

steel
Bilai steel Plant.
Power
Neyveli Thermal power station.
' Korba Thermal power station.
Obra Thermal poWer station.
Bhakra Right Sank 1-lydro po'.'J"er

station~

Oil refinery

· Baruini Oil refinery
Keyali Oil refinery
Oil exploration
~nkleshwar

Oil field

Cambay Gas field.

Oil and Gas prospecting in Gujrat.
(Kalal, Sanand, Navagam, Kasamba, Olpad).
Oil and Gas prospecting in Karaikal, Purnea off- shere seismic

survey for ail in West Coast and Madras Coast.

Engineering
Ranchi Heavy Machine Building Plant.
Durgapur Coal mining Machinery Planto
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Hardwar Heavy Electrical Equipment Plant.
Kerba Central Electrical and Mechanical Workshop.
Kota precision instrum9nt.

Pharmceuticals
Madras surgical instruments plant
Rishikesh

~ntibiotics

plant.

Hyderabad Synthetic drugs plant"

Ourgapur opthalmic glass factoryv
Mining

Korba coal mines ( 3)

Kathara coal washery
l\<arlcul tural
Suratgarh Central Mechanised Farm

Jetsar

Cent~al

Mechanised farm

Tra1ni1}9
Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay.Central Engineering and
Design Bureau.
Soviet economic aid to India began at a critical
· phase in India's developmenti when India had already exghaustad its

sterling balances held in London\1
timely, and in a way

a,sacb~&alu

credits amounted to about

~e.

The Soviet aid was,

spectacular in

1000 crore by

impact~

therefore~

The Soviet

1964~

In DEtctuDb·3r 1953(; the Soviet Union and India signed

their first five .. year trade agrer}IMnt.

The USSR and India ha'Je

signed a total of Siven long term trade

~ree~nts

whieh cover the
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period from

19~ to 1990~

In. 1965, the Sovi'!t Union took 64

pEl!"

cent of the export. of Indian germents. 68 perce.nt of wool11n knit--wear, 61 percent of fruit jrJiees, 47 percent of

and 46

pe~cent

l~~ather

footwear

of,accumulatersd
The rate of increase of Sovi"t purchases from India

was muc:h higher than the rate

of increase of Soviet imports as a

whole from the developing countries.

Thu:~

while the

Sovi.~t

imports

as a whole from developing countries rose to 152e6 percent by 1965¥
(10)

imports from India rose by 215

percent~

o

INDO- SJVIST MILIT.l\RY COOPERATION : Primary S.atct.

The

internati~nal

situation changed radically after

that and the rivalry between England and Russia was substituted
by that between the USf\ and the

Sovi~t

Union, but there were two

elements of continuity in Nehru's perception.,

Scepticism about

fears spread. by the \Afest about Soviet designst which were regarded
as highly exaggerated and conviction about a certain complementa-rity of interests between India and tha Soviet

Union~~~

This per-

ception was strengthened by Moscow's vigoror.Js e spausal of the

causes that were dearest to the emergin9 countries of the

~rld

and was particularly reinforced by its support to India on vi tal
national issues•

India was virtually wholly dependent on the sym.

pathetic attitude of the Soviet Union in the security council to
obviate· the adoption by the council of totally hostile resolutions

that were sought to be mo v~d by the western countries on the

Kashmir issue.

This was followed in 1955 by unequivocGl Sbviet
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aecaptaace of the position that Kashmir was an integrate part oi
India.

Also indispensable was the Soviet aid in d(lveloping a

industri&l complex in India.

Then

caw~

hea~y

the Soviet refusal to

accept the Chinese arguments and position on the conflict with
India and its criticism of China for the armed action against
( 11)

India in the \Alinter of 1962.

At the sametime Moscow offered for the first time
assist~ce

in the field of military hardware.

The offer to help

set up a Ml.G manufacturing plcmt in India was not with drawn\. This

resulted in an agreement signed. on september l l i 1964 for the
supply of defence equipment to India•
Defence Minister in

~

It was claimad by the

statement in Rajyal 5abha on· S!ptember 21

that there were no strings attached tc
tanceo

t~e

Soviet Military

assi~

The supply of military weapons by Moscow wa$ to assyme

highly significant

,.UIUI:If

proportions later•

~..l.though

this was a

beginnirrg, in tiste to come 11 Moscow became an indispensable source

of supply of military weapons not available

els~when.

India was among the first third world countries the

Soviet Unicn offered military hardwareo

That was in l954Q

The

offer was not taken up at the tima, but in tr.e late 1950s a squa--

dren of ILal4 transport aircraft was inducted by the IAF.

In

1960~

for the first time, the Border Road Development Board contracted
for MI-4 helicopters, AN-12

ment.

aircr~fts

and some engineering equip-

In the first week of AUgust 1962 the MIG deal was

In August

1964~

signed~

Fresh contracts were negotiated for three squadrvns
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of MlG-21 interceptors,

pl~nt

and machinery for the proposed M]G

plant, PT-76 amphibious and 130 medium gdns;
for the purchases were matde mor-e

sdvant~9eous

The financial terms
to Indi£1 and the re-

payment was to be adjusted within the trade exchange between the

tcno: two countrie s•

Under the agreement of 1962, a MIG

was set up under the Hindustan

.~ir

co~ lex

crafts Ltd. (Later Hindustan

.1\crenauties Ltd. ) at Nasik (where the air frame ~uld be fabrica( 12)
ted) and Hyderabad (where the avienics factory would be located).
There was, of course • a hue and cry in the country
and abraod over India's decision to buy

&:~viet

equipment.

The

western propaganda was that India had abandoned its non-alignment
and gone into the Soviet campo

The US which bad always considered

the movement "immoral" put forward the pernicious
11

conc~pt

of

equidistance" between the Great powers as a true indicator of

"genuine non- alignment".
The concept envisaged an "equal 1' treatment to be
meted out to the Great powers·by any of the developing countries
which sought to forge close relations with the Soviet Union. Translated into practical terms it would mean that if you buy a certain
weapons sys'fem from the &:>viet Union orders must also be plac·ad for
equipment from the US to establish

0CIRII

bonafiec.!s in the eyes of

the powers that be in Washington•

&:>me countries have been taken

in by this but Jawaharlal Nehru rejected it outright and was quite
categorical in his rejection of the concept of equidistance.

He

maintained that no sovereign, independent country could agree to
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the propostion thttt India's purchase o£ aircraft or other equipment
( 13)
could be voted by another country.
~factor

which obtrudad upon India's eiforts to buy

We stern defence equioment was the en-going agitation in Goa for the
overthrow of portuguese colonialism and a ret·Jrn to Indian
Suzereinty•

Portugal was a

~mber

of NATO and just as the US

would pander to Pakistani predilections because it was a mamber
of CENTO and !X:ATO on the Kashmir issue so also Wishing-ton refused

see the anachronism of a "metropolitan are an of ll'ortug al
Indian

sixxx soil•

on

John Fester Dulles Nevar tired to pointing out

that "the wholej wotld knevl' that Goa had bet}n a part oi Portugal

for the past four hundred years•

Thus the US had two

r~asons

to

hesitate to sell arms to India or help in any way to enable it to
achieve its goal of self-reliance in defence production.

1964

Def~Snce

Minister Y.a" Chavan 11isited the US to

try and persuade it to sell the F-104 star fighters but to no
avail.

On a visit to Moscow, however, another major dGal was

struck for more MIG aircraft to be paid for in rupeas generatad

through the expert of Indian goods over a period of 10 years at
2 percent intere st·o
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KA~MIR

CRISIS AND TP.E 3)VIET UNION

Peace in Kashmir was disturbed on 21 October when

pakistan tribesmen numbering about 50»CCO invaded the State and witt.~n

a few day's started heading towards the

valley~

Thef whole

of Kashmir was thus subjected to wanton act of aggression, openly
aided and abetted by the regular fighting forces of

Pakistan~

The

Maharaja of Kashmir• Hari Singh, who had not earlier acceded either

to India or to Pakistan, signed the instrument of Aca accession on
26 October and thus Jammu and Kashmir bec<.'n't.e an inalienable part of
tr~

Union of India•
On 1st January 1948, the

Govern~nt

rred the Kashtlir question to the security council..

of India refeTh~re

was a

lengthly debate in the council on 15 January during which India

cleimed her nlegal,

cons~ituticnal

and moral responsibilityn in-

Kashmir and asked for self-determination in the state.

In its

statement before tte council, the Government of Pakistan clearly
admitted that

11

a certain number of independent tribesmen and per-

sons from Pakistan are helping as volt.mteers "bhe Azad Kashmir
Go'VltrnmDnt in their struggle for liberty".,

The representative of

Pakistan, however, called for the council 0 s intervention and
tion ·of a li\J committee.

form~

At· a meeting of the council held on 17

January., Andrei Gromyko. representing the US$ oQserved :

............

n.

the whole question should be .adopted as soon_ as possible on the
substance of the question irt order to rectify and improve tt.:e si-

tuation in Kashmir and to settle relations

bet~~en

India and Pakis-

tan.
On 22 January, the security council changed the
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Kashmir question into an Indo-Pak question at the re~est of Paltis-tani

India was not even consulted.

The Soviet delegate opposed

this change on the ground that the council's president did not have

the right to alter an item on the ogenda without a formal decision
of the whole body•
of the president.

c1)

The US de leg ate, however,

support~d

the action

In subsequent security council debates also the Soviet Union came out fully in support of the Indian stand and opposed US and UK attempts to impose tb.ei:r

u

Solution" of Kashmir

on

India which as Soviet delegate Jacob Malik plit it, was "annexationist and imperialist in character 3nd sought to convert the Indian

state in to an 'Anglo- Americal colony', a "Protectorate of the US
and the UK under the garb of democr-atic phraseclogy" and "a military
.
'2)
and strategic base".
The ioviet delegate, Jacob Malik, in the council's
meeting held on 17 January 1952 described as
of these plans is

int~rference

..;-..uu .... The

purpose

by the United States and tb.e United

'Kingdom in the internal affairs of Kashmir, the

prolon(;.~ation

of the

.dispute bet""rreen India and Pakistan into a protectorate of the United
states and the United Kingdom under the pratext of rendering it
"assistance through the Uni t·~d Nations" •
these plans in connection
tion of

Anglo-~merican

~Nith

Finally,. the purpose c.i

Kashmir is to secure the introduc-

troops into the terri tory of Kashmir and

convert Kashmir into an .1\nglo- American colony and a military strategic base •••••••••••v
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He added

•ouue

The USSR Government considers that

the Kashmir question can be reolved succassfully only by giving the
people of Kashmir an opportunity to decide the question of Kash-

mir's constitutional status by themselves, \vithout outside
ference.

inte~

This can be achieved if that status is determined by a

eonsti tuent Assembly democratically elected by the Kashmir people ..
Such a solution of the Kashmir question would be in harmony with

the principles and purpose of the United Nations charter and,·
in
0

particularj with

~rticle-I ther~

of which lags down that it is one

of the purpose of the United Nations "to develop friendly relations

among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights
( 3)

and self determination of peoples".
The

~viet

dalegate's long speech was dubbed as

"truly astonishing" by the u.·.s. and the British

delegates~>

Glad-

coyn .Jabb, the delegate of Ul<, brushed aside the aforesaid argy...

ments of the Soviet representative as
and

alle~ed

111

axtrao:rdinary f antasias 18

that the SOviet Union was unduly governed by low level

poisonous mists of suspicion" It
From the above discussion on Kashmir in the

~cu

rity council it becomes clear that the main thrust of Soviet

argt~

ment was on the resolution of the conflict through bilateral

•'l~x

efforts without any outside

int~rVention•

cil meeting referred to above, the Soviet

In the
del~gate

security

co~

took a very

active part in the deliberations and opposed the demilitarization
plans of the West on the ground of induction of Western military
presence in sensitive area,

clo~

to Soviet borders.

From the very
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beginning of the conflict, pravda and Izvastia kept on cri tiel-

( 4)

sing the West for poking its nose in the affairs of Kashmir.
Soviet support to India on the question of Kashmir,

which was raised again in the security council in February 1957
at the request o.f Pakistan, became rather more pronounced•

In the security council meeting held on 24 January
1957p

a rive power draft resoution, sponsored by Australia,

bia, Cuba UK and USA was movach-

colu~

The Soviet delegate tried his

best to co•mteract the efforts of Pakistan's friends in the secu-rity council.

0

He opposed the draft resolution for its failure•

Sobolev, the delegate of the USSR, alleged that "these powers
were guided primarily by their own interests, which were aimed at
penetration into this region as one of great str;tegic: importance"li

...

R ferring then to the series of actions taken by the constituent
~

Assembly of Kashmir witt-. regard to the intearaticn of this state
( 5}
with the Union of India, he declared that
"The Kashmir question was

thus settled by the l<ashmir people themselves who con-

sider themselves to be an inalienable pEJrt of the Republic of
( 6)

Indic:o

The security council can not di!:re-gard these facts".

In the council*s meeting held on 18 February, the
Soviet de leg ate suggested amendments to the draft resolution and
strongl)" opposed any proposal regarding
biscite in Kashmir".

de~ilitarization

and ple-

The charter does not provide for the use of

UN forces to iJlllo se by force a plabisci te in any country" ... he
declared;•
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In another meeting of the council.,

h~ld

on 20

February, the Soviet delegate again supported "direct approach" of

bilateral negotiations and set aside any attempt at

demilitariz~

tion and plebiscite in Kashmir with the help oi the UN force se He

argued that Article 42 of "the UN charter enco·1raged only one task
for armed forces of the United nations : that of repelling aggression and restoring internatior,al peace in this or that part of
The Soviet del13gate again suggested several amend-

ments to the draft resolution.
·The &>viet amendments to the draft resolution, referred to above 11 were put to vote in tbe second meeting held on
20 Febr1.1ary.

The &>viet de leg ate naturally voted for, the repre-

sentatives of Cuba and philipines against and the rest of the members of the council abstained.
by the UK,

U~,

Then the draft resooution sponsored

Cuba and !Xustralia was put to 'Joteo

St1eden a:Js-

tained, the Soviet Union used her first veto on the iss1.1e of Kashmir in the security council and all other membwrs voted for.

Due

to the negative vete of the S::>viet Union, the draft resolution
(7)

failed of adoption.
The &>viet delegate. took part a long debate for
same iss1.1e, which were held on 5 November,

He said "•••••••••As is

well known, in September 195! the first general election was held
&n Kashmir for the purpose of establishing a constituent Assembly.

In February 1954 that Assembly unanimously ractified the accession
of Kashmir to India and in November 1956 it adopted a Stab3 cons-
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titution formulizing the status of Kashmir as a
within the Republic of India·•

self-gove~ning

state

In March 1957, the population of

Kashmir, together with all the peoples of India, participated in
election to the Indian parliament and also elected a legislative
assembly of their own state ••~••a•• By now it should.be clear to

every one that the people of Kashmir have decided their own destiny
once and for all, that they regard Kashmir as an inalienable part of
the Republic of India and that they do not want any intereference in
( 8)

their affairs by any self appointed guardians.
The delegate of the Uss:t aga5n took the floor on 21
November, referring to the British draft resolution calling upon
araham to renew his effort and make recommendations which implied
demilitarization in Kashmir, he blamed the USA "For penetration into
the strategically important anlllx area of J<ashmiru•

He urged the

security council not to disregard the Indian Governments statement
that the draft resoilution under consideration was unacceptable to

it.

"The USSR delegation can not

s~...~pport

the draft "solution" ... he
0

stressad in conclusion and threatened to use his veto in case it
would be put to vote.

In xilr

view

fo the strong opposition of the

Sovi~l3t

delegate to the draft proposal under discussion, sponsored by Ul< 9
USA and othars, the S..dis de leg ate amended. it in the security cot.Jn....>

cil me'!lting held on 2 December.

In Soviet vi!!W 9 this am:lnded draft

re soo·.1tion was also not favourable and hence when the voting on this
issue took place, her delegate abstained.
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Three main factors appear to have promoted the
Soviets to take recourse to the exercise of veto on the Kzshmir
issue.

Pakistan's active participation 11'1 the US sponsored military

alliances aimd at the

us~

and her military bases in the strate-

gically important area adjacent to the Soviet border liked MOscowQ
secondly, the SOviet took into account the

fin~lity

of Kashmir's

integration with India, which had taken ,place through a constitutional procedure and confirmed further in dttmocratically held elec-

tions in the State.

Finally, the induction of LtJ troops into a

state for the purpose of facilitating plebiscite against the will
of a party concerned was contrary to the charter itself and_ hence
(9)

the Soviets used their veto on the Kashmir issue.
It was on the Kashmir issue that the Soviet Union
provided in the acrimonious

~

debates in the security council the

much necessary moral and diplomatic support that India lltlltx•x*•x
needed in its early years of independence and during its initial exposure to the international community.

Particularly significant 1

and crucial Soviet support in the UN security council came in 1952
and then again in February 1957 when Soviet veto saved India's
prestige and interest in its hour of need, at a time when a Western
sponsored resoution was being adopted for
force for arranging a plebiscite
tuation for India in 1962.

S:>vittJ~

tr~

veto

induction of a UNO
again saved the si-

Ho-wever a turning point in Indo- Scvi.et

relations took place in 1955, ·when Khruschev and Bulg anin during
their historic visit to this

coun~ry

unequivocally declared that

Kashmir was an integral part of Indiao

The Soviet support outside

the United nations and the thre-at or the: use of veto inside the

!59
security council acted as an umbrelll against dete-rminetcJ Western
( 10)
prassure in favour of Pakistan and to the detriment of India.
J.l) S::OW'

S

9JPPORT

FOR

GOA' S LIBERATICN

India got full threated support of the Soviets
during the liberation of Goa in December 1961.

Incidentally the

Chairman of the presidium of the suprema Soviet, Leonid Brezhrev ·
was on a visit to India, when events in Goa took place.

While

speaking at a civic reception held in his honour at Bombay on 17
December. he saluted the step that was taken by India and viewed
it with full understanding and sympathy.

Soviet support to India

on the issue of Goa became more pronounced in· the meeting of the
security council held on 18 December 1961, Zorin, the SOviet dele(11)
gate, raised objection against the very adoption of the agenda.
The Soviet delegation can not agree with that evaluation and can not regard that letter as a basis for a discussion of the question by the security council.

In its opinion,

the situation in territories which are part of a Soverign state
can not, under the charter be a subject for consideration by any
United Nations body, including the security council.
sent

~matter,

The pre-

in our view, is one which false exclusively within

the domestic jurisdiction of India,

j:~ ~:~·use

Goa and the other

portuguese colonies in Indian terri tory can not be regarded. as
other than temporarily under the colonial deminotion of p;:>rtugal.
Thes3 territories are linked with the Indian Union by reason of
0

their geographical position and by their history, culture, lan-
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guage and traditions.
the time
nial

~men

empir~s,

They wera wrested from the Indian state at

the (European) countries

~re

establishing their colo-

and we can but marvel at the patience shovm by the

people of India with regard to those hotbeds of colonialism in their
territory;.
Therefore the question submitted by the representative of Portugal can not be the basis for a discussion of the whole
( 12)
problem in the security council.
This was the issue on which the entire Western world
was, as it were, up-in-arms against India, assailing it in the tJ\1
Fora for duplicity,

~reachery,

and a fall from its own declared

Gandntan principles of non-violence

etc~

The Western attack on

India in effect provided support and legitimacy to the dubious portuguese colonialism, which justified its tenacious hold on Goa, Diu
and Daman on the so-called 'hist•:>ric claim' of acquisition rights
granted to it by a medieval papal Bul and to its right of annexation and

con~uest

in the age of gun-boat diplomacy.

It was the

forthright Soviet political and diplomatic support for India's
liberation of its

O\~

territory of Goa (recognized by several

anal~

sists as India's first major act of political maturity in the0 realm
of real politic), culminating in· the Soviet veto in the security
council debate in 1961, that helped India is one of the most diffiC13)·
cult phases of its diplomatic existence.
When a vote on this

procedural matter was taken, the ceylonese ·and Soviet delegates
stood against it.

UAA and Liberia abstained ,Nhile all others

vot~d

g

for the adoption of the agenda.:.

.
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In the course of discussions that followed, US delt!'g ate Adlai Stevenson referred
p~ssed

to India's action in Goa and ex-

his deep "anxiety for the future of this org:;~nisation". He

went to the extent of even comparing India's action in Goa to
aggr1!1ssive action Korea and Suez Canal.

The US delegate demanded

immediat& cease fire in Goa, withdrawal of armed forces from the

are a and negotiations between portugal and Indi.a.

Patrick De an,

the British delegate, also felt "shocked•' and "dismayed•• on
Indian•s action in Goa and quoted the British secretary of state

for

fo~!ign

affairs who had already regretted it.
In the next meeting of the Councili the

delegat&

te~med

India as an aggressor.

F~nch

At this meating of 'the

Council, two draft resolutions were presentedo

The US sponsored

draft resolution deplosed the use of force by India in Goa, Daman
and Dieu.

It demanded cease fire,

withdr~wal

up to the position ax

of status quo and peacaful negotiations with the assistance of the

UN secretary General.

Another draft resolution presented by

ceylon, Ue.R and Liberia, sought "to reject the Portuguese complaint of aggression aq ainst India and to call upon

JP}tX

Portugal

to terminate hostile action to cooperate with India in the liquidation of her colonial possessions in India.
draft resolution was put to vote.

First the Ceylonese

Ceylone. Liberia,

U~R

and

USSR voted for, others against when the US sponsored draft resolution was put to vote, the Sovi•3t delegate voted against it along
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with three catraz othersll referred to above'•

Due to the negative

vote of the USSR, the US sponsored draft resolution fail!!d of adopction•
Moscow• s stand in the Security Council on the liberation of Goa served one very important purpose.

It saved India·

from running into an awakward situation in which the West was
detel'fDined to pass a cease fire and withdrawal resolUition.

Had

any such resolution been passed by the council, certainly India

was not bound to accppt it.

But by vetoing the draft resolution,

the Soviets saw that such an occasion should not arise and.for
that they earned the people of India which contributed to the fur(14)
ther strengthening of ral ations between these two countriesG.
s:>VIET SfAND Cl'J SJNO.. INOim OORDE.R CONFLICT
Eve:t'-gtriO'Wing understanding between India and the

USSR was t>Ut to

~ruch

more severe trial IJl.'hen China triggered off

fresh military offensive against India in the summer

of

1962 and

further aggravated the border situation after 8 september.

On

20 October, regular Chinese troops crossed the well-defined Me
Mahon line and subsequently serious fighting erupted all along
the Sino-Indian border.
'

Not beyond expectations, India proved

outgunned, out manned and out witted.

She had never

thoug~

of

the vast military preparations China had been making over the
years•

On 24 9ctober, China put forward ·three proposals : Cease-

fire, 20 KM withdrawal from the line of actual central and nego-
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t iations.

Nehru refused to negotiate under duress.

sis gave China a freehand•

The cuban cri-

However, when the crisis sub$ided,

China unilaterally declared cease-fire on Z7

November~~

( 1:15)

The border

clash thus came to a halt.
1962 put Indo- Soviet friendship to a severe test. By

adopting a neutral attitude to the Indo-China border crisis• the

Soviet Union had-shown its prepearedness to face Chinese displeasure

"

.

while serving the cause of peace and of Indo- &>viet friendship.
The purpose of the Western powers was to set India
and China into a continuous conflict.

On the other hand, t~~

Soviet Union was of the firm opinion that in the existing situation
the most

thing was to cease fire and open negotiation of
. ( 16)
peaceful settlement of the confliete
in~ortant

The first Soviet reaction to the Sino- Indian border

conflict came in the form of Editorials in Pravda and Izvestia on
25 Octobero

Pravda editorial was critical of the Me

W~han

line

and cautioned that the border conflict would disrupt the Soviet
Union• s relations with teratemal China and friendly India.

It

expressed deep satisfaction over the

d~velopme~t

b~t~~en

India's contribution to the

the SOviet Union and India.

struggle for peace was

applauded.

of cooperation

Since the straining of rela-

tions between China and India would benefit only their common
enemy, it was suggested to India to accept China's three proposals.
This conflict, the editorial errphasized, would serve the interest

of certain reactionary circles inside India and

in~erialism

and
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hence, it srould be settled by peaceful means, through negotiations
and without any pre-conditions.

The Izvestia editorial carried

identical comments.
The Second Pravda editorial on the afore said border
conflict came out on 5 November 1962.

It expressed deep concern on

the clashes going on betwe8n China, a Socialist State, and India,
"a poV<.erful force in the newly emerged countrie s••.

Besides draining

away India's economic resources and deflecting the Indian people
from their social and cultural regeneration, the editorial added,
this conflict would

encour~e

the anti-pregre ssive and anti-democra-

tic forces in India to drive her from the position of non-alignment
into the embrace of the aggressive military alliances.

0

While point-

ing out towads the flow of Western arms to India and the 'phoney
Silence' in the West on China's proposal for cense fire, the Editorial said that the &>viet people would not remain

11

indifferent .. , whan

blood of brother sand friends the Chinese and the Indian peoples
was being shed.

this editorial asked for cease fire and negotiations
( 17)

without pre-conditions.
It is evident from these two sets of editorials that
the Soviet Union's main concern was tbat the fighting should stop

.

and the
two sides reach a peaceful settlemento
.

In clearcut terms on

6 November 1962, first Deputy Prime Minister of the

US~ 4. N.

Kosygin 9 regretted the Sino-Indian border incidents and aksed for
cease- fire and negotiationso
Although the Chinese attack on India came as a got-
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sent to the right wing political parties and groups in India to
mount an attack on India's independent foreign policy of friendship with the Soviet Union, Nehru remained firm"

COnscious of the

heavy price he would have to pay and disrerJarding the international and national pressures to which he 1Nas being subjected,
Nehru firmly defended his policy of non-alignment, his faith in
the friendship with the Soviet Union, and personally refuted.,the
anti- 9Jviet tirade, pointing out that in

th'~

face of the Cuban

crisis e·..,en the Soviet call for cease fire and peaceful solution
was an endorsement of the Indian Stand for, India too wanted a
( 18)
cease fire and peaceful settlement.
India's vote in favour of the people's Republic of
China's admission into the UNO <an 30 October baffled these who wera
writing elegies on the death of non-alignment!)

In Lok Sabhrl on

8 November 1962, Nehru made it clear that Western military aid to

India would have no baring on her policy of non- .alignment~

He

observed, "this help is un-conditional and without strings. It
does not affect directly our policy of non-alignment 9 which we
value.

These countries, which have helped

us~r

do not expect us

to leave that policy" subsequently, he scalded the advent!..lrists
for their

0

hrsterical Chauvinism" and "venom against international
( 9)

conununi sm".
He came out publicly against Chauvinism and anticommunism which had become the refrain of all reactionaries including the

socialists aligned with the

intern~tional

right wing
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social-democracy.

After the Chinese unilateral cease fire Nehru

in a letter to the Soviet Prime Minister on

Octo~r

24, wrote

"your Statesman like wimx-wisdom has helped to remove the iw~diate
Indian exclusive interview to the American Broad casting

dangern.

company, bist12t•1t Nehru observed that the Sovie·ts were friendly to
India and remained neutral throug,hout.

On November 12 he told a

group of forei9n journalists of the "embarrasing situation'Q in
which the Soviet had found themselves, and on Novani:Jer 14, he told

the Lok Sabha

that "the Soviet Union had been consistently friendly
(20)

to us all along•.

The Soviet Union confirmed its commitments for the
supply of MIG fighter planes agreed two months befoTe -the outbNak
of India China hostilities in August 1962 and two years later in
1964, through a new

~reement

defence requirements.

'21)

it broadened the scope of supply of

In fact the problems between India and

China were becoming a test for the growing Indo- S:>viet relat1on-

/ ship.

The border incidents were intensified and the Chinese laun-

ched a fault scale offensive on October 20 at a tine when the

Soviet Union was preoccupi-ed with the Cuban crisis and was faced
with the danger of this crisis developing into a
catastrophe.

It was there foN natural

the~o-nuclear

for the S:>vi·at l·a aders to

have maintained a guarded silence as situation on India's Himalayan
'

.

borders

(22)

mt•¥t~~~s-~

deteriorated~

No better assessment of the Soviet attitude towards
the whole India-China border situation could be given then the one
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Nehru himself ·offered to the House.

It is important to note that

this attitude of the Sbviets was construed in Pikking as
betryal".

"g~at

While making it a pretext for launc bing a more vigorous

offensive against both India and the USSR, the Chinese leadership
brought their clandestine polemics with the &>vie ts quite into
( 23)

open.

Such a Soviet interest in ending the Indo-China
conflict was welcowed by Indian

people~

The Soviet Union took a

strictly neutral position in the Indo-Chinese conflict and this
could only mean that Soviet Union was fully convinced of Indiaes
peaceful intension and attached great value to her friendship ..
Soviet neutrality in the Indo-China crisis though embarrassed, pleased India in time.
Notes and
L. Singh
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0

IND~&J'J

FOREIGN POLICY

INDIRA GANilii' S POLITICAL GROOMING:
There is a can."3rd that Nehru

Secretly groomed

Inaiira Gandhi for the office of the Prin1e Minister..

Nehru posse-

ssed strong political instincts and was a man of exquisite beu:rgeoe s tastes and susceptibilities,

Nehru was a Man of Science and

technology and preferred scientists and technologists rather than
astrolog~rs

and upstratish politicians and petty businessmen.

On

the otter hand Indira Gandhi is Nehru's counter personality in

many way.

She is a very earthy creature 11 a woman endowed with

robust commonsense and she possessed strong will Nehru did not
want that Indira Gandhi

sr~uld

come in the same life \vhich was

commonly led by the Nehru family.

Nehru often advised his youngest

sister and he must have encouraged Indira Gandhi to have the same
sort of life.

In fact it is not only Nehru but all his coJleagues

in the Natmonal movement who did likewise.

In the earlier phases

of post Independent politics not even a single leader of first rank
of nationalist movement

encour~ged

his or her son·or daughter to

go in for a political career which us full of risk and sacrifice9
They preferrecl that their son or daughter Will go in for lucrative
and cushy jobs and car•:::ers, examples are J<.

c .. Pant, Siddhartha
( 1)

Sankar Ray, l<anti Bhai Morarji, Dahya Bhai Patel etc.

And it

only now in sixties that these prodigal sons and daughters have
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started returning to the battle ground of politics and to claim
their patrimony tn politics.

Dut the case of Indira Gandhi is

something different, she did not come this way.

In

fact~

when the

then Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, G. B.. Pant bad offered her
a cabinet post in his first cabinet, she had declined.

~1e

did not

show any great desire to enter her father's political arena ..
It is well to remember that she did not claim her
husband's seat in parliament when he died, a dynastic practice
growing up in Asia at several place So

A.fter Nehru's death his

successor S\astri invited her to join hi.s cabinet more. to help
himself 'fJY ensuring the c.:.. :·<.Llui ty of Nehru's vision of charisma
than to reward her for any political asset or equality.

She was

a lonely woman then and she did not decline this invitation as she
had done earlier in case of G. B.

After the death of

Pant~»
~x-:st

Shastri in Tashkant, the

Congress "Satraps" met togetre r to choose
can successfully challenge the impliable

3
11

strong candidate who

pretender'' Morarji and

yet remain a handy tool with these "Satraps".
came the final

choice~

Indira Gandhi be-

They thought she would carry Nehru Charis-

ma, which is very much important to them for contesting the
general election of 1967 which had to be fought by them without
their tallest vote-catcher Nehru,

Tl-;us Indira Gandhi came to

occupy the throne but still she had it on probation onlyo
0
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FORS!GN

POLICY

UNDER ~/Ll=\S. INDIRA G,'\Nil-11

It was against this background that Indira

G~ndhi

took up the reign of Indian administration as the third Prime Ministe!'r of India.

She picked up the thread where it ·was left by Shas-

triji in Tashkent and in her first policy statement she pledged to
follow her fatr.er 1 s policy of promoting friendship among n·ations to
implement in letter and spirit, Tashkent

declar~tion,

to maintain

friendly relations with neighbouring countries, to resolve all disputes peacefully and to up hold the policy of non-alignment"

She

took oarticular care to emphasize that she was a beli•3ver of· a firm
.
( 2)
base of Indianness.
which will withstand and trial - a theme that
she was to repeat off and on.
Mrs. Sandhi enjoyed a dominat position in relation to
her cabinet colleagues, the Chiefs of Staff, her follow parliarnentarians and certainly in regard to Indian civil servants at

ho~

and

e voys a bread, but dominance does not me an dictatorship or authori tarianism and is obviously competible in India

with vigorous deb~te

and the involvement of the Prime Ministart some times as an initiator and always as an active adjudicator, in the endless process of
trying to reconcile competing interests outlooks and claim.
"r , •• -~

• ·~ ·_j·

The general governing ideas behind India's foreign

policy today, as ever since 1947 are still these which were most
elequently articulated by Jawaharlal Nehru and are now being applied
in the circumstances of the pNsent by his daughter Mrs. Gnndhi 9 s
own published press generally lacks the

IJC~X

(\Uality of her

fathe~
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at its best but it improves at times of crisis as shown in her
letter to congressmen relt! a sed on 8 November 1969 or in her eloquent.

public and publicly

unan$~ered

letter to president Nixon on Bangla-

desh in December 1971.
Involvement in. three wars in the subcon-tinen-t since
1962 and the general desire to be

prepar~d

for any likely threat

to national security has given the military an enhanced influence
in the shaping of foreign policy.
The routines of India's extensive range of

ext~rnal

affairs are quickly efficiently man3ged by her bureaucracy· and es-

pecially by the 350.400 senior member of the Indian foreign services.

In late 1972 India maintain 109 diplomatic pests abroad and

the majority of heads of mission were IFS Officers. though 20--30
percent were filled by non career diplomates..
prime ministerial appointments.

Ambassadors are

During· the y0 ar 1971-72 India

officially participated in 472 conferences congra sse s and seminars

abroad and in 33 international meeting held in India, while the
protocal division was responsible for the official visits to India

of over 70 important foreigners.

By late 1972 also there were 62

embassie 15 High Commission and 111 foreign consular officer in
India.

In a parliamentary Democracy practing cabinet go·11emment

foreign policy is very little made by diplomatese

her diplomates.

Thus for India her diplomats play interlocutory

rather than entrepreneurial roleso
p~nts11

Thus for India

The IFS officers are partici-

generalists occassionally moderators, in a many sir:'ed never
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0

ending multi dimensional diologue within their country and between
.
( 3)
country and others.
MRS. GANDHI 1 S INITIAL SfEP S.

Visit to foreign countries is regarded as an aspect
of foreign policy making because visit to a particular country
enhances the possibility of good friendship between countries·~ ll/,rs.
Gandhi travelled extensively all over the world which contributed
her particular style of foreign poB.cy making"

It is seen that
(4)

Smte Gandhi covered tY2ntyeight foreign trips from 1966 to l964e
( 5)

Prie to this, between 1937-64 she also covered five foreign trips.

Within 3 months of her accession to power she under
took her first foreign tour.
Wishington.

She visited paris, London, Moscow and

It was reported that she has assured her hosts that

"no changes would be made in the principles of foreign policy
( 6)
Nehru had laid down."
She gave an impression of dischantment
with Britain and .an eagerness to cultivate De Gaullean France. The

Soviet leaders were cautious of her as she deeply impressed the
American A-dministration and Johnson had all prr1ise for this 'little
girl'e

She called for a lEJsting friendship between India and U ..

S~h.

and asked the Americans not to be "irritated by misunderstandings
(7)

or diverted by difficulties".

She was a bit perturbed to

S?e

the growth of a Sino-Pak axis and trlfJ increase in the rate of
Chinese mili t&ry supply to Pakistan.

She was in search of American

support against the Chirte se threat which was in ra ali ty less military than political.

She wanted to shift her foreign policy to the
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opposite direction from that of her fathero
INoo-U. s.A .. RELATICN S UNDER MRS .. G ,n.NDHI

Mrs. Gandhi thought that Americans were furiously
searching for a magnetic pole against

China~

She thought that

Uo S.Ae could be drawn towards making India such a model magnetic

pole which is an old Nehru

dre am0

To talk with the New Yo~k lea-

ding bankers about 'China' she remarked is taking great care to
avoid direct military involvement in Vietnam..
does fall across South East

Asia~

however, less military than

political~

be diminished if its neighbours in

But Chinese shadow

The real threat from Ch-ina is,

Asi~

But Chinese influence will
and nations of the deve-

loping world can build around popular and forv1ard looking governments dedicated to fulfilling the aspirations of their people ..
They would also be greatly strengthened in this purpose were they
( 3)
to see a strong and viable alternative model to peking.
Indira Gandhi was assured of help from .A.merican
administration and the world Bank on the condition that tte
Indian rupee be drastically devalued..

She acted under the advice

of Ashoke Mehta, tbe planning Minister who agreed With the .\me rican' s many prog.ramrne s of Indo- t..merican collaborations.

She acted

adraitly on this _advice without caring two hoots for tbe so called
left or their leader l<amraj and the .Morarji who voiced tr_eir
opposition to devaluationo

She was leading a country which had

been through armed conflicts the Indo-China in 1962 an::l the Indo-
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Pak in 1965 growing war burdens, soaring prices, strikes, lockouts,
Bandhs and the general crisis depending all roundQ

Against this

back ground, the Indian politics economic structure, looked like
a thoroughly leaking boat tossed in the tempestuous seas. She
still did not know how to keep the boat in balance once a tidal
wave from one shore tossed it in the opposite direction.

In this

crisis the &>viet Union proved to be helpful to her but they wanted her in return to be a little more bould, in her South-East!'(·sian deplomacy.

Johnson seemed to have zmrox see nEd to have pur-

chased her silence over Vietnam..

She broked that silence pnd

called on Johnson to stop bombing in North Vietnam : "It is necessary'' she said in July 1966, "to secure the withdr.:wlal of oall
foreign forces from Vietnam

~nd

to insulate that unhappy country

from every foreign interference so that the people of Vietnam
.
(9)
determine their ovm futura free of external pr·assui.~asn.
She
maae a seven point proposal for ending the war and offered to
undertake responsibility once reconciliation processes got going.
This shocked Johnson who was ·angered at the ingratitude of Indira
Gandhi who had recently enjoyed his hospitality at the white Houseo
By the end of the sixties Indo-American rsolations
had suffered another setback as the u·.. S., wantad the status quo and
India wanted a graater role in the regional affair-s of S:>uth ·ttsia.
In this period, the United States was involved in North Vietnam
and had enlarged the scope of its commitment by invading

1u~m~w

Combodi a, the Indian Government. demanded a negotiated set tlemr:-nt
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and a complete halt to all military operation on the part of the
U Sf\.

The

u.s.

continued its support to the military regime in

Pakistan and followed a :napproachment policy t·oward China which
was 'a new trust by the American Government to place India in an
impossible situation to divert its entire development plans to
aid the refugees""

.At this time she was assr.Jred by the Soviet

leaders that they were neither supplying arms to the Pakistan nor
had signed any pact with that

country~·

The basic position of the

Soviet Union on important issues of spacial interest to India had
not changed.

Being assured of Indo- Soviet friendship she

comr~n

ted that it was a positive relationship aimed at no other nation

and it did not come in the way .of either India or

U~S~SoRo

making

friends with other countries.
1967 -

ELECTIOO : A \'Ell.R OF COLI.DS~L DEFEAT FOR
COt"JGRESS

In the general election of 1967, the congress lost

the monopoly of power on Indian

administration~

retained a bare majority at the

Cent~,

The Con:Jress

but in several states it

gave up its position to a United front of several parties. The
situation sa-ved Indira Gandhi and her Prime Ministership a many

big head, over Kamraj, had rolled down and the Syndicate was made
to lick in dust.

The old bossess

cr~led

under the battered or-

ganisation, but so far as leadership issue was concerned they had
no latarnative but to tolerate Mrs. Gandhi till the non-congress

Governments by and large had been toppled.

They allowed her to
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pick up Dr. Zakir Hussain for the pre sidentship though not without a protest.

Similarly Morarji challenged her leadership but

compromised on the offer of a

De·::>uty Prime Ministership which was

no where near Sarliar Patal's officeo

Thus Indira Gandhi

E~E1te!ll£:S

succeeded to keep the reins of the congress party in her hands.
TREND

OF

After

19~7

FOREIGN

POLICY f\FTER

elections, she found her difficulties

multiplying both in domestic affairs as
affairs.

1976.

v~ll

as in external

In June 19o7 • a war between Israel and the Arabs broke

out again;.

was clc-sed..

The Arabs

lost

het~vily

in the

WC!r

and the Suez canal

This heavily affected the Indian economy\)

At this

point Indira Gandhi made it cle.:lr that India was whole heartedly
Q

with the Arabs.

She added :

11

If Israel is to live in peace, she

can only do so in friendship with her neighbourero

She can not

do so with the help of a country for"".,.. that is the point".She

took care to emphasize in the Americ()n Magazine 'Look' in 1\pril
1963 that India was not hostile to jews and pointed out

th~t

'Congress party supported them when Hitler prosecuted them in the
( 10)
1930s".
Mrs. Gandhi advocating Arab's stand in the war

strongly.

This she did as such issues are on_;anica1ly linked

with India's domestic scene where Muslim population counts and
Pakistani and Irani neighours have to be kept in view in any
patterning of foreign relations to.

This was made clearer in the

unfortun.:1te episode or burning o.f .~I Ar,~SA .Fv'OS"")UE and the conse-
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quent rising of .t!\rab and Muslim tempers all over the
Due to her pre-Arab formuletic-ns

world~

Indir~

managed an

invitation to participate in Rabat Conve renee of 1969.

Pakistan

raised a great hue and cry against Indian participation in the
Islamic conference at RabaL,

The then Pakistani president Yahya

Khan awoke to the situation and successfully made it an issue that
( 1!)

India should not be

allowed to participate in tr.e con fa renee ..

This controversy clarified the
ment to the Arab.
ship and the

sympatbie s of the Indian Govern-

After Zakir Hussain's elevation to president-

appointn~nt

of Hid ayatull ah as the Chief Justice of

the Supreme Courts the Muslim mir!ori ty was own over to hero sight
and this became an achievement in tr.e context of growing confrontettion with Pakistan.

The Indo-Pak relations after
not come to be cordial.

tr~e

Tasbkant pact did

Pakistan presented bigger challenges tc

Indion diplomacy by developing a better relation with communist
China without disturbing her close
can blocko

relr~ticns

with the Anglo-1"!-meri-

China became a new source of her rnili.tary supplies more

over Pakistan S'Jcceeded to cultiyate closer relation witt the
Soviet Union" the only supplier of arms and a poll ticnl allie of
India.

The Soviet leadership eager to win away Pakistan from

China was prepared to lend material support to Pakistan not only

in matters of its industrialisation and oil exploration
matters of her defence renuirements tooo

but in

Yahya Khan the then C-

in-e of Pak army successfully pursuarled tr:e S::>viet le:ldershio to
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make some arms supply however taken..

Th'lils Pakistan succ::.!eded in

foreign fruitful relationship not only with the VI/estern block but
with the quarreling giants of the socialist camp
good relations with
aligned India was

~fro-~sian non-~ligned

gr~atly

~nd

oualitative

countries ..

Non-

upset by this Pakistani diplomatic:

triumph in successfully pursuading the ::Oviet Union to deliver
arms and other aid in return for her decision to close the American .1\irbases at Peshwar

etc~~

It was very meaningful in the con-

text of deepening American involvement in Indo-Chinese
Thus in the

F~ce

of Chinese military

\'~ar.

migh~,

conven-

tional as wel] as nuclear, the Indian Go\Jernment fe]t gr-=atly concerned over its security problem.

From 1968, it looked that thf:l

climate of international politics had gone in Pakistan's fa\Jour
and it promised to continue to go further in tf.at direction as was
being exemplified by Kosyqin' s visit to Pakistan nnd Soviet supply
o f arms during th. at ye ar.
g

Not only in t[,e North but deep in the 2outh the
Indian ocean is pra.senting another aspect of x~i~ Indian security
problem.

The Government was seriousl-y concerned over the problem

of a po\!\er vacum in the Indian ocean after the complete wi thdre'lwal
of

Sxiti~k

British forces in 1970.

anxious that the

OC'~an

The Indira

Government

w;~s

may not be finally ex?loited by the

po,ne:r" to pro·Jide for their mooile bas,3s :m altern-1tive to territorial b<3ses which had been rendered out of d0te.
kent had signalled the emergence of

?JOvi~~t

ti;l:nady Ttlsh-

Union as the gu;3rantor

of peace in the Hindustan peninsula, repL>ced !Jritain in. this
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role diplomatically and economically and new in the spher.:: of
defence also.
Indira Gandhi did not seem to worry tha problem
as mucly

as the other countries and de bunkc d the

po~''G

theory in relation to Indian ocean and ad vi sed them

tt

r v acuurn

it is our

experience that wherever there is any kind of outside force it
encourages other groups also to try and have a foot-hold and this
creates tension in a way you could say that when the British left
India they left a tremendous vacuum but, the Indian people filled
it themselves", thus the Indian Govermnent would like to fill the
'12)
vaccum if any. by those who belong to the oce ane
Thus India
was labouring under great prass,Jr-a in her international relations
at the end of the 60 1 s and the beginning of the 70 1 s.
TREND

OF

FROEIGN

POLICY AFTEq 1969

The Sotiet Union and China, the two quarrelling
countries of the socialist camp,

»~»~X~~~t

invulued in India's politics and economics..
have very St.!qJpstivaly
sula".

have got more and more
The Soviet le ade'rs

been referring to as the "Hindustan penin-

The Sine>- Soviet rift the withdrawal of British Neval and

political prasence from the Indian ocean and the expected withdrawal of American armed presence from So!Jth-E ast

~sia

provided

an ideal setting for the erne rgence of a very dynamic» vigorous
and independent foreign pol icy in the seventi·:! s.
Inside the country, the Indira Government had
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me amvhile succeeded in over throwing many of the non-congress Governments by hook or by crook and the worst phase of the unprecendented famine and drought in the country was over, the internecine
war inside the congress was. resumed by warlords of the congress and
they did not nurse kindly feeling for Indira Governm:mt.
this background the sudden death of

It is at

Zakir Hussain in May 1969

Dr~

0

immadiately raised the issue of leadership in the congress party ..
Old bosses eager to have their ovm man in Rashtrapati Bhavan, they
settled on Sanjiva Reddy who was of their own syndic<1te Stalwart.
Thus ensued a fierce
latu~s,

battle inside the congress party and

legi~

which as the Presidential election drew near result;:ld in

a split, such as had never occured before in the congress history

after the famous 9Jrat split of 1907

Ql

Under the circumstances when

the central leadership of Indira ()and hi was fighting its harde .st
battle of survival and the congress party was passing through the
worst phase of its factional fi·;Jhts, many developments in the sut:r
continent and elsewhere did not receive due recognition and weight
in the wider context of foreign policy ..
In an unusually interpretative Indian annual Report
on foreign affairs, for 1969-70, the "Btt-eznev plan for Security"
( 13)
was hailed as 11 a New Development of some significance 11 •
But it
was maintained that "security could best be ensured by economic

cooperation and ensuring respect for territorial integrity and
independen:e of various countries".

The report recalled Prime

Minister Mrs. Indira G ;;ndbi' s sugge stian for

~n

'agreement' or

'convention' to ensure respect for indeoendencc-, sovereignty and
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territorial integrity of countries of tl-:e rei<;n and commended it
as tbe b'~ st way of reducing tension and preserving the existing
state system in the area..

1\s Dane sr. Singh later expL:1ined in the

parliament "in so far as Br-.;;znev olan was, identical with India
.
( 14)
there was no harm in welcoming the form'1tr ..

Now two points need to be noted immediately, first
that India had meeted a mild convention or agreement type of link

up, ·Second that India at that stage was not
the wh(ble of Breznev plan..

prepared to accept

It was later reve.3led that Marshall

, Grechkev had come with a well prepared draft of a security treaty
but the Government of India was not prep a red to accept U: at Ire r~ty

in that India did not.accept such a Treaty even as late as may,
1971 when during the Bangladesh crisis, 9Naran Singh visited Moscow and was offered such a treaty.
India was reluctant to accept tr_e Breznev plon for
security as well as showed tr"e same reluctance in identifying itE
itself with the Western moves in regard to tr.e policing of tr.e
Indian oceetn after tr-e withdrawal of British novel presence in
the seventies" •••• Inciia's view has been that the Indi<m ocean
should be an are a of peace .and a nuclear free zc1ne Y free of military bases and big power tension..

Neither South East

:~sia

nor the

Indian ocean it considered ·bY as a vacum tq be filled by outside
( 15)
pov..l9rs 11 •
India have moved close to Soviet Union, yet she was
prepared to talk business seriously with

Chin~.,

Moreover the

Government was looking for a better relation with China. China
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appeared equally responsive and they knew tr.at Indira Gandhi bnd
not yet completely gave over the side of "Social irnpeTialist"Q The
Chinese dipibomats at several centres beg an to reappear in Indian
reception.,

This premise of a thow continued in 1970 as

~lle

It

was reported that during the May day reception Mao reserved a big
smile for Indian charged affairs and asked him to convey his good
wishes to Indira Gandhi expressir.c;,J his desire for friendly rela( 16 j
tions between India and China.
0

But that niche of foreign policy which Mrse Gandhi
had struqgled hard to occupy, she was not prepared to expand.• It
seemed to serve her well till tr:e Chain of event in Pakistan flovJ·ing almost in torrents so to say beg an assuming menacing dimentions.

Unlike Indira Gandhi, Yahya Khan proved unlucky in the

gen8ral elections that he had or,:'ered throughout Pakistan.
unex~ected

had arrived in what

W?Js

Th2

then c.·st Pakistan a tot2l l.=md-

slicie for tr.e leader of autonomist movement, Muzibur R.aharnan, which
upset the delicately balanced apple cart of New democrFJtic structure that Yahya Khan was

e~ger

to

build~

He tried to sober Muzib

but having failed in his at t<Jmpt to '1.-vi.n away, Muzib from his path
of autonomy.

This caused the start of armed struggle against Pal<is-

tan for the liberatlbcn of Bangladesh.
t~e

dissolution of the Pakistan as a

It was· the culmination of
theocr~tic

state.

TREND OF F011EIGN POLICY AFTE.f\ 1971
1971 was a year which affected the Indian foreign
policy to a very large extent.

There was a chain of events which

take place in that year political scene in

tr/~

two

m~jor countri~s
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of South !S..sia, India and Pakistan, started changing

f~st

with the

unfolding of this year.
In the first place, the Indian people
Gandhi in March, 1971 elections a

ii1;;:·1i...o ·

(.~

ga~e

Indira

to solve the problem of

internal restructuring by enabling her to cross over the barriers
of the constitution, if needed be, with a mor8 than a

mas~>ive

2/3rd

majority in par.lia!Il9nt, secondly, in the satm month of March, 1971
the Pakistani military Junta by a military crack down on Muzib' s
follmvers and the Bengali people added big problems to her already
large domestic burdens and complex responsibility in external
affairs.

Pakistan•s attack upon Bengali people caused the decisive

Indo-Pak war, which took place in December,

1971~»

Indira G;mdhi

emerged as a Bharat Ratna in her ovm right after a successful and
decisive armed struggle against Pakistan resultin] in the liberation
of Bangladesh.

Thirdly, the epoch making' IRdo-Soviet treaty of

friendship which indisputably marked the turning point in the
history of our foreign policy,

Wi3S

signed on 8th of August, 1971,

the next day 'I i.e., on the 9th AuQust, Svvare3n Singh 11 our foreign
Minister vvhile presenting this tr·=aty to pnrliament revealed the
first ever well ·;}uarded secret that the treaty had been in negotiation for the last two years v1hich means roughly since

1969~

It

was reported that Chouenlai did not consider the Indo- Soviet tr,:: aty
( 17)
.
was aimed at encircling China,
but this Chinese stance did not
last long.

The trr.!aty was supposed to have pr-:vented the thrj.3t•=n-

ed attack from Pakistan nnd t!-:us had a great deterest or pr·aventive val:.1e, but hardly four months pas sed wr.en India .::1nd Pakistan

,-
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found themselves at each other's thr.:1at.

Coming three day's after

Nixon's announcement of his 'China invitation' on lS July, Yahya
Khan had threatened a total war against India if the later tried
to liberate any part of East Pakistan.
the crisis, none of the big powe:-s

ttt the initial stages of

want~d

to s•.:e Pakistan dismem( 18)

be red, India had to act in this perspective.
Meanwhile Indian leadershio
, succeeded to intarnationalise the

Bangladesh problemo

The world opinion was 1ar;1ely

own over by India and Indira Gandhi informed the world

l1~

aders that

the situation could not remain static it did not and Indira·GanHhi
and Pakistan war soon locked in a big war that dism=mbered Pakistan,
created a quarter of a century back by the Michinations of the biq
powersQ

It was a grclat gain because it ended a post war imposition

of the British de sign of Indian sub-continent..
well axpre ssed by Mrs. Gandhi when she said t

11

The achievement was
The political map of
0

the sub-continent has been redrawn and the nation of an inherent
and insuperable antagonism

nantly Muslim Stata has

bet•,ve;~n

a secular, India and a predomi-

ba(~n disc!'~di ted

not through any de si-~n on
( 19)

.

our part but because the ide a itself was untenable ..
INDIRA GANGii

~D

TI-lE NON 1\LIGNMENT

l\~DVSM8\lT

Back in 197 s, a convention of the Indian nat ion al
congress stra ssed in its final document that the policy of nonalign~nt

had been ·91 abo rated not for some spe ci fie sit Lti3tion but

as an approach, as a

philosophy desiJOOd for a new system of

national rdlations based on equ.:dity 11

peace~

freedom

~md

in~~er

cooperation ..
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This philosophy of non-alignment conceived by Jawabarlal Nehru is
now shared by_ many other

no~

aligned

countri~

s.

Indira Gandhi, who succeeded Nehru as Prime Mini st!lr
of India, remained faithful to his ideas and continued to develop
the political philosophy of

non-alignmant~

to use her own words to set forth

hr~r

It is

better~

ide a of non-

of cou:-set

ali~nment~r

Indira Gandhi be li•? ved non- ali9nm.:mt rested on two
foundations philosophical and political@

This is what she had to

say on the philosophy of non- alignment in an intarview to the Bulg arian News Paper Rabotnicbe sko Dyelo in October 19tH.

''The newly

free countries like India, individually wanted to stay out of Great
power confrontation to

Our aim was two fold that our resources shotJld

not. be diverted from developm::nt to defence and that

a role of friendship aadx and conciliation
to diminish the changes of yet another
(20)

WaX'e

be~~en

~

could play
0

both blocs so as

This is the underlying

philosophy of non- ;llignmento r.
Non- alignment is the soul)! of Inditm foreign policyt
Nehru had given it shape, form,
but its inspirCltion
'

12

lC~y

dimension, direction and momentum

in Indian history 9 philosophy and experience.

It is a policy inherent in the past thinking of lndiap inherent in

the conditioning of the Indian mind during the struggle for freedom
'21)
and inherent in the circumstances of the world to day 11 , said Nehru.
Our late Prime Minister MrsiP IndirCl G :·ndbi s.aid in an inaugural
·speech that it was wrong, to interP.rete non-alignment as

l£~X

H~wilixt~RX

( 22)

equitiistance from the

supex~poets~

India had and continues to
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have vital

economic~

political and cultural and other links \•.:ith

countries on both sides of
becoming inter-dependent,

tl~

cold war$

thank~•

to science and advanced technolcgy

and industry, no nation, least of all
afford to remain isolated.

In a world increDsingly

~he

developing ones, can

Each nation must ha·.."e its due share in

the waalth created with its resources arid given aid to build its
economy and to limit its freedom of action.

India can not b2 an

exception to this, so she is maintaining friendly relations with
the Soviet Union.

On the other band, Nehru did not consider non- -8lignment a bar to bilateral relations with bloc powers as long as they
were not in tr,e cold war contest.

For example, he favoured Indian

membership of the common wealth.

Late Prime Minister and tr.e late

Chairperson of tr:e non- ~lignrnent Movement, Mrso Indira Gandhi, was
also the Chairperson of the connomvealth Heads of Governments meetir~

held in New Delhi in November, 1983, i22

maintained equally useful links with the Soviet

Simil2rly she has
Union~

Non- .:~lignment diplomacy of Mrs. G cmdhi is one of
these dynamic trends of international politics which appear&d an
international scene after the Second World Waro

It represents an

important force in the shaping of tr,e nature of international relztionsQ

More and more countries, not only of Asia and

~frica,

but

also of Europe and Latin lWerica are quieng ap to join Mrs. Gandhi's
non- ~ligned movement and tr.e monolithic character of both the corrunu( 23)

nist and western camps is sbov;ing cracks in her movement.
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In July, 1982, Indira Gandhi elabornted on this ide.'"
during her visit to the United States

~

"The world is one, yet vre

treat it as many, giving different n;3mes to the segments.

.1\.s they

are politically used the words :! ast and '"il'e st, North and &>utb are
not even geographically opt."

RC!!

And then she nuoted from an ancient

Indian legend : "Do not push me from the West or from the E?.st or

from the North or the. South, be gracious to us, oh. Earth, let not
·those find us who waylay people on the road. Take d.~adly weapons
(24)
for away· from us".,
Indira Gandhi always believed that independence IJ development" ciis armament and peace were indivisible.
Characterizing the noli- aligned movement from these
'
broad positions, Indira G::ndhi said in tl-:e closing address
to the
Delhi conference of Non- oligned countries in !\'.arch 1983 that it was
not a

~~Ms~i

casual collection of individual states but a vital

historical process..,

It is a commingling of many historical, spiri-

tual arid cultural st!\:!ams, and an expression of the as?irations of
the .long-deprived and the newly-free, she said.

The global significance of her non-aligned diplomacy
as a phenomena of post war international politics has continued to
lie in the fac-ts that it arose and d2velop as an antidote to the
bipolar complex of world politics.

Although, it arose as a foreign

· oolicy modality of India and some other CO!.Intries which follov.-ed
'

suit its rationality, invi·:!W of the given natura of world politics
it appeared gradually to a highly increasing number of countries in
the world, particularly

mor•~

to those which v<rere keen to

development as the instrument of

th~

achil~ve

preservation of their political
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independence •

The role of Mrs• Indira Gandhi has been one of the
distinctive contributions to change the tempo of non-alignment in
a form of movernant.

Her thinking in this direction, diplomatic

insight in foreign affairs and the virtues inherited by her fatre r
- J awaharlal Nehru who championed the cause of non- aligned move-·

ment in the world since the day of India's independence have been
influencing factors in changing the India's policy of non-ali·~n
ment towards a

movement~

Indira G '·ndhi called the movem.ent the non- alignment
community of countries having common in-terests, goals and principles and str.assed : As regards the political foundation of nonalignment, Indira Gandhi described it in February 1961 by quoting
Mahatma Gandhi : "India wants to be independent of everybody who
wants to own this country..

We do not want a change of masters.

We want to be masters on our ov.rn soil;.

These words 11 "she said
. ( 2f>)
characterise the political foundation of non- alignroont." .·
Indira G <>ndhi always believed that the roots of

non-alignm3nt wera in the anti-colonial and
struggle of the people so

anti-i~erialist

The policy of non- alignroont is not a

spin-of£ of the cold war and a confrontation of forces in the
postwar bipolar world.

She called non- al.i;:Jnment a logical ex-

pression of foreign policy whose content was the anti-imperialist
struggle. wages by the people in

~sia,

Africa and elsewher?.

Non- alignment as a noveroont got even a stronger
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momentum at the non- aligned conierance bald in

~olombo

in 1976 •

From Delhi.to Colombo slogan of the movamant and the non-ali1ned
nations assembled there

wer~

hi9hly

overwhelmed~

Sot .. Indira Gan-

dhi herself participated at Colo:Jmbo confarence and emphasized the
fact that although the process of decolo:Jnization has almos-t been
completed now, and that, therefore, new nations are still faced

with the danger of there vival of neo-colonialismo

She categori-

cal! y remarked that the· new nations should try to ensure tbat their
independence is preserved against such

danger~

It was also empha-

sized there that the United States should stop all its ef fcrts to
convert Diego-Garcia a sone of the military bases in the Indian
( 26)
.
ocean<)
Other heads of states, besides Snt,, Indira Gandhi,
assembled at the Colombo con-ference, also re :3sserted that &:>utb
1\frica should abandon its policy of apartheid, the Palestinians
should be granted their legitimate

right~,

and Israel should be

persuaded to honour the United Nations resolution..
resolved there that it was
the continuing arms race

neces~ary

betV~recn

It wns also

in the interest of peace that

the super powers should be stoped

and natural world resources should be equit.:Jbly distributed. ntlta ·

Indira Gandhi accepted that only by such steps, international peace
and development of under-developed countries can be assured. The
20th anniversary meet of the non- .aligned foreign ministers took

ploce in New Delhi on February 9, 1981 and. reached connecsus on
many contentions issues of the world.

Mrs .. Indira Gandhi called

for withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghaaistan and Kanpuche a in
il>

the political declaration.

0

The conference made positive contribu-

tion largely at the initi<:tive of India to bring the conflict

Between Iran and Iraq to an early endo

In the ultimate analysis

it can·be said that the non-aligned movement is directed against
the big powers attitude towards the non- -3ligned powers, warned
against threats to the non--3ligned movement and the increased risk
of intervention by the big powers.

Mrso Indira

G~ndhi

has again

warned of the danger posed by the revival of cold war postures in
India• s immediate neighbour hood.,

She said that "We shall spare

no effort to grasp even the slightest opportunitY to defuse the
situation and to promote contacts and
.

dialogu~

which could lead

to deeper understanding and closer relationships.

(26-)~1:)

The non- -3ligned diplomacy of Mrs., Indira G~ridhi has
played a meaningful role in the management of world affairs.

Her

pursuit to diplomacy, her dynamic leadership, her resistance to the
super powers game and over-all her precision, prudence and presence
of mind have made her the champion of the group and in this respect
she is heroine of the scene to make India's policy of non- alil)nment
as a movement in world politicso
It should be stressed in this context that Indira
Gandhi always paid special attention to the struggle of non- aligned
countries for peace and security.

Throughout the years in the

office of India's prime Minister, and chairman of the non- aligned
movement (1983-84), Indira Gandhi strongly insisted on limiting
and reversing the arms race, the nuclear arms race above all,
averting a new world war, and ensuring a peaceful co-existence of
all states.

She believed that the non- aligned movemant was the

largest movement for peace in history and that the realities of
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the world situation the possibility of a nuclear armageddon by a
single lapse or rash act-reinforced the relevance of non- alignment
and demanded its redediction to

peace~

Indira Gandhi did not treat non- alignment as a
dogma and

h~

own fundam3ntal approach to internatlbonal conflicts

and actions by the conflicting sides depended on the objection
circumstances in all their inter relationship so

She was a consis-

tent champion of peaceful settlement of disputes and conflicts
between states.
It is clear from the above discussion that though
India is closely related with the SOviet Union, it has not lost its
non-aligned character.

Non-aligned policy which was

~riginated

by

the initiative of Nehru, Nasser and Tite, reached its highest peak
under the leadership of India, particularly under the lead,rship
of Mrs. Indira Gandhi.

~d

this can rightly be said that India

keeps her self totally aloof from the super power blocs..

And her

friendship with the Soviet Union can not be called as alignment to
the power bloco

i\ccording to Mrs. Gandhi, "It is untenable to

interpret non- alignment as e quidistance from the super powers. On
the contrary, non-alignment is something very positiveo

It means

taking every chance to improve the out. look of peace and to adopt a
( 28)

cle·ar stand on matters on which we have strong convictions.
The Indian trend to keep aloof from the power games
was a natural by product of the main struggle for independence from
0

the imperial rule of Great Britain.

India refused to align itself
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even with Britain's enemies in the hope of furthering its own
nationalist aims, because it had always been its policy to stand
on its own feet and do its own fighting, and it never had any
intention to being the plaything of others.

Nehru in his braod

cast to the nation on the eve of Indian independence said on 7
Sept. 1947. :

"We shall take full part in international confe-

rence as a new nation with our own policy and not as satellite of
( 29)

another nations"o

After Nehru India did not change her policy

and she did not bend under any pressure of imperialism, colonialism or racialism or any other super powero
Devotion to. the cause of peace to the policy of
anti-imperialism and non- alignment, to the struggle for securing
justice and equality in both political and economic relations,
and to the cause of eliminating any manifestations of colonialism
or racism- such are the main principles of India's foreign policy,
which have gained world wide respect for that country.
India's relations with the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries are a component part of its non-alignment
policyo

Soviet Indian relationship has becom: a significapt fac-

tor of peace. and stability in Asia and throughout the world.
Friendship and cooperation between the USSR and India have been
w

tested by time.

The two countries are in agreement on such con-

temporary vital inter--national problems as safeguarding peace,
e limin.3ting the threat or nuclear war, curbing arms race, e specially that of·nuclear arms, observing the principles of peaceful
co-existence and adopting practical ·steps for putting an end to
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the existiAg armed conflicts and preventing the eruption of new
conflicts of this character.

The friendly relations betwe8n the

Soviet Union and India are based on the treaty of peace, friendship
and cooperation signed in 1971.

These relations express the vital

interests of the people of both countries, and serve the cause of
consolidating the bonds between the USSR and the non-alignment
.movement.

India's peace loving and independent foreign policy line

is inseverably connected with the names of Jawaharlal Nehru and
( 30)

Indira Gandhi.
Indira Gandhi died a tragic death on October .31,
1984, as a result of a conspiracy of internal reactiong

She made

a tremendous contribution to the cause to strengthening the political and economic independence of her country and to its advance
along the path of socio-economic progress.

The profound e 1 abo ra-

tion of non- ;:~lignment problen1s won Indira Gandhi great respect in
the world..

She helped India pursue consistently an independent

foreign policy :l51olmiai5t amidst the world tensions of 1980 1 So

Her

staunchness in resitting the powerful pressure exerted by the forces of imperialism and her adherence to ·a carefully weighed and
realistic policy of

non-~lignment

independence

of peace, freedom

and movement, enhanced India's international prestige and helped
to build up the unity of the non- ~ligned countries.
India successfully fought against Pakistani military
power in 1971 and

lib~r?ted

Bangladesh from the grisp of the

Pakistani martial 1 aw and recognised it as an ir1dependent nation,
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cri tisized the foreign military troops in Afghanistan, supported
the liberation movemant of the· PLO in Lebanon and SNAPO in South
Africa and has shown goodwill to solve the Tamil is;;ue in Srilanka.
P.ll these reveal India's non--3ligned policyo
to say that, India is maintaining her

So,

non-~ligned

W3

can conclude

status which she

started since her independence•
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SECTION - II

POLITICM. DIMENSIONS INDIRJ\ GANa-11 AND THE INOO 9JVIcT RELI\TIONS

Indo- Soviet ral at ions presents a unique, con side rably significant and-model relationship.

It is unique because the

two countries have different political, and socio-economic structure.

Thus settigg a shining example of peaceful co-existence. It

is important because it makes a constructive contribution to the
peace and stability of not only

~sia

but of the world in general.

In 1966, when Mrs. Gandhi c arM into povre r, she
took the policy of friendly re 1 at ion ship with the Soviet Union.
Mrs. Sandhi reigned India for 16 years.

During her long term
~e

tenure Indo-Soviet friendship reached its climax.

gave a·dy-

namic direction to India's foreign policy with a view to meeting
unprecented challenges.

The entire course of fhe development of

India's relations with the Soviet UniQn in the post Nehru period
makes it abundantly clear that by giving expression to the aspirations of the Indian people for building friendly relations with the
first socialist country of the world and later with other socialist
country, Indira Gandhi has made a rich

contribu~:ion

to the preci-

ous heritage.
~fter

Jawaharlal Nehru's death, when Lal Bahadur

Shastri became Prime Minister of India, the.ra were wide spraad speculations in the Western press about India's foreign policy in
general and Indo-Soviet relations in particular.

Jmother signifi-

cant development which needs to be mentioned in this context is
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president Radhkrishnan' s speeches during his visit to the Sovi•:!t
Union in the 1 ast week of

Septamb~r,

1964eo

Thi 5 cr-.:? at·~d it 5 own

imp act and in a way re flee tad the thinking of India in the po 5t
Nehru period"
In

October~

29, 1964, when the minister of Informa-

tion and Broadcasting, Indira Gandhi, visited M6scow, $he met
Mikhail Suslev, a po·we·rful member of the politbureau.

On a personal

testimony received from &.lslov, Indira Gandhi brushed aside the
fabrication that the previous Government of the U SSi had been criticised for holding pro-Indian viewso

bn the eve of the 47th anni-

versary of the October litevolution, Brezhnev refereed to good neighhourly, traditional and friendly ties with India.
A new phase in relations betwe.=t1 India and the
USS1, which began in the spring of 1965 with the out

br~ak

of

armed clashes on the Indo-Pak border in the Rann of Kutch was characterized by a firm desire on the part of the Soviet's to develop
their timetested relations with New Delhi and explore some new
vistas in their formal

state-to-st~te

relations with Pakistano

The Soviet attitude towards the grave situation in
the Indian sub-continent, which began to deteriorate in the spring
of 1965 and continued to be explosive till the end of autumn that
year, could be seen in the

T~SS

statement on the aforesaid crisis

in the Kutch are a of India adjacent to P ak border.

0

The TASS statement noted that solution of problems
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between India and Pakistan by means of war would only help the
imperialists· in developing the already existing tension in other
parts of Asia, while citing premier Shastri's and president Ayub' s
recent statements regarding peaceful solution of disputes between
India and Pakistan, it. laid emphasis on the necessity of direct and
( 1)
peaceful negotiations.
Lal Bahadur Shastri visited the Soviet Union in May
1965.

It is important to observe that Shastri's visit to Mdscow

took place after the president of Pakistan had visited the Soviet
Uniono

In order to allay India's misunderstanding, the Soviet

premie•r considered. it necessary to emphasise at a reception held
in honour of Shastri in the Kremlin that his country, while aspiring to establish better ralations with third world coul)tries,
would never do .it at the expese of Indo-Soviet friendship. 9-lastri' s visit as Soviet premier Kosygin then put it, opened a "New
Phase" in the already

v~ell

established INOO- 3)VIET relations.,

f\midst the vastly enalrged economic, cultural and political understanding achieved by the visit, it led to increasing trust the understanding be.tween the two countries.
In February 1965, Indira Gandhi v i.si ted the Soviet
Union during her foreign tour.
her by the Soviet

The affection and

leaders was the result o.f

2

req

.

ard shown to
(2)

principled stand.

They held her in high esteem not merely because she was Jawaharl<:t1
Nehru's daughter or because she happened to be a Minister in the
Shastri Government.

The Soviet leaders looked upon her as a repre-
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sentative of the politics for which Jawaharlal Nehru

stood~

She

understandably took this opportunity to reiterate India's policy
of friendship with the Soviet Union.
INOO-P AK WAR : ATTITUDE OF 1BE SOVIETS.
Towards the end of August 1965, the border situation
in Kashmir became extremely tense after mass crossing by Pakistani
infiltrators into this State of India and the letter's action
against them.

The &.>viet advice to both the parties to find out

ways to liquidate the confliet, which could only further aggrevate
their economic problems.
Soviet stand on the above situation was nicely
elaborated by on observer of pravda in a leading article entitled
"Urgent Nacessity.. - The commentator did not apportion blame to
any side.
peaceful

While referring to Soviet Respect for India's policy of
!!XX

co-existence and

non-.:~lignment,

her fight against

colonialism and her respectable place in the world, he underlined
that Soviet aspiration for developing her relations with Pakistan
proceeded from the assumption that her good neighbourly relations
with Pakistan would not weaken her friendship with any third
country ••••••••••••The sole objective of the Soviets was peace in
the Indian sub-continent and this supreme need of the hour was all
the more stressed by the pravda editorial of 24 4ugust 1965, entitled "Stop Bloodshed in Kashmir 11 •

,.

In the Security Council meeting

·referred to above, the Soviet delegate expressed his deep concern
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on the gravity of the situation and asked both India and Pakistan
to hall the conflictQ

In order to counteract the Soviet demand for

immediate peace and add to the intransigence of Pakistan, the
people's Dailyvehemently condemned Indiais stand on Kashmir on:,.
September,

It supported

"Pakistan's·counter-e~ttack

in self-defence

against India's armed aggression" and accused the &>viet Union of
·vying with the US in aiding and abetting the Indian reactionaries ..
Fully aware of the various implication of the Indo-Pak conflict,
China's open siding with Pakistan and her threats to India, the
Soviet leadership directed all its energy to the maintenance of
peace in the Indian sub-continent and thereby to the prevention of
any escalation of the conflict.
Moscows open support to India would have certainly
delayed military disengagement, liked the Chinese leadership further and given it a lame excuse for creating some. more trouble on
India's northern border, which would have only adrled to her enormous problems.
Soviet diplomacy during the Indo-P ak was guided by
reason and realism.

It is true that right from the beginning of

troubles in Kutch up to the all-out war along the Indo-P ak border,
there were definite evidence· of Pakistan's responsibility in aggravating the situation.

Why then the .Soviets. did not pass any judge-

ment on the merit of the issues involved?

A simple answer to this

question is the fact that the Soviet had very carefully envisages
( 3)
for themselves the role of a peace maker.
~t

no stage did the Soviet Union equate India w.ttb

2C3
Pakistan.

She kept intact arms agreement with India.

Barely a

month before the out break of the Indo-Pak war, she had expressed
her readiness to sell submarines to India on deferred payment and
offered both training and maintenance facilitieso

In view of the

aging ships of the Indian Navy, these fresh S:Jviet offers were vital
for the protection of India's long coast line vmich was easily
vulnerable from Pakistan's side.

Even when the Indo-Pak conflict

was approaching towards an end, a high-level defence delegation
.

(4)

from India was finalising some important negotiations in Moscow.
In order to resolve the problems between the two
countries, overcome the legacy of tr:e last war, and create conditions in which-both would be joined to the Soviet Union in

ttKEX~f

ties of friendship and in a benevolent relationship, Soviet premier
Alevei Kosygin took the initiative in arranging highest-level conference between India and Pakistan in which he himself actively participated, which took place on 4 January 1966o

The conference, mee-

ting at Tashkent and attended by Indian Prime Minister Lal
Shastri and Pakistan president Ayub Khan

n~hadur

along with their senior

aids, grappled with the issues dividing the two countries and at
crucial moments when dead lock threatened to stall further progress, Kosygin's deft intervention saved it from failure and finalJy
resulted in an rndo-Pak declaration and various other allied agree.

ments.,

( 5)

Moscow appeared to have scored en important diplomatic

triumph, despite Peking's hostility, and to have considerably
advanced its objective of taking tbe entire sub-continent together
with it in the international arena.

''·.

'•',•.

: .:-

· ..
··- ..
_.·_

.. .:.,

The Tashkent Declaration was in reality a success

,.·..

of::

.

.

.

Soviet diplomacy and crowning of the Soviet exhertations to both

Iridi a and Pakistan to resolve their disputes through bilateral ne( 6)
. .
K.P.

gotiations.

s ..

Menon summed-up the signi fie ance of the

conference when he wrote : "In a way, Tashkent is an ~~ti epitome
of Indo-Soviet friendship a friendship whose purpose is not to
threaten or encircle any nation, but to promote the cause of peace
.

.

.

(7)

in the world, more particularly in the SOuth /\sian region.
The Government of India Whole-heartedly welcomed
the T8shkent 4greement •. Both Gulzarilal Nanda, who took over as
the acting Prime Minister a{ter the sad demise of Lal Bahadur
Shastri at Tashkent, and Indira Gandhi, the newly elected Prime
Minister, expressed their

plR~I!liNRGI!JiiX

pr-ape aredne ss to execute

this declaration.
Mrs. Gandhi was elected leader of the congra ss
party on January 19, 1966 in a terse battle with Morarji Desai,
and by virtlle of that became the Prime Minister of India Fi'V3 days
0

later.

The Soviets expressed hqppiness over it.

They rightly

felt, as their official press wrote, "the foct that Nehru's daughter was chosen as the Prime tJ\inister of India bore testimony to
his course remaining unchanged as a foundation of national :oolitics., 11

( B)

In the initial sta;3es of her st·?Wardship, Prime
Minister Indira G.3ndbi was confronted with a lBrge number of pr:Jblems, internal as well as external.

On top of all this, the

rightwing in her party which later came to be knovvn as the

2C5
"Syndicate" was clearly in an a·ssertivemoodo

ThtJough her

Q\Affi

efforts she had to carve out a place for he rse 1 f in Indian politics as an independent entityo
~olitical

It is tribute to her skill and

foresight that she was able to deal with these problems

with a lacrity and firmness.

Thus within three to four months of

her having assumed office, Indira Gendhi started carrying forNard
the time tested politics of Jawaharlal Nehru in the sphere of
India~

s relations with other

co~ntries..

Jawaharlal Nehru descri-

bed the mare significant aspect of his numerous visits abroad
after he had become the Prime Minister, as voyages of

dis~overy.

These visits helped him to study the causes of gr3atness of the
countries which count in the world to-day.
In response to Brezhnev' s call for the observance
of the Tashkent Decl,ration in the course of his report to the
Tv.enty-Third congress of the CPS.J (29 March-8 1\pril 1966).

Prime

Minister Indira Gandhi, during a brief stop-over in Moscow, carne
0

forward to pay tributa s to the Soviet Union for hosting the conference and observed that India would implement the Tashkent Agreement inspite of Pakistan's prevocations.
Within Six months of taking office, Mrs. Gandhi
chose to go to Mos6ow in July 1966, on her maiden official visit
of Prime Minister of India.
came to

pow~r

Her earlier .visit

aft~r

had laid credence to her personality.

Brezhnev
On July 12,

1966, the Pravda wrote, "Saying 'Welcome', the Soviet people

salute: the visit of Indira to the USSR from the cor= of their
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(9)

heart ..
On July 13, Mrs. Gandhi arrived in Moscow.
a wide discussion on various issueso

In her speeches

reiterated India's stand on various world problems

She had

~here

was

based on an

unflinching dedication to the cause of peace and opposition to
colonialism and heo-colonialism, and described the friendship
.

.

be~

(10)

tween the Indian and Soviet peoples as unshakable 11 •
One distinct gain of Indira Gandhi's visit to Mo scow was that she convinced the S::>viet .leaders of India's sincerity
with ra?ard to the implementation of the Tashkent Agreement.

The

other positive achievement of Indira Gandhi's Moscow visit was
the elucidation of the Indian position on

~ietnam.

But mor8 im-

portant than these two aspects of the Prime Minist:r's visit was
her exposition of the role of the nonachievement of

~li·)ned

movement namely,

political and economic freedom for all

building a better world and preserving world peace.

countri~~

s,

If this stand

of Indira Gandhi reassured the Soviet leaders of India's Principles and practice, she must have also been impressed about the
high position which India had come to occupy in the countries of
the world in the years after independence, primarily because of
the politics fashioned and pursued by J awaharlal Nehru.
0

When it be come cL; ar both to Washington and Beijing
that India would continue to follow the politics of Jawaharlal
Nehru under the le aaership of Indira Gandhi, the two countries
started exploring the.means to·make Pakistan stronger through en-
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hanced supply

~f

armsu

They did not, howaver, take into. consideration certain peculiar characteristics of the Indian political poyche, the
Chief among them being that Indian people had wrested political
freedom from an imperial power which one time boasted of the sun
never setting on its empire.

Neither Beijing nor 1/'l?.shington appe a-

red to be aware of the inner .vitality of the Indian people which
distinguishes them from other people in this -region.
policy is not

The Indian

based on the private opinions of certain leaders

or predilections of the elite.

The Socio-economic movc?ment which

the architect of the Inriian nation, Jawaharlal Nehru, had set
immotion was and continues to be securely founded on the strength
of

P~blic

opinion.

What

happen~d

after these moves by Washington

Bei<Jing was the obvious and the expectedo

The Indian Public opi-

nion which has always been robustly dedicated to democracy and socialism did not fail to see that India's soveraignty was being
undermined and her

principles compromised.

Prime Minister Indira

Gandhi was quick to realise these pressures had to be resisted in
the larger national interest; and with this began a new phase of
India 8 s relations with the socialist countries and particularly
with the Soviet Uniono

Thus by the end of the 1966 9 base 0f

Indi·a• s relations with the socialist countries had became wider
and firmer.
In 1967, Mrs. Gandhi decided to pay a goodwill
visit to Moscow and participate in the 50th anniversary of tre
October Revoh.ttiono On Novemeer 7, 1967 Iwlira Gandhi p articip a-

2G8
ted as a special-guest in the 5oth anniversary celebrations in Moscow.
ln her appro-:ach to Indo- Soviet friendship, she did
not drift away from her father's path and tried to augment the scope
and broaden the area of friendship.
achievements •.

Mrs. Gandhi too was

Nehru had all praise for
equ.:~lly

impr2ssed<)

-SJvi~t

One can find

tellimg coincidence in thoughts of the f2:ther and the daughter. The
following excerpts shall illustrate the point better.

In reply to

a question Nehru once said:
"We have tried to learn and will continue to learn
from what has been to learn and will continue to learn from 'What
has b~en done in other countries, notably the Soviet Union. You have
~lllifaHIZf

referred to the friendship between India and the Soviet

Union inspite of somewhat differing social structures.
true ••

o ••••••••••••• •

That is

VJe have a sensation of following perhaps a

somewhat different path to the same goal 11 but the basic thing is
the regard for each other, for each other's int,")grity of outlook
( 11)

and friendshllp.

That broadly is the goal we strive for".

Subse-

quent events preved that this friendship v1as really a factor to be
reckoned with in international lifeo
Another opportunity to further cement the friendship between the two countries was provided by premier Kosygin's
visit to India in the last week of January 1968..
at one of the

f~nctions

held

~n

Welcoming Kosygin

his honour, Indira Gandhi said :

"The developing friendship between the -SJviet Union and India is a
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good example of international cooperation.

It has been of mutual

benefit and it has helped freedom and peace".

Referring to the

growing economic cooperation between the two countries, she added
"The pat tern of this economic cooperation consisting of credits,
material and technical assistance, and incre 0sing stress on trade
( 12)
has pioneered a new trend in international economic relation"-.
In his reply,.Kosygin declared, "The present international situation persistently eemands from all, who cherish peach

~gxs~~~~it'

and security of peoples, to take united action aimed at combatting
aggressive forces of imperialism and colonialism.'1
value of the Tashkent

~greement,

Stressing the

he observed :-

••••• We, like al1 the friends of India and Pakistan,
would like to see Hindu stan as a region of stable peace, a region
where the foundations of friendly cooperation between India and
( 13)
Pakistan could be laid.
The President of Pakistan !;yub Khan visited the Moscow in September 1967Q

At a Kremlin dinner on 25 september, he

indirectly referred. to India and complained to his host that a
lll~H~tlJtXr«f~~H~x:t~xlf1alXli'!Xll'l~~xE~Dil

iR~

indiscrimir:::o te increase in armr:r-

ments and the growing military imbalence in the sub- continent was
also a danger",

he asked for bringing an immediate end to the arms

race in the Indo-Pak sub-continent..
biggest supplier of

x~mx

Since the Soviet Union was the

arms to India,

~yub

tried his best to im-

press upon his hosts the need to give further proof of his country• s
independent attitude towards
proved fruitful.

W;:~shington.

Ayub' s visit to tr.e U S.Sl

In the economic field he succeeded in getting the
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extension of Soviet assistance upto 1975.

He succeeded in persua-

ding premier Kosygin to pay an official visit to Pakistan, an invi
-tation which had been pending since April 196':>'i

The Soviet Prime

Minister 'Jisited, the capital of Pakistan 17-20 A.pril, 1968. From
all available accounts it seems that Kosygins visit proved a prelude to another break-through in Soviet Pak r'3lations..

On an· invi-

tation from the Soviet Government, a high pO\ver military delegation of Pakistan led by the commander in Chief General

a. ..

lv~.

Yah ya

Khan visited Moscow on 28 June 1968.and held discussion with the
( 14)
Sslviet Defence Minister, Marshal t\ndrei Grechke.
The above
development in relations between Pakistan and the
vi9wed in India with some anxiety.

ussq

were being

The Government of India had

been cautiously watching these moves for more than three years.
0

Soviet readiness to supply arms to Pakistan was conveyed to the
Government of India tr.rough letter of :::Oviet Premier, which •.·.ras
handed over to Prime Minister Indira Gandhi by the Soviet charge
affairs in New Delhi, Nikelai Sffiirov.
President Zakir Hussain used his visit to tr.e Soviet
Union (B-18 July) for conveying the Government of Indiaw s approhensions over the arms deal with Pakistan to the Soviet leaderhip.
Soviet policy behind the supply of arms to Pakistan
was in fact an important part of Moscow general policy of weakening
the varidus military pacts framed by the i"lest to encircle tr.e USS1.
To some extent, the Soviets had succeeded in '1/1.112akening the NA.TO
by opening several new lai:Si% vist;:;s in their relations with France
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and West Germany •• •••••• Moscow thus decided to sign an arms agreement with Pakist'an with the limited

O~Jjective

of disengaging her

'

from the West and China.
SOviet

agreemen~

to sell some non-letr.al arms to

p akistant \"'hich had little significance in military termst should
not be construed as any cooling-off in Indo- &>viet relations..

New

Delhi had not· lost its importance in the eyes of Moscow., The element of inter dependence in Indo- Soviet relations had rather incre.ased further in view of China's strained relations with Both these
( 15)
countries.
However, it soon bee arne known that the sale of
Soviet arms was' intended 'to be no more than a gesture and was not
going to be any large scale.,

Besides, it was· also learnt that,

while developing friendly relations with Pakistan, the Soviet Union
had throughout made it clear that this would not in way affect her
close friendship with India,

that she had absolutely no interest in

' fomenting India-Pakistan strife and that, on the contrary, she was
deeply interested in fostering cooperation

betw~en

the two countries.

The mild sterrn that raged over the sale of Soviet Union arms to
Pakistan, thereforeP passed away without affecting Indo-Soviet relations.
Towards the end of October 1968, Defence Minister
Sardar 9Naran Singh visited Moscow for eight days and held important
discussions with' top Soviet leaderso

In an interview, he obse:-ved,

· "The politics of the two countries in vi tal fields continue t.:> remain unchanged and this matter was highlighted in tha course of the
1

exchange of views".

On his part, Soviet Defence MinisbO!r t'mdrei

2'12
Grechko declared in a banquet speech, "Indo-Sc,viet friendship is
unshakable and nothing will be allowed to cast the slightest doubt
on

it'~.,

9.Yaran Singh thus returned home wi tb

assur~nce

s from the

highest Soviet autherities that the Military balance in the sub-continent shall not be tilted against New Delhi, the Soviet won't
allow their arms to be used against India by Pakistan and that bil.:rteral solution of the existing disputes betv.reen India and Pakistan
sub-continent~

alone could ensure peace in the

The Soviet leaders

promised India further economic assistance and offered to augment
( 16)

her defence capability as v.rell.
This is clearly illustrate~, by the joint co~nunique
issued on September 17, 1969 at the end of the visit of Dinesh Singh,
then ·India's Minister of external affairs, tc the &Jvie t Union, "The
tvm sides, said the communique "recognise the need for furtr,er exp ansion of the contacts and ties and exchange of viev,.rs
US~

bet'IJI~een

the

and India at various levels and stressed their importance for

a deeper understanding and trust between the Government and peoples
of the two countries.

The communique also contained a blueprint

for a security system for Asia.

This was perhaps an elucidation of

the idea of collective security in Asia advanced by the General
Secretary of the eommunist party of the Soviet Union,

L~onoid

Brezh-

nev at the international conference of communist and WQrker 9 s parties held in Moscow in June 1969, when be had declared : "We are
of the opinion that the course of events is also putting on the
agenda the task of creating of a system of collective securi-ty in
( 17)
Asia. r.
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While maintaining close relations wiU. ·India and
Pakistan, the &>viet very carefully steered clear of any involvement
in the internal disputes of this region()

There was

th~s

a remarkable

contrast in S::lviet attitude towards the Indian sub-continent and the
attitude of peking as well as of the West towards this region.

While

China and the West played on the mutual .differences between India and
Pakistan in order to gain a strong foot hold in thts region, the
Soviet Union scrupulously avoided this course, tried her

b1?

st to nor-

malise relations between India and Pakistan and thus largely succeeded
in v.'inning the confidence and respect of both these countries. ·
The Soviet premier Kosygin visited Pakistan in May 1969,
and the president of Pakistan Yahya Khan visited Moscow in June 1970,
and made a joint communique from the Soviet sir:e, which expressed the
hope that a solution of Indo-pak problems in the Tashkent ,:::Pirit would
be in the "vital interest of the peoples of Pakistan and India and in
( 18) .
the interest of peace in the whole world and in that area"o
Tlle visit of president V.V~ Giri to the 2oviet Union in
September 1970 was another

in~ortant

link in Chain of continuing ex-

change of visits by the leads of State and Government of the two countries"

In this speeches the bead of the Indian State under lined the

close relationship between India and the Soviet Union in various field.
At the lunch on given in his honour by the President of the Supreme
0

Soviet of the USSRv on 23 September, he declared ; "Our political relationship has proqre ssed from the days of distant acquaintance to one
of intimate confidence and active cooperation".

Giri also paid glowing
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tributes to V.I. Lenin, whose birth centenary was

bai~g ~mil~

cele-

brated that year :
"I am particularly hapoy to be in the ::i)viet Union",
he observed, "in the centenary year of Great Lenin for whom our poeple have the highest regard.

Lenin was one of these

great~

spirits

who gave to the world a new message of equally and social justice
and also influenced our own struggle for freedom from the colonial

( 19)

rule."
Political scene in the two major countries of &:>utb
Asia, India and Pakistan, started changing fest with the urtfolding
of the year 197lo

In India the remarkable victory of the INC in

the snap polls, held in March 1971, brought an end to political
instability pre..., ailing in the country since the congress split of
1969.

With the installation of a strong government at the centre,

the Indian political scene underwent a sea-changeo
In contrast to the Indian situation, Pakistan presented a ratr.er .complex scenarie as a consequence of the breakdown of
neogi tations between Sheikh Mujibur Rahaman, leader of the

.~wami

League 9 and A.ga Mohammed Yahya Khan, the President of Pakistan. In
the elections held in Pakistan on the basis of Universal suffrage
on 7 December 1970, the Awami League emerged as the largest single
political party having secured 167 out of .169 seats allotted to
East

~akistan

in a house of 313

members~

Naturally, the Awami

League asked for the transfer of power te tr.e duly elected representatives, they demanded provincial autonomy in a loose federative
frame work.

This was followed by several rounds of talks among
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.o

Mujib, Bhutto and Yahya, who finally agreed on 13 February 1971 to
the convening of the session of the National 1\ssembly on 3 March.
On 28 February Bhutto demanded immediate postponnement of the
Assembly session.

On 1 March, in collusion with But\·.o, Yabya Khan

postponed the national ~~·ssembl y sine die on the pret.?xt of giving
time to the two parties to reach an agreement.
was quickly followed by mass demonstrations.

Yahya' s announcement
The Martial Law

administration ordered violet shootings in Dacca and in other pl ac!3 s,
where insurgency was ground.

At this critical juncture, when the

whole of East Pakistan was simmering with revolt and Dacca was submerged in a blood bath, Ry:xtklllx'R

on

3ro

March Mujilb declined to

attend the round table talks proposed by the President.

Yahya Khan

declared on 6 March that he had ·summened the national Assembly on
25 Marcho

On 7 March, Mujib reacted sharply and qave a call for

civil disobedience.
Martial

L~v

In retaliation, Islamabad issued series of

orders against Mujibs

directives~

On 22 March Yahya

decided to postpone the meeting of the national
assigning any valid ground.
tratalt'~

~ssembly

without

By order of the Martial Law adrninis-

1\wami League was pre scribed.

Sheikh Mu[}lib was arre st·:=d.

Military crack down in East Pakistan led to refuges influx into the
( 20)

neighbouring states of Indiao

The

settl(~ment

of this issue by

fulfilling the wishes of the people of Bangladesh bee arne an article
of faith with India.

Thera was widespread. sympathy in India for

·the brave struggle for freedom going on in Bangladesh and help was
flowing to the freedom fighte-rs

on a wide scale o

The rulers and the <=lit·= of West Pakistan,

inst~ad

of
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opening talks with the elected representatives of Bangladesh, wer9
blaming all their troubles on IndiaQ

Behind 'Nest Pakistan stood

China, which kept on warning the Indian l•3aclership of dangerous
consequence of what it chose to describe as "Indian interfer~nce in
the internal affairs of Pakistan" o

Though the world press publi~

shed harrowing details of atrocitL.?s perpetrat·ed by the West Pakistan military personnel in Bangladesh, and world opinion sympathesed with the miserable blight of the refugees, - The

~Jv

SoGovernment

refused to withdraw its support to its favourite Pakistany military
generals who

lt~X

were rulling the reost"

Even tho·Jght it publicly

declared the cancellation of Military assistance, the US government
actually continued sending to ?akistan all manner of assiscante.
Both the United states and China seemed determined to st :md by the
military regime in West Pakistan reqardless of the policy it pursued.
In that difficult hou:r the Sovi•3t Union w2s only
great power which came forward with a clear-cut s':and on the tragic
situation in the sub-continent.

This is cle .:Jr from president

podgorny's letter to Genaral Yahya Khan dated

~pril

2, 1971, presi-

dent padgorny urged the Pakistani Rule.r to step bloodshed and for
a peaceful settlement of the complex preblems which the people of
Pakistan were facing.,

H,3 expressed the conce:rn of the Soviet peo-

ple at the arrest and persecution of Mujibar Raharnan and othe.r politician, who had received such overwhelming support of the population of

aaat

~akistan

at the recent general elections.

The elements in .5.Jviet policy tovtards the rapidly
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unfolding dramatic developments in East Bengal could be indentifiad
as follows:
1) Gradual awareness of the massively popular revolt
in East Bengal and increasing sympathy fur it in the face of Pakistani military regime's policy of indiscriminate relationsQand massacres laading to larqe scale exodus into India.
2) Unmistakable s~~athy for India in the crisis and
the desire to help her meet the

crisis~

3) The anxiety about the danger of a bigger conflagra
-tion involving big powers, and therS!fore, tLe need for caution and
discretion, particularly in view of the knovdedqe of a Sino- US line
up behind Pakistan
4) rmd yet the need and willingness to backup India
against pressure and possible blackmail from Washington and Peking.
lvbscow' s policy evolved within these perimeters but
the tilt towards India was as app-?rent as the US tilt tovvards Pc:Jkistan.

Moscow had already abandoned the attempt at simultaneo.Js

friendship with India and ? akistan and had decided to support
. India's stand point although with as much caution and care as po ssi( 21)
ble under the circumstances.
lfor India the situation w:ns takirg
By August nearly 10 million had fled to India ..
suppressed by a region of

ter:.~or,

an eminous turn.

A mass upsurge,

turned into guerilla resistance

and the formation of a liberation army (Mukti Bahini) ..

A.s tl:e
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clouds of war thickened, So vi~ t support to India bee arne more pronounced~

India was looking for security ag 3inst joint pre ssu:-e of

USA and China. "fhe stage wa:3 set for a closer r8lation.

s.~rdar

9.'Jaran

Singh, visited lvloscow fo"!:' an axchange of views with the Soviet Union.
The joint communique issued at tLe end of tLe Indian foreign minister' s lv\oscow visit significantly stated the decision of the tv:o sides
to remain t~Xl:lllm~i~ in touch with each o"ti1er in view of "the serio:Js
-ness of the situation".

It also called for "immediate measur~s

should be taken in West Pakistan for the stoppage of refugees and
for their earliest return home under conditions of security".
The Gove-rnment of India, undi3r the courageous and wise
leadership of Indira Gandhi, decided that for safeguarding India's
security and P'?ace in the sub-continent in the: pre'Jailing circumstances, it was desirable to forge still closer ties with the Soviet
Union.
In August, the :Soviet fore

i~n

minister

.~~,ndre

c rJme to New Delr.i and was given protoc al bre 2king v:e lcome.
Prime Minister ho">ted u dinner for him, a
visit

v.;~s

being upstagedo

cl~·ar

i Gromyke
The

indicntion tr at the

The reason became obvio!Js soon thereafter.

Gromyko signed with Indian foreign minister S.varan Singh a treaty of
peace, friendship and cooperation, the first of its kind that India
had signed.
The treaty lent c new dimension tc the Indo- Soviet
relationship wherein Soviet backing came to be crucial for warding
off the most serious threat to India's integrity and socio-economic
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policy.

For the first time So\Jiet friendship's bearing on the funda-

mental national interests of India seeped down in mass consciousness.
No ideological justifications were needed.
&>viet backing of New Delhi's position on Bangladesh
was of critical importance for India, confronted as it was with the
combined opposition of US!l. and China v1ho along with Pakistan were
striving to evolve a new equation in

~sia

for

themselves~

It has

been suggested by mar:y commentators that Moscow was actually buying
moderation through the treaty and through general support to India,
rather than encouraging India to act hastily in resolving the crisis
created by the Pakistani-ruling circ1es.
Henceforth, Indo- Soviet friendship accuired a nev:
thrust and enriehed itself as an impo:-tant factor in internationol
life.

.!!...s Gromyko put it "from til<:! time the treaty has been signed

only a few days bave pas sed, but tr1e thread 5 of thi 5 treaty have entered into the fabric of international relc:,tions as an important subject.

No one, henceforth, can make his policy into
( 22)

accoun~

this

treaty.
The Indo- Soviet Tr::: aty, contracted for a period of
twenty

yr~ars.,

has a praamble and twelve

articles~

(XI-XII) are related to procer:1 ural matters.

Two articles

The first four articles

and the pre amble deal with general matters of mutual and intern at ion al
importance.

Articles VI refers to economic coopeTation and artic}e

VII is related to the expansion of cultural iie s tklll b-::?tween the two
signatories.
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Under article IV, Ind_ia has expressed respect f.or
the peace-loving policy of the Soviet Union and the l at te r for
India's policy of non-Alignment, reaffirming that "t;·,is policy
constitutes an important factor in tr.e maintenance of universal
peace and international security and in U:e lessening of tensions
in the world o
Articles VIII to X deal with cooperation between the
two countries in the fields of defence and· security.

Under r,rticle

VIII, each of the two countries binds itself not tc enter or participate in any military a1Jic:1nce directed against the other party,
to abstain from any aggression against the other party and to prevent the use of its territory for the commission of any act which
might inflict military damage on the other partyo

Article IX binds

each party to abstain. from providing any assistance to any third
party that neg ages in armed conflict with the other party.

It

0

further provides that in the event of either country being

:s~~~e~ta

subjected to an attack on threat thereof, both the countries,

~:&~~

"shall irrunediately enter into mutual consultations in order to
remove such threat and to take appropriate effective measure
ensure peace and the security of their countri2s"..

to

Under Article

X, each country solemnly decl2res that it shall not enter into any
obligation, secret or public with one or
inco~atible

with the treuty or cause

mor~

states, which may be

mi~itary

damage tc tr_e other

country.
Article XI provides that the ouration of tLe treaty
will be 20 years.

It will be automatically

2

xte nded to e.ach
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·successive period of five years unless either party declares its
desire to terminate it by giving notice to the other party tv..relve
--

months prior to the expiry of the treaty.

1\rticle XII, the lost

!article, proviees that if ever any difference arises regarding the
interpretation of any part of the treaty, it will be settled bilaterally by peaceful means in a spirit of mutual respect and understandingo
"There are momentous events in relc:tions between

states~~ - remarked Groq~yko at the signing- ceremony, "which coiTe as
fruits of dozens of years prepared by the previous development of
-these relations.

The treaty of peace, friendship and cooperation

which has just been signed is one such mcist
the Soviet Union and India".

~eaking

day 9 9Naran Singh-describe it as

11

irr~orta0t

land mark for

in the Lok Sabha on the same

a treaty ~f peace against war" and
0

observes:- The treaty will,

V.Je

are convinced,· provide a stabi1ising

factor in favour of peace, security and d~:Jeloprnent not only. of our
. ( 23)
two countries, but the region as a whole'·' •·
There is no truth in the corl;tention that the Indm·-:-:

Soviet treaty debarred India from taking ·an· independent stand in the
field of foreign policyo

Various foreign policy decisions of the

Government of India in the QOst treaty period speak elequently of its
'independent courseo

India has consistently worked for the aim of

making the Indian ocean a Zone of peace.
sabotaged -t;hese efforts.

It is the US which has

_The 2oviet.s have never sought base facili-

ties from India, as a alleged

.bY. ·the

critics ·of the Treaty.

India

has not signed_the Nuclear Nqn-proliferation treaty, which enjoy the
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strong support of the Soviets.
detractors of

th~

Contrary to the apprehensions of the

treaty, Indie successfully experimented a nuclear

device for peaceful purposes.,

During the state visit of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
to Moscow, (27th.to 29th september) the Indian and Soviet leaders
got a better opportunity to discuss the complex problems arising out
of the East Pakistan's crisis.

~eaking

at a luncheen in the Krem-

lin in honour of the Indian prime Minister, '-\lexei Kosygin

decl.3red~

"To ease the sl.tuation it is necessary above all, that an opporhmity is given to the refugees of returning home, that the Pakistani
authorities give them full guarantee that they will not be persecuted~

and that they \'IFill have an opportunity of living and working
(24)

peacefully in East Pakistan".

.

In her reply to the aforesaid

banquet speech of the Soviet Premier, Indira G ''ndhi allayed all
types of misapprehensions regarding the Indo-Soviet Treaty in various quarters and expressed her full satisfaction with Soviet understanding of the grim tragedy in East Pakistan..

Mrs. Gandhi regreo

tted that the growing agony of the people of East Bengal did not
seem to have moved many governments, which appeared to have ignored
the real threat to peace and stability in Asia.

She termed the

Indo-Pak dispute an on international probl,::!m and observed that IndoSoviet cooperation was

ttnot mere 1 y an arrangement between the

government's", but "a coming together of the two gr~at and frinedly

. s"•
coun t r~e

Referring to India's fire determination fvr the mainta-

nence of peace, Mrs. Gandhi stressed,

11

the se.3rch for pc:ace calls

for determined effort, peace can not be attained by waiting and
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litp.tiH<!J hoping, but through action and pe rse ve ranee a.
, On October 1, 1971 President Podgorny arrived in
New Delhi on a visit on rotAte to the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.

Soon after his arrival, the SCbviet pras;ident called on the

president of India,

Mr~

V-.

v.

Giri who returned the call .. Later,

Mrs. Indira Gandhi called on. the Sovie:t President and exchanged
views on questions of Soviet-Indian relations and on important
inta rnational issues.

The Soviet. leader referred to the legi ti-

mate rights and interests of the people in that region and offered full Soviet cooperation to any such solution within

th~

existing

Indo- Soviet relations.
By the middle of October, Indian and ?akistani forces faced each other all along the border both in the West and the
Easto

While the united states sponsed a proposal to station UN

observers all along the border, with the main purpose of stopping
Indian assistance to the Mukti Bahini and providing security to
the Pakistani military

rec~ime

in Banglaeesh, the Sovi,3t news Agency

TASS declared in the course of a stateroont issued on October 15,
!971.: "It is clear that relaxation of the tension depends, above
0

all 11 on the settlement of the problem of East Pakistan with due
account for the inalienable
(25)
people".

ri.~hts

and legitimate int·arests of its

On October 22, 1971 Deputy Foreign Minister of the
US~,

N .. P. Firyubin, arrived in New Delhi for joint consultations

with the ministry of external affairs on question of mutual inter-
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est.

He expressed his f~Jll agre-ement·v.rith India's assessment of a

threat of at:tack from the side of Pakistan..

This was follmved by
·~ir

the arrival in New Delhi of the commander-in-Chief of the S:Jviet
force, Air. Marshal P. S. Kuttaker, on October 30..

In the beginning

of November Vo Kudryavtsev, General Secretary of the international
relations committee of the USSR. supreme Soviet, visited India.

He

reportedly observed that the crisis in East Pakistan was a liberation struggle with elements of a ciiil war ..
Incensed by the rapid advance of the Mukti Bahini
inside Bangladesh and drawing encouragement from :\merican and
Chinese· attitudes, Pakistan bombed several Indian airfields simultaneously at about 6 P.M. on Pecember
·by a declaration. of. war against India.

3~

1971 and followed this up
India, of course, took the

challenge and a general war between the two countries started.
On 3, December in a hurriedly summoned secret meeting
of the WS.~ (Washington ~)ecial Ll.ction ~roup) in the situation Room
of the White House

P

which was attended by the top officials of the

CIA, department of State and

Df-J

fence and chairman of the joint

chiefs of staff,· Kissinger disclosed that he was "getting hell ~,gen~':rv
every half- hour from the president "that the USA was "not being
taugh enough on India".

He expressed the president's desire "to

tilt in favour of Pakistan 11 •

'\t the meeting of 'the United N;)tions

Security Council on D.ecember 4, when the US delegate held India
responsible for

tl~

out break of the war, sponsored a resolution

calling for immediate cease-fire and f.::;r withdrawal of forces, and
wanted that it be voted upon immediately.

The .5:>viet delegate Yakov
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Malik, s-trongly pleaded for a representative of Bangladesh being
heard by the. council.

~eaking

later on the resolution sponsored by

:the United States, he squ3rely put the responsibility for tLe confli"ct in B ~nglade sh on the policies and actions of the Government of
Pakistan.
China's reaction was similar to that of the US.<\. On
4 December, itself, acting foreign minister

Chipeng-Fei outrightly·
( 26)
condemned. India for her "armed aggression ag ain:3t P aki stan .. 11
The Soviet Union stoutly up hold this stand in all
~ubse

quent

r

discussions in the United Nations, as will be

cl,~

ar from

a perusal of. the speeches of its rdpresentative, Yakov Malik, in the
Security Council on December 4, 5 and 65

When the United States and

China turned a deaf ear to his arquments and pressed on with their
resolutions the Soviet Union foiled their g arne by vetoing their two
successive resolutions on December 5o

Th,Parted in the Security Coun-

cil, the United Stat·=s took the issue to the General .t\ssembly 9 in
spite of the opposition of the 3oyiet Union..

In the de bate which

took place there on December 7, the Soviet representAtive reiterated
his position and strongly opposed the resolution supported by the
United States and China, which called for a ce c.:se fire and for wi tr~
drawal· of forces..

The S,vie t representative moved a resolution of

his own calling for both cease fire and political settlement in East
Bengal.

When the matter again

can~e

up in

tr~e

security council on

aecember 12, the Soviet Union continued taking its principled stand.
On that day and on the following days the 2ovie t repre sentatl.ve spoke
several times stating his point of view.

He

o~)ain

vetoed on US
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backed resolution, thus finally foiling the lEttter' s design of using
the security Council against the interests of India ..
1;\'hile the struggle in the United Nations was qoing
on, the United State took other steps to thr<:atened India.

She

declared the suspension of economic aid· to India and ordered a task
force of its. seventh fleet, headed oy the nuclear powe-red aircraft
carrier, USS Enterprise, to move towards the Day of Ben(1.alr;l Simultaneously, the presence of a &>viet fleet in tLe are a proved to be
a deterrent tc. the aggressive moves on the US.

As the threat of

widening of tLe iRaici India-Pakistan conflict increased, ste·p s were
taken to ensure the continuation· of high-level consultations between
0

Indian and S::lviet Governments.,· D. P .. Dhar, Chairman of the policy
planning Committee of the Indian Ministry of External t\ffairs, who
had played a key role in the negotiations leading to the signing of
the Indo- Soviet; Treaty, flew to lv'1oscow and the first Deputy Foreign
lvlinister of the &:>viet Union, Kuznetsov, arrived in New Delhio
The cool and determined leadership of Indira Gandhi,
backed by the unflinching devotion of tr.e Indi.:m arrned forces and by
the United will of Indian people, saw the country through tLe crisiso

On December 6, she announced the Govern111ent of India's form21l

recognition of the people 1 s Republic of Banglacie sb..

While the U SS

E.nte rprise was continuing to proceed toward,s Bangladesh, tb.e Indian
and Bangladesh armed forces closed' in on Dr-jcca from all sides and
the Pakistani forces surrendered to them on December
sovereign Nation of Bangladesh was nm'.' a reality

anr~

16~

The nev.r

tr:e refugees
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could safely return home in dignity and honour as stipulc:ted by
India and the &:>viet Union.

H~ving

no desire unnecessarily to pro-

long the war or to destroy West Pakistan, the Government of India,
within hours of the surrender of the West Pakistani forces in B"'ngladesh, announced an unilateral cease-fire on tr,e Western front
which with Pakistan's acceptance,

becan~

effective from

December

17, even after the cease-fire, the Soviet Unicn die:! not lot•.Br its
guard and continued to support India in her efforts to safe guard
peace in the 5.Jb-c6ntinent.
On January 25, 1972, the Soviet Union recognised
.

Bangladesh.,

.1\t the same time, the USSR. has made it clear

~hat

she

'does not harbour any enemity towards Pakistan and would like the
latter to live in peace and cooperation with its neighboursQ

The

USSR is opposed to any external interference in the affairs of the

Indian sub-continent and wants its countries to sort out their
differences among themselves, on the basis of the recognition of
the existing political realities.

This was

form~lly

affirmed in

the joint Indo- Soviet statement issued in Moscow on A.pril 6, 1972
( 27)
at the end of the ·visit of FOJreign Minister Stvaran Singh.
The Indo-Soviev treaty has, thus fully vindicated
its role as a· pillar or' peace in South ll.siao

It has rn,:Jde a signi-

ficant contribution towards the end of tyranny and oppression in
Balgladesh and the emergence of a new naticjn- the eighth larr;,est
in the World.· .l\t lhhe sametime, it has also helped to plc.ce severe
limits on the role of certain powers in the sub-continent, there
being the very powers which have been interested in putting one
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part of it against another.

Nevertheless, it was·in this period that the forces
of cold war,

t~nsion

and aggression had been pushed back.

The inter

-national situation had taken a turn from cold war to detents, from
confrontation tp co-operation.

The climate of detene, which re sul-

ted from the principles of peaceful co-existence and international
co-operation enabled India to further strengthen its relations with
the socialist countries, particularly with the Soviet Union, and
continue her efforts to become self-reliant.
L. I. Brezhnevs visit to India on 26-30 November
1973 was an important land mark in Indo-· &>viet relations..

In the

course of his' visit among the important documents 'wvhich were signed
bet~een

the two countries were ; an agreement on the further deve-

lopment of economic and trade- co-ope rtion between the two countries
and a precocal which mappedout a series of concrete steps to lbe
taken for the implementation of this agreement.

In a public meeting

at the Redfort on 'Z7 November, Brezhnev stressed that "we will stay
togetr.er with you in day's

of joy and in day's of trials", Mrs.

Gandhi responded by saying that "heeding the voice of a friend in
distress or danger and sympathising with and helping him on such an
.

occasion is the measure of friendship.
but many a time

oooo . .

~

You have done this not once

uu.The sympathy and help we received from you
.

(28)

during the last two or three years are most fresh in our memory".
Mrs. Gandhi's attitude towards the .&>viet Union was
certainly motivated by compelling needs ·of India, and if good rela-
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tionship is now well established and maintained, it is because of
the reciprocal attitude of the top political leaders of both countries who are conscious of the need

~xx

to make IndLJ stronger. The

Soviets want to see India grow stronger, and on her part
Gandhi too wanted a strong and stable Indi3..
has occupied a

pr~minent

This

Mrs"

r~lationship

position in the foreign policy of both

the countries and is acquiring greater importance with

eve~y

pas~

ing year.
~e

aking at the 25th congress of the CP SJ (February

1976) President Brezhnev asserted that our relation's "ar.e continuing to expand.

In both our countries S..'"Jviet ~s

has become a deep rooted popular tradition.

Indi3n friendship
:t~i!x

a ra s·.1lt of

the recent negotiations in Delhi with Prime Minister Indira

GAnd~i

and other Indian leaders, the antire range of Soviet-Indi3n rel3t ions has advanced subst anti ally further.

Joint action with peace-

ful and independant India will continue t:J be one
( 29)
are as of Soviet foreign policy".

::::>

f the important

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi visited u.oscm•t on 8-13
June 1976.

In a dinner speech at the presidium of tha

Soviet of the

USSR~

Supr~me

Brezhnev focussed his attention on three

points- on his earlier proposal of collective security in /\sia,
the issue of Indian ocean and the internal situation in India.
Indira Gandhi observed that Asia was in urgent need
of an atmosphera of sympathy end cooperation..
Soviet de si:-e for friendly

r~ 1

ll.ppreciation the

ations among countrie.s of fisi a based
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on peaceful cooperation, mutual understanding and good-neighourly
'

relations,

~he

stated that "the Soviet Union was not

power but a po'Arer with a large Asian contingent'vo

on~y::~great

nBoth of our

countries therefore share an interest in strengthening stability
and harmony· in 1\sia, "she declared o

She said that the Indian

people valued the understanding shown to India by the &>viet leade!'ship in the most difficult moments.

Indira Gandhi's visit to Moscow

took place at a time when New D.elhi was trying to mend fences with
i

peking after resto.ring ambassadorial relations witb China.

A.t lbhe

time ·of her visit to the &>viet CapitalS> the climate of detente had
pervaded Soviet relations with Europe and the U.SQ Sino-.1\merican
~~~~5d~~li:i

relations had reached ari all tim·~ high.

with Washington had also tremendously improved..

Soviet relations

This visit enabled

Mrs.

Gandhi to express her views on some import.3nt matters in which
. .
( 30>)
India was vitally interested.
Examined in the light of the bila1
I

teral negotiations held in Moscow on matters of mutual int·3rest and
on several important international iss1,.1es,
visit was a remarkabl13 success.
i

•

Indira Gandhi 1 s Moscow

The USSR. re-affirmed her suooort ·
•

to ·the principle of non- alignement in the joimt communique o

'

It was

a befitting g,esture to the forth coming non-aligned summit at
Colombo..

The choice of Moscow, for the Indian Prime Minist•3r' s first

visit abroad after the preclarnation of emergency in the country was
a

s~gn

of closer ties between these two countries.

· n-IE

SJVIET

UNION

THE

AND

NE\-V

GOVERt'JM~T

IN

INOlA

The. Jan at a Party came to power in March 1977 after
the Sixth Lok Sabha Election which. reduced the Congress Party led
by Indira Gandhi to a minority for the first time since independence,

This created an entirely New situation because it opened

up a nev.r phase in Indiat s post independence political system.

But

.i

shrewed and. sophisticated as the Soviet experts on India are they
kept their ;opinions open.
The manifesto of the janata Party 1Nas ncommitted
to :genuine non- alignment free from attachment to any power block".
In the election campaign, the different constituent units of the
J an.ata Party alleged "definite foreign interference" during mx:

eroorgency.

The president of the

J~nata

Party, Morarji Desai had

'

openly criticised the Indo- Soviet Treaty in his election campaign
and declared that if his pa rty come to power, the treaty •.vill auto1

.

mati,cally go.· A.tal Behari Vajpayee had also expressed similar
views in an election meeting on 4 March.

On 25 Ii1arch, Izvestia

published in detail the Bio-data of Morarji Desai, the New Prime
Minister.

Reference to Desai's participation in the non-coopera-

tion movement 9 his role in the freedom struggle and association
with Mahatma Gandhi and his later

~olitical

caraar was made.

On

the same day S:Jviet Prime Minister Kosygin sent a telegram of
Congratulations to Morarji Desai.

He expressed the confidence

that "the traditional relations of friendship and all round cooperation between the Sovi•3t Union and India vJOuld further strengthen
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and develop in the interest of the peoples of both these countries,
the cause of strengthening peace and internatlbonal security.
his reply to prime minister Kosygin

con~ratual2tory

In

message,Desai
'1.

wrote,

11

I share your conviction that the re latiions of traditional

friendship and cooperation
between our two countries will continue
.
.0
to flourish in the interests of our peoples, international peace
and understanding" - The Indo- Soviet relations during the Janata
phase thus started on a happy note.

Expressing his gratitude for

congrat.ulations received from Soviet FoiO'eign Minister Gromyko,
Va.1payee the Foreign Minister of India expressed the hope that
India's traditional relations of friendly cooperation with the
Soviet Union would further develop for mutual understanding and
( 31)
international peace.
It was in this atmosphere of mutual good-'Nill and
understanding that Soviet foreign minister Gromykovs visit to New
Delhi took pla,ce on 25 April o

Gromyko was the first diqni tarv of

any foreign country to visit New Delhi after the advent of Janata
to Power.

Gromyko 9 s visit to New Delhi

lUIX>'JD:t

aug red well for the

furtherance of relations between India and the Us~ •
.....

On 21-27 .October 1977 Prime Ministe-r Desai visited
the Soviet Union.

In the joint declaration by Prime Minister Desai

and L.I. Brezhnev, President of the

SJpre~zy3

Soviet of the USSR, both

sir:ie s expressed "their satisfaction with the development of the
re.lations of traditional friendship and cooperation betVtJeen India
and bhe USSR in the

s~irit

of Treaty of peace, friendship and co-
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( 32)

operation

oo . . . . . .

which reliably serves the interests of Indiao 11

Prime Minister Desai remarked that their J:-elationship was not based
either on personalities or on ideologies but on the foundation of
equality.

He acltnowledged with gratitude the consistent support

extended by the Soviet Union to India on questions of vital concarn
to her9

Soviet economic assistance to India helped her to advance

towards economic

self-reliance~>

Indo- Soviet relations had stood the

test of ·time, he added.
Another significant development which took place during

the three-year rule of the non-congra ss ( 1) Gow-rnment at the Centre
was that in March, 1979, Soviet pl.""emier Kosygin visited
result of this visit a long

te~

IndL~o

i\s a

programme for economic, trade and

scientific and technical cooperation for lG-15 years along with a
number of other agreements was

sign~d.

n-IE RETURN OF MRS. SIINOHI

In January 1980 the wotld's largest democratic elections returned

Mrs~

Indira Gandhi

to

the position of P ri~ Mini st\~r

of India by as •ax decisive a vote as that which had swept her out
of

p~wer

in March 1977 ~

~xf

When Indira G endhi l"'Etturned -to powi:H in

January l9BOf the international situation was turbulento

The goveern-

ment of India under the leadership bf Indira Gandhi took a more realistic stand on Soviet action in :\fghasistan"' The position India
whould take in the United nations General 7\ssernbl y de bate on the
subject, was seplout in Nnaassador

Brij,~sh

Mishra' s brief speech of
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10 January l980o

India stood out as the only major Asian non-

alignment state which did not condemn the Soviet

Union~

and which

apparently accepted as sincere Soviet assurances of its intent to
move out troops when ever asked to do so by the Afghan Government
of Babrak Karmal.
Despite abundant evidence of strain and differences

of opinion between New Delhi and Moscow on the subject of Afghanistan in 1980-81, the Soviet Union remained a control priority in
( 33)

Indira Gandhi's foreign policy.

Mrs" 3 andhi had to carry a

united non-aligned movement with her positione

And it was. obvious

that both India and the USffi viewed the Afghan situation from their
own angles and point of view.

Naturally therefore they came to

have some differing perceptions of this issue•

But in spite of

their varying approaches to a conmon problem, both of these countries agreed to the point that complete military disengagement in
Afghanisatan from all the aides was an essential prelude to a

negotiated political settlement which could be arrived at through
collective efforts on regional basisa

Soviet foreign Minister Gromyko visited New Delhi
12-14 February 1980 with a view to appraising the Indian leaders
of Moscow's stand on the Afghan issue and enlisting New Delhi's
support for diffusing the
action in

~fghanistan

Soviet-~fghane

crisis~

Mr. G:romyko justified Moscow• s

on the ground of its obligations under the

Treaty of

1978~

for her peace loving policy.

He paid rich tributes to India

He called for evolving a common

Indo-Soviet approach against Sino-Pak-US collusion in his part of
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the world.
India's stand on Soviet action in Afghanistan was
reiterated on several occasions by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
herself.

In an interview published in a

Jl•~

Paris daily on 3 March,

and reported by the Indian prass, she said that at a moment when
the national intera sts of the Soviet Union were "at stake" &nd
when the Afghan rebels wera being armed by West-backed pakistan,
the Soviets did not have any other alternative than to intervence.

"One of the

real reasons for the crisis is the rapporoachment

between China and the US against the Soviet Union which feels en( 34)

circled" - Mrs.

Gandhi added.
The Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev's visit to

India on 8-lt

Decembrr 1980 offend opportunities to the leaders

of both the countries for direct talks on matters of bilateral
importance·~

Mrs. Gandhi in her remarks at a

ded the Leonid Brezhnev in. Delhi on December

civ~c ~ception acco~
9~

1960~

She said:

"Indo-- Soviet friendship is not aimed against any other country~
It is of equal iq>ortanee to both India and the Soviet Union;;; Neither country has ever so\Jght to impose its perceptions on the other ..
( 35)

Yet our agreement on vital issues outseighs divargenceo"

banquet speech, Brezhnev paid glowing

tril:l~tes

At the

to the leadership of

Indira Gandhi •the outstanding political and State figure of conte~orary

Asia," and observed .. that his country attached paramount

importance to relations with

India~

"India and the Soviet Union

have remained friends in good times and in oddp in rain and in
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( 36)

shine" he.notedo
In

~ptember

1982, the Indo- Soviet relations

~re

further strengthened and as External affairs Minister PoV:.O Narasimha Rao said "a forward movement" in the overall relations between

the two countries had taken place~

He visited the SOviet Union on

the eve 9f Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's visit to the USSR to

attend the Seventh session of the Indo- Soviet joint commi.ssion4)

0 uring this visit bilateral trade relations between the countries
ince beginning of the year wera reviewed! and steps outlined to
5
ensure steady growth rate for the remainder of the year.

This is itself is a clear manifestation of the fact
0

that on all major issues of international importance, India and the
Soviet Union have not only identical viaws but also offer almost

identical solutions.

This naturally reinforces the conclusion that

IndO>- 9Jv1et friendship has now acq•.Jired an international significance and is no more confined to the field of bilateral relations

and bilateral

co-operation~

Mrs·• Gandhi made her last official visit to the
uS~

on Septembez 20, 1982, for about a we ako

There were bril!lf

visits later for the funerals of Brezhnev and A.ndreopov during
which she had very little official talks with the &>viet Union• s
Le aderso

But the 1962 visit was the most ill'portant one during her

second term;

It literally lifted the Indo- Soviet

the earth to the heights of the outer

fri~mdship

from

space~

Prinle Minister of India Mrs. Indira Gandhi arrived
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in Moscow on 20 September 19S2o

At the Vnukovo airport she was wel-

comed at tr.e foot of the gangway by Leonid Brezhnov GeneJral imr:ntElF
secretary of the CP 9J Central Committee, President of the pre sidum
of the USSR Supreme

~viet,

Nikolai Tikhnov member of tbe pollcial

Bureau of the CPSJ Central Comrni ttee, Chairman of the Council of
Ministwrs of the USSR, Andrei Gromyko, msmear of the political
Bureau of the CPSJ Central Conrnittee, foreign Minister of the IJSffi
and other •••• e.

The presidium of the USSR supreme Soviet and the

Government of the USSR gave a dinner in honour of Mrs. Indira
Gandhio

Leonid Brezhnov and

Mrs~

Indira Gandhi exchanged speeches

( 37)

at the dinne-r.
The visit of the PrinWJ .Minister of India made a
further contribution to the widenir1g of the entire range of

rel~

tionship between the USSl and India to the deepending of their
mutual understanding and cooperation, and to the safeguarding of
international peace and security.

Mrs~

Indira Gandhi's visit also

strengthened mutual trust between the leaders of the USSR and India
and the ties of close friendship between their peoples which constitutes their principles

asset~

The joint Soviet-Indian Declarat;i.on siqned in Moscow
.

;.~\l

by Leonlbd Brezhnov and Mrs. Indira Gandhi States :

11

The two sides

reaffirm that the treaty of peace, friendship and cooperation con-

cluded between them is a symbol of the traditional friendship
een

tt~

bet~

USSR and India of their commitment to international peace

and detente".
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Mrs~

Indira Gandhi's visit to the USSR turned into a

magnificent demonstration of friendship
dian peoples.

bet~en

the Soviet and In-

It emphasised the indi visibility of the common inter-

est s and objectives of the socialist world and the developing

coun-

tries.
athe Sbviet Union will continue to pursue its Leoninist foreign policy aiming at developing cooperation With the newly
-freed countries, at strengthening the unity of world socialism and

national liberation movement"

~

Pravda said in an editorial article

on the successful outcome of Mrs. Indira Gandhi's vEsit to the
( 38)
USSR<»

Brezhnev died few weeks after Mrse Gandhi's visit to

M0£cow.

Yuri Andropov took over as General Secretary of the CP SJ on

13' November 1982.

After taking part in th<e tuneral of the departed

leader, the Indian Prine Minister held brief t-alks with Andrepov.
she hoped that the new leader shall continue the policy of peace and
helping friends.

Yuri Andropov assured to continue the course char-

tered by the late president and accepted the Prime Minister's invitation to visit India.

India received considerable Soviet attention even
during the very short period of Andropov's stewardship$

Red SX3f

star paid tribute to New Delhi for its successful foreign policy and
greater India on the eve of the Seventh Non-aligned summit which was
f

to be held in New Delhi from 7 to 11 March

1983~

Yuri Andropov died on 10 February 1984.

In his talk~

23H
with Indira Gandhi held in Kremlin on 14 February, Konstantin
Chernenko, the newly elected Gere ral Secretary of the CPSU, assured
her that the Soviet leadership would furtr.er strenthen and develop
all round relations with friendly India.

He sought close cooperation

with New Delhi with a view to lessening International tensidn and
ensuring world peace9

( 39)

What is of reasuring significance in the current •x*
~~exi~B

explosive world situation is that Prima Minister Indira

Gandhi has again and again voiced Indiaijs concern over the deterioration of the international situation and the growing threat of
thermo-nuclear war.
aligned

In her Keynote address at the New

She reiterated that India would do

summit~

Delh~ 1 s
I

ev~rything

non=
in

her power to revive the spirit of detente, bring about real disax-

mament9

secure dismantling of the Foreign Military base$ in the

Indian ocean and make it a Zome of
Union is almost similar.

peace~

The stand of the &>viet

Though worded in her own style, she ex-

pressed the. voice of the billions and billions of peace - loving
people all over the globe including those of the socialist count:r-ie s ..
The Prime Minister on various occasions has been

emphasizing that the Soviet Union's consistent stand on racialism and
colonialism has brought it closer to India.

nThe question is not

of out voting with the Soviet Union so much as the Soviet Union
voting with

tr~

countries of Asia and Africa and supporting freedom

movements and struggle against colonialism,"
on May 'E, 1981 •.

She said in a speech

It is in the light of this multifaced foreign
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policy of India based on non- ~lignment and peaceful cO-existence that
India 8 s relations with the Soviet Union, as they are evolving in the
early·eighties, need to be examined and this relations are steadily
growing because of theceep roots which they have struck9
~aching

They are

a new level of maturity because these relations have ena-

bled India to consolidate add strengthen her independence and have
made a valuable contribution in making herself reliant.

"We are gratified with and proud of our frienfiship
with the Soviet Union.

It is a time-tested friendship and has been

of much help to us in our times of difficulty" - declared Indira
Gandhi in the same speech.

S1e articulated similar sentiments when

she visited the Soviet Union in the end of 1982..

Indo- .:bvie t friend-

ship was remained in a strong basis till Indira Gandhi • s death on
31st October, 1984.
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... III

3:JVIET CCXJPERATION

INDIRA

G.tmDHI

EM

When India launched the fourth five-year plan the
first plan in the post Nehru period, to make India self-reli&nt, a
new Indor,SJviet aid

agreement was signedv

This agl'$ement stipula-

ted a substantial part of the fourth plan industrial development programme in the public sector firms.

The additional SOviet credit of

300 million roubles (equal to about Rsv 250 crores) took care of the
foreign exchang·e requirements of a dozen important

project~,

inclu--

ding the ·expansion of the Bhilai Steel Plant, entire crude oil
exploration and production programme of the oil and natural Goa
commission and a number of other projectsQ

Besides this credit of

300 million roubles, India also was entitled under the agreement
Q

to use unspent portion of the earlier Soviet credits during the
fourth plan.

This included, for instance, 200 million rouble cre-

dit for the Bokaro project and the spill over of about 200 million
roublas from the second and the third plan credits.

Taking all

these forms of assistance together, the total flour of the Soviet
goods in to the Indian economy on credit under this agreement added
upto 900 million roubles.

It is this public sector, build with

Soviet assistance in the 1 ate sixties and the early

th~

seventies,

which has enabled the country to become economically more independent and self reliant.
Soviet assistance to India has been significant in
the fields of

steel~

non- ferrous metals, oil and oil refining, coal,
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power generation, heavy mechinery (three major plants) pharmaceuticals instruments, communications and others, not to speak of its
assistance in the frontier araas &ike space and

nucl~ar

energy.

Thus,

the USSR provided a firm foundation for India's industrialisation. It
helped the growth of a powerful public sector; in turn the public
sector helped the growth of the private sector.
While continuing its policy of helping India develop

key sectors of its industry, the SOviet Union, in the years following
the Tashkent Agreement, also began to help her in disposing of the
products of such industries by placing bulk orders for
steel in 1967 and for surgical instruments in

1970~

the~,

e@go ·for

· The Trade agrea '~"

ment of 1970 has added a new dimension,to Indo-Soviet economic cooperation by providing, through article·;.. II, for a cocrrdinated effort
for increasing industrial production in the two countries in certain
selected sectors, taking into account their mutual requirementso The
aim is to open up new avenues of trade

bet~~en

the two

countries~

Article- XII of the above menticl9ed agreement adds yet another dirrension to Indo-Soviet economic cooperation by providing for joint veoturers in third countries 1 both for expansion of trade and for setting up of new industries.

\ 1)

"

. Indo- Soviet relations, resting solidly en the

Tr~aty

of peace, friendship and cooperation of 1971, covers nearly all areas
0

f life; economy, trade, technology, education, culture,

research, defence, sports and the likeo

~·»

space

These relations have bloss-

omed into a unique friendship and cooperation between the two countries of different systems providing a classic example of peaceful

co-existence to be followed as a model by other countria s e specially
in the strife torn world of today.

These relations also illustrate

strikingly the qualitatively different character of the relations of
the Uss:l, a big world power, with a developing Third-World country.

This is especially seen, in all its totality, in the
most important

field of Indo- Soviet relationso

nomic cooperation between the two countries.
that India has received from the

It is a well known fact

genuine help and assistance

US~

the vital area of industrialisation,

The field of eco-

espec~ally

of heavy industry in the state sector.

-~n

in the setting up

India today ranks among the

10 top industrialised countries of the world.

Over 70 industrial

and other projects have been built of are under construction in
India with Soviet assistance and more than 50 have been put into
operations.

Of these, six are in metallurgy, 10 in coal and mining,

11 in ail, 16 in machine building, 10 in power, Six in agri9ulture,
and 10 in education and science

u

• • • • , ••

By the· end of

19~81,

Soviet aided projects had preduced 48 million tonnes of pig iron,
40 million tonnes of steel and mare than 30 million tonnes of rolled
iron; 70 million tonnes of oil were drilled; about

430~000

tonnes

of metallurgical and other machinery for heavy industry was produced,
as well as 270 thousand tonnes of machinery for mining shafts and
J3S~:t'

stations. worth more than 280 crore rupees, plus a large quan(2)

. ti ty of drugs and pharmaceutical preparations, instruments set<i

The signing of the Treaty created objective preconditions for more stable economic cooperation of a planned

w~t~~~~

nature; between the USffi and India and for the implementation of
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bilateral long term agreements and programme So
of this kind, Which was to be effective
November 1973a

The first agreement

for 15 years, was signed in

It set the guidelines for long

cooperation~

~bse

quently a long term programme for economic, trade, scientific and
Technical co-operation between the USs:\ and India was worked out and
signed in Moscow 1979.

The programme ·covers a wide spectrum of
It has p•ayed a major role in accelera-

India's economic sectors.

ting the growth of this friendly country's industrial

potential~»

To

promote bilateral ties an inter Governmental .&>viet-India commission
for economic,
1972•

sc~entific

and technical cooperation was set· up in

The commission exercise control over the realisation of inter-

governmental agreements, working programmes for cooperation, bilateral protocols and contracts.

The commission has set up working

groups fer the major sectors of cooperation ferrous and non-ferrous
metallurgy, oil, coal mining and power generating industria s, trade,
science and technology.

The inter-governmental commission helds
( 3)
meetings alternately in Moscow and New Delhi once a year.
0

The share of SOviet aided projects has considerably
increased.

Figures regarding this contribution are shown in Table-1

and Table-2 gives us the full view at a

glance~

Facts and figures

incorporated in this table indicate the annual capacities of some of
the Soviet aided projecto
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..

Table - I

Production of Indo- Soviet projects (In % of total Indian produc- .
tion) o
steel

40

Oil

60

Petroleum products
Refining (Projection)

30
53

Electricity

15

Coal (Projection)

41

Heavy Electricals

58

Heavy Industrial. Equipment

so

Antibiotics

50

Table ... 2

Annual Capac!ties .of

Soviet-e~ided projects~

13.5 million tonnes

Steel

6o5

It

tt

Oil (ONGC)

13.0

n

It

Coal

50o0

n

16~6

n

"
"

2t~7

tt

Iron ore

Oil Refining

Power Equipment
Power Gene:aation
Heavy machines and mining machinery
Aluminium

..

3,068 MW
125, co:> tonne s
lOO,COO

.

Source : R. K.· Sharma (Edited) - Indo- Soviet Cooperation

and India's Economic Development.
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SALIENT

FEATURES OF

·SOVIET

AID

Sbviet credits to India have been granted on longer
terms of repayment.

These are repayable over a period of 12 years

with a grace .period of one year.

Further, the repayment of Soviet

credits begins, as a rule, only after the full delivery of supplies
for the particular project(f

Therefore, the actual repayment of cre-

dits extends to more than 20

years~

grace period.

including the average seven

In April 1977, the Soviet Union extended a

crore credit to India.

~ar

new~@225

T.his credit is repayable over a period of 20

years with a grace period of three

years~

Soviet credits to India carry a very low rate of inbrrest (2.5 per cent per annum, compared with 3..,5 per cent to 7.5 per
cent from Western

sources)~

paid only on that portion of

It may be noted here that interest is
t~e

credit which has been

util~sed.

India is not to pay interest on unutilisad portion of the

credit~

The mode of repayment is an inportant factor making
the problem of debt servicing oblications a complicated problem. In

.

so far as these loans are concerned which are repayable in rupees,
there is no strain on the foreign exchange resources of the

country~

In such cases, exports of Indian goods are ensured as payments
debt services.

for

But in case of loans which are repayable in foreign

currencies, the debt burden is serious not only because of the magnitude of the debt service payments, but also because of tr.e necess--it y of earning foreign exchange in the world markete

Technically speaking, grants, being free, have a grant
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element of 100 per cento

They involve no direct repayment costs of

foreign exchange obliCJationso

Grant like flows are, of course:. re-

payable in local currencies, so the-y too do not involve any loss of
foreign exchange on the part of the recipient

country~

fact, though, most grants are not free foreign exchange.

In actual
The form in

which they are given in either specified or made conditional upon a
number of factors.
We may distinguish between loans repayable in foreign
currency and loans repayable in rupees.

The latter are clearly more

advantageous to India as the repayment obligations can be met without imposing any additional burden on the _strained fer eign exchange
resources of the country.

The advantage of Soviet loans is that they

do not add to the balance of paymemts difficulties of a developing
country and do not necessitate deliberate efforts on the part
country to find out markets for its exportsoj)

of the

It is worth knowing

that while most aid from the major doner countries is tied, all repayment is in convertible currencies, which of course reduces the
net benefits obtained through aid

transfers~~

The aid received from

the East European countries has been repayable in terms of

~»~~a~

rupees and does not suffer from this particular disadvantage ..
The importance of Soviet aid is to be judged by the
fact that while Western donors

we~

not

pr~pared

to give aid to pub-

lic sector projects, almost all Soviet aid has gone to the public
sector.
Soviet Economic Assistance contributes to pregressive
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development of the state sector in our country on the basis of
intel'-> state agreements without interfering in any way in our internal affairs.

Unlike Western aid, almost half of which remains

i~

at the disposal of multinational corporations 11 the credits the USffi
extend to India are totally at the disposal of the recipient country.

What is more, these credits are chiefly used to expand the

nationalised key industries.

This enables the Government of India

to exercise strict centrol over the

enti~

economy in the· interests

of national development and of raising the standard of living of
the people.
For a country faced with a sevare foreign exchange
shortage repayment in local currency is a special concession.

The

Soviet loans are more accurately described as repayment in kind,
in simple words, the repayment of Soviet loans does not involve any
( 5)

fo~ign

exchange. costo
In the mid-seventies, India and Soviet Union started

considering the

proposal to have joint venturas in third countries.

A Soviet team of exports headed by Heavy Industry
«XX

Minist~r

Goldin

specially came to India to identify the area where collaboration

could be started.

In these discussions it was agreed in principle

that the collaboration would not be confined only to the Soviet
aided units in India but would cover othe.r public Sector plants also
where India had a substantial idle capacities"

In these discussions,

it was found that part of the equipment needed by the Soviet Union

to set up

sollk3 i~ortaltlt

units in several developing countries
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could be provided by Indiae
This proposal was of long term importance because
during 29 years of Indo- Soviet economic co-operation, 80 industrial
projects by 1975 had ei tre r been completed or were being construe. tedo . Out of these, 55 projects has already been commissioned. Among
other things, these projects at that stage accounted for the third
of all steel production, one-fifth of

po~~r

generation, 60 percent

of oil production and 30 percent of oil refining.

This shows how

India was rapidly becoming self-reliant as a result of·its economic
co-operation with the Sovirt Union.

.o

Another significant development which took place during the three year rule of the non-congress ( 1) Government at the
centre was that in March, 1979, Soviet premier Kosygin visited
India.

As a result of this visit a long term programme for economic,

trade and scientific and technical co-ope ration for lQ-15 years
along with a n1JIDbar of other agreements, w3s signed.
The visits of Soviet foreign minister

~drei

Gromyko

in February 1980 and of Soviet president Leonid Brezhnev in December
of the same year, demonstrated the important place India continued
to occupy in Soviet global politics.

During this visits a number

of agreement were signed including a trade agreement for 1981-85.
The economic gains of the visit marked yet another important milestone of Indo-Soviet economic cooperation.

There were three dis-

tinct areas which were identified for further extension of the economic co-operation between the

two-countries~

First was the energy
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sector, one of the most importent requirements for Indias industrial
development in the eighties.

second was the new SOviet credit in

the field of metallurgy and the third was the boost to Indo- Soviet
Trade.
In september 1982, external affairs minister P.V.
Narasimah Rao visited the Soviet Union on the eve of Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi's visit to the

US~

the Indo-Soviet joint commission.

to attend the Seventh Session of
During this visit bilateral trade

relations between the countries since beginning of the year were reviewed and steps out lined to ensure steady growth rate for the
remainder of the yaar.

It was estimated that trade between the two

countries -could touch a new high.
was to the tune

of~.

2,500 millione

credit facilities amounting to
of the Soviet aided

Surpassing the level of 1981 whicr

~izag

~.

Formalities regarding SOviet

140 million for the second stage

steel plant were also completed.

INDO 3:>VIET TRADE

( 1966 .... 1984)

Today one fifth of India•s foreign trade is with the
SOviet Union.
foreign trade.

It is the most stable and dynamic part of Indiajs

And it is growing at the rate of about 15-20 per e:en,

yearly, one of the highest rates of growth India has achieved with
any country.
It was in Decembe-r 1953 that the first inter governmental Five-year trade agreement between the two countries was
signedQ

This laid firm foundations for planned development of
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commerce between the two countries.
agreements have been

concluded~

Since then Five year trade

The Sixth was signed on December 10,

1980j for the period 1981-1985, and the l§eventh for 1986 - 1990, is
new under active negotiations and will be signed in 1985.
In 1990, the volume of Indian experts to ,the USffi in-

creased by 2.2 times over 1975, while, in that period, the volume of
Soviet experts to Indian rose, by about 1.6 times only.

The share

of the Soviet market in India's exports stood at about 15 per cent
in 1980.

During 1981-1985, the trade turn over between the two coun-

tries will increase by 2•5 time s9
The Soviet Union buy's from India both traditional
and manufactured goods.

Among these, first of all, is the group of

products which are the traditional exports of India and which because
of natural and climatic conditions can not be produced in sufficient
quantities in the

US~.

This includes tea, coffee, black pepper

and other spices, cashewnuts, tobacco, raw leather, mica, caster
oil, raw materials for the pharmaceutical industry, drugs jute etc.
During the fifth long-term trade agreement ( 19761980) the Soviet Union imported from India,

227~0CO

tonnes of tea,

which constituted more than 80 percent of the import of
dity into the

US~

th~s

commo-

during the loth five-year plan, lOO,OCO tonnes of

coffee (about 50 per cent), 76,CX:.O tonnes _of cashewnuts (100 per

cent)

~t«nt

more than 90,cro tonnes of Tobacco (25 per cent), 526 million

metres of Jute· (83 per cent), nearly 320 million Jute bags (92 per
cent) and a large quantity of other products.
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The USSR imports from India not only traditional items
but also manufactured products including engineering goods.

The

number of items bought from India has increased from 20 (1954) to
over 100 ( 1984) of these about 50 per cent are manufactured goods
while the share of the manufactured goods in India's total exports
is only about 30 per cent.

The Soviet Union now buys from India in

large quantities cotton yarm, woollen knitwear and hosiery, shoe
uppers, chemicals and detergents, cosmatics, paints and dyes, handicrafts, carpets and other consumer goods as well as raw materials for
industry.

From the 1960's the Soviet Union started to buy woollen

knitwear from

India~

Their production is new concentrated in Ludhiana

Indian firms new produce pullevers, jumpers, ladies dresses, j ackett
and other products for the Soviet market, presently out of the one
million residents of Ludhiana, about 200,000 people are directly or
~nd

more than 90 per oent

of the total production is supplied to the USffi.

And Soviet purchases

indirectly employed in the knitwear industry

have increased from a few million rupees in 1961 to over

reso

100 cro-

Similarly, the Soviet Union has emerged as a steady customer of

Indian readymade garments, its 1984 purchases being
res&

~.

worth~~

55 ere-

Every y.ar the Soviet Union increases its purchases from India

of different kinds of engineering preducts like garage equipment,
traction and automobile storage batteries, polygraphic equipment,
mechanical assembly equipment, thermo containers and boilers.
"

In

1983 for instance, the USffi bought from India engineering goods worth
lti. 2 billion.

During the period 1981-85, the Soviet Union is supplying to India increasing quantities of crude oil and oil products, mi-
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neral fertilisers, chemical products, drugs and medical goods, nonferrous metals, asbestes, news print and other items.

Togette r with

this, in order to ensure maximum utilisation of the advantages of the
international division of Labour, the trade agreement envisaged inere ase in the experts from the US$ of machinery and equipmen-t. In the
period 1981-1985 the USSR is also exporting to India presses, lathos
and metal working

e~uipment,

mining shafts, geological instruments,

oil drilling mechinery, construction and agricultural machinery, tn
transport vehicles, components, equipment and raw materials for projects of Soviet- Indian cooperation.
nication

It is also supplying air commu-

facilities, spe-cial trucks, machine tools 11 foreign equiP":'

( 6)

ment, diesel generators, walking excavators and many other items ..
Indo- Soviet trade has relieved us, to a very great
extent from the acute strain on our limited foreign exchange reserves.
For example, as compared to the Soviet supply of 3.5 million tonnes
.

u

of Kerosene and diesel oil in 1971-75, India received from that country eight million tonne s of Kerosene and diesel oil in addition to xx
six million tonnes of oil during 1976-80.

The consequences of the

Soviet supply of 2.5 million tonnes of crude oil and 2.25 million
tonnes of oil products annually to India during 1981-85 will be far(7)

.

reaching.
The eight Soviet credit Agreement, signed on December
10, 1966, provided, on
sum

of~.

t~e XMX

usual terms, for an advance of the

2,500 million to India9

This was to be used largely for

the construction of an aluminium smelter with an annual capacity of
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100,00 tonne,s, for the eXJ"ansion of the annual capacity of the Bhilai
Iron and

S~eel

Plant

f~m

2.5 million tonnes to 3e2 million tonnes,

for the development of Oalli iron one mines with. an· annual c apat:tty
of

2.5

millio~

tonnes, for the construction of a number of quarries

to extract eookin9 coal and for providing technical know--how in a
.

( 8)

.

number of fields.
While continuing its policy of helping India develop
key sectors of its industry,· the Soviet Union, in the years following
the Tashkent

Agreement, also began to help her in disposing of the

prOducts of such industries by placing bulk orde-rs for
il~

for steel in

th~m,

1967 and for surgical instruments in 1970.

e.g.
The

Trade Agreement of 1970 has added a new dimensiin to Indo- Soviet
economic co-operation by providing, through Article-II, for a coordinated effort for incre asin9 industrial production in the two countries in certain selected sectors, taking into account their mutual
requirements.

The aim is to open up new

bet\\reen the two countrie·s.

~~«R~~eax

avenues of traee

Article XII of the aforesaid agreement

.adds get another dimension to Indo-Soviet economic co-operation by
providing for joint ventures in third countries, both for expansion
.·

.

.

( 9)

. of trade and for setting up of new industries.,
,The raising of Soviet-Indian economic relations to a
~new

higher level found its reflection in the results of the summit

talks during the official visit of Brezhnev to India in 1973.

~t

that time agreements on further development on economic co-operation
on a long term basic were signed and a joint SOviet Indian Declara. tion ~as adoptad.(lO)

I.
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with the

US~

can be seen from the iiact that the

volu~

of this trade

increase froiD a more lls,. 1o75 crores in 195~54 to Rs. 176.15 crores in
1965-66, and Pso '2,600 crores in 1981.

It is relevant to mention here.

that the two countries have agreed to step up their trade turnover

to

~.

4,000 crores by 1965.

countries .in 1984 was

re.·

The total trade turnover between the two

3764 million.

The spectaoular

. Indo- Soviet trade is clearly reflected in Table- 3 and

Table -

gCI7owth of

~.

3

Table - .3· Pre-Indira Period

( 1953 - 1965)

The India's Tra~~ ~th USffi (!'a .. Crores)
Year

Exports

Turnover

~

Trade hal ance

0.60

1953-54

1954-55

Imports

2.12 :.

.19!5-56

1.81 .

+ 0.31

6.21

- 2.95

1951-57

15.50

16o9l

32.41

-

1.41

1957-58

16.66

24.47

41.13

~

7.81

1958-59

25.90

17 o2l

43.11

+ 8·.69

1959-60

30.38

17 .. 19

47.57

+13.19

1960...61

28.80

15.90

44.70

+12.90

1961-62

. 32.21

39 .. 94

72.13

- 7~73

1962-63

26.25

58.64

86 .. 89

-30.39

1963-64

52.10

68.46

120.56

-16~

1964-()5

77(>92

77.98

155.90

- 0.06

1965-66

92o98

83.17

176.15

+ 9 .. 81

36
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Tabla - 4
Indira period (Including Janata.party period)

196~1984

The India's Trade with USSR (Ps .. crores)
Year

Sx.ports

Imports

Turnover

Trade balance

1966-67

123.37

113e80

237.17

+

1967-68

121.79

111.22

233o01

+ 10.57

1968-69

148"31

185.51

333.82

- 37 .. 20

1969-70

176. :!7

171.33

347.70

+

1970-71

200 .. 85

106.13

315 .. 98

+103. 72

1971-72

208.70

8lo66

290.36

+127.04

1972-73

304o 76

105.72

410.48

+199.04

1973-74

. 285.80

254.70

540 .. 50

+ 3lol0

1974-75

421.35

408.92

830e27

+ 12.43

197':>-76

416.69

309.78

726.47

+106.91

1976-77

453.81

a"J.6•oe

829.86

+ '77.76

1977-78

656.88

446 .. 38

1103e26

+210.50

1978-79

41_1o36

470.59

881 .. 95

1979-80

638.23

824.33

1462 .. 56

-186.10

950.00
1222.00

1949.,40

1961

999.40
tr590o00

2il2o00

+ 49 .. 40
+368.00

1982

1821.30

12i3.00

3074o 30

+668. 30

1983-

1400.00

1700.00

3100 .. 00

-300.00

1984

2060 .. 00

1704.00

,3764.00

+356.00

1980

-

9.57

5.04

59.23

Source: ( 1) 1953-54 = 1979-80 R.K., Sharma (Edited Indo- Soviet coo~eration
and India's economic Development. Allied Publishers, ew
Delhi, 1982.
(2) 1980-84 = A.Roy (Edited) Bhar~t 'C' Soviet Union-Banijik,
Arthanajtik, Karigory 'C' Baiganik Sohojogitar Kalponji,
Farma K.L.M. Pvt .. Calcutta, 1986.
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OIL

AND

OIL REFINING INDU SfRY

. The ONGC, set up in 1956 with the active

assistan~

of

the USSR, has arready drilled about 2,000 wells and discovered over
40 deposits of a.x oil and natural Gas on the basis of the original
study.

In the meantime, the Soviet Un.ion provided credits,. knew how

and personnel for the development of all branches of the oil

industr~

exploration, expldi tation, refining, marketing, training of c adra s,
production of oil equipment, research and de signing of oil we 11 s. The
S:>viet Union has deputed mare than 1,500

Soviet specialists and

provided training in the USSR to over 500 Indian specialists. Over
4,00 Indian specialists

were training at oil sites.

The first major

ac~evement

of Soviet-Indian coopera-

tion in the oil industry was the discovery and then commercial exploitation

~~

of oil fields in Gujrat and Assam.

In latar years the

Soviet Union continued to aid India in the development of this vital
economic sector on an ever bro·ader scale to cover new oil bearing
areas on land. and the coastal shelf.

By 1970's

Soviet and Indian

geologists, geophysicists and drilling rig operators explored more
than 20 oil and natural gas fields.
At present, Indian oil men are explosing and extracting
oil in Guj arat and Assam and in the offshere regions of Bombay High ..
The geological structure in Bombay High wa·s discovered in 1964 b.Y the
Soviet seismic vessel Academician Arkhangelsky"

As a result about

two thirds of Indian oil production cames to day from offshere

:t»•

\"!ell~.

The ensore production of ONGC, which was 0.04 million
tonne s per annum in 1961-62, increased to 5.1 milJ ion tonne s in 1980-
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With the disco -very of the gig antic Bombay High, the ONGC has made

a significant contribution to the offshore production of crude oile In
1980-61, the off- shore production was about 5. 2 million tonne s and it
is expected to increase to 13.2 million tonnes by 1984-65 ..
Thus, by 198()..81, both on shore and off- shore production of ONGC was about 10.3 million tonnes, which is about 60 per
cent of the total crude oil produced in the country at present. This
has enabled the country to save a huge amount of scarce foreign ex( 12)

change resources.

India's oil industry meets a sizable part oft

the country's demand for liquid fuel.

Thus, in the Sixth

f~ve

year

plan period alone India was able to satisfy its home needs in this
raw material from 32 per cent in the fiscal year of 1980-61 to 70 per
·cent in the fiscal year of 1964-65.
The joint efforts of Soviet and Indian organisations
to carry out a big seismic prospecting programme produced a preliminary appraisal of the maximum possible reserves of natural

gas in

West Bengal (2Q0-300 billion cubic metres) and in the Agartala High
(250 billion cubic metres).

In the

l980~s

SOviet organisation assis-

ted India in the work-over of idle and low-productive wells iri the
state of Guj a rat.
In the 1980's Soviet and Indian specialists worked
jointly at Indian research· and dev·elopment ·establishments of the oil
industry.

At the early stages of cooperation the Soviet Union assis-

ted India in the creation of the drilling Technology of Reservoir
Development at Ahmedabad (Guj a rat), and the Central Laboratories at
Dehra Dun .. These organisation's became big research and development
0
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Centres of Indiatis Oil Industrye

1980~s

In the

India sent more of

its oil industry specialists for practical training in the USSR.

~t

the first meeting, held in February 1984, the working group for

cooperation in the oil industry decided to send to the Uss=t every
year for practical training 50 drilling rig

oper~tors,

25 oil field

operators, 25 geologists and geophysicists for a period of from
three to six months.

In addition, it was decided that five staff

members of the oil and Natural Gas Commission should take

post-

graduate courses at Soviet Higher Schools in order to write and
defend scientific theses for the degree of candidate of science and
Doctor of Science.
In 1958 the Government of India set up the Indian
Refineries Ltd•, a public sector company, in order to set up refineries and refine oil extracted by ONGCc

The first refinery was

set up at Neenamatt with Rumanian Cooperation in Assam.
into production in 1962.

It went

The Second refinery, Barauni of three-

million tonnes capacity,. was set up with Soviet Cooperation and it
came into operation tRmmx (Product) in 1964.

While the

nery produces mainly Kerosene, Baraudi produces aviation

~ssam

refi-

gasoline,

turbine fuel 0. liquified petroleum g ass- bitumen and ether products,
based on Assam oil.

A third refinery of three million tonne capa-

city was set up in Gujarat at Koyalio
by the former President Dro

s.

The refinery was inaugurated

Radha Krishnan in 1966*

Koyali pro-

duces Kerosene, high speed diesel oil, furnace oil, solvents of
different types, liquified petroleum gas, etc.
The Mathura refinary of six million tonne capacity
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(the largest in India) was the third refinery to be built with Soviet
cooperation·o

The refinery will feed four proposed and two existing

fertiliser plants in Northern India, thus providing a big boost to
agriculture in the Northern regions of India.
tion in 1983.

The Mathura refinery is being fed with imported oil,

piped to Mathura through
( 13)
Salaya to Mathura~

..

It was put into opera-

a 1200 kilometre long pipe line from

The New direction of Indo- SJviet Economic cooperation

was best brought out by the case of the oil

ONGC' s exploration in Iraq.

regu~ently

needed for

Originally the rig had been ordered from

a US Firm but it had backed out.

Since the ONGC faced cancel1ation

of its Iraqi contract, unless it started drilling by a specified
date e

the search to procure the rig from any where and soma where

came to nought.

When the matter was taken up in Moscow during the

joint commission meetlbngs, Kosygin ordered that a rig just supplied
to a S:lviet enterprise be withdrawn and offered to India.
In 1981 a protoc al was signed for the exploration of
hydre carbons in West Bengalo

The drilling in this region is now

nearing completiono · Work was undertaken
for the repair of.0 idle wells
,
in Gujnrat which would yield additional oil of one million tonnes
yearly..

f.\lready the reactivated wells yield' lOOO,COO tonnes of all

and i®ex 10 million cubic metres of gas • .
Since 1984 the cooperation between the two countries
in the field of oil industry has been put on a more regular ba$is
wi tb the setting up of a permanent working group within the frame
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work of the joint inter governmental commission on economic and
scientific technical cooperation.
In September 1984, at the 9acond 2ession of tr.e working group on oil industry the
was signed.

programrr~

of cooperation for 1985-1991

The programme also provides for the supply of Soviet

drilling and repair_ing equipment, incre_ased exchange of specialists
and cooperation betv.reen tl-:e research organisation.
160 Soviet oil man are working ln

At present over

India~

POWER INDU srRY

The large-scale development of India's power industry
and its powerful impact on India's economic structure confirmed the
irfea advanced by Vladimir Lenin, founder of the Soviet State, the
electrification is essential and a decisive pre-condition for building
an independent national economy..

Indira G "ndhi, emphasising that

the power industry played a special role in accelerating industri4.tlisation and in eliminating backwardness and poverty said:
"There is no doubt that electricity will always be a
basic element in any formula for jD'rogress" ..
Over the more than three decades of independence,
India has achieved great economic successes, which would have been
unthinkable without the de\Jelopment of its. fuel and power industry.
In this key sector, the

..

suooort to India ..

Sovi~~t

Union has been giving continuous

The Neyveli thermal powe :r station, one of India's

largest units, was one of the earliest to be built.

0

It has now a
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capacity of 600 MW.

The Soviet made equipment the station is out-

fitted with is characterised by a high technical level and reliability.

The Soviet specialists who designed and built the station and

then put it 1nto operation had a wealth of experience in work with
stations burning brown coal.

A.s a result the Noyveli plant became

one of India's best thermal stations.

In the fiscal year of 1983/84

the Indian Government presented it with a productivity award for its
excellent technical and financial performance which was superior to
that of other thermal power plants With a capacity of more than
{ 14)
500 mag awatts.
The agreement on economic and technical cooperation
signed in December 1980 between the two countries envisaged a massive development of the power

infrastructu~.

Tee 3,260 MW Vindhya-

chal Power Station is being built mth &>viet cooperation.

Further

cooperation between the two countries in power engineering and se:::-vicing will include exploitation, repair, modernisation and servicing of power plant equipment at power stations in India, enhancing
the reliability of ope:eation of equipment, modernisation with a view
to raising efficiency and stability of operation of units, e stablishing services for

maintenance and preventive repair of eauip-

ments, and setting up of a centralised servicing system and a central! sed repair base e
The Ww'o countries have reached agreement t6 draft,
in the nearest future, an inter Governmental agreement on cooperation in the building of the I<ahal goan thermal power station of 840
( 15)
MW capacity. .
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ELECTRIC PO\'VER SfATION BUILT WITI-1 SJVIET ASS!stAN:E

Name of Electric Power Station

Capacity
Megawatts.,

Time of
Commissioning

Hirakud Hydro-power Station,
Orissa.

25

1964

·Met tar Hydro-power Station,
TamilNadu

224

1966

H arduag anj Thermal Power st ation 9
Uttar Pradesh

100

1968

Korba Thermal Power 58ation,
!xmtibbti~
Madhya Pradesh

200

1969

Neyveli Thermal-Power Station,
TamilNadu

600

1969

Bhakra Hydro-Power station,Punj ab

600

1969

Obra Tharmal Power Station,
Uttar Pradesh

250

1971

'400

1971

230

1976

402

1976

40

1979

'

P atratu ·Thermal Power Station,
Bihar
Lower Sileru Hydro-Power Station,
Andhra Pradesh
Balimela Hydro Power
Orissa

St~tion,

Linganayaki Hydro-Power Station,
Karnataka

Source f-

Andrei Muravyev -

and

~ZGIXQIJI!I

Soviet Indian Economic relations Trends

prospects, panchsheel publishers New Delhi-1988 ..
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COAL

MINING

INDUSIRY

India ranks sixth in the world in coal

resot~ces,

with

an estimatad reserve of 112 billion tonnes of hard coal, including
22.4 billion tonnes of cooking grade and 2.5 billion tonnes of
lignite.
In 1970 the Indian Government formed a committee on
fuel policy which determined the guidelines for the development of
the country's fuel and energy supply complex for the period
the fiscal year of 199Q-91Q

u~to

In keeping with the recommandat ion

of the committee, coal will be one of the main energy sources in
Indian Economy.

At present coal is the only fuel whose reserves

will last in India for a long timeG
The growing role the coal mining industry is playing
in Indian economic progress has expanded Sovi•3t- Indian cooperation
in this field.

In !973 an inter Governmental agreement was signed

obliging Soviet organisations to produce a gGneral plan for the
development of the Singrauli coal fields.

They produced a detail

desing of an open-cast colliery at Jayanti with an annual out put
of 10 million tonne, of another at Ramgarh for mining three million
tonnes of cooking coal a year and of a machine plant in Singraul
capable of repairing 21,000 tons of mining equipment a year.
The long-term

pro:)ramme of economic trade and

scientific and technical cooperation the USSR and India in March
1979 provided for further aid on a broader scale in

designing and
0
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In 1947 the capacity of India's steel-making works was
1•5 million tpns a

year~

one million tons.

As a result, India, with its large territory and

However, its steel production did not exceed

vast natural resources for the development of iron and steel industrias, accounted for only one percent of the world out of stee 1 during
the first Five-year plan period alone India's import of steel jumped
from 178,CX::O tons in 1951 to 904,0CO tons in 1955.

This seriously

drained India's hard currency reserves and made IndiC! increasingly
dependent on the foz-eign market for the supply of this vital industrial
.
( 17)
material.
B-i IlA I

Sf EEL

PLANT

In February 2v 1955v the SOviet Union and India signed
the first Economic agreement for the construct ion of a stee 1 plan to
In March 1955, Bhilai, a village in Madhya Pradesh, was selected as
the site for the plant.

In January 1959 the first coke oven battery

was put into operation.

In February 1959 Blast Furnace Noe 1 produced

the first hot metal•

By

K~s~K3~~

of one million tonnes of steel.

1962 it attained the rated capacity

In 1973 an agreement was signed in

Moscow for the further expansion of the capacity of Bhilai to four
million tonne s.

Bhilai has given the country ever 45 milJion tonne s

of pig iron, 40.million tonnes of steel, 32 million tonnes of rolled
products.

The steel smelted at the Bhilai steel plant is the cheapest

in India, while the plant is a highly efficient enterprise making
steady profit throughout its productive life.
( 18)

of rails to Indian railways.

It is the sole supplier
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BOI<ARO

SfEEL

PLANT

It was an January 25, 1965, that the agreement on
Bokaro steel Plant was signed with the USSR.

This was to be the

biggest steel plant, more modem, in corporating the latest developments in steel technology.

The foundation stone was laid by Mrs.

Indira Gandhi on April 6, 1968.
furnace was tested in 1972.
shop was commissionedo

She was there when the first blast

In 1973 the first Oxygen converter

In 1974 the Slabbing mill was

completed~

The construction of the "2000" hot strip mill was ever in 1975 and
the cold rolling complex was commissioned in 1977.
of the milestones of Bokaro.

The

vanced and sophisticated knowhow.
technology.

However, it was also

US~

These are some

gave to Bokaro the most ad-

It is indeed a marvel of modern
b~sically

·an indigenous plant,

made largely out of Indian equipment and talent.
Bokaro is already the
to the foundarie s of India.

biggest supplier of pig iron

With a planned township providing all

·modem facilities of living, Bokaro steel city is one
( 19)
biggest town of India.

'j

of the

0

The agreement for the construction of the Visakhapatnam Steel Plan was siqned on June 12, 1979.

iS around three million tonnes of steel yearlyo

It's rated capacity
The plants first

stage with a capacity of 1.2 milJion tonnes of steel a year is under
construction, The plant will have 3,200 cu$m. blast furnaces sintering machines with 312 sq.m. of sintering arca 9 cooking batteries
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with chambers as high as 7 m. and completely new dry coke quenching
technology,

~onverters

with continuous steel casting, and comprehen-

sive computer-based automation of production operations.

The USffi has

provided a credit of over PG. 400 crores for the first and second
(20)

stages of tr.e plant ..

MECON
Metallurigical Engineering consultants Ltd. MEOON was
set up with the cooperation of the USSR, and specially witb the
assistance of GIPROMEZ, the world famous institute for designing of
projects of ferrous

metallurgy~

MEC~N

has 2,500 engineers and

technicians on its staff and aluminium plantsQ
rable designing work for Bokaro.

It has done conside-

It is to play a prominent role in

the designing and erection of Visakhapatnam Steel Planto

Its ser-

vices are being sought by other developing countries like Nigeria
(21)

and Iraq.

.

MECON marked its 25th anniversary on .4pril 1, 1984.

Since its inception i*x

it has guided the growth of steel production

from 1.2 million tonnes to 10 milJion tonnes by 1983? and provided
consultancy services to such diverse spheres as mining and qon-ferrous
m~tallurgy

and the chemical industry.
HEAVY MACHINE BUILDING PL!l.NT OF Rti;NCHI

It was on November 9, 1957 that the agreement on Ranchi
Heavy Machine building plant was signed..

Construction of the plant

at R.::mchi was started in 1961 and completed in 1968.,

The de sign was

'

produced by GIPBOTYAZHf~9-I, the leading state design institute of
us~ ..

Soviet engineering and other industries supplied 27,COJ tons
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of the latest engineering equipment and 18,COO tons of steel structural elements and other materials for the plant at Rancbi .. This
equiprrent was manufactured by 82 different Soviet Engineering works.
1\s pre-planned, Soviet products accounted for 97 per cent of the
industrial equipment installed at the Heavy machine building plant
at Ranchi.

To ensure efficiency in the

op:~ration

Soviet Union assisted in the training of Indian
cians and skilled workers.
and received practical

of the plant, the

engineers~

techni-

More thar1 250 Indian engineers studies

trai~ing

at leading engineering works in the

( 22)

U Sffi.
OU"R3 ~\PUR PL/i.NT

At the same time as the Heavy Mabfhine Building plant
was being built at Ranchi, the !:oviet Union took part in the cons- ·
truction of another big engineering enterprise the mining equipment
works of Durgapur.

Since the Durgapur pl3nt was p1Jt into operation

it has turned out 250,000 tons of equipment which is now being used
at some 100 coal pits in the country..
the manufacture of equipment

for

It is. now about to 1 aunch

several big coal mining projects

being built in cooperation with the USSR the Janjra Coal pits and
Nigakhi and Mukunda open cast collieries.

At present the parties

are preparing of the manufacture of new types of mining equipment
at the Durgapur works on the basis of Soviet technical
tion.

documenta-

To this end the USffi ~as give the works a list of 210 types
0

of equipment and units and 26 processes it is ready to help intro( 23)
duce there.
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HAROWAR

HEAVY

ELECTRICL\L

EQUIPMENT

PL~NT

In February 1950 an intergovernmental agreement was
signed on the construction of a heavy electtrcal equipment plant in
Hardwar,

Uttar Pradesh, within the frame work of Bharat Heavy

alectricals Limited (BHEL) a state corporationo
biggest plant in this ·branch of the economy..

Today it is India's
It accounts for 47

per cent of the power genera-t;.ing equipment turned out in the country
and

employs approximately ll,CXX> people'.

f\bout 600 Indian workers

were- trained by Soviet specialists right at their werk places. &,me

200 Indian engineers received practical training at the Elektrosila
Plant in Lening~,.
one of the us~• s leading po'We!' engineering en··.·;
terprises.
p~t

In 1978-1979 the plamt actually achieved its design out-

in the manufacture of its main products, namely, 200-210 mega-

watt steam turbine and gene rat or units.
Equipment manufactured by the Hardwar plant has been
installed at the Neyveli Thermal povJer station in Tamil Nadu, the
Obra thermal power station in Uttar Pradesh, the Lower Silew Hydrop ower station in ~dhra Pradesh and at several other stations built
. (24)
.

with Soviet assistance.
R 8. 0 CENTRE ,

RO\NCH I

------------~-----

The R 8. D Centre at Ranchi· for steel reseaoch was
· set up under SAIL in 1972 to plan and implement 'research and development programme that would permit Indian steal industry to reach
world technological standards.,
to set up ito

The U Sffi provided initial assistance

India is the only country with which the USSR is
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doing joint research in steel.
over 46 fields of research and

The centre has already identified
development~

The S::>viet Union has
( 25)

also

und~rtaken

the modernisation of the IISDO plant at Burn&ur.
NON

FERROUS

MET 14LLLJa3 Y

Two decades back India had no aluminium Industry

worth the name.

In 1951 India produced a negligible

3~840

of aluminium metal and consumed nearly 15,000 tonnese

tonnes

Even as lat=

as 1960, the country produced only 18,0CO tonnes and consumed about
, 54,COJ tonne s, the

gap being filJed by imports.

It was in Novern -

be r 1968 with an agrwement was signed with the U S.ffi. for the prep a ra-

tion of. a Detailed Project Report for setting up an allumini1.nn
smelter and fabrication complex at corba.

~i

Today the Korba complex

is fully operational and it is the single major integrated aluminium
( 26)
complex in the country with the following capacities.
Tones per annum.
Primary aluminium
(With captive bawsite Mining
f acili ties and alumina production) o

lOO,OCX)

Properzirods

35,COO

Rolled products

40,000

Extraded products

10,000

Indo Soviet cooperation has also been extended to the field of R &
D in alumina and

aluminium~

for which an A.luminium Research, Deve-

lopment and ryesign Centre has been set up with Soviet assistance at
Korba coJll)lex..

Indo-Soviet cooperation plays a pivotal role in the

field of aluminium and will occupy a prominent place for decades to

0
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comeo
The long-term programme of trade, economic, sci·:mtific and technical

coope~ation

between the USSR and India, adopted

on March, 14, 1979, and the intergovernmental agreement of December 10, 1990, provided for 5mviet aid in the construction of a
bau:site aluminium

co~lex

in the State of Andra Pradash with an

annual out put of 2. 3 million tones of bauxite f

600~0(()

( 71)

-

800,000

tones of alumina and 200,CX:O tones of aluminium ..
S::IENCE

AND

TECHNOLOJ Y

The agreement on cultural, scienti fie and technical
cooperation between India and the US$, siqned in 1960 9 was the
first agreement of importance in the fieldo

This led to regular

and close contacts between the scientists of the two countri·? s.
A number of agreements govern the cooperation between

the two countries in the field of Science and Technology. Of these,
the following are significant :
1) Agreement betv.reen. the Government of USSR and the Government of

India in the field of A.pplied Science and Technology of October 2,

1972.
2) Scientific and technical cooperation in the field of Agriculture
of June 18, 1971.

Protocols

we~

signed once in two years subse-

quently, including the protocol of 1979 for assistance of Suratgarh
farm.

0
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3) Protocol between the USSR .1\.cademy of Science and the departrrent
of Science· and Technology of February 18, 1975.
4) Protocol between the Academy of Science of the USSR and the

Indian space Research organisation of April 22,
5)

~greement

1975~

between the Hydro-meteoralogical services of the USffi

and the Department of Atomic Energy of the Government of India of
May 14, 1970 ..
6) Agreement between the Government of the US9={ and India on the
peaceful utilisation of atomic energy of 22 January 1979 ..
7) .1\greement between the Soviet Academy of Sciences and the Indian
National Science Academy of February 19, 1975 ..
8) For the purpose of realising the objectives of cooperation, the
State Committee for Science and technology and the Department of
Science and technology signed in March 1980 a complex programme
of cooperation in the field of applied and fundamental sciences
for the years 1960-1983.

These are inten' 'ed to de'lltelop the provi-

5ions of tr.e long-term programme of cooperation signed in fv'1arch
(28)

1979.
1\ccording to the long-term programme out lined

f.!U>~xx

prospects of joint work for a term of 10-15 years and covered
many high technology are-"ls as also fields like energy, energy
resources, natural resources and envi.ronment, powder metallurgy,
corrosion prevention, metrology and several otherso
The U Sffi provided assistance for the construction
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of India's first research satellite, which was put into orbit in
1975 by a Soviet rocket from a Soviet cosmodrorne.

Originally mean"'C

to operate for six months, the satellite, named A.ryabhatta by Mrs.
Indira Gandhi herself, lasted for six years, until

1981~

The Aryabhatta was fol) owed by Bhaskarer-1, launched
from the USffi, in 1979, and its sophisticated successor, Bhask.-3ra

.

II, in 1981, while its predecessors were largely experiment.:1l Bhns-

kara II carried on board such sophisticated instruments as high resolution cameras and micro wave radiometers.

The U Sffi provided

free launch support for all these satellites, apart from supply of
several sub- systems su'ch as solar panels, chemical batteries and
tape recorders\)
its own rocket,

With the launching of the Rohini satellite, using
Indi~.,

became the Seventh country in the world capa( 29)
ble of putting automatic vehicles into space.
Science and tecr.nology are the corne-rstone of the
development efforts of our two countries.

This is why any effort

to look at them has to take the whole gamut into consideration. The
past has been remarkable.

The future holds still brighter prospects.

Powerful support given to Indo-Soviet friendship by the broad masses
of India and Soviet Union is the guarantee that the dreams of tre
founding fathers of the two countries would be fulfilled<;)
.TR~N

S?ORT

.1\ND

COMMUN IC f;. T ICN S ·

0

The two countries signed their first agreement on sea
shipping in April 1956.
gan to function.

Under its terms a joint shipping line be-

It connected the USffi' s bigger sea parts on the
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Black Sea coast, such as Ode ssa 11 11 yichevok, Novorossiisk and
Batumi, with Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Visakhapatnam and Cochin.
The line ensured efficient transportation of vital cargoes between
the USSR and India, and helped increase biloteral trade.
In October 1956, the first Soviet jet airliner TU104 performed in first flig.ht from Moscow to Delhi with a stopover
at Tashkent..

In 1958, an inter government agreement was sfgned on

a regular air service between Moscow and New Delhi, Bombay and
Calcutta.

The service was to be run by Aeroflot (USSR) and Air

India, promoting business contacts and exchanges between the two
countries.

At present Aeroflot is employing the well know 2oviet
( 30)
11-62 and the bodied 350 passenger IL-66 Jets.
The Soviet Union has also assisted India in tbe deve1opment of its Urban transporto

In particular it is taking part in

the construction of an underground railway in Calcutta, which is
knovm as Calc\.ltta Metro.
Calcutta Metro, India's first undergwund railway.
the agreement was signed between India and the USSR in 1970..

The

ceremony of laying the foundation stone was helci on December 29\'
1972, and was attended by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi.
rhe 16-Kilometre line

is

being laid under the most

densely populated neighoubhoods to help so·lve an extremely acute
urban transport problem.
80 Kilometres per houre.

The trains will travel at speeds of up to
Takir~

into account the stops, they will

cruise at an average speed of 30 K.N'.• P .. H.

It is believed that the
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train will cover the distance from Tollyganj, the S::luth terminus, to
Dum Dum Airport, the North terminus, is not more than 33 minutes,
.

0

To travel this distance by car tioday takes more than two hourso
The metro railway line will have 17 Stations.

Only

the termini-Dum Dum Airport and Tollyganj will be on the surfacea
the other stations will be underground.

~11

The designs provide modern

air.conditioning for the metro railway.
In October 1984, the four-kilometre section from
Esplanade to Bhowanipore
was the first city in

Wi'lS

Ind~a

put into commercial service..

C<'"1lcutta

to build this most convenient trans-

port system.
Recent years have been marked by development of Soviet-Indian cooperation in the sphere of communications.

The first

project in that sphere was a one-megawatt station for all India
Radio, a public corporatione · Wailt with Soviet technical assistance.
lt was commissioned in September

1969'~

The rapid expansion of

Soviet Indian contacts in the political, trade, economic,
technical and cultural spheres made it

necessar~

scientifi~

to improve tele-

phone, telegraph and tele communications between the two countries,
It was therefore decided to b·Jild a tropospheric communication line
between the capitals of both countries Moscow and New Delhi ..
Under the terms of an agreement siqned in 1977 Soviet
organisations prepared tr.e technical documentation, delivered the
equipment and sent to India qualified personnel to install and adjust ito

The tropospheric communication line was put into service
in 1981. ( 3")
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MEDICAl.

INDUSTRY

India produced medical items worth

100

By the Seventies~ the out put had gone up to over

million in 1947.,
flsct

about~.

3,500 million.

Today it is about Rs.,

e,cro

mil1ion. 'fhe medical

industry in the public sector accounts for a sizable part of ito
Soviet Union played a major role in the establishment and development of this Industry..

In I·Aay 1959, an inter

go·J·=rr~

_msnt agr·:!ement was signed on economic and technical assist:mce. lfl
the construction of three public enterprises : an Antibiotics plant
at Rishikesh, Synthetic drur,Js plant and
instruments plant at Madras..

Hyd.~rab.'3d

and

St.ll"'g~cal

They belonged to the Indian drugs and

pharmaceuticals limited, a public corporation.,

In the 1960t s the

Soviet Union aided india in the construction of a fact8ry in

pur producing lenses for spect :1de s..
was to

~roduce

million lenses.

Durr~a-

In ket1ping ,...,it:: the desiqns it

300 tons of optical glass a year, incl,Jding 10.3

In 1980 the Soviet Union

offer·~d

to set up in India
0

a phytochemical industry for tha manufr1cture of insulin, aspirin,
chloromycatin and codeine-rhosphate.

The &>viet Union, has al.:;o emerged as significant
buyer of In<iian medicines of late.

~t

the same time

P

it h<1s of fr~red

to collaborate with Indian in the production of medicines fur the
developing countries.

'32)

AGHIC:JLTURE
Today Soviet-Indian coo~eration in a<;:;ricult;Jra is of
a compreh3nsive nature.· It covers

)l!X1£X

such fields as agriJcultural
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production, irrigation, flood control, weather forecastinq? personnel
·,

training and production of agricul tu1:-al machinery and e quiprrent ..
S:PJi,.~t-Indian coopr~ration

in the field of agricul-

ture beg an in 1956 with the setting up of a state farm .;t Su ratg a1'h
(Rajasthan) for the production of quality seeds.
experiment in desert. EiX cultivation.,

It was also an

In 1966-1968 the

Sovi•~t

made India a gift of lS million rupees worth of m,1chin<rrs and

Union
(I{X!IIl

equipment for five more public seerl-growing farms of Jetsar
(Rajasthan) Hissar (Haryana) J'Jllundar (Puhjab) Raichur (Karn.;taka),
and Kannanore (Kerala).
hectares ()f arrable land.

E.::~ch

farm had about three or four thousnnd

In 1980 the Suratgarb public farm racei-

ved as a gift another ten million rupe11s worth of farm machines and
equipment.

Since 1971, when an intergovernmental agreement on sci-

entific and technical cooperation in agriculture was siQned, hundred of Indian agricultural Scientists have visited the USSR and
acquiant~d

cul tura.

themselves with the latest achievements of &:lviet agrif\ 1 arqe nurnbe r of &:lviet agricultural scientists have

also visited India to provide assistance to Indian scientists.
In March 1979, a 15 year long-term programme of cooperation Was signed, which envisaged significant aNas of cooperation in the field of agriculbJreo

In 1980 the Soviet agricultural

Minister, Valentin K. Mesyats, visited Indian when he announced the
gift of agricultural machinery worth Ps .. 1
farm..

cror~

to the Suratgarh

In October 1984 "directional blasting" experiments wer2 con-

ducted by a Soviet team at the Bharati Khad
river Sutlij.

ex~1eriemental

darn on the

A factory for the production of can~l lininq rnat~riaE
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is being set up in Gujarat with Soviet cooper,'!tiono
The USSi. has been one of the

1(~

adinq buyers of ag ro-

products from India like cashewnuts, tea, tobacco, coffee, lac,
( 33)

mango juice and many other
3)CIAL

items~

AND

CULTURAL

SJJ-r:m: S

Assistance in the development of the system of
education and training of Indian personnel has been an inali·:nable part of Soviet-.Indian economic and technical cooperation. Our
first

~rime

Minister Jawaharlal Nehru attached great importance to

the promotion of contacts in this sphere.
Under the ·Soviet-Indian agre13ment signed on December 10, 1966, an autonomous faculty of aircraft designing was
formed at the Indian Institute of technology in Bombay.

The auto-

nomous faculty of aircraft designing graduated its first engineers
in 1971.

Since it was founded it has trained some 500 specialists.
In the 1960 1 s the US::P. assisted India in founding

several technical higher schools, namely, an autonomous fac•1lty of
metallurgy at Kharagpur Institute of Technology (West Ben~1al), an
autonomous faculty of geophysics at the Osmania University in
Hyderaba.d (Andhra Pradesh) and an autonomous faculty of automation
and computer technology at the Bangalore (Karnataka)..

The Sovi:?t

Union helped set up five school of rootallurgy in Bhilai,

enginel~

ring schools in Ranchi and Bhupal, a technical school of oil and
gas industry in Baroda, and c:m electronics school in Hyde rabad ..
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These

scho~ls

enabled India, in a relatively short time, to eli-

minate its shortage of skilled personnel, which was particularly
acute during

the early

xt~¥l£X~ix~ft~!lS:S stag~s

of industrialisation.

Yhe USSR helped India train over 120,000 engineers, technicians and
( 34)
skilled workers.
A major field of Soviet assistance at present in
the field of education is in providing cheapened good text books
for university students.

For example while the MIR publishing

House of the U SSi will bring out 100 Soviet text books in English
and 30 text books in Indian languages on subjects like popular
science, biology, medicine and science fiction in the 1984-1985
period -

the prOQ;ress publishing House of Moscow will produce about

70 titles on social sciahce, literature, humanities and history,
both in English and Indian languages by the year 1986o

l\lready

about 450 Sov-iet text books have been adopted for Indian Universities, both in English and Indian languages.

1\n Indo-Soviet text

book board has been set up for this purpose and it meets yearly in
order to select books and arrange for their publication*

The

books ara produced at low cost and are very popular with Indian
sturlen~s.

Simultaneously Indian clas$ics and modern works ara

being translated into the Russian language.
Cooperation between the television authorities of
the two countries has become traditional.

There are special tele-

casts devoted to Indian culture on Moscow and other regional tV
programmes..

Similc•rly Indian TV programmes carry materi.:1l on

Soviet life and culture..

The &>viet Union provirles sports coaches
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in some fields --to India, and teams have been exchanged in volley
( 35)
b~ll

foot ball and other sports

fields~

In 1970, unde:r the auspices of the Indo-Soviet cultural Society was established and All India Institute of Russian lan, guage to coordinate the activities of the nurr,erous training programmes started .all over the country mainly on the initiative of the
I S::US.

The study of India is not confined to Moscow and
Leningrad onl Y•

Indology is developing as an important discipline

in Estonia, Georgia, Uzbekistan, Turkmenia, Tajikistan and Bury at.
The main centre of Indology· in the 2oviet Union is the Institute of
oriental studies of the

US~

Academy of Sciences.

A very useful and popular feature of the Soviet land

awards is the opportunity of Indian children to visit the Soviet
Union for over a month and enjoy a holiday with Soviet Chilc'ren at
the A.rtek resorts.

Thus Indo-Soviet friendship starts at a young

age.
Apart from the International film festivals in

Mosco''~'

and Tashkent, to which India is a major participatnt and the international flhlm festivals held in India to 1.rJhich the Soviet Union is a
major p_articipant, regular Indian and .&>viet film. festivals are
held in tbe two countries.

What is more, joint production of film

is increasing in numbers and variety.
The celebration of various festi-vals

of shared in-

tere st, such as the anniversaries of the October RevaJlution and
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and India's independence Day and Republic

o~y,

birthday of Gandhi,

Nehru, lLenin and cultural figures such as T i':lgore, Gorky and Pu shkin,
as also of histboric events of joint Indo- Soviet acti vi ties such as
the beginning of Indo- &>viet technological

coop:~ration

with the

l\l~Z'f!iR

aggrement on the Bhilai Steel Plant and the Indo-Soviet treaty of
( 36)
peace, friendship and cooperation.
One hopes that joint celebrations of the two great
historic events, the first socialist revolution in the world and the
first break in the chain of colonial empines, ·the festival year of
the peoples of the Soviet Union and India will open up

et

new path

of closer cultural relations.
3)VIET

MILITARY

A SSI Sf ANCE TO INOlA

-During the Sino-Indian border conflict of 1962, India' s lack of defence preparedne'ss was exposed.

4s

referred eorlier,

Irdia looked towards the West for arms and in return received dietations and humiliations from the

imperialists~

In this houe-

of

grave crisisp the Soviet Unicn granted a license to India to produce
the Ml.G:-21.

The significance of t·his agreement lies in the fact thAt

the Indian wds the first non-communist country which was heJped by
tb.e Soviet Union to manufacture the MIG-21.

Since 1962, the Soviet

Union has continuously helped India to strengthen its defence produc( 37)
tion base.
In 1964, Soviet Union, through an agreement, supplied
4 Squadrons of MIG-27 supersonic air

cr'-1fts~

Since then Inpo- Soviet

de fence deals have been as impressive as its earlier role in help
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( 38)

building out industrial infra structure.
Throughout these years the Soviet Union continued to
provide India with the

WEi!

necessary militory supplies, most of which

she had been unable to obtain from Western sources..

Unlike tre uni-

ted States and Britain,_ tLe Soviet Union did not put any embargo on
military supplies to India after the Indie>-Pakistan war of 1965. As
0

a matter of fact, shortly after the war she agreed to supply to India
T-55 medium Tanks, &lkhai-7 fighter-bombers, 100 mm artillery, mobile
radder sets etce Again, in 1967, India was able to obtain about 500
Soviet and Czech tanks.
delivery of some 100

Later, an agreement was concluded .for tr.e

fi~}:lt~r-

bombers for tr.e Indian Air Force ..

Accihrding to tr.e figures given in Military

Balc:1nce~

shed by tLe Institute for strategic studies London,

1969-70 publiu~.e

military

hardware supplied to India by the .Soviet Union incl1.1de 450- T- 54 and
T-55 tanks, 150 PT-76 light tanks,

140 guns of 130 fv\M, 2F class

submarines, ·one destroyer, 120 MIG-21 interceptors, 24 IL-14, 32
AN-12 transport planes,

109 MI-4 helicoptttrs, 14G 9'J-·78 fiflhter bom-

bers and 50 surface to air mis.si3Je launchers.,

These defence supp-

1 ie s, it must be added, did not come to In eli 2 as aid but or. p a)·ment
which, of course, was maee on a lonq-term instalment
j usted aa ainst the trade account of

b~sis

c3nd ad-

tr.e two countries maintained

in

( 39)

rupees.
Between 1966 and 1970 tf'_e Indian Navy bought four
'Polnocny' type landing craft, two poluchet class fnst petrol l.Joats,
four 'F' class submarines, two 'Revya' class frigates and six motor
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torpedo boats from the Soviet Union.,

It was in these years, too,

that the MIG ag-reement ·bare fruit in the direct purchase of nearly
one hundred aircraft, and the regular assembly of many others at
plants set up in Nasik, Koraput and Hyderabad..,.

By 1972, the indige-

neous content of the MIG-21 had reached 60 percent.

These arrc.nge-

ments in the defence field were carried out despite caustic moments
by Soviet observers on the 'reactionari nature of Indian economy e1nd
:~e

political leadership, and tr.e di ffe renee s opinion

tv..reen Mrs. Inc1ira

Gandhi and &>viet leaders in intern at ion al is sues c
Bet...,reen 1973 and 1976 India made the following major
procurements from the Soviet Union : 450 T-5Ll, T-55 and T-62 tanks
for t r.e army, seven petro 1 ho at s and s ix-1 anding era ft for the heavy,
and various types of missiles and war

ment of

~7

hearls~

The heaviest procure-

combat airci!aft and helicopters had

bet~n

made be L>ro

1972.

P reduction of Gnats, MIG's and HF- 24 aircraft s in Indi3, was
( 40)
there-after, acca l:?rated.
Only recently it

ha~,

country that can produce MKi 29'S and 31S that
US- made F-16S can very well pro:v:ide many

its technological paramet•?rs.,
in everythings;

t~1at

the

are s·-1pe rio r t:)

t:•~'~

come to be understo::>od

thin:-:~s

India net:ds withirL

This is not to say that the US$1=1, toos

no country doeso

But the point is that we can get

equally good and some even possibly better things from the

~vi•3t

This is what has given us the capacity to be at h1ck the
( 41)
West•3rn onslaughts.

Union.
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India~s

strategic relations with the

~viE~t

:Jnion

ar~

proved by the supply of t:nansport planes and equii:>ment for army and
nevyo

But the basic achievement is the

5)vi~~t

assistance in the de-

velopment of productive system for arms in India so that India has
not to face the humiliation of any futur:1 embArgo on spare parts
like the bitter experience of 1965.
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SECTION TI-IE FOREIGN POLICY OF

IV
J~I/\TA

PAltTY, 1977-1980

The Janata Party came to po'•.rer in March 1977 after the Sixth
Lok Sabha Election which red=.1ced the Congress P a:t'VY led by Indira
Gandhi to a minority for the first time
tion significantly ended

si~ce

independence.

This e lG c:-

30 year's monopoly of r:onqr-:3 ss rule in India

and handed over the regime of pO'Ive:r to a new party led by Morarji Desai
Mr. Desai and his foreign minister Atal Behari Vajpayee

wer·~

maic11y

responsible for Janata Party's f·.Jreign policy.
The New Prime Minister Morarji Desai, the for.eiqn.minister
Atal sehari 8Ajpayee and the Janata Party as a whole we:a
be more pr-e-Western in their attitude than the
There was a widespraad

br~lief

or,3ced~ng

belit~ved

to

government.

that the Janata :]overnment 'No·.lld correct

the suspected Indian leading towards the Soviet Union ancl
strictly to a policy of non- .aliqnm:Jnt.

13ut any hope or

adhe.r~

mor-3

appr~h~nsion

of

a major departure from the policy of the Indian era in fore iqn re 1 at .Lon
was seen removed by the Soviet foreign mini stt= rs visit to Incli a and
Vajpayee' s visit to the Soviet Union.

Continued friendshio b-,-twe"!n the
'

int•3r~sts

two countries was essential to the nati:)nal

( 1)

of both nations.

Desai took the earliest opportunity- to reiterate his governments firm commitment to the policy of non-aliqnm?nt.,

But he signifi-

cantly added that it will be a 'proper' non-alisnm:mt policy. Speaking
in the Lok Sabha on June 29, 1977 V.1jpayee qave a fuller exposition of
the J~nata Governm~nts non- ali,)nment policy.
not a policy of an individual or a party.

He said "Nonalignment is

This is based on national
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consensus.

The policy of non- alignment is, infact, a loqical and

essential exten*ion of the national indepenrlence in the field of
internati·:>n al affairs 19 •

But he emphasised that "India should not

only remain non-aligned hut must also appear to be so"

\f?joayee dec-

lared in the Soviet Union that "all commitments made by the previous
government and treaties and agreements entered into with for~ign
( 2)
.
countries would be honourad.
Tee Prime Minister himself declared
that India would now follow genuine aon- alignment, again, in the pronouncements non-alignm:mt was never given up.
its genuineness in the new context o

The emohasis was an
'

0

However, in his first press

conference, Janata Party Prime Minister Morarji Desai spelt out that
the New Government would follow a policy of

11

genuine" non- alignmant

and that the Indo- Soviet Treaty \"fOUld not stand in the way of buildin~
relations with other countries.

This stand craated misapprahensions
-.I

in the minds of the Indian people.

S=lcondly, Janata Party MP 9.tbra-

maniam Swami's reported statement that the Union Governm,?nt was actively considering the sugqeztion to abrogate the

tr~aty

widespread speculations on this crucial question.

has created

Subramaniam

Swamy' s own recommendation was that the Treaty should be abrogated.
Later Soviet Prime Minister Alexei K')sygin assured Janata Party
General Secretary Madhu Limaya, when he visited Moscow, that the
Soviet Policy towards India was based on larqer mutual interest and
not determined by any other considerationo
lieved to eave firmly maintained that the

The Soviet
Sovi,~t

l~~ade

r was be-

Union did not want

to interfere in the domestic affairs of India, a fact which was then
( 3)
widely reported in the press.
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In the joint declaration with L. I. Brezhnev, president
of the Supreme Soviet of the

ussq,

both sines expressed "their satis

faction with the development of relations of traditional friendship
and coopf?rati.on between India and the USSR in the spirit of the
Treaty of peace, friendship and cooperation which reliably se·rves
the interests of India and the Soviet Union'' ..
SOon after the Janata came into power the Indo-Us joint
commission and its sub-commission were activated..

The US congress

began to show more sympathetic interest in India and indicated a
responsive attitude to India's request for addistance from the
international development

~ssociation..

The US uncier Secretary of

states warrn chistopherv s statement that America had decided "to
look to India as the leader of South Asia" immensely pleased the
( 4)
Indian Government and the people·.
Carter visited India in January 1978 exceeding praise
for India's achievements and expression interest in human-scaled
cooperative projects for the juture.
visit2d the

u.s.

Prime¢ Minister Morarji Deasi

in June 1978 and made tiighly successful appearance

before the senate and House committees dealing With foreign affairs.
·High hopes of improved relations

V~Yere

ties which surfaced were suppressed.

sustained while the difficulFo!'e ign Minister

V::~jp·ayee

ex-

pressed satisfaction with the gSense of equality' which now marked
Indo-Us relations.

He spoke of an equal partnership based on

friendship and a common will to cooperate both in bilaterial
mateers and on internatitonal

issues~
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Uajpayee appreciative! y recalled the contribution made by
U o S. institutions and scientists to India Green Revolution Foreign
9

minister Vajpayee often expressed gre<'lter satisfaction at the
(5)
recognition of India's preminent position in Eouth .1\siao

u.s.

Soviet foreign minister Gromyko visited India on 2:)-27
April, 1977 o

Gromyko was tr.e first digni tctry of any foreign country

to visit New Delhi after the advent of Janata to powero

His re-

assuring talks with Desai and Vajpayee set aside tr,e apprehensions
regarding deterioration in Indo- S:lviet relations.

The Theme of
0

continuity and consolidation of relations between India and the
USSR was kept up by both the sides and thus speculations regarding
and slow down in Indo- &>viet cooperation were dispelled.
G romyko' s visit to New Delhi aug rod we 11 for the furtherance of relations

between India and the

!JS~-.

The leaders of the

)anata Party reiterated on a number of occasions that Indo-Soviet
cooperation in different fields should expand..
the French TV Foreign

Mini~.ter

In an interview to

Vajpayee said that there should be

greater depth in India's relations with Moscow.

11

India foreign

policy, particularly its relationship with the Soviet Union has
evolved from a national consensus and there should be no change in
itn observed

te

K~

Advani, Union Minister of information and Broad-

casting, at the inaugural function of a Soviet RXKPl exbibi t ion in New
Delhi..

Prime Minister Desai's visit to Moscow took place on 21-27

October 1977o

The Indian Prime Minister Desai

re-~ffirmed

IndiA's

desire to strengthen Indo- Soviet relations and observed that tr.e
mutual desires in both these countries to oromote their friendship
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was a demonstration of the fact that their relationship was a
demonstration of the fact that their relationship was not based
either on
equality.

pe~sonalities o~

on ideologies but on the foundation of

Prime Minister asserted and remarked, "The development

of our relations with other countries will not be at the expense of
established friendships".

Desai expressed his confidence that

mutually beneficial Indo- Soviet cooperation could be further enl ar( 6)
ged.
Before undertaking his trip to be king 9
Vajpayee paid a visit to the Soviet capital.,

He spoke of a high

degree of trust and confidence characterizing the bilateral relations of India and USSR.

Vajpayee informed the Soviet leaders to

India's efforts to nomalise relations with all her neighbours including China

and referred to the efforts of the Indira Gandhi

Government to initiate the orocess of normalization in relations
I

with Peking •
0

Vajpayee' s visit to Moscow proved successful.
It was widely reported in the Indian press, which wrote laudatory
editorials on the conclusion of Vajpayee-Gromyko talks, that the
USSR Government showed it willingness to help India in case the

.

USA refused suoolies·
of enriched uranium •
.
Soviet premier Ko s y~ in paid a

~

ven-d a y v ~ sit

to India on 9;.jl5 March 1979 on the invitation of Mnrarji Des<Ji. Kosygin in his address to the Indian parliaw.:nt emphasized the

ner~d

for
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further coordinating the e·fforts of peaca-lovinq forces like India
( 7)

to over come the threat to ''peace on the /\sian continent.
The Soviet premier's visit t·J India proved successfuL,

.!\ long-term agreement for Indo- Sovi,~t cooperation in Economic,

trade, cultural, scientific and technical fields was signed by the
two Prime Ministers.,

Both the sides unde rscor . ~d the immedi"lb: neGd

of the formation of Asia into a continent of rlurable oeace throuQh
cooperative efforts among all Asian countries on the basis of r=cognised principles of inter state relations.

Leaders of

bot~

the

countries exbh anged their vi•:ws with regard to imprvvemi?nt in their
{8)

.

relations with the people's Republic of China.
(Aft~:r

r2siqnation of Morarji Desai~ Chaean Singh

took over as the New Prime Minister in July 1979.,

The Congress (I)

again came to the power in January 1980 after the Seventh Lok Sabha
Election and Indira Gandhi sworn as Prim? Minister).
In several ways, India's furei·JO policy Sind relations under the Janata Governm·2nt were marked by success as for
examplew in relaxing tension on the Indian sub-continent, in
up a new

d~alogue

with China, and in

t~~~t

openin~

forging stronger links

with the common wealth and maintain friendly r2lations with Soviet
Union ..
THE R2TUHN OF MRS. Gl\Nan

The massive victory of Indira G~ndhi's

congress

and the complete route of the Janata party and the others opposition parties in the General electiont s of January 1980, confounded
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all ~olitical scientists and analysts in India and a broad.

No one

had imagined such a spectacular came back by Mrs. Indira Gandhi whose
political

fut~re

only two years earlier looked total1y bleak. Even the

more cautions among the political forecasters could not seG he yond
her party making significant gains.

Thus the re-emergence of

Mrs~

Gandhi came as a shock and surprise to the United States and most of
the Western world and a pleas ant surprise to the SJviet Union and
Socialist countriesa
India's refusal to join the chorus of condemnation of
&:>viet action in Afghanistan, and her abst·ention fr0m the o.verwhelming

u.

No Vote condemning the Soviet intervention

of India's return to a pronounced pro Soviet Policy..
the

u.s.

deepened the fear
1\t the same time

decision to offer arms aid to Pakistan to build up latter's

defence against possible Russian agqrassion alarmed India.

The

u.s.

military aid to Pakistan, India fearedP would nose a threat to India's
security and to the peace of the sub-continent..

The continuing Naval

presence of the super powers in the Indian ocean, especially of the
United States, and the building up of Naval base in
been a thorny problem.

Di=go..:.G~rcia,

has

India has continuously and firrnl y expressed

the view that the Indian ocean should be a "Zone of

p~~ace"

and Diego

Garcia should not be developed as a wester Naval base as this would
( 9)
only lead to increased super power military presence in the araa.
Mrs. Indira Gandhi did not shAre the Soviet concept
0

for

collectiv~

security for Asia; but she did not disapprove the idea

which becomes cl,ear if we read what she said at Moscow on July 8,
1980, "The Soviet Union genuinely wants peaceful cooperation, mutual
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undelrstand·ng and good neighbourllhness
The

~viet

betw~!en

the countries of Asia.

Union is not only a great power but one with a larqe ilt.si an

component in its personality.

Both our countries thu .s have a common

interest in promoting stability and harmony in 1'.\sia".

Her stand on

the Soviet sponsored collective security system for :1\sia was positive
but controversial.

The benefit, but not for any alliance for military

or startegic gains.

She put forward her own plan for l\sian coopera-

tion.

She considered mutual cooperation to be a basic factor

unde~

lying security, and this cooperation should spring from the initiative
of the Asian countries themselves.

This is why she disliked and super
( 10)
power im?osition or their involvement in ~sian security affairs.
A reason behind the Reagan administration's decision
to go ahead with the policy of arming Pakistan, ignoring India's
strong resentment, its assessment that India has tilted heavily towards the Soviet Union and would continue to do so in future.
a major national error in the

u.s.

This is

Foreign Policy in South Asia ..

Friend ship with the Soviet Union is a geo-political
necessity for India.

The 3oviet friendship has been

India on many crucial issues in the

past~

~n

valuable for

India's relations \tith

Pakistan China axis have posed a serious threat to India.

In 1962

the u .. s.. responded to India's pleas for military aid against Chinese
aggression.
1970 9 s~

But the situat:lon has greatly chanq.::d since the early

Now there is a sort of Pakistan-C:hina-!Jo

s.

alliance.

In the

event of any threat from China, India can not any longer codnt on
m~terial

support from the United states.

The same is true about
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possible danger from Pakistan.
founded to the United Stateso
realo

These apprehensions may appear unBut to India such a threat is very H:l:QX

Thus Indo-Soviet-U.S. relations are related to Indo-Pak and

Sino-Indian relations.
relationshipc

The same is largely true about Indo- Soviet

India's national interest necessitates friendship v..rith
( 11)

the 5:lviet Union.
Mrs. Gandhi's attitude towards the Soviet Union was
certainly motivated by compelling needs of India and if good relationship is now well established and maintained 1 it is because of the
reciprocal attitude of the top political leaders of both co.untrie s
who are conseious of the nedd to make India stronger and on her part
Mrs.

Gandhi too wanted a strong and stable India.

relat!honsbip became an undeniable proposition.

That~

s how the

The Soviet always,

have extended sympathy and understanding to India's

difficulties~>

The

covergence in out look on many issue, intern21l as well as intern.r
tional, is evident through the annals of our expanding relationship.
Wheather it was Goa or Kashmir or liberation cf Bangladesh, on the
Vietnam question, the palestine rmx problem, 5Juth .l\frican and
part held or on matters re 1 ating to the Security of littoral countries of the Indian Ocean the view's botb chf India and the 2oviet
Union converge ..
In the field of foreign policy Mrso Gandhi exore ssed
her intention to follow the Nehru line.
she did do that also.

In some important fields

But a series of international events and the

developments connected With the emergence of BE1ngladesb led tc
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Indi' s increasing dependence on the Soviet Union,
her creation, and she did try to assert Ip:Jia' s
extent possible under the circumstance So

This was not fully
ird ependence to the

1\nd she never discontinued

India's economic, commerc-ial, cultural and other contacts with the
we st.

Her policy in regard to the cooperation among the non- ;:~liga

ment countries was also not different from

tr.~t

of Nehru.
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CHAPTER - VII
SECTION - I
FOREIGN

POLICY

RAJ IV

OF

GmDrii

Rajiv Gandhi's Political Grooming:

0

..

To grow up completely within the cultural and poli tical milieu of J awaharlal Nehru and Indira G i'lndhi was the unique privilege of Rajiv G?ndhi.

Nehru, follows Mahatma Gandhi in the building

of the Indian heritage which is rightfully that of Rejiv G·andhiQ
roze Gandhi and Indira G?ndhi are also part of

this legacy.

Fe-

This

heritage, combined with R8jiv's own orientation toward technology,
Science and the industrial and agricultural ootentialities of the
largest.democracy in the world developing toward the twenty first
century, suggests a contemporary world leader of unusual stature.
Rajiv's approach to both politics and

statesm~nship,

moreover 9 incor-

porates basic human value and personal integrity with a wholesome
pragmatism through which he seeks decent human living for the millions
of his people for whom he openly expresses profound love and concerno
He had been a member of parliament for three years.

During his three

years in parliament, Rajiv did not always agree with the judgements of
his mother Indira, but he remained loyal to her.

It is well to re-

member tr.at R2jiv was practically born into the Government of India.
Indira Gandhi was released from ter

irnpri~onment

only three months before she gave birth Rajiv.
still in prison when he was horn.

as a freedom fighter

His father Feroze, was

Though he was only a teennger when

his father died, Rajiv Gandhi himself reveals best the influence of
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Feroze on his personal character.
nually .in a political family.

From his birth, Rajiv lived conti-

Eventually., he became a disciplined, hard

working student of government.
Rajiv Gandhi was welcomed peronsally by his people as
the best possible person to govern them, particularly in the time of
crisis precipitated by his mother's assassination.

The image of Rajiv

·presented to India was that of more than a new face as Prime Minister.
He· represented a new generation with possibilities for tremendous
deveo
lopment, actually "the stuff of the Indian dream"

To speak with his

political companions in the first years of his ?rime Ministership was
to receive a surprising picture of his personal character.

Rajiv G;:mdhi

burst upon the Indian scene in December, 1984, as an individual differ( 1)

ent in personal character from Nehru and

Indira~

FOREIGN POLICY OF RAJIV GANDHI

After Indira Gandhi's tragic assassination in October
31st 1984 1 Rajiv Gandhi took over and soon after secured a massive

electoral mandate to govern tf..e country for Five years,.
.pects thus began a new era.

In many res-

The new Prirr.e Minister was not a product

of Indiav s freedom movement and had no political and ideological bagqage
which his grand father or mother had"

To begin witt-. he mane decler<'t-

tions about Modernisation, incouding computers and lctest management
techniques.

His first visit to the UoS. created an impression that his

economic policies may bring some transformation in India's foreiqn
policy also..

There was a feeling in some

circlt:~s

that this may advor-

sely affect decades long political, economic and military relationship

{
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with the Soviet Union~
India's emphasis on private sector economy and he-.:search for high technology in every field, incoudinq defence production,
might have tempted Washington to pull New Delhi away from Moscow .. Subsequently the beginning of a definite and an overall
Indo-TJ.S. relations has been recorded.,

imp:tcJ'vem~nt

in

But there is nothing to con-

elude that there is any move by R<'1jiv in the direction of a sudden
change in the course of the country's foreign policy as chartered by
his predecessors.

India's traditional friend ship viTi t h the Soviet 'Jnion

continues to be the sheet anchor of her foreiqn policy under Rajih's
{ 2)
steward ship o
0

NJtwithstanding this initial situationt very soon it
became evident that the compulsions of India's Foreiqn :Policy were such
that there was no scope of any major shift in Indo- &>viet relationsu
To meet his offici3l responsibilities, Rajiv Gendhi
had to deal with the for·~ign delegations from the very first day he
assumed the office of the :Prime Minister..

He

d•~ c :i..ded

to continue wi tb

' the legacy of Mrs .. Indira GAndhi in the conduct of fore iqn rel3tions.
Soon after assuming the office of the Prime Minister, Rajiv G3ndhi,
when he meet eminent leaders and representatives of

diffe~ent

~R

nations

of the world, made it clear that a India 1Nill continue to work for
·inter national peace, friendship and cooperciti•)r1 11 •

He 3lso pointed out

that India and the SJviet Union had and continue to have common views
regarding international peace, friendship and

cooperr~tion

and hence it

was logical that both India and &>viet 'Jnion sLould continue to work
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togetre r in fut·Jre in international arana"
In his broad cast to the nati(m on November 12, 1984,
Prime Minister said "we hiqhly value the wide ranging and time-tested
relationship with the &:>viet Union, based upon mutual
friendship and vi tal support when most needed".

ooop~ration,

Thus, he emphasised

the valuable friendly relations with the Soviet Union that helped India
in its political and economic development and also in maintaining her
national integr:Dty.

The continuous stress on the historical India-

Soviet relations led some to aue stion the genuine ss of India • s foreign
policy of non-alignment..

Rajiv Gandhi took pains to clear t.he mis0

conception..

During his interview with Edward Bchr of News week Inter-

national on January 3, 1985, in New Delhi, when it

w~s

said that there

was a feeling in Washington that India's foreiqn policy was "titled
towards the Soviet Union" R.:div Gandhi imrnedigtely opposed the statement and quoted the former Prime

Minist~r

"We are upriqht, we do not have a tilt n.

Indira r:;andhi, who had said
In ':l))s i.nte rv iew with the

foreign journalists, Rajiv Gandhi had to

repeat~dly

closet relations with the Soviet Uniono

In l\pril 1985, during his

clarify India's

interview with John Elliot of Financial Times (London) he was asked to
clarify future relationship between India and the Soviet Union .. The
Indian Prime Ministe-r stated : "With the U Sffi, we have had a v12ry
strong friendship.,

They have helped in building our industria s and

they have stood by u's at times of need and

W3

appreciate that". Rajiv

Gandhi, thus, highlighted the fact that India- S:Jviet relations are
( 3)
based on the policy of mutual benefit and reciprocity ..
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DELHI

DECL~RATION

The Belr.i Declaration o principles of a nuclear weapon
free and non-vilent world signed by the SJv:iB t leader

Mikhail Gorba-

chev and India's Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi in New Delhi on November
27, 1968

on be·half of one billion men, Women and Chilcredn of the

two friendly countries (One-fifth of Mankind) is a historic document,
whose significance transcends bilateral or regional frameworks. Its
10 basic principles mirror the New Political thinking and Philosophic
approaches to the fundamental problems of interstat:e relations in the
nuclear space age ..
0

Before we look into the other salient features of the
declaration it would
set out in it.

~

worthwhile to mention (the 10 basic principles

These are as follows:
1) Peaceful co-existence must ·"Jecome the Universal form

of internatiomal relations.,

( 2) Human life mast be recoqnised as

supreme., ( 3) Non-violence sho 1Jld be the basis of community life.
(4) Understanding and trust repl21ce fear and suspicion .. (5) The right
of every state to political and economic independence must be recognised and respected. (6) Resources being spent on armaments must be
channelled towards social and economic develcpm1ent..

(7) Conditions

must be guaranteed for the individual t s harmonious development.
(8).Mankind's materia and intellectual potenti~l must be used to sol~e
global problems.

.(9) The "ballance of terror 11 must c:3ive way to com-

prehensive internatuo13al security.

( 10)

non-violent world requires soec i fie and

~

nuclear weapon free and

irru~edi

ate action fo !' di sarma-
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ment.,
Independent India's foreign policy of peace and nonalignment has had its genesis in the n~tion' s ancient history and
tradition.

1\s one of the fo mders and front...; ranking leaders of the

NAM, India has always advocated the should be ruled out as a means
of settling disputes, anci that re 1 at ions be tween states should be
based on the principles of '?anchsheel' and bnndung, wl:icl: 2re in
(4)

consonance with the Leninist ideals of pe2.ceful eo-existence.

The

motto of the Delhi decl?.ration is that all must work togetre r for
the

go~)d

of tbe individual, for growtr_ and

dr:velopment, for tre

greater glory of mankind.

It is the 2oviet Union who has been a friend and
sympathiser of

Non-,:~ligned

movement, since its inception. It has

always regarded the Nli.M as an influential force of the morl2rn times
in its determined racism and has praised Indie's constructive role
in Nl\IVi.

Both India and the S:Jviet Union have opposed escalation of

nuclear arms race and supported endeavours for peacee

This became

the basic of their mutual cooperation in international affairs. In
1984, during Indira Gandhi's Prime lviinistership, tLe Heads of Stat:;
and Government of Six Nations- Indi?.,
tini a, T anz ani a.

Gre~ce

1 Mexico, .3.,eden, t>,rqen-

From five continents, calJ ed upon the nuclear

,,~_e a-

pons po··..ers to halt the arms race, and ao '"'i'lled for the cessation of
the testing, production .:md r:ieveloprnent of nucJ

~~r

\W:apons and their
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delivery systemso

But this appeal was not responded to by the Western

powers and United States of l\merica..

Raj:i.v Gandhi ciurinq his Moscow

visit stated : nv·Je are qlad that the Soviet Union has responded oro( 5)

mptly and positively to the ap,)eaL.

The naw detente in 1988 was
0

hailed by Rajiv Gnndhi, as it
the

Non-r~ligned

disarmament.

vindic~terl

matt~rs

Movement (NI'l.M) on

In the

d:~ngerl

the constant stand taken by
of v..rorld o<?ace and nuclear

environment, he V'rJnterl t r.e non- Aligned

movement to edge the major powers

for"·'~rd

on the ro nrl upon which tr.ey

ha'S already emb;:,rked and wanterl them to be 'Jir•iLmt so that there? v:As
no slipping back.
The Indian Prime Mi.nister td2d to
played by the two super

pm~rs

as~·.ess

the roles

in the sphere of nucleCJr disarmament ..

R;:.jib Gandhi also wanted the N.l\M to mnke the mr1jor oov:ers feel aware
that the new world orrler b;:)sed on nuclear disarm<-lment and oeaceful
co-existence could become a reality not through th2 powe:- of the bi']
two alone, but by the

max

wisdom of all th8

countrie·s~

Rajiv

G.1ncl~1it

thus, continued with the leC)acy of his predecassors especially on the
practice of mutual consultation between Indi 3 and the
different international issues.

Both the count:':'i ?S

Sovi~t

~1lt?dged

for peace and disarmament in .:n'ld out side the · Jl.,! and to

Union on
to work

stren~rthen

the

intern(1tional mechanism, es:J:::cially the !.JNO to '?nfurc8 it.
Indo-X>viet
mom~ntum

rel~ticllnship

ha.d ACQ'Jired ;Jn independent

and raison cletre !-:lased on hi,jh n<'lti.on"ll

countries.

The

convergeno~

-3nd

compl•~m.~ntarily

int(~'"'est

of the two

of inter-jsts of the
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two co•Jntries had been time and again demonstrated duri'ig the decade

1966-76.

For India

particularly~

this relationship suhserved her vital

interests and was of critical importance at marly times of crisis for
the country.

Whether in the effort at industri=3lisation in order to

become self reliant, or trade on mutu,=Jlly advontageous t:?rms, or

act~,li-

sition of modern technoloqy in heavy industry or in the sensitive hut
vital field of defence supplies, or in the establishment of a defence
industry which could gradually reduce India's external dependence, or
shielding India from hostile big-power pressure, the 3::>viet contribution had been highly significant.
ignore Indian national

inter·~sts

The

1

'leste~n

powers continued to

and tried to orop up neighbouring

countries in order either to exercise pressure on India or
other interests in this reqion or in neighbouring reqions.

~o

suit

They took

inimical stances whenever iss•Jes that toucher! the nerve points of
1 ndia's territorial integrity ar::Jse.

They were also not willing to

provide the kind of assistance whtch in India's viev.,r WO'lld help her
( 6)
stand up on her feet.
On most issues that concerned India anr{ the t:-1ird •rror1d,
Moscow supported and votarl with India and t\·:e third vrorlrl at the 1JN
;:1nd

elsewher~.

India certainly had established a stronq and

intimc=~te

relationship with the Soviet Union and would not treat Moscow on a
par or as equidistant with the other big powers.
It is in this context that th2

r:~levance

of the Indo-

Soviet friendship and the Indo-Soviet Tr,;aty [·,"s to be seen in the
present day times.

If it was tr,e thr•:?at of a US-China-Pak axis \r.Jhich
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brought about the Treaty, in the eighties this axis is consi0erably
stronger and emboldened to embark on new adventures.
has become an active partner of this axis.

Japan, too,

It looks that 1\si.=ms in

the eighties will be subjectad to overt add co·;ert tensions and conflicts.,

The S:lviet Union, which has in its foreign oolicy almost

identical qoals with India.., has stood firmly by ouT side.

The Indo-

Soviet friend ship, the refu re, has become the mo ::;t important single
factor in this region for stability and that explains why soon after
Indira G.:mdhi 1 s assassination, RaJiv G-"lndhi started consolidation
friendship between the two countries.

V'l'hat is of re assuril')g signi-

ficance in the current explosive world situation is that Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi has a@ain and

~1ain

voiced India's

co~cerns

over

the deterioration of the international situation and the growing
threat of termonuclear war.

In his keynote ad,!r:?ss at the new Delhi

bare au meeting of foreign ministers of the non- aliCJ.ned countries he
reiterated that India wo:1ld do e·verything in her power to r<?vive the
spirit of detente P bring about real disarmam•?n·:, secure di sm<'lntling
of

~~~E~

foreign military bases in the Indian acean and make it a

zone of peace.
lare

The stand of the socialist countri•?s is almost simi·-

~ain kill~X>JCiiXIIl

India has been supporting liberation movements

and has been raising her voice CY.Jainst all for; ign domini'3tion and
(7)

racism.

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi on a number of occasions
has highly appreciated the

peac,~ful

policy of the S::>viet Uni:Jn which

according to him, "oomes out in favour of preserving peace and pre-
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venting a new

war~,

and that .two at a time when the star wars pro-

gramme ehchances the danger of a nuclear war" and poses a threat to
all states, including India.

This shows that the basic objective of

the two countries to firmly _stick to the principle of peaceful exx
coexistence has become more relevant.
NEW

DEIRI' S

sr~D

ON AFGHAN ISSJE

India's stand on Soviet action in
iterated on several occasions by Prime Minister
self.

~fqhanistan
In~ira

was re-

Gandhi her-

In an interview published in a Paris daily on 3 March, and

reported by the Indian press, she said that "at stake" and when the
Afghan rebels were being armed by West backed Pakistan, the SDviet
did not have any other alternative then to intervene.

"One of the

real reasons for the crisis is the rapprocement betwaen China and
the US against the Slviet Union which feels encircledn, Mrs. Gandhi

added.

o

In a brief sta•ement made before the Lok Sabha on 17
June, foreign affairs minister Rao that Soviet Ywt action in 1\fg anis11an was exaggerated by the out side forces and that aggression
against this country still continued with the help of well trained
and well-armed insurgents

base~

on Pakistan territory.

Referring to

his recent talks with the Soviet le adess on the Afghan issue, the
foreign Minister said that they expresse·d their "readiness to withdraw troops once a political settlement.had been reached".

From

the account of India 9 s attitude towards Soviet presence in

Afgha-

nistan, it becomes axl evident that she looked upon it with enough

(
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circums~ection

and moderation, because it was considered desirable in
( 8)

.

the enlightened self interest of the country.

The new leadership of the both countryG

India's Prime

Minister Rajiv Gandhi and General Secretary of the CP SJ Mikhail
Gorbachev exchange of views on matters of bilateral· and international
significance,

incl~ding

Afghan issue.

In reply to a question on the Afghan problem, the Prime
Minister said that he discussed it with both Gorbachev and Reagan. He,
however, stressed that unless the US gave firm guarantees of noninterference it would be difficult for the Soviet Union to withdraw
(9)

her troops from Afghanistano

As regards Afghanistan, the Soviet

leader declared that "Six-regiments will be ,returned home from .>\fghanistan before the end of 1986 •••e••••c•He also said nif the intervention against the ORA continues" -

Gorbachev warned nThe Soviet

Union will stand up for this neighbour."

In a reply to a question at

the press conference held on 8 August at the venue of the Mexico
summit, the Prime Minister expressed the hope that the recent announcement of Soviet with drawal of

so~

troops from Afghanistan before the

end of the year would reduce tension in that area.
0

At a separate press conference, held in our hotel, Lt.
Gen. Boria

Gromov~

commander of the SOviet Military contingent in

Afghanistan, stressed that the process of withdrawal of Soviet forces
( 10)

would be completed in nine months by Febru·ary 15, 1989 ..
India has a special place in the hearts and minds of
the Afghan people.

New Delhi recognises the legitimacy of the Afghan
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Government, and is d eepl y committed to the independence and terri torial integrity of a non.aligned Afghanistbano

Events in Afghanistan

are of immense historical and geo-potitical relevance to India9 India

has all along attempted to help resolve the Afghan crisis, and has
provided economic and

tecr~ical

piX

assistance to Kabulo

The talks held in New Delhi during the visit of Dr.
Najibullah in May 1988 should be viewed as a part of the efforts
which India is ex•rting to ease the tension in South Asia and other
areas of Asia and the pacific, while demonstrating Delhi's constructive

a.a

and realistic stand on the settlement of regional

conflicts~

/1.11 through the years of the existence of the Afghan issue, India

has favoured a comprehensive and just political settlement of the
Afghan situation with a view to ensuring Afghanistan's status as an
independent and

.

non-~ligned

( 11)

state.

The Afghanistan issue created some difference of opinion, for India was not in favour of the presence of foreign troops
and stood for an overall political settlement that would ensure
~rawal

of Soviet

t~ops

as well as ceassation of

wit~

interference from

across Pakistan's frontiers in the shaf)e of material assistance to

rebel elementsQ

India's views on the undesirability of presence of.

foreign troops in Afghanistan were forcefully conveyed to Moscow
privately, notwithstanding the restrained public stande

India had

also supported the UN conciliation mission, but washinggon's lack
of interest in a political settlement frustrated any such likelihood ..

0
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NEW

DEUII' S sr~ND ON AR3HAN

I SSJE

Rajiv condemnation of the Sbviet invasion of Afghanistan requires special clarification..

While a few of India's politi-

cians and many journalists insist that Gandhi should

~speak

more

plainly" and that he is to much concerned about "rubbing Russia the
wrong way" a survey of Rajiv's own statement reveals a very definite
stand against the Russian invasiono

Certain dissenters

believe that

Gandhi does not condemn the Afghanistan invasion in the same ringing
terms with which he attacks apartheid in South Africau

But Raj
., iv

makes it quite clear that South Africa represents for him the iast
vestige of the absolute in humanity of racism.

South Africa thus re-

presents a unique situation as contrasted wi tb all warfare or inv as ion in today's world•

Moreover, since Mahatma Gandhi's searing

attacks upon racism in South Africa in the late nineteenth century,
India has held a special world position in total condemnation of

racism.
Supporters of Rajiv Gandhi also add that India is vulnerable and needs the arms she can purchase from Russia; that a

c•~

tain self-interest exists in the actions of every nation; and that
India's self-defence calls for a definite but low-keyed condemnation
of the Russian invasion on Afghanistan.

Rajiv must protect India.

The official position of the Indian government is the following.
Russia maintains that the United States has attemp•a·d to destabili2:e
and overthrow

the established Government of Afganistan.

The United

States maintains that Rassia·is an invader supporting a puppet governments~
India desires that Afganisthan determine its own

''

destiny through negotiation of a political settlement to insure no
interferen~e

from anywhere outside of Afghanistan.

India believes

that the United nations Secretary General can achieve such. negotiation if the United states and Russia will improve their relations :
distrast between the superpowers is Central problem.
Even a brief chronological chock of Rajiv Gandh's own
statements clarifies his position on
wonder why the

mtRt~

~fghanistan

so lucidly that one

misinterpretations of his position : For example:

( 1) India desires to "stop the interference and the intervention in
Afghanistan .• • • • • • • bring normalcy back. e • • • • • • • get the refugees back
hom •••••••••• and have a good non-aligned government in Afghanistcn.
( 2) Both the Soviet troops" in Afghanistan and "interference from
across the Pakistan boder~ must be stopped. (3) It "all the parties
-

concerned can g•t together, "a "solution 6 is possible. (4) "Our position has been clear from the beginning and
position.

we

have not shifted our

u~e are against any interference or intervention in the

internal affairs of other countries and we would like to see it
stopped" (5) India has stated its position on
1985.

~fqhanistan

Intervention and interference must be stoppedo

in 1983 and

I think no-

body has even read what we have said for the last five years". (6)We
want

~a

neutral,

no~r>aligned ,~Afghanistan" ..

Soviets out of Afganistan?"

(7) Question "you want the

'nswer: nYes"o

(8) it is

really a

problem between the United States, the Soviet union 9 Afghanistan, and
Pakistan, who aee the four countries involved in this particular
dispute"o

(9) ni do not think we have betrayed the friendship of

Afghanistan at all".

(10) "India's position is not ambiguous.
0

We
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are

~ainst

bot intervention and interference in Afqhanistan. and we
( 12)

would like Afghanistan to be an independent non-aligned state.
Rajiv Gandhi with Western Reporters
Of all possible misunderstandings of India's relations
with the major world powers - Russia 11 China and the united states
perhaps the relationship most misunderstood by western countries is
that of India and Russia·.
question

~stern

Since Gandhi's accession to power, the

reporters ask him most frequently concerns India's

supposed fttilt" toward Russia or "balancing actn between
the United Statese

Russia and

To read all of Rajiv' s speeches offered at home

and abroad and all his responses in press interviews over inore than

tvro years concerning India's relations with the superpowers in an
enlightening experience.

His answers to repeated questions concer-

ning Russia have never varied :

Yet the questions persist. The re ae

sons that Gandhi's responses are not really heard seem to be the
following

~

i~ossible,

Firstt certain questioners believe that non-alignment is
even were it is evidently successful; Second, these

cross-examiners also suspect that if India does not always support
their own judgements in voting within the United nations, India is
therefore opposed to them on all issues; third 9 politicians of certain countries believe that other countries must be "For" them or
"againsta them with regard to questions that concern their own positions of power.

•

0

Each time that India votes against a certain Ameriear

policy, for example 9 one is likely to read in the West that India
fitilts" towards Russia.

These judgements amaze Rajiv Gandhi, who

wearily refutes them over and over again.

He anticipates questions
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concerning "tilting" and "balancing" even before they are asked only
five months after his election, he responded to an American reporter
in the United States."

We have not tilted towad the Sbviet Union

••••••••••••and we are not carrying out a balancing act between the
United States and the USs:\.

We are being non- alignede

Being non-

aligned means having the right to speak our own minds having the
right to speak our own minds on every issue as we think correct. It
is in a way raising democracy to a World level where every nation
has the right to speak it's mind."
The very same wa• weekp

article in UoSo news and

~

World Report suggested that Rajiv was doing "a high-wire act between
East and West 0 •

Gandhi explained patiently that India wants to

strengthen relationship with both the United States and Russia.
India desires the modern technology and free ent•rprise expertise
the United Sbates can supply to

India~

But th]s desire does not

imply that India must disagree with Russia on every mssue.
Shortly after Rajiv's election, Russia offered India
1.2 billion in Soviet aid, and renewed economic accord between the
two countries *'*tix until the year 2000.

On the otherhand, the

United States is India's biggest trading partnere

At the same time,

India can not be happy about the billions in military aid given to
Pakistan by the United States.

Pakistan has used American military

supplies to attack India three times since India became independent
in 1947.

Again much of the military weaponry given to Pakistan by

the United States for the defense of the Afghanistan querrillas is
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not the type of armesment that can be used in the terrain of
istan 1

~fghan-

In the case of Pakistan, the United States continues its

old error of supporting dictatorships which often eventually humiliate
Americao

so~

-observers believe, for example, that the expe,ience

of the United States in the
peated in Pakistan.

Philippines~

Iran, and Chile is being re-

In plain terms, Pakistan is in no sense the

democracy that India is. Zia-IJl-Hoq is in no sense a Rajiv Gandhi.
Yet American leaders often can not seem to trust the democracy of the
latest free country in the world.
As pointed out by

s.

Nihal Singh, it is unreasonable to

.think that India could became a Soviet dependency.
gine Moscow suffering from such a delusion.
the Soviet Union has its own.

One can not ima-

India has its

interests~

Moreover, the two countries are not

in competition and they need not be.

Rajiv Gandhi has stated that

India has two approaches to Russia Geographical and Political.
adds~

He

what can be learn from Russia's economic systenG Undoubtedly

it has certain good aspects.

But it is impossible to govern India

by a system other than democracy •••••••• We can learn from them
( 13)

(the Russian), but

\1119

can not copy their system ..

As for Rajiv Gandhi himself, he repeats consistenly
that Russia has helped India when
the 1950is.
adds.

Indi~needed

help since back in

Then insisting on democaacy and non-alignment, Rajiv

"But we want to keep our option of individuality open.

stand by certain principles, certain ideologies, and

we

We

don't compro-

mise on them, whether it is the Soviet Union or the United States.
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Rajiv Gandhi and Non-alignment Movement
When Indira Gandhi was assassinated in 1984, Rajiv
Gandhi assumed her role as Chairperson of NAM and planned the Eighth
sam~xt*

summit held at Harare in Zimbabwe, August-september 1986. The

meeting was also the occasion of the twenty fifth anniversary of
Nl\M.

Rajiv declared this summit to be a watershed in its history

as members reaffirmed their faith in .. a world commJnity, united for
peace, disarmament, and develo·pment".
present a new and different NI\M.

Indeed, the Harare meeting did

.Journalists who attended the ai11x ·

conference reported that Fidel castro appeared to be more gentle as
well as older.
Yasser

~rafat

Kenneth Kaunda, too, looked

older~

but more serene.

was-flamboyant as always, but strain and stress were

visible in his countenance.

Those in attendance were made aware of

the dynamism and yout at of Rajiv Gandhi, Afterall he was twenty six
years younger than Indira.
tion.,

Indian leadership had skipped a genera-

Rajiv' s speech as retiring chairperson of NAM some how struck

a chord of completion of a crusade for freedom and human dignity.
The non- aligned movement, Rajiv declared, is the road
to peace through equality and

pe~ceful

co-existence; nFrom Belgrade

to colombo through Cairq Lusaka and Algiers, from Havana to New
Delhi, we have grown in numbers and we have gained in strength.
Divvrgenees, however, still persist.

Gort;Jachev' s desire to revive

the idea of an 'sian collective security system clashes with Gandhi's
firm insistence on Non-alignment.

Rajiv was either played down the

idea of collective Asian security of distanced himself from it. And
he has just as consistently emphasized the need for South ~sian
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Regional cooperationo

The approach of the majority of member conn-

tries of SARC has been to keep South
the two super powers.
diverge in the
of peace.

futu~e

~sia

free of the rivalry between

It is also possible that India and Russia may
on the question of the Indian ocean as a zone

Rajiv agrees with both the united nations General

~ssembl y

and non- aligned movement in his interpretation of the IOZP doctrine

0

He favours the broadest possible interpretation of this concept,

adding that

~not

only the Indian ocean but the whole world should be

a zone of peace".

A third possible area of divergence between India

and the Soviet Union, although unlikely, is India's development of
nuclear weapons capability if forced to do so in response tij) Pakis( 14)

tan's acquisition of the nuclear bomb.
For the time being,

Go~vachev

tion with India's position of Non-alignment.

has declared satisfacAnd Rajiv Gandhi disre-

garding the risks of divergence, has slung firmly to his own position
on Asian security.

While the two super powers ar3 once again invol-

ved in a cold war Rajiv knows that India can play an important role
by "tilting" to neither side.
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~ION-

R~IV

. AND THE

&>VIET

II

UNION

POLITICAL

DIMENSIONS

In its message of warm congratulations to Rajiv on
his grand electoral victory in December 1984, the council of Ministers of the USSR re-affirmed its support to the Indian people.
!Hailing Rajiv Gandhi as a firm follower of the course of Jawaharlal
Nehru and Indira Gandhi, the SCiviet Government expressed the hope
that under his able leadership, the traditional friendly relations
between

India and the Soviet Union would continue to

de~elop

in

( 1)

all direction8o

Kostantin Chernenko died on ll March 1985. Rajiv

Gandhi visited Moscow to take part in the funeral of the departed
Soviet Leader.

In his talks with Mikhail Gorbachev, General Secre-

tary of the CPSJ, the Indian Prime Minister expressed the hope that
his country's relations with the Soviet Union would continue to
develop.

0

Rajiv Gandhi observed that Gorbachev was "a man of with a

clear perspective"..

He observed that under Gorbachev' s leadership

the USs=t would emerge staronger.

In may 1985, Rajiv G ~ndhi visited the USS\.

He met

Mikhail Gobachev, the General Secretary of the CP SJ and both the
leaders got a chance to exchange their views on many international
problems.

In a banquet hosted by Gorbachev in Kremlin on May

21~

1985, Rajiv Gandhi expressed his appreciation for the Soviet Union

and pointed out the importance of Mutual visits of Indian and Soviet
leaders in the post.

He said "Every visit of a Soviet leader to

India and of an Indian representative to the Soviet Union is a
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further step in strengthening the close friendship that exists between our two great peoples and contributes to world peace.

He fur-

ther said "friendship and cooperation with the Soviet Union are an
Integral element of our foreign policy.
Our people regard the Soviet people as friends who have
stood by them in ttmes of need.

The splendid record of India Soviet

relations owes much to the vision and exertions of the leaders of
( 2)
both our countries over the last three decades.
Tee Soviet leaders told the Indian Prime Minister that they appreciated India's
concern at Pakistan's acquisition of sophisticated weapons- with its
plan to develop a nuclear bomb.
On May 22, Rajiv and Gorbachev signed two documents
basic guidelines for economic, trade, scientific and technical
co-operation between USSR and India for the period ending the year
2000.

As a result of these two agreements India got a massive

Soviet credit of about Bs. 1100 crore to finance a package of important projects like the Kahalgaon thermal station with a capacity of
.840~MW

and a large number of open-cat mines to extract powEfr genera-

ting and xakiKf cooking coals.

The two sides would also cooperate in

comprehensive prospecting of hydro-carbons using Soviet equipments
and specialists in two mutually agreed areas in Establishing an institute to design coal-dressing factories, _a working design section
at the central institute of planning and de signing coal enterprises,
retooling the paterdikh coal dressing factory, introducing new
technology~

modernisation, and reconstruction in ferrous metallurgy
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and machine building&

Provision was also made for la::rge-scale pro-

duction cooperation as well as for participation of Indian organisations in building civil and industrial project in tba USSR.

These

agreements provided for the participation of Indian organisations in
Industrial projects in the USffi in a form and manner to be mutually
decided in specific cases where such cooperation would be deemed necessary.

The two sides

considered cooperation in their joint ven( 3)
tures in third countries.
In November 1985, while comina back
from New York, Rajiv Gandhi had a short stay in the Soviet Union.
After coming back to India he made a sta•ement in parliament on his
foreign visit saying that he had an extensive and useful ex change of
views with ~eneral Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev which carried fo~Jard
the earlier discussion between .them.
~eaking

at the banquet he hosted for the Indian

Prime Minister, the Soviet leader said that some though should

per-

haps be given to the idea of an ove-rall comprehensive approach

to

the

problem of Security in Asia and possibly to joining the efforts

of Asian states in this directiono

Mr. Gobachev concerned that it

was not easy to achieve the goal proposed by him, but he also noted
that the road to Helsinki was not simple or smooth eithe;. "Here one
could think of various methoes to be .employed, from bilaterial talks
or multilateral consultations to Asia wide forum, to be held some
time in the futuee, for an exchange of views and a joint search for
constuuctive solutions", He said.

He believed that India, as a

great power that enjoyed high standing and respect both in the

~sian

countries and throughout the world could play a very important role.
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in this process.

"We highly value India;s contribute on to streng-

thening peace

international security and to enhancing the role

~nd

played in this respect by the non-aligned movement".
siderable approximation in Indo- Soviet views.

There was con-

Rajiv Gandhi de scri-

bed his talks with Soviet leaders "extremely good" and said that the
two agreements signed in Moscow were indication of the "friendly and
growing relations" between the two countries.
were "a lot of

i~lication"

He believed there

in the economic agreement which cove red

a wide spectrum and will help both countries in their economic deve( 4)

lopmente
Another important milestone, as Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi described it 9 was the visit to India of General ·Secretary
Mikhail Gorbachev and Mrs. Rais a Gorbacheva in November

1986"

The

visit enlarged the area of economic cooperation and introduced New
Philosophic elements in the identity of views on world peace and.
disarmament, although many questions about future developments in
.

( 5)

the region remained unansweredo
In his welcome speech at the Airport, Indian Prime
Minister described the Soviet leader as "a tried add trusted friend"
in "hours of need" and hailed MikhailGorbachev as a "crusader for
peace. r.

He further said that friendship

Soviet Union was based on mutual respect

bet~en

RC~jiv

India and the

Gandhi drew atten-

tion to the India- Soviet relations that have remained stable and
( 6)

well-tested •.
From the long range stand point the two leaders
issued a document entitled "Delhi Declaration on principles for a
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nuclear weapon free and

non-violent world".

This declaration lays

down 10 principles for building a nuclear weapon free and non-violent world issued on behalf of one billion peoples of the two countries, who constitute one fourth of mankind, it strikes an optimistic note.

Its conc&uding paragraph

says~

The gathering strength of the coalition for peace
embracing the efforts of the non- aligned movement, the six-nation
five continent initiative for peace and disarmament, all peace
loving countries, political parties and public organisations gives
(7)

us reason for hope and optimism.
Mikhail Gobachev also addressed the joint session of
Indian parliament on November 27, 1986.

He opined that fact that

differences of socio-political system and ideology .and other distinctions have not hampered the friendly dialogue between the two countries was extremely important as a guiding example for others.
During Gorbachev's stay in India, R2jiv Gandhi reiterated the
tance of

in~or

Indo- Soviet relations and pointed out the comrron ground

for its continuation.

Before departure of the Soviet leader, he

highlighted the fact that the -India Soviet friendship was characterised by a deep appreciation of each others

aspirations, interests

find concerns, it has gained depth and maturity With the passage of
time, and it has remained firm and
tums of International politics.

stea~y

through the twists and

He believed that both India and

the Soviet Union have not viewed this relationship only as a means
( 8)

to achieve mutual gain.

0
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Anoth•r milestone in Indo-Soviet relations has been
the visit of the Prime Minister of India to the Soviet Union in July
1987 in connection with the inauguration of the festival of India in
cathedral square in Kremlin Mikhail Gorbachev said on 3 July : · "We
are opening to-day another remarkable page in the Chronicle of &r
viet-India friendship".

Once again during this visit, the two coun-

tries reaffirmed their determination to do everything to avert the
threat of a nuclear satastrophe, and to promote a peace settlement
of contentious political issues.

The essence of this bilateral

relationship was fully reflected in the statement issued by the
political Bureau of the CPSU Centaal Committee.

The relevant para

said:
The intention to steadily continue to pursue the

~wit£¥

policy of all round development of Soviet-Indian relations on the
basis of the principles of independence, equality, non-interference
(9)

in internal affairs and mutual benefit was reaffirmed.
In contemporary international relations the position
of the Soviet Union and India is fiar from ordinary.

The Soviet

Union is a super power, with all its attendent characteristics.
India of course is in a different category.
major power can not be denied.

But its potential as a

Apart from its territory, population

and various kinds of resources, it has played an important role in
maintaining peace and stability in South Asia particularly.

It

ranks among the top 20 nations in so far as industrial production
is concerned, it has the fourth biggest military force in terms of
scientific and technical manpower it is the third in the world. Thus

0
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it is a relationship between two important powers.

It is a happy

coincidence that there is considerable harmony in their thinking on
world affairs which is based on their respective national interest.
Their policies with respect to peace and disarmament have many common
poi~ts.

There is also considerable cooperation in so far as economic

· development is concerned.

That is why in India governments bave cha-

nged, different political parties have come to power but our relations with the Sbviet Union have continued to grow.

On the other

hand in the Soviet Union leaderships have changed but their views
about cooperation with India have remained consistent •. In a workd,
mutuality of interest has induced the two countries to coBtinue to
widen and deepen their relations during the last thirty years.
On his return to New Delhi, he was asked by the press
reporters whether India was pushing towards the communist bloc as a
result of the signing of the Delhi declaration with the &>viet leader.

Rajiv Gandhi answered : "Not at all".

He explained that

India-Soviet relations were governed by certain principles like disarmament and non-violence which were basic to India's foreign policy.
Rajiv Gandhi further said that the Delhi declaration had marked a
new phase in India- Soviet relations.,

Rajiv Gandhi also referred to

attempts by the Soviet Union to nomalize her relations with Chinao
He dispelled fears expressed in many quarters of India that in her
attempt to normalise relations with Chin?', the Soviet Union might
overlook or neglect India's interest.

Rajiv Gandhi emphatically

stated : "I don't think that the Soviet talks with China will pose
thrx ·any problem for us.
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It was from November 20u 251) 1987 that the Soviet
Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzhkov paid an official friendly visit to

India to inaugurate the Sbviet festival of India.

In a dinner

meeting in honour of the visiting Soviet dignitary by the Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi on November 20, 1987, Nikolai Ryzhkov observed
about the India-SOviet relations that the recently concluded accords
between the two countries have given new dimension to many faceted
cooperatio_n.

Rajiv Gandhi in his speech at the dinner meeting

observed: "Our relationship is a
mism.

uni~ue

blend of stability and dyna-

The evolution of this friendship sustained over the years,
.

0

arises from the mutually shared ideals of human equality-and social
justice•

It is a friendship rooted in our common commitment to
( 10)

peace and international understanding.
The year 1987 witnessed a more fruitful and closer
cooperation between Inr1ia and the Soviet Union.

The visit of Raj i v

Gantihi to Soviet Union in July 1987 and the return visit of SOviet
Prime Minister Nilolai Ryzhkov to India in November 1987 confirmed
that both Soviet Union add India attach special importance to question of removing the nuclear threat, curbing the arms race, disarmament and the attainment of the tasks set by the Delhi declaration.
On November l8w 1988, Mikhail Gorbachev, General Secre-

tary of the CPSJ Central Committee and Chairman of the presidium
of the USs:t supreme

S>viet arrived in Mew Delhi of a three-day

official friendly visit at the invitation of the Government of
Indiao

In his

~

welcome speech, president Re Venkataraman said:

"We hail not just a worthy leader of your great nation

but as a
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world statesman of ·ision and courage who has made pioneering
attempts to draw mankind ;may from the

nucl.~ar

precipice", i\ccot'-

ding to R. Venkataraman Mikhail Gorbachev has initiated a fundamental change in the climate of international relations by encouraging
trust where there was mistrust and dialogue where there was stalemate.

He described Gorbachev, as a Shantiduta

peaceo

He

called perestrailla in the SOviet Union as

in content and of global significance.
su~cess

an ambassador of

JIIUi

He wished

revol~tionary

Gorbachev~

all

in implementing perestrake a second revolutionary in Soviet

Union since the October Revol!Jtion of 1917 e

He also lauded Mikhail

Gorbachev role in trying to usher in a

better international

environment when he stated
here is already being felt.

"~

»w~Kr

change in the international atmospThe Treaty on the elimination of inter

-mediate nuclear forces, has been historic, your excellency we in
India note with profound admiration your own role - in bringing it
about".

In his speech at dinner hosted by the President of India

on November 18p 1988 Mikhail Gorbachev highlighted the commonness
between the Indian and Soviet perceptions and said "We mutually
support the initiaitive and actions· that· serve the cause of universal security and help in the settlement of regional

conflicts~

we

expand our eo-operation in the field of trade and the economy.
science and technology because it benefits equally

the interests

of both nations and is useful and advantageous to their peoples"
•••p••••••••••••Mikhail Gorbachev was

~ick

in pointing out the

unity in diversity in India- soviet relations and observed : "It is
also unique that we are speaking of friendship even though our two
countries are quite unlike erach other and have differ=nt socio-
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political systamn·~···········
It was on November 19, 1988 that Mikhail Gorbachev received the prestigious Indira Gandhi prize for peace, cooperation and
development for 1987 at the hands of president of India, R. Venkataraman.

The

~ard,

the international Jury said, in its citation had

been conferred on Mikhail Gorbachev in appreciation of his daring
and impressive proposals for developing a positive and effective
process of nuclear disarmament and for his efforts towards creating
a nuclear free and non-violent worldo

••••••••• Expressing thanks for

the honour bestowed on him, Mikhail Gorbachev referred to the legacy
of Indira Gandhi who he described as a

IZB~~k~~•txl~~~~k~~lsx~B~x

· nremarkable woman, outstanding states woman and a Political leader
of world calibern.

He congratultated India for having Indira Gandhi

and ad ed that she in fact belonged to all mankind as she did not
( 11)

separate the desting

of her country from global progress.

It was' on the last day of the visit of Mikhail Gorbachev i.e. on November 20, 1988 that six agreements, involving the
largest ever Soviet Credit of 3.6 billion rouble
Indi·a were signed.

(~.

5440 crores) to

These agreements were.

0

1. ProtOcol on Economic and Technical cooperation in
power project;
. 2• Agreement on cooperation .in Building nuclear power

stat ion in Indi ao
3. Agreement on cooperation in the construction of
second phase of the Thermal power

s~ation

at Vindhyachal;
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4. Agreement of long-term cooperation in the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes;
5. Agreement on avoiding Double Taxation and
6o Programme of cultural" Scienti fie and Educational

Exchange for 1989-1990.
In December 1988, Mikhail Gorbachev announed in the UN
General Assembly, a unilateral curtailment and withdrawal of
armed forces from Eastern Europe.

Sbvi~t

He also proposed for a cease fire

in Afghanistan and a 100 year moratorium in the Third World debt.
Rajiv Gandhi praised .there initiatives and said that Gorbachev's proposals were completely in consonance with the spirit of the Historic
Oelhi declarationo

Rajiv

G~ndhi

recognised and praised the Soviet

role in tacking important global issues and stated that the Soviet
porposals were aimed at reducing intematicn al tensioms and ere ating
a climate of confidence in the comity of nations.
Rajiv Gandhi paid a friendly visit for official talks
'---

with Mikhail Gorbachev again on July 15, 1989..

The visit once again

strengthened their friendly bond as the two leaders virtually discussed all major

a~ects

of international problems and expressed

almost identical views on most of the international issues.

On July

15, the Soviet and Indian leaders g att-e red in the Kremlin for a

second meetingo

The friendly dialogue betw(1en Mikhail Gorbachev and

Rajiv Gandhi has now become a regular featuredo

The two leaders

shared the impression of their recent talks with Western leaders
during Mikhail Gorbachev's visit to Britain, West Germany and France,
and Rajiv Gandhi's visit to JX Paris where he attended the celebrations of the bicentenary of the French revolutione The positive
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tendencies in.the European
tum~

process~

including the talks on

they said were gaining momen-

disarm~ment

and the lessening of the

military confrontation, although a lot of obstacles are still to be
cleared on. Europe's road to peace.

The two sides expressed confi-

dence that a real solution to the problems of world significance
can be found on the basis of and international effort an&with the
active involvement of the UN.

They also expressed similar opinions

on the recent events of China and were
neighbourly relations with the great

:ready to develop good

country<~>

They also dwelt in

detail on the cardinal aspects of bilateral Economic, Scientific
and Technological relations, and on cooperation in the military
sphere.

Before his departure from Moscow, Rajiv Gandhi told TASS

that Soviet Indian relations were developing very well.

Our con-

tacts are dynamic, he said, have reached a rather high level, and
( 12)

have a great potential for further improvement.
!NlX)..S)VIET CCOPERATICN ON

INOO -

SEVER~L

FIELDS

3JVI ET TRADE

Soviet-Indian trade, Economic and Technological
cooperation is regulated by corresponding inter-governmental

agre~

ments, the first of which was signed in 1953 for a term of Five
years.

The current seventh agreement covers the 1986-1990 period,

and includes, as usual, a list of export-import goodso

Over a

period of more than three decades it showed a high rate of growth.
In addition, the range of go.Jds exchanged has been constantly
increasingo

The traee turnover increased from 17.5 million rupees

in 1953 to 88 billion rupees in 1989.
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~viet export~

ment, oil and oil products.
made up 25 per cent.

to India include mostly machines,equipIn 1983-87 9 machines and equipment

Other Soviet exports are fertilisers, chemi-

cals, news print etco

India gets 70 percent of its imported diesel

fuel and Kerosene, 30 per cent of its newsprint, 20 per cent of its
zinc and carbamide, and over 20 percent of its- crude oil from the
Soviet Union.

In return, India supplies to the Soviet Union its

products of tropical farming and livestock-breeding, machines and
equipment and ready-maele consumer goods mostly- fabrics from
India.

The free trade zone at Kandla (Gujrat) supplies the &>viet

Union with 90 percent of its out-put, notably electronics, metal
good~,

sports goods

~a~11'h

purfumery and mak-up and equipment for the food

and pharmaceutical industries.
Mikhail Gorbachev's November 1986 visit to India had
opened has iistas for bilateral tradee

The two sides agreed that

mutual trade should increase by 2e5 times to 5 billion roubles by
1992.

The gr0Wth is planned to be achieved through changes in the
' ( 13)

structure of mutual trade.

In 1989, the Sbviet Union accounted for nine percent
of India;s total foreign trade$

By the same token nearly two per-

dent of Soviet business was with India.

Bilateral trade grew by

35 percent from 52 to 70 billion rupees,·
cal for 1989 signed in November 1989.

in line with the proto-

Raw materials ranked high

on ·the list of Soviet exports to India, the rrost widely trade articles tieing

M~i

oil and oil products, fertilizers, newsprint and
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non-ferrous metals (Zinc, Ni,ckel and Copper).

0

The Indiana also

bought some machines and equipment and even aircraft (IL-76,AN-32)
and helicopters (Mi-17, Ml-26).

&>viet imports from India grew

substantial! y, including the items always traded by India (such as
teap coffee, rice, spices, etc.) and manufactured goods,notably sewn
and knitted

~rticles

goods and primary

and lrunoleum.

material~

Emphasis was laid on consumer

for consumer goods manuf?.cture, such as

leather and footwear blanks and jute

products~

With the Soviet

suffering from temporary shortages of soap and washing detergents,
the USffi also

i~Jl>orted

one billion rupees worth of these items above

the volumes stipulated in the 1989 trade protocol.

Trade between

India and the Soviet Union, in line with an arrangement made in
November 1989, is to amount to 88 billion rupees in 1990, with
imports from India likely to reach 53 billion rupees.

~s

in 1989,

emphasis this year will be laid on imports of food, consumer goods
and primary materials for consumer goods

manufacture~~

In overall

imports, these articles will amount to more than 60 percent. A.lready
the countries have made deals according to which India will in
19e9-1990 sell to the Soviet Union over six bill ion rupees worth of
( 14)
consumer goods.
As envisaged in the joint statement signed by Mikhail
Gorbachev and Rajiv Gandhi in 1986 the trade with the Soviet Union
could now be increased to

~.

10,000 crores an increase of 2.5 times

over the 1986-1987 level while with the other East Europe an coun( 15)
tries it could increase \'Y two times by 1992g
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)\t present, India supplies to the 1JSSR lathes, electric
motors,

cont.J~iOers

for shipping, cables and wire, and equipment for

the mining 11 chemical, food and other industries.

The absence of dis-

crimination or ban in Soviet-Indian .trade ensures the smooth operation
of many industrial enterprises in India which produce go_ods exclusively or mostly for the Soviet Union, such as container for shipping
0

textiles, linen leather and shoeupperso
The Indian priv8te sector has been more and more actively involved in bilateral trade.

The pri'IJate sector accounts fo:r

about 60 percent of Indian exports to the Soviet Union and 30 percent
of imports.

It has been agreed that the Soviet foreign trade org ani-

sat ions will expand contacts with private Ihdian companies.

It has

also been decided to extend them a credit of 100 million roubles for
buying Soviet made machines and equipment.

~

number of joint forming

ventures have been started with private companies in India, wi tb

a

total capital investment of 1.4 Dillion rupees or about 70 million
( 16)

roubles.
Exchange of trade and industrial delegation has helped
promote Soviet-Indian trade.

In 1985-1987, several Indian de leg at ion

v sited the USSR to study the possibilities and needs of both parties
in this respect•

The USSR regularly participates in the annual In-

dian international trade fair (llTF) at·which it displays its exports.

In·l988-1990, it is intended to conduct several new sectoral

exhibitions, joint seminars and symposiums.

Regular business

K~Rt~

contacts between the representative of both countries are particularly important to day, because quantitative and gualitative improve-
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ments are occurring in Soviet-Indian trade.

In keeping with the trade

protocol for 1988, the turn over rupees a 25 percent gain on the
( 17)
preceding year.
US~'

THE

S .TRfiOE

INDI~

WI1H

(Million Rupees)

us~'

Year

s Export

U Sg:\' s Import

Turn Over

1983/54

6.0

11 .. 5

17.5

1960/61

158.7

288.1

446.8

1970/71

1061.3

2098.5

3·159. &

1980/81

10137.1

12262~9

22400.0

1986

15000.0

21000.0

36000.00

1987

20500.0

20500.0

41<XO.O

1988

250CO.O

250CD.,O

50COJ.O

0

Source: Soviet-Indian Economic Relations - Andrei Muravyov.
SJVIET INDIAN COOPEnATirn IN OIL PPODUCTION:
Since hhe time India won independence it has created
a modern oil industry.

The industry now forms a vital element of the

country's fuel and energy supply complexo

nurinq this period India's

oil production has increased more than a hunrlred-fold; from 259,000
tons in 1950 to 30,340,000 tons in the fiscal year of 1986/87o

India

has established itself as a major petroleum producing country. 1\t
present India's commercial re.serves of hydrocarbons on its continental
mass and in its shelf amount to 1.1 billion tons, including 577
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( 18)

million tons of oil.
Some of the clauses of the working programme were
concretised and further developed in subsequent agreements on economic and technical cooperation.

These were signed at summit

meeting on May 22, 1985 and November 27, 1986.

Under the terms of

these agreement the USSR is currently assisting India in comprehensive prospecting for carbohydrates in three agreed areas on land

in North Cambay and Cauvary basis (agreement signed on May 22,

( 19)

1985) and in West Beggal (agreement signed on November 27, 1986).

Intensive prospecting operations have been going on in

tr~

area

of North Cambay and Cauvery since 1987 - preparations are under
way for the drilling of so-called parameter wells that will be
3000 and 4500 metres deepo

TBey will provide vital information

about the composition of rock in the

»~~

exploratory well drilling will begin.
located in the area of path an
?ondicherry,

"

area following which

One of the wells will be

(C~mbay)

and the other not far from

South of Marlras comprehensive prospecting for oil

and Gas in West Bengal has been going on at full speed in the part
months.

West Bengal is a promising region in terms of oil and

Gas, but drilling conditions are

ax~m

exceptionally complicated;

structures that interest geologists the most lie at a depth of
5(()() metres where pressures are immense.
first time that Soviet Exports are

However, it is not the

enc~untering

such a situation.

The USSR has sophesticated equipment for drilling operation at
great depths.

SJffice it to say that Soviet experts have dri1Jed

a 11,000 metre deep well in the northern part of the USSR the Kola
( 20)
Peninsula~

~nd

this is not the limit.

33H
"s of November 1989, the Soviet o:rg ani sat ions had come up
with over 7,a.xJ sq .. km. of

g.~ophysical

survey, with seismographs now

being processed by Soviet computing centres.
and explorations wells were drilled.

A

total of 18 parametric

Some of the wells in the North

Cambay and Kaveri river basins gave positive formation test results.
Oil if flows proved to be commercial.
(5 .. 5

The drilling of the first deep

km) exploration well has began in West Bengal.

1\t the present

mement, Soviet lease-contract teams are overhauling idle and
yield wells in Western India.

lo~

More than 100 wells have been repaired,

accounting for an additional output of over one million tons of oil
out of India's 34 million total in 1989.
Soviet-Indian cooperation in oil provides an example of
equitable and mutally beneficial relations9

Soviet specialists. Do

good work and happily share their experience witr. their Indian colleagues, the

ONGC

Chairman told Novesti.

Since cooperation between the
0

Soviet Union and India in oil began nearly

3000~

Soviet specialists

and researchers have visited India giving in plant training to more
that lO,c:o::> Indian specialists.

Simultaneously about 1,000 Indian

workers and engineers have received training in the Soviet Union. In
addition to the three oil

refi~ries

built in India witt Soviet assis-

tance, India plans to build another six refineries in the current fiveyear period.,

The

Soviet proposal on the turn-key Karnal project (Six

million tons annually) is being

negotiated~

.1\nother project (a plant

to produce 25()(X) tons of butyl rubher annual1y) is being contempla( 21)

ted.
In one word, cooperation between the USSi and India in the
oil industry is developing steadily. Meetings of Soviet-Indian working.
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groups on the oil Industry are held on regular basis.
the results of joint work and chalk out plans for the
COAL

They sum up
future~

INDUSTRY

On MJY, 1985

an intergovernmental agreement was signed

for aid to India in the construction of the Kumari open cast calliery
with an annual output of 10 million tons, the iitanala coal mine
with an annual out put of 900,000 tons, coal dressing mills for the
Jharia cooking coal field, the Mohar and Khadia open cast mines each
with an annual out put of 10 million tons in the Singrauli coal
field.

An inter governmental agreement signed on November 27,

1986~

provides for cooperation in the construction of a whole range of
big coal-mining projects.

The

US$

is to aid India in the construc-

tion of four pits the Kapuria, Mahal,

P arbatpur

and Kharkharee Dhar

Maband pits - in the Jharia field With an overall annual out put of
( 22)

about eight million tons of cooking coale

Rapidly expanding

cooperation with the SOviet Union is helping India achieve the
gets of the seventh five-year plan.

ta~

Thus, the plan provines an

increase in India's coal production from 147.4 million tons in the
fiscal year of 1984/85 to 226 million tons in the fiscal year of
l989/90o

At present Soviet organisations are helping design and

build 12 coal pits and open cast mines in several regions.

The over-

all output of these facilities will exceed 70 million tons of coal
a year.
POWE-q

INDUSfRY

The SOviet Union and India are cooperating in the designing and construction of the Tehri Hydro power complex.

Power Units
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1 9 2 and 3 of the Vindahyachal tharmal power station, baing built in
India with Soviet assistance and the associated transmission lines to
J abalpur and I tarsi have been commissioned.

aided Kahalgaon Thermal power station is
schedule.

The construction of Soviet

prog~ssing

as per the agreed

Preparatory work on the construction of the Oulhasti-

Kishenpur-Srinagar transmission line with Soviet assistance is in
( 23)

progress.
According to forecasts, in the year 2000 India will generate 558-600 million megawatt holJrs of electricity ..

At theosame time,

i.ea by the year 2090, India•s per capita production of electricity
will reach 578-621 kilowatt hours as aq ainst 226 kilowatt hours in
1985·(when the seventh five year plan was launched) and 362 kilowatt
(24)

hours expected in 1990.
SCIENTIFIC

AND

TEotNI~L COOPER~TION

In 1972, the Sbviet Academy of Science and the Department
of space research concluded an agreement under which the Soviet Union
pledged to assist Indian space research programmess
Indian cosmonaut,

In 1984 the first

Rakesh Sharma joined the Soviet drew and 'NOrked at

the orbital station salgut 7/Soyuz 1-10/Soyuz T-11.

In 1988, a Soviet

booster orbited an Indian research satellite (900 kg)t desiqned to
study weather conditions so as to help farming and mining.

The com-

prehensive long-term scientific and technical cooperation programme
adopted during Rajiv Gandhi's visit to the Soviet Union in 1987, provides for the establishment of a joint scientific centre and groups
for the development of new technOlogies.

In April 1988, the Sixth
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·sitting of the Soviet Indian working group on computers and electronics was held.

The Soviet side voiced preparadness to supply Elbrus

3-1 and ES 1068 computers to India.

The two sides voiced interest

in Joint production of school and personal computers in India for the
SOviet Union and third world countries.

The two sides agreed to

exchange technical information on rail road electronics, including
computers, signal equipment and software.

Hence, the 1987 agreement

raised the level of cooperation to a new high to cover important
( 25)

areas of science and technology between the two countries.
month of March 1988, a meeting of the Indo-

Sovir~t

o

In 'he

joint council for

Long term programme of cooperation in science and technology was
held.

~lso

in the same month, the Soviet Union helped India in laun-

ching one of its most sophisticated satellites weiqhing 90 kg. for
the remote ·sensing of the Indian land mass.
extended a credit of

~o

t~ao:

The Soviet Union also

4800 croras to India at 2o5 percent

interest~

The Indo-Soviet cooperation in science, technology and economy inere ased enormously ..
COOPSRATION TI'J THE DEFENCE

~CTOR

It is a well known fact that the Soviet Union has always
provided military help in the form of arms and ammunition to India
to meet her defence challenges; she is one of the important arms suppliers to India.

In the press conference in Moscow, the Prime

Minister Rajiv Gandhi pointed

Oilt

to this· aspect of IndQc> Soviet coo-

peration and acknwledged that the Soviet Union has always

hel~ed

to

strengthen the defence potential and capability of India. Referring
to the visit of Indian Defence Minister to USSR which preceded this
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visit, he said "Our Defence Minister had been to the Soviet Union
just some weeks ago.
Soviet ministers.
tantiallyo

( 26)

I think he had very fruitful exchanges with the
Our cooperation in that field is improvinq subs-

In February 1988, India and the Soviet Union siqned

two protocols regarding scientific cooperation.

The Soviet Union

agreed to give India MIG-29 and other sophisticated defence aircraft
besides latest technical knowhow.
The

establishm~nt

of a MIG manufacturing plant by Moscow

was only the beginning of relationship in a crucial field for India.
A Washington report of January

2~,

1966, for instance, said that

India had begun to receive deliveries of about 100 SJ-7 supersonic.
jet fighter

~~~~

bombers from the Soviet Union.

planes as essential

India regarded these

for defence against two hostile neighbours. The

report mentioned that initially India had requested the United
States for F-104 and later for F-1055..

The S:lviet Union had stopped

in to fill India's air defence gap with MIG-2ls and SU-7s.

The

supply of other advanced weaponry at a time when the USA and some
( 27)
other Western countries were unwilling to meet Indiavs needs.
Since then, the

MIG

complex of

H.i\L

has been producing

improved versions of the MIG-21 in a long series of upgradationse
New

variants have also joined the lAF and these inclune the MIG-23

fighter interdictor; the MIC-25 Foxbat; the MIG-27 tactical strike
and close support aircraft; and the MIG-29 Fighter joined the fleet
in 1987, according to current indication.
Apart from the fighter component of air defence, the
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Soviet Union has strengthened a transport fleet upon which depends to
a vary crucial degree much of the logistics support to Indian troops
posted in the forward· pickets in snow-bound Ladakh and strategic out
posts in

~runachal

Pradesh.

For several decades the 1\N-12 was the

mainstay of this lifeline alona with the MI-8 helicopter for tactical
support.

In recent times these have been replaced JY the mighty IL-76

long range freighter and troop transport, the AN-32 medium transport
and the MI-17 helicopter which is combination lend to the Indian
military

estab~ishment

·a rapid deployment capability over snowy moun-

tains, desert, jungle and plains.

Special mention must also be made

of the MI-24 helicopter gunship the induction of which into the first
has vastly enhanced the fire power and mobility of Indian troops. There
is very poss·ibility that MI-26 heavy lift helicopters will also be
supplied"

And the list of air defence weapons will not be complete

without the surface to air pichora missiles which have since been
( 28)

augmented by the kwadrat

,..,uick- reaction S\MSe

In providing the Indian Army a massive punch and great
mobility Soviet equipment plays a crucial part.

0

Since the sixties the

T-54, the T-55 and the amphibious PT-22 and PT-76 tanks have been in
service with the front line troops, bolstered by the indigenous
Vijayanta and the just retired centurionso

This armour has been

strengthened with the induction of the T-72 main battle takn which
will be the mainstay till India's own main battle tank becomes operational hope fully·in the 1990.
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FESI'IV~LS

OF INDIA AND

FE5riV~LS

OF 11-IE USffi

Festival of India in USSR and the Festival of USSR in
India marked a new stage in the Indo-Soviet

friendship~

The history

of Soviet-Indian relations, and probably, international relations in
general, did not know such massive, large scale activities beforB.
Millions of people in the Soviet Union and India got an opportunity to
come into direct contact with the cultural wealth of the two great
nations and become acquainted with their present day life.
The Festival of India in USSR, beginning in Moscow, spread
to 130 other Soviet cities which had prepared for it in advance. The
opening ceremonies were held in Leningaad and Tashkent.
dicals showered the readers will information on India.

Soviet perio"There is a

keen interest in Indian culture ev9ry where", wrote the newspaper
Sovetskaya Kulture.

Most publications were popularising Indian cul-

ture despite the fact that not many people in the USSR know what
Kathak or Bharat natyam means.

But even withlut this knowledge,

SOviet audiences enjoyed the performances of Birju Maharaj, Padma
Subramaniam and other artists.

Articles by Indologists and experts on

Indian culture had never been published so widely in the USSR as on
0

this occasion.

The Indian festival had run for about four months when
( 29)

the Soviet festival opened in India in November 1987.

.

Referring to

the on-going USSR festival in India Mikhail Gorbachev said "Tomorrow
we are to take part in the closing ceremony of the USffi festival in
Indiao

Six months ago a similar ceremony took p1 ace in Moscow to

conclude the Indian festival in the

US~.

I belir&ve that their fuD

significance for our peoples is yet to be fully assessed.

But one
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thing is certain.

Both festivals have spot lighted the genuine inter-

J

est and respect of Soviet and Indian people to each other, their yearning to communicate, to know better each others customs, arts, moral
values and habits ..
INLO- 3:>VIET

COOPER~TION

IN 3JME OTHER FIELDS

Below are listed some of the important cooperation projects
between the two countries in various spheres.
*The Soviet Union has assisted India in the setting up of
70 major industrial and other· projects and more than 50 are. in the
process of designing and construction.

*The projects set up in India with Soviet assistance
account for 11 million tonnes of steel,

lOO~OCO

tonnes of aluminium,

6.5 million tonnes of oil, 18 million tonnes of oil-refining capacity.
6.5 million tonnes of tron ore, 125,000 tonnes of heavy machinery for
power~

steel and mining industries and about 30 billion kilowat hours

of power.
*·Soviet credit amounting to over 6,0:.0 million roubles
granted

rA~~n!lJ

during 1985---1988 are being utilised in the cotistruction

of 30 industrial projects; including thermal, hydel and nuclear power
projects with an overall capacity of 6,000 megawatts and mines and
open cast quarries for coal development and in the modernisation of
steel and machine building plants.

*

India will complete the construction of 70 hotel's in the

Soviet Union by the year 2000.
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*

About 60 joint ventures in the fields of electronics, ins-

trumentation chemical industry, pharmaceuticals, light and food industries to be set up in India and the Soviet Union have been approved.

*

T1zro plants are to be set up in Indlia for the prorluction

of citric acid from sugar water with the help of Soviet technology and
equipment.

*

Two 1,000 megawatt nuclear po'v'.rer reactors are being

acquired by India from the Soviet Union.

*

The Bank for foreign

E~onomic

relations of the USSR has

maae available a credit of Rso 100 crore s to Industrial Development Bank
of India for financing the purchases of Soviet equipment and techniques by Indian private.firms.

*

The Soviet Union and India are sharing radiation techno-

logies for radiation sealing of

cables~

sterilisation of medical ·goods

radiation disinfection of grain etc.

*

T~~

Soviet Union and India are conducting joint research

on the treatment of viral hepatitis, cancer, t\Ins, the diseases of the
livert etc.

0

*

Sixty-one proposals for production cooperation are under

discussion covering metallurgical equipmentj turbo-generators and food
processing machinery.

Of these 17 contracts with a total values of

Bso 123 crores nave already been finalised.

*
machines

An order for the supply of 73 automatic cone winding

worth~.

29 crores to Soviet mills has been won by an Indi2n
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firm ..

*

~nother

Indian company has won the order for the supply

of textiles worth Rs. 30 crore s to the us~.

* The Indo- Soviet working group on machine building and
prOduction cooperation has proposed collaboration in a number of high
technology areas like lasser based equipment for industrial apPlication, computer X-ray and electronic telephone exchange systems

*

etc~

The Sov1et Union has agreed to set up a joint venture

with India based on Indian technology for the manufacture o"f IPM compatible personal computers.
* The public sector joint Bharat Heavy electricals Ltd.
has received an export order worth rupees three crores for the supply
of alloy steel castings for turbines to the Lenigrade metal works.,
*Over one lakh compressors worth rupees six crores are to
be supplied bo/ an Indian firm to the USSR.
* A long-term programme for cooperation with the USSR in
the eevelopment of sericulture has been drawn up by the Central silk
( 30)

Board under the ministry of Textiles.
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CHAPTER - VIII
S:CTION - I

Comparative analysis of Indo-USSR relationship under Nehru, Indira and
Rajiv.
Jawaharlal Nehru
The relationship between the two countries did not rum
up all on a suddens

Nehru had always advocated against imperialismt

colonialism? fascism and simultaneously he was very much fond of socialism.

These two factors played a special role in establishing the

foundation stone of friendly relationship between India and the Soviet
Union~

As Nehru had deep love and respect towards the Soviet Union,

he appointed his sist'er Vijoy Laxmi Pandi t as the first Indian

t.mb~

ssador to that Land.
Though the policial relationship between the two countries was established functionally on the 13th ~pril, 1947 - the life
of which was of much longer period, which Nehru realised out of his
own experiencee

He was deeply moved by the Great socialist October

Revolution and in the later period he was very much annoyed with the
Nazi attack to the Soviet Land ..
Jawaharlal Nehru's interest in international affairs began
Q

seriously with his attending the Brassels International Congress
against colonial oppression and imperialism in 1927.

Nehru's parti-

cipation in the Brussels Conqress no doubt the most important experience of his stay in Europe. He czme in touch there wi tb a number of
distinguished radical intellectuals and pol itic~l figures of the wor).d.
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It is generally known that Nehru began to take interest
in the Soviet Union and

aBm~

communism

aft~r

visit to Moscow.

On his

first visit to the country during the lOth anniversary celebrations
of the Great October Socialist revolution.

He was accompanied in this

trip by his father Motilal, his wife Kamala and sister Krishna., Nehru
was greatly impressed by whatever he sow in Moscow and his admiration for the Soviet Union grew immensely.

It has now been revealed

that even as early as 1919, he proclaimed himself a supoorter of socialism and welcomed the victorious socialist revolution in Russia.
He set upon himself the task of

IIKt

e stalbli shing mul til ate ral re la-

tions with Moscow and the close relations between India and the Soviet
Union.

Nehru was a symbol of the traditional bond between the Indian

liberation movement and international progress.

Jawaharlal was

different from the older generation on Indian national leaders, because· his social and political outlook was formed after the victori'

ous October revolution, during a period when the organised struggle
of Indian workers, and later of the peasants, was gaining momentum,
when socialist idea grew increasingly popular and when the Indian
national liberation movement was be coming a powerful factore

He

never supported the opportunists idea of establishing counteracts
with the Nazi regimeo

He was deeply concerned about the

§taling~rd

campaign and admired the courage whown by the defenders of that city.
He understood .that the def·a ~t of the

S:lvi1~t

troops would· open the way

to tha south for the fascist to the causasus and to India9
The Nazi agression aqainst the Soviet Union which was
0

1

launched in June 1941, only consolidated Ne hr'.J s friendship and
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solidarity with the Soviet people.

He regarded the USSR as the bul-

wark of anti-Nazi and anti-imperialist forces~ In a "confident! a~"
draft resolution which he wrote for the working committee of the
congress on December 25, 1991 Nehru condemned the Nazi ag0ression
against the Soviet Union.

He also expressed the firm belief in the

Soviet Unions ultimate1 victory, stressing that the Soviet people
were fighting for the progress and happiness of the entire human
race.
Jawaharlal Nehru's contribution in strengtheninq and consolidating the many si:ied facets of friendly cooperation between
India and the Soviet Union.

Throughout the seventeen ¥ears of his

stewarship of India; destiny, he worked hard to enlarge the scope
of Indo- Soviet friendship with
of the Soviet leadership.

th~

full coop'?ration and understanding

There are reasons behind thise

The Soviet

Union carried out socialist transformation of society for the first
time in human history and blazed the path of a new civilisation
through heroic sacrifices and countering heavy odds.

On the other

hand India led the struggle for independence agairst the most powerful

and

~11

entrenched imperial ism.

The successful out come of

that struggle played an important role in weakening the entire
structure of imperialism in Asia and ~frica and thus paved the way
for the disintegration of the colonial system throughout the world.
By bringing

these two mainstreams of the :world - The socialist

mainstream as represented by the Soviet Union and the anti-imperialist mainstream as symbolised by India Jawaharlal Nehru played a
memorable role indeed, in the recent history of the world. It is an
these firm foundations that Indo- &>viet relations, based on equality

. uutl
and mutual respect, have been steadily build.

When India achieved

political independence, the economic front presented a picture of
0

dependence.

India had a few consumer industries like cotton tex-

tiles, sugar, jute, and verY limited base industries like coai,
steel and electric power.
industrial base.
foreign trade

India did not have anything like a strong

Private ownership dominated Indian Industry and our

was largely geared to the western

market~

Thus the need of the hour for independent India was to
build a strong and independent economy with a powerful industrial
sector to strengthen political freedom and make it meaningful for the
vast masses of the people by providing them with opportunities for
betterment and with employment.
Soviet to India beg an ag airs t the •background of dramatic

circumstance •

India first approached Britain and other western

countries for assistance, particularly for the construction of a
steel planto

This was denied on the ground that India had taken

the wrong path of developmen·to

It was said that India did not have

resources and technological competence.

It was at this time that the

Soviet Union agreed to assist India in its industrialisationo &Jon,
ott-a r socialist countries too, joined the Soviet Union in providing
assistance to India so that the world socialist commt.mity became a
factor of utmost importance to India's

industrialisation~

However, western aid came with strings.

The terms and

conditions of western aid were thus more onerous than of the SJviet
Union.

For

instance~

the interest charged by the Western countries

was in·Jariably higher than that of the Soviet Union ( 12%) .. The
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Soviet Union charged a uniform interest rate of 2.5 per cent and it
made no political demands

on the recipients of its aid.

The

Soviet example forced the west. to change its own policies in the
course of time.
The Soviet offer to build the Bhilai steel plant,
the first major public sector project, not only restored India's
confidence in its ability to carry out a minimum planned industrialisation programme but also changed the attitude of
talist nations towards India's aid requestsQ
be left out of the new

~~~~

tte

capi-

They did not want to

opportunities in India.

The growing influence and attraction of the socialist
world and the beginning of economic. cooperation between India and
the Socialist countries,particularly with the Soviet Un&on with the
signing of the Indo-SOviet agreement in 1985 for the building of
Bhilai Steel Plant, made it possible for India to lay emphasis on
heavy and basic industria s and assign a greater role to the public
sector$
Nehru became sad about the role played by the
western countries in connection with the reconstruction of the
Indian Bcawls economy.

But the ehlp of the western countries was

taken in some fields admitting these conditions due to the demand
of needs"

~~

Side by side the economic help of the Soviet Union with

easy conditions having the opportunity of repayment in Indian rupee
played the role of a r•=al friend.

It became clear to Nehru who was

the real friend in distress. This Ill~·~ magnanimous view and cooperation of the SOviet Union played a vital role in establishing
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friendship between the two countrie So
During Nehru 9 s Prima Ministership 11 the attitude of
ths Soviet Union towards the Kashmir issue became a factor of some
importance in the relations

betwe~n

the two countries0

The Soviet

Union gave significant support and this was greatly appreciated by
the government and the people of India ..

Right from the early 1950's

it openly recognised Kashmir as an inteqral part of India.

On the

0

Goa issue also the !:bviet Union defended India's sovereignty. This
was the issue on which the entire

west~rn

world was, as it were,

up-in-arms against India, assailing it in the UN for a duplicity,
treachery, and a fall from its own declared Gandhian
non-violence etc.

p~inciples

of

It was the forth right ~viet political and

diplomatic support for India's liberation of its own territory of
Goa, c•Jlminating in the Soviet veto in the security council debate
in 1961, that helped India in one of the m:>st diffic•Jlt phase of its
diplomatic existence.
The most important part played by the Soviet Union
in the wake of the Chinese aggression against India in October
1962\l difficult certainly as it was for Soviet Unioni> due to its
close ties with a socialist state, was probably one of the severest
test of its abiding friendship with

India~

and the clearest indica-

tion of its adherence to firm principles_of international conduct.
It emphasised the need for peaceful settlement of all disputes, including those concerning border adjustment, and underlined the
importance which it attaches to maintain good relations with bo'th
India and China. The Soviet Union confirmed its commitment for the
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supply of MIG fighter planes agreed two months
break of Indo-China hostilities in

before the out-

~ugust 1962.

In 1964, Soviet

Union, through an agreement, supplied 4 squadrons of

M~

27 superso-

nic aircrafts.
In evolving this policy the towering personality of
Jawaharlal Nehru and the values he stood for became a decisive factor though some people over simplify the prevalent objective conditions a!ld conclude that any other leader in J awaharlal Nehru's ·:
place would have pursued an identical policyo
thing as automatic reaction in real life..

There is no such

Only a farsighted and

courageous leader like Nehru could have realised more clearly and
consistently than any other leader of that period from which nuarters the threat to Indian
ed.

fre:~dom

came and how it could be counter-

He alone Qould foresee that national interests of India, de-

'

manded that she should build friendly relations with the socialist
countries on an honest and

e~ual

footing.

S1.Jch positive

develo~

ments in India's foreign policy combined with Nehru's stiff and
un~lanting

opposition to imperialism also led to signs of a thow

in Moscows attitu·"ie towards India.

In 1952, Moscow broke its

silence over Kashmir in favour of India at the UN.,

~irst,

these

changes were reflected in certain gestures..

In 1952, Stalin gave

his first interview to a foreign diplomat an

t~wx

departing Indian ambass.ador, Dr. So Radhakrishnan.

two years to the
In 1953, in a

furtre r gesture of good will, stalin granted an interview to the
new Indian Ambassador K.P.
to improve.

s.

Menone

Simultaneously, traae beg an

A significan:t_ trade agreement was concluded in Decem-

ber 1953o

This was an important pointer to the change in Moscow's
( 1)

attitude towards India.
The Soviet Union stopped up its aid to India e specially in the field of defenceo

In 1961, it supplied helicopterso

In December 1962 9 two months after the Chinese agqre ssion, the
Soviet Union

a~reed

to set up a factory to manufacture helicopters
0

in India, 1963, Moscow beg--,n supply of all tyPes of arms and equipment for mountain

warf~re

as also MIGs, missile, submarines and

tanks and agfeed to build a factory in India to manufacture MIG-21
fighter planes9 · A.nd then 9 came the agreement to put up anotr:er
steel plant at Bokaro, whtch the US Government had promised to take
up but finally backed out because of political pressure from
anti-India lobbyo

tr~e

Thus, the Nehru era saw the transformation of

Moscow's initial influence to friendliness for Indiao

It was

throuoh experience and the converaence of interests that this
change was brought the two co mtries together in the oast Stalin
period were different from what consolidated their friendship in
the early sixtieso

In the early fifties, both India and the SJviet

Union were opposed to the military alliances that were being set up
by the USA in

~sia,

obviously directed an ainst both the ussq and

China, but with significant adverse consequences for India and
other newly free countrieso

India was particulArly opposed to

Pakistan's inclusion in these .alliances, as also to the US arms
supply to Pakistan, thus forcing India into a dangerous and costly
arms raceo

Moscow could not have been oblivious to tt-,is, as Pakis( 2)
tan soon became a spying centre for the US/\ against the USS8..
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Economic factors had also by now began to play an
important and positive role in Indo- Soviet relations.,

Trade between

the two countries had grown from 1\se 1.7 mil1ion in 1953 to about

as. 200 crores by 1965j

and India had emerged as

t~e

first country
~ix

among the non-communist· nations with whom USSR had trade

rela-

g

tions..

Soviet assistance had already helped India to build the

first steel mill 9 to start construction of a number of power stations, heavy machine builoing plants at hardwar, Ranchi and nurgapur.

The UNGC was already there for oil exploration work on the
ll.ll these had brought

pharmaceutical plants had also begun.

about a chc:mge in the attitude of the west tov-rards the development
needs of the newly free countries, though with different.
Jawaharlal Nehru died on May 27, 1964.
his death, he had laid down the firm foundations or
and domestic policies.

The policy of

non-~lignment

motives~

But before

Indi~'s

fqreign

will over re-

main as his most significant foreign policy contribution.
~s

the first Prime Minister of India Nehru did spend

his full tenure for the reconstruction of the economy of the
countryo
tacles.

He had to spend the tenure fighting against various obsThe way in which the &:>viet Union

outstretched~

its help-

ing hands towards the reconstruction of the economy of the newly
independent India, proved its support for the nonment.

move-

The SOviet Union supported India without any hesitation re-

garding the issue of Kashmir and Goa.
flict

~lignme,mt

betv~een

India and China ·in 1962 11

"t the time of borc'er conthe

~viet

Union being a
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very close friend of China, played the role.of nutrality and.supplied
India the arms and ammunitions as per the pre-assured promise..

It

was decided through all these the future of friendship between the

two countries"

It ·was also decided who was the real friend of India

at the time of distress.

This friendship is

tirr~-testede

Nehru

created this friendship step by step with the lj_ght of his· experience ..

Notes and

lo
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II

Comparative analysis of Indo-USSR relationship under Nehru. Indira
and Rajiv
Indira Gandhit the only daughter of Jawaharlal Nehru,
India's first

Prim~

Minister from 1947 to 1964, came to power on

the death of Lal Bahadur Shastri in January 1966Q

She was relativel

young among the congress veterns and yet the choice fell on her
because she was the most acceptable person in the party.

She was
0

also President of the Indian National Conqress for a short period.
Even as a child she had shown interest in the country's struggle for
freedom"

Few in India occupied such Gdvantage. position as she did,

living with her father meeting great and ordinary people. · Shr was
on familiar terms with many of the world figures and had acquired
a grasp of glmbal developments, which could not be claimed by only
of her Congress- colleagues.

Indira Gandhivs Prime Ministership in

all lasting for about fifteen years in her two political incarnations, was extremely significant from the point of view of IndoSoviet relationso

Here was a period full of important happenings

domestically as Mll as inte.rnationall y..

She gave a dynamic direc-

tion to India's foreign policy with a view to meeting unprecendented challenges.

India's problems with Pakistan had not come to an

end.
The advent of Indira Gandhi to power raised hopes in
Washington that she would be more pragmatic than her father and
free from ideological predispositions, such. speculations both in
India and elsewhere created fears in Moscowo

But such prognos-
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tications were misplaced, because she showed no intention to change
father~

the basic policies of her

alignment and support to public

particularly the policy of non( 1)

Sector~

Within months after assu-

ming office Indira Gandhi visited the SOviet ~nion in July 1966. During
her discussions With the Soviet Leaders the convinced them that she
was essentially following the basic frame work of policy laid down
by her father in all important areas whether it was

non-~lignrnent

or

Indo- Soviet relations or Vietnam or disarmarnento
Around 1970's India faced a grim situation on account.
of the happenings in

wh~t

was then East Pakistan.

On the basis of

election there, the Awami League and its leader Mujib should have
been allowed to hold governmental power.

Instead, the popular

ve~

diet was disregarded and military suppression was resorted to. This
led to the millions of people corning to India as refugees, thgs creating

ES~StK~

considerable Socio-Economic and security problems for

uso

Indira Gandhi worked tirelessly to mobilise world public opinion

0

against the military rulers of Pakistan.
ear.

The West gave her deaft

Since the pressure on India was almost in tolerable and the

repression on East Pakistanis too grim.

She thought of arming India

with Indo-Soviet treaty of peace, friendship and cooperation conclu.
ded on 9 August, 1971.

It was, and continues to be the watershied in

Indo-Soviet relations.

Though it was not a military alliance and was

also not antithetical to the basic principles of

non-~lignment,

it

did give much needed political and psychological support to India at
a time when there was a fear that China and the US might support
Pakistano

The treaty greatly facilitated India's support to freedom
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fi~bters

State

of East Pakistan wt\ich resulted in the creation of a New

Bang~adesh.

( 2)

·At the time of the conclusion of the treaty,

there -were some people 9 within and outside India,

t~D!Ili!I~XL

who t"1ought

that it was likely to circumscribe India's freedom of thought and
action in International affairs and thus damage its
status.

non-~lignment

The point to remember is that the significance of a treaty.

lies not only in its contents but also in the performance of the
contracting parties

subse~uent

to its conclusion.

It one, examines

India's international behaviour since 1971. It becomes evident that
. its position its different
there are at least some issues on 'wh1ch
from that of the Soviet Union.

Hence India's autonomy has not been

impaired briefly, during Indira Gandhi • s time relations with the
Soviet Union continued to grow practic:all y in all spheres and the
variations in perspectives on certain issue did not adversely effect
themo·
When it became clear both to Washington and Beijing
that India would continue to follow the policies of Jawaharlal
Nehru under the leadership of Indira Gandhi, J\merica started exploring the means to make Pakistan stronger through enhanced supply
of arms.

While India was kept on the tenterhooks about economic

assistance, massive US economic aid started pouring into Pakistan
0

under president Ayub Khan.
made to

Pakistan~

Pakistan~

A gift of

7t million dollar loan was

which the then newly .appointed US

Ambassador to

Eugene Murphy Lock, termed as the earnest of "a welcome

tum in US..Pak relations" most of the loan was without strings and
could be used by Pakistan for buying almost whatever the wanted

I

•'-

asa
from abroad.

It was· after this loan that Pakistan entered in various
0

arms deal with countries like west Germany, Iran and Soudi

~r~ia.

In assessing India's relations with the SOviet Union
in the past Nehru period,

particul.:~rly

during the period after this

Indira Gandhi became the Prime Minister of the Country, it will be
obvious that Jawaharlal Nehru had not only laid the solid
of

India~s

fuund~tions

foreign policy of which strenghtening of relations with the

Soviet Union was a very important constituent, he had also given a
qualitative turn to this policy.

This change,

howev~r,

dually and a number of internal and external factors

took place gra-

contri.~uted

to

the necessity of following this direction and no one knew it better
than Indira because she not only watched how this policy was shaping
( 3)

but had participated in this process as a congress leader.
The entire course of development of India's relations
with the SOviet Union in the past Nehru

pe~iod

make it abundantly clear

that by giving expression to the aspirations of the Indian peoole for
building friendly relations with the Hirst socialist country of the
world, Indira G!1ndhi had made a rich contribution to this precious
heritage.

In this sense, it would not be in correct to describe her

as the noble architect of the Indo-Soviet friendship in the past Nehru
period.

And if the Soviet leaders as Brazhnev put it during his l?.st

visit to India, has a
good reasons for this.

9

particular liking" for Indira Gandhi, they had
Indira Gandhip as they have put it was the
( 4)

"outstanding political and state figure of contemporary India".
In short, when Indira Gandhi took over the reins of
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0

power in ~' after Shastri Is death," the Indiat1 economy was already
under going certain basic changes, changes which influenced its relations with the other countries
in particular.

~K~ww

in general and the

Sovi~t

Union

It is against this background that one can correctly

assess the evaluation of Indo- Soviet relations in the past Nehru
period, which are based on the principles of peaceful co-existence
between· two different social systems and are of mutual benefit. However this assessment has to be made in the context of the changing
world situation.

Without this one can not grasp what impact these

relations have- made on the intarnational situation and how they have·.
proved to be beneficial to both the countrias.
Here another important fact need to qe mentioned.
After

Jaw~harlal

Nehru's death, a concerted drive was made to

r~•2~

reverse his policies both internal and external, incl·Jding growing
relations of India with the Soviet Union, both by internal reaction
and imperialist countrieso

That is why since she became the Prime

Minister of India till she was assassinated, Indira Gandhi became a
( 5) .

special target of their attack.
Though Indira Gandhi was not very much directly involved in the struggle for India's Independence t she was brought up in
the environment of the freedom movemento

Durinq struggle for inde-

pendence she was closely in .touch with Mahatma Gandhi and her father
J awaharlal Nehru; after the Independence she became the companion of

different foreign tour of her father Jawaharlal Nehru.
her father she travelled Moscow for the first time.
cabinet of Lalbahadur Shastri as minister for

It.was with

While on the

info~~ation

and broad-
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cast Indira travelled the Soviet Union and received there standing
ovation, Breznev himself welcomed her personally to visit Moscow, it
was possible only because Indira was the

~x

daughter of Nehru. In

other words Indira took her lessan:;in politics from her father Jawaharlal himself and she prepared herself in that wayo

She was deeply,

influenced with her father Jawaharlal Nehru's loved for the Soviet
Union.

The foundation stone of Indo-Soviet relationship laid by

Jawaharlal was made adamantine bit by bit Indira during her premiership.
When the Western countries raised the motion related to
Kashmir in support of Pakistan in the security council, Soviet support for India led the conspiracy to a fiasco.

ween the demand for

declaring the Indian ocean a Zone of peace was raised, Jndira felt
concerned about American harbour in Diago Garcia and American assistance of armaments to Pakistan.

During this time Indira gained the

valuable support of the Soviet Union.

The non-alignment movement

whose founder was Jawaharlal has flourished to day by Indira's

effort~

\.

To separate Pakistan from the West Kosygin entered into a treaty with
Pakistan with a view to assisting Pakistan with armaments and other
things and with this end in view Kosyg:i.n
and Ayubkhan Moscow.

~~M~Eent

That time a doubtful atmosphere with regard to

the relationship of the two countries was made9
showed the mark of much patience and
the latter

p~tiod

toured Islamabad

is known to all.

Then Indira Gandhi

intelligence~

The history of

!Be American selection Pakistan

as the resort of imperialism in the South E?st

~siao

It was the first

and the last and none had to be worried about the relationship of the
two countries thenceforward.

The name of Indira will remain forever
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in the history of Indo-Soviet relationship; the treaty of peace,
friendship and co-operation for five years which was contracted by
her in 1971 with the Soviet Union has united the two countries in
unbreakable bonds.,

The S:>viat Union has not only given political

support but also helped in different ways.

The Soviet leaders were

charmed with Indira's towering personality and eloquence.

Indira

followed the foot prints of her deceased father whose endless influence was noticed throgghout her life.
How Jawaharlal prepared Indira, had the enjoyed the
companionship of Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal during the freedom
movement, how she took part in active politics, side by side how she
learnt the lesson of International politics from her father, she
introduced the experience successfully in Indian politics, International relations in a broad sense in Indo- Soviet relationship,
Rajiv Gandhi did not have that opportunity.
ly a progeny of the past Independence.

But

Rajiv Gandhi was decided-

He had but little associate

with his father Feroze Gandhi or grand father Jawaharlal.

Though

brought up in the Nehru family, no attraction for politics was marked
in him.

When his brother Sanjoy was playing a significant role in

Indian Politics, the people of India could not trace his existence.
Rajiv was then strictly engaged in his pilotage.

He stood of his

mother at the death of his brother Sanjoy and thus was his advent in
politics..

It was because of his mother's "tragic death in 1984 he came

to the foot light of Indian politics, to the centre of Indian politics.
After taking over Prime Ministership, Rajiv declared
that he would follow the foot prints of his grand father Jawaharlal
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and mother Indira.

The duration of Rajiv's premiership was much less

than that of J awaharlal and Indira.

Durinq this short period he was

able to leave his stamp on the foreign policy.

The taking over of

Rajiv Gandhi i'n India and the upheaval of Gorbach·?v opened" up a new
In Indian sub-

horizon in the sphere of Indo- &lviet friendship.

continent as v.ell as in 'INOrld peace, security, and aiming at a world
free of nuclear weapons Rajiv Gandhi was able to lay impression on
International politics as a companion of Gorbachev.
and Gorbachev signed the historic Delhi Declaration.

In July 1986 he
The

R~ssia

festival was held in India and the Indian festival was held in the
Soviet Union during this period Gorbachev traveJled India· two times.
Indira Gandhi during her period made relationship of
the two countries deep rooted, Rajiv after taking over added a hightened and a new dimension to that relationshipo

~lthough

he followed

the policy of Indira Gandhi, he showed some personal distinctness
in international politics.

In this respect he had some differences

with his grand father Jawaharlal Nehru and mother Indira.

He was not

ready to give the &>viet Union blank che,ue in every case,the proof
of which are noticed during the 4fghan crisis, mention can be made
here about his answer in the different questions of the western
reporter's with regard to this.

Since Gandhi's accession to power

the question Western reporters ask him most frequently concerns
India's supposed "tilt" toward Russia or ."8alancing act" between
Russia and the United States.

He anticipates questions concerning

"tilting" and balancing even before they are· asked.

Only five months

after his election, he responded to an American reporte-r in the Uni-
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ted States ttwe have not tilted toward the Soviet Union and we are
not carrying out balancing act between the United States and the
US~

we are being non- Clligned.

Bening not)-

~ligned

means having the

right to speak our own minds on every issue as we think correctv It
is in a way raising democracy to a world level where every nation
has the right to speak its mind.
US.,

The very same vreek an article in

News and world Report suggested that

R~jiv

was doing "a high

wire act between East and West" Gandhi explained patiently that
India wants to strengthen relationship with both the United States
can supply to Indiae

But his desire does not i@ply that India must
( 6)
disagree with Russia on every issue~
As pointed out by

s.

Nihal Singh, it is unreasonable

to think that India could become a Soviet dependency.
imagine Moscow suffering from such a delusion.
terests; the Soviet Union has its own..

One can not

India has its in-

Moreover, the two countries

are not in competition and they need not bee

Rajiv

G~ndhi

has sta-

ted that India has two approaches to Russia : geographical and poli(7)

tical.

He adds: what can we learn from Russia's economic system.

Undoubted it has certain good

aspects~

But it is impossible to

govern India by a system other than democracy G•••••

we can learn

from them (the Russian), but we cannot copy their system.

As for

Rajiv Gandhi himself, he repeats consistently that Russia has helped India when ·India neer1ed help since back in the 1950 1 s.
insisting on democracy and non- Alignment.

Rajiv adds..

want to keep our option of individuality openG
Pr~nciples,

Then

"But vJe

We stand by certcin

certain ideologies, and we don't compromise on them,
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whetlawr it is the &>viet Union or the 1Jnited

States~

Even a brief chronological chock of Rejiv Gandhi's own
statements clarifies his position on

~fthanistan

so lucidly that one

wonder why the misinterpretations of his position !

For Example:

1) India desires to "stop the interference and the intervention in
Afghanistan •••••· bring normalcy back •••••e• get refugees back
home ..... o•• and have a good

non-.;~ligned

grovernment in Afghanistan.

( 2) Both the '&>viet troops' in ~fghanistan and "interference from
across the Pakistan border" must be stoppedo

(3) If "all the par-

ties conc~rmad can get togetr:er "a·' solution" is possible.· (4) Our
position has been clear from the beginning and we have not shifted
our position.

We are against any interference or intervention in

the internal affairs of other countries and we would like to see it
stopped" (5) India has stated its position on Afghanistan in 1983
and l985o

(6) We want "a neutral non-aligned Afghanistan". (7) Ques"Yes"~

tion- "You want the Soviets out of Afghanistan?" A.nsv,er :

( 8)

0

It is really a problem between the United States, the Soviet Union,
Afghanistan, and Pakistan, who are the four countries involved in
this particular dispute." (9) "I do not think we have betrayed the
friendship of Afghanistan at all".
ambiguous.

( 10) India's position is not

We are against both in intervention and interference in

Afghanistan and we would like ~fghanistan to be an independent non( 8)
aligned state&
No one will deny that Rajiv was attracted to the
Western culture.

Though he rlid not land his voice to the hue and

cry of the west on the Afghan problem some comments of his would
merely be displeasing to the.

~viet

leaders.

Sirle by side he said

this too that tr.e withdrawal of the Soviet army depended on tr.e non
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support of the western countries of the A.fqhcm rebel<t

If the .1\meri-

cans promised that they would in no case help and support the rebels,
in that case only the Sbviat Union would withdraw its armyQ
respect his reaction was contradictoryo

In this

In melt the ice which fell

on the relationship of the two countries after the Indo-china war,
Rajiv's effort was praiseworthy.

After Jawaharlal Rajiv was the first

Prime Minister who travelled China.

Gorbachev supported the attempt

which Rajiv undertook to normalise the relation of India and China.
In fact in 1953 commercial treaty between the two
countries was contracted.

The turnover of Indo-Soviet trade in 1953

was 1.75 crore rupees which became 120.56 crore rupees in 1964o ween
Indira came to power in 1966 the turn over of trc?de of tl-:e tVi"' countries was ._e 2Tl.l7 crore which amounted to

RsQ

was this time Rajiv Gandhi come to power and

3764.,00 in 1984ct

t~e

be came 88 billion Dollars from Rs. 376f>f.CO crore.

It

turn over of trade
Co-operate me a sure s

which grew up between the two countries were signed and plans out of
those measures have put into effect mostly during premiership of
Indira Gandhi.

The real development of the relationship

, countries took place during her

times~~

The Indo-Soviet pact in 19'l;l

opened up a horizon of relationship of the two countries.
During the times of the

of the two

o

Jan at a Party, the Western

countries were joyaus because of the declaration of Morarji Deshai
and Atal Behari Bajpayee with regard to making the non-alignment movementa gengine one.

But during Janata party's rule there was

marked difference of relr.tionship of the two countries.
none dared to go against the public opinion of India.

no

In fact
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It will not 9e right in all cases comparative analysis
of J awaharlalt Indira and Rajiv in respect of Indo- Soviet relationship.

The first thing is that while Indira G:•ndhi remained in power

for Seventeen years Rajiv Gandhi only five years.

The period

o~

premiership of Jawaharlal was the childhood of India and the time of
constructiono

But as Indira Gandhi got the facility of Jawaharlal

Nehru's introduction, so also

R~jiv

Gandhi was honoured in Soviet

Union as the son of Indira Gandhio
Nehru participated in the Brussels converence held in
'W/7 and was introduced with the anti imperialist inernational personalities there.
during
this

~is

Beside he was aquainted with the success of socialism

tour to Soviet Union with his father Motilal Nehru and

'zwx grew in

him anti-imperialism and devotion to socialismQ

Afterwords the veto of the S::lviet Union in the security council againsi
the motion of the west over the Kashmir and Goa issue, addition of
Neutrality in Indo-Pakistan

w~s

in 1962, unconditional

India over the Kashmir and Bangladesh issue, even

sup~ort

d~ring

of

the time of

Indira brought the two countries close together although Nehru cri ticised the SJviet Union over the Hungery dispute.

Not

only in Interna-

tional field but also in internal matters of India the Sbviet leaders
supported some measures of Nehru and Indira.

:is for

example~

when

Indira Gandhi promulgated emergency in the country in 1975, the SJvie t
Union having supported, it became the built of criticism of parties
other than congress and CPI.
Although the anti imperialism and anti colonialism
images of Jawaharlal and Indira in the International sphere and their
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devotion to socialism are known to all but they opposed communism
in India e.go they dismissed the first communist Government in

K&r~~

Kerala formed under the leadership of E.Jtl.., s. Namboodiripad. Again
the same opposition has been noticed in communist ruled west Benoal,
the influence of Mlich was not seen in the relations of the two
countries.
The time tested Indo-Soviet friendship inspite of
diametrically opposed political, social and economic system between
the two countries has created a new model in the world sphere. The
first and chief ·architect of Indo-Soviet friendship was·Jawaharlal,
in other words he prepared the ground of relationship of the two
countries.

Indira grew crops in it by makinq it fertile" thro1Jgh

nurturing and watering which Rajiv G?ndhi not only consumed the
crops but also vddened the ground more.
J awaharlal Nehru was the Arc hi teet of Indo- Soviet

relationship from the Indian side followed by Indira and Rajiv
Gandhi, from the Soviet side all leaders since Khrushchev have
subs~ibed

to the theory and practice of Indo-Soviet relation-

ship, then L.I. Brezhnev and now President Mikhail Gorvachev a new
dimension is being given to this relationship.

The Indo- Soviet

relationship has all along been sustained between Nehru and
Khrushchev, Indira G-"'ndhi and Brezhnev, Rajiv Gandhi and Gorbachev.
That is why in India governments have changed, different poJ.itical
parties have come to power but our relations with the Soviet Union
have continued to grow. On the otherhand in Soviet Union leade~
ships have changed but their view about cooperation ~~th India hav1
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remained

consistent.,~
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The Indo-Soviet friendly relations is nothinq short of a
phenom:3non.

Notwithstanding the fact that the two countries repre-

sent complete different ideologies, political systems, economic and
political status.
Indo- Soviet relations ara a model of relations betw:ten the
states following different Socio-Economic and political systems. The
relations are deeply embedded in the common historical objective of
achieving economic and social progress, in giving rubuff to the intrigues of imperialism and reaction in averting the halocaust of
0

nuclear war and safe guarding the world peace and international security.
Jawaharlal Nehru's first interaction with the Soviet Union
came in 1927 when he paid a visit to Moscow in the summer and wrote
his

experi~nce

in a booklet entitled SOviet Russia.

According to

Nehru the October Revolution "has advanced the human S:Jciety by a
great leap; it has lit the bright flame which can not be

s~othered,

it has laid the foundation of a new civilisation towards which the
world can adv.ance".
India won her independence in the year of 1947 after remaining under the Yoke of Foreign rule for about

t'~

hundred

y~ars.

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was the first Prime Minister of India and
continued in the past till his death on 27th May, 1964.
India's policy towards the
tent since 1947.

Sovi·~t

Union has been consis-

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru initiated this friendly
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process'.

In the sphere of foreign polil:y, during his Prime Minister-

ship India and the Soviet Union came closer.

In the United nations,

both the countries worked togetrer on issues like eradication of racialism in SOuth Africa, fight against colonialism and imperialism&
During the Karean war, the Soviet Union cupported Indian initiatives.
India-China agreement on panchasheel was also praised by the Soviet
Government in 1954o

Moreov~r, Nehru~s

visit to the USSR in June 1955

and return visit of the Soviet leaders.

Krushechev and Bulganin to

India, in the same year, further strengthened the ties between the
two countries.
It is rightly said that Indo- 5-Jviet friendship is tested
timeo

This relations were built brick by brick.

corwned with confidence and mutual trustu

Every trial was

The Indo-Soviet relation-

"
ship has all along been sustained between Nehru and Khrushchev,
Indi-

ra Gandhi and Brezhnev, R?.jiv

G~ndiji

and Gorbachev.

The course of the development of India's relations with the
Soviet Union,·particularly in the past Nehru period makes it abundanir
ly clear that by giving expression to the aspirations of the India
people for building friendly relations with the first Socialist coun- ·
try of the world i.e. the Soviet Union, Indira Gandhi has made a rich
contribution to this precious heritageo

In this sense, it would not

be incorrect to describe her as the noble architect of Indo-SOviet
friendship in the past Nehru period.
Jawaharlal Nehru was certainly one of the first and most
important leader of a national liberation movement who apart from
the oommunists understood the meaning of the rise of fascism and the
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menace that it represented not just to democracy but also to antiimperialist freedom battles.

His international connections as a lea-

der of the Indian National Congress took him as a de leg ate to the league .of struggle against imperialism conference in 1927.

Where his

colleagues were Ho Chi Minh, Albert Einstein, seong Ching Ling and
others.

It took him to the SOviet Union as far back as full six

decades age.

It made him esta!1lish contacts with the communist inter-

national, the ward party in Egypt, the Kuemintang and the communist
..,
party in China,
the nationalist movements in Indonesia, Burma and
,..
Srilanka.

It made him travel to spain to express solidarity with the

anti~ fascist

that

ma~e

Republican Government.

It was his influence, ·above all,

the famous quit India Resolution of August 1942 itself ex-

press solidarity with the Soviet Union and China then engaged in
mortal cambat with Nazi Germany and imperialist Japan.
The given international milleu during Nehru era, considers
that a policy of non- alignment is the only possible rational policy
for India.

The diplomacy of the big powers, that logic of nuclear

weapons, the united nations, the emergence of Asia and

~frica,

and

the rise of Pakistan and communist China all combined to make 1t
imperative for India to play an Independent role in international
politics for promoting a better world order which would serve not
only India's national interest, but also that of International system as a whole.

Nehru was quite right

whe~

he said in 1960 that

"so far as India was concerned, placed as she was historically and
geographically, it would have been quite astonishingly foolish to
fall into this business of the cold war, eith~r on grounds of principle of an grounds of expediency.
His relatively idealistic
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view of internationalism is also proved by his frequent reference to
the ideal of one world, his dedication to the United Nations and his
constant, almost monetous theme of the world peacee
and

~tt

Anti-imperialism

anti-racialism, according to him, constituted the kernel of

his foreign policy and were undoubtedly major determinants of the
policy of

~on-

alignment.

Nehru has characterised Indian foreign policy as that of
non-alignment.

According to him it has two aspects.

hand it avoids cold war and on the
as it thinks be st.

~ther

On the one

hand it enables indiate act

He believed that non- alignmen.t is an -independent '

and positive policy which is d_efinite and dynamic.

By non- alignment

he means only non-alignment with either of the two military blacks
non-alignments is not isolation from what converns freedom in any
part of the world.

As the Nehru proclaimed "where freedom is men.r

ced or justic threatend or where aggression takes place.

We can not

be and shall not be neutral.
Indira Gandhi, who sacceeded Nehru as Prime Minister of
India, remained faithful to his ideas and contineed to develop the
political philosophy of non- alignment.

It is batter, of course, to

use her own words to set forth her ide a of non- alignment.
0

Indira Gandhi believed non-alignment rested on two foundations philosophical and political.

Th.is is what she had to say

on the philosophy of non-alignment in an interview to the Bulgarian
News Paper Rabotnicbesko Dyele in October 1981.

"The Newly free

countries like India, individually wanted to stay out of Great power

.

k.
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confrontation.

Our aim was too fold that our resources should not be

diverted from development to defence and that we could play a role
of friendship and conciliation between both blocs so as to diminish
the chances of yet another war.

This is the underlying philosophy of

Non- alignment.
Non-C'lignment diplomacy of Mrs. Gandhi is one of these dynamic trends of international politics which appeared an international scene after the Second World War.

It represents an important

force in the shaping of the nature of international relatiqns.

More

and more countries, not only of Asia and Africa, but also of Europe
and Latin America are queing ap to join Mrs. Gandhi's non- aligned
I

•

movement and the monelithl.c character of both the communist and weastern camps is showing cracks in her movement.
Characterising the

non-~ligned

movement from these broad

positions, Indira Gandhi said in tbe closing address to the Delhi
conference of Non- aligned countries in March 1983 that it '"'as not a
casual collection of individual states but a vital historical process.

It is a commingling of many historical, spiritual and cultu-

ral streams, and an expre ss.ion of the aspiratiqns of the long-deprived and the Newly-free, she said.
The role of Mrs. Indira Gandhi \":as been one of the distinctive contribution to change the tempo of non- .=.lignment in a form of
movement.

H•r thinking in this direction, diplomatic insight in

·foreign affairs and the virtues inherited by her father- Jawaharlal
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Nehru who championed the cause of

non-~ligned

movement in the world

since the day of India's independence have been influencing factors
in changing the India's policy of

non-~lignment

towards a movement.

Indira Gandhi called the movement the non-Mlignment community of countries having common interests, goals and principles and
stressed : "s regards the political foundation of non- Mlignment,
Indira Gandhi described it in February 1981 by quoting Mahatma
Gandhi : "India wants to be independent of everybody who '"ants to
own this country.,

We do not want a change of masters.

be masters on our own soil.
political foundation of

We want· to

These words" she said characterize the

non-~lignmento

Indira Gandhi always believed that the roots of non- Mlignment were in the anti-colonial and anti-imperialist struggle of the
peoples.

The policy of

non-~lignment

is not a spin-o£f of the cold

war and a confrontation of forces in the postwar bipolar world. S'le
called

non-~lignment

a logical expression of foreign policy whose

content was the anti-imperialist stru991e wages by the people in
Asia 0 Africa and elsewhere.
The

w~RK3li~~r

non-aligned diplomacy of Mrs. Indira

Gandhi has played a meaningful role in the management of world
affairs.

Her pursuit to diplomacy, her dynamic leadership, her

resistance to the super powers game and

OV'=)r- ~11

her precision,

prodence and presence of mind have made her the champion of the
group and in this respect she is heroine of the scenetomake !Odie's
policy of non-alignment as a movement in world politics.
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It should be stressed in this context tha-t Indira "Gandhi
alway's paid special attention to the struggle of non- aligned countries for peace and security.

Throughout the years in the office of

India's Prime Minister, and chairman of the non-aligned movement
( 1983-84), Indira Gandhi strongly insisted on limiting and reversing

the arms race, the nuclear arms race above allt averting a new world
war~

and ensuring a peaceful co-existence of all states.

She believe1

that the non-aligned movement was the largest movement for peace in
history and that the realities of the_world situation the possibility
of a nuclear armageddon by a single lapse or rash act-reinforced the
relevance of non-alignment and demanded its redediction to peace.
Indira Gandhi did not treat non- nlignment as a dogma and he:
own fundamental approach to international conflicts and actions by thE
conflicting sides depended on the objection circumstances in all the i:
inter relationships.

She was a consistent champion of peaceful settlE

ment of disputes and conflicts

betv~en

states.

India's relations with the Soviet Union and other socialist
countries are a component part of its non- aliqnment policy.

·Soviet

Indian relationship has become a significant factor of peace and stability in Asia and throughout the world., Friendship and cooperation
between the USSR and India have been tested by time.

The two coun-

tries are in agreement on such contemporary vital international p~
blems as safeguarding peacev eliminating the threat or nuclear war,
curbing arms race, especially that of nuclear arms, observing the
principles of peaceful co-existence and adopting practical steps for
putting an end to the existing armed conflicts and preventing the
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'rruption of new conflicts of this character.

The friendly relations

between the Soviet Union and India are based on the treaty of peace,
friendship and cooperation signed in 1971 c

These relations oexpre ss

the vital interests of the people of both countries, and serve the
ca~se
-,

of consolidating the bonds between the USSR and the non-alignment

movement.

India's peace leving and independent foreign policy line is

inseverably connected with the names of Jawaharlal Nehru and Indira
Gandhi.
Indira Gandhi died a tragic death on October 31, 1984 9 as a
result of a conspiracy of internal reaction.

She made a tremendous con

, tribution to the cause to strengthening the political and economic
independence of her country and to i t·s advance alonq the path of
socio-economic progress.

The

jlfrt~mH

profound e 1 abo rat ion of non-align-

ment problems won Indira Gandhi great

respect in the world.

helped India pursue consistently an independent foreign policy
admidst the world tensions of 1980's.
the powerful pressure

ex~rted

She
~~=i~

Her staunchness in resisting

by the forces of imperialism and her

adherrence to a carefully weighed and realistic pblicy of

non-~lign

ment independence of peace, freedom and movement, enhanced India's
international prestige and helped to build up the unity of the nonaligned countries.
India successfully fought against Pakistani military power
in 1971 and liberated Bangladesh from the grisp of the Pakistani
martial law and recognised it as an independent nation, critisized
the foreign military troops in

~fghanist

movement of the PLO in Lebanon and

SW~PO

an, supported the liberation
in South

~frica

and has

sho~m
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goodwill to solve the Tamil issue in Srilanka.
dia0s non-aligned policyo

All these reveal In-

Sb 9 we can conclude to say that, India is

maintaining her non-aligned status which she started since her independence.
0

Mrs. Gandhi's attitude towards the SOviet Union was certainly
motivated by compelling needs of India, and if good relationship is
now well established and maintained, it is because of the reciprocal
attitude of the top political leaders of both countries who are conscious of the need to make India stronger.

The Soviets want to see

India grow stronger, and on her part Mrs. G anchi too wanted· a strong
and stable India.

This relationship has occupied a prominent position

in the foreign policy of both the countries and is acquiring greater
importance with every passing year.
The Prime Minister on various occasions has been emphasing
that the Soviet Union's consistent stand on recialism and colonialism
has brought it closer to India.

"The question is not of out voting

with the Soviet Union so much as the Soviet Union voting with the countries of Asi·a and Africa and supporting freerlom movements and struggle
against colonialism". She said in a speech on May 27, 1981.

It is

in the light of this mul tif aced foreign policy of India based on nonalignment and peaceful

co-e~istence

that India's relations with the

Soviet Union, as they are evolving in the early eighties, need to be
examined and this relations are steadily growing because of the deep
roots which they have struck.

They are reaching a new level of matu-

r ty because these relations have enabled India to consolidate and
strengthen her independence and have made a valuable contribution in
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in making herself reliant.

"W& are qratified with and proud of our friendship with the
Soviet Unionq

It is a time-tested friendship and has been of much

help to us in our times of difficulty" - declared Indira Gandhi in
the same speech.

She articulated similar sentiments when she visited

the Soviet U.nion in the end of 1982.

Indo- Soviet friendship was re-

mained in a strong basis till Indira Gandhi's death on 31st October,
0

i984 ..
Indo-Soviet relations, resting solidly on the Treaty of
p•ace, Friendship and cooperation of 1971, covers nearly all areas
of life; economy, trade, technology,. education, culture, space research, defence, sports and the like.

These relations have blossomed

into a unique friendship and cooperation between the two countries of
different systems providing a classic examp1e of peaceful co..:i-,;istence
to be follo'wed as a model by other countries especially in the strifetorn world of today.

These relations also illustrate strikingly

the qualitatively different character of the relations of the
a big world power, with a developing

Thi~World

~11

This is especially seen, in

important field of Indo- SJviet relations.
cooperation between the two countries.;.

us~,

country.

its totality, in the most
The field of economic

It is a well known fact that

India has received from the USSR genuine ·help and assistance in the
vital area of industrialisation, especially in the setting up of
heavy industry in the state sectoro
"

India today ranks among the 10

top industrialised countrii?S of the world.

Over 70 industrial and

other projects have been built of are under construction in India
with Soviet assistance and more than 50 have been put into separations.

Of these, six are in metallurgy, 10 in coal and mining, 11 in

all 7 16 in machine building, 10 in power, Six in agriculture, and 10
in education and Science •• ,. ~ ••• .By the end of 1980-81, Soviet sided
e

projects had

produ~ed

48 million tonnes of pig iron, 40 million ton-

nes of steel and more than 30 million tonnes of rolled iron; 70
million tonnes of ail were drilled; about 430,000 tonnes of metallurgical and other machinery for heavy industry was produced, as well
as '2:70 thousand tonnes of machinery for mining shafts and power stations worth more than 280 crore rupees, plus a large quantity of
drugs and pharmaceutical preparations, instruments satso
The signing of the Treaty created objective pre-conditions
for more stable economic cooperation of a planned nature; between
the USSR and India and for the implementation of bilateral
term agreements and programmes.

i3W

long

The first agreement of this kind,

which was to be effective for 15 years, was signed in November 1973.
It set the guidelines for long term

coopera·'tion~

Subsequently a long

term programme for economic, trade, scientific and Technical co-operation between the
cow 1979.
.sectors.

US~

and India was worked out and siqned in Mos,..,
.

The prowramme covers a wide spectrum of India's economic
It has played a major role in accelerating the growth of

this friendly country's industrial potential.

To promote bilateral

ties an inter Governmental Soviet- Indian commission for economic,
scientific and Technical cooperation was set up in 1972.
mmission exercise centrol

ov~r

the realisation of

The co-

inte~governmen-
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tal agreements, working programmes for cooperation, bilateral protocols and contracts.

The commission has set up working groups for the

major sectors of cooperation ferrous and non-ferrous
coal mining and power generating industries,
nology0

trade~

metallu~~y,

oil,

scienc.e and tech-

The inter-Governmental commission helds meeting alternately

in Moscow and New Delhi once a year.
A

la~e

part of our Scientific technological personnel and

also decision making men had and still have their higher education
in the West.

They are basically the English speaking gentry.

world of private business and advertising of the West still
them..

The

tu~

Thus, there has been a question often posed as to the suita-

bility of Sbviet technology on which India could depend B"X only for
its own advance but also for meeting the challenge of world business.
Though the Soviet Union was assisting India in a number of
top--level technology are as 11 like the magnet hydro-dynamic method of
power generation, space technology and so on, India for long has been
unware of the true dimension of Scientific tebhnolog.tcal revolution
in the Sbviet Uniono

It is only after January 1983 when India adop-

ted a proper technology policy that areas of cooperation in high
levels of Science and technology between the &>viet. Union and India
began to be evolved in a more precise and scientific manner.

It was

demonst:sated that these who talk about Soviet technology <that was
~good

enough for India• s need of the exi"sties but not for the eigh-

ties and beyonde were making only uniformed statements.
No country can achieve economic independence without
having basic industries3

Soviet assistance in the building up of

such industries as tteel, power, coal, oil, machine building, metall-

urgy

etco~

has been of immense help to India in its fiqht for economic

independence and self reliance.
in its qualitanceo

The virtue of Soviet aid lies more

The virtue of Soviet aid lies more in its qualita-

tive than itl its quantitative features..

It is aid designed to do away

with dependence on aid and hence it contributes to the building up of
a self reliant economy.
Friendship with the Soviet Union is a geo-political necessity for India.

The Soviet friendship has been in valuable for India

on many crucial issues in the past.

India's relations with Pakistan

China axis have posed a serious threat to Indiao

In 1962 the U.S.

responded to India's pleas for military aid against Chinese ~rex
aggression.
1970 1 s.

But the situation has greatly changed since the early

Now there is a sort of Pakistan-China-U.S. alliance.

In

the event of any threat from China, India can not any longer count on
material support from the United States.,

The same is true about

possible danger from Pakistan.

These apprehensions may appear un-

founded to the United States.

But to India such a threat is very

real.

Thus Indo-Soviet-U.s .. relations are related to Indo-Pak and

Sino-Indian relations..
relationship.

The same is largely true about Indo- Soviet

India 11 s national interest necessitates friendship

with the Sbviet Union.
Mrs. Gandhi's attitude towards the Soviet Union was certainly motivated by compelling needs of India, and if good relationship is now v.ell established and maintained, it is becauseoof the
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reciprocal attitude of the top political leaders of both countries
who are conscious of the need to make India stronger and on her part
Mrs. G?ndhi too wanted a strong and stable India.
relationship became an undeniable proposition.

That's how the

The Soviet always,

have extended sympathy and understanding to India's difficulti?s.
The coverence in out look on many issue, internal as well as internaticnal, is evident through the annals of our expandinq relat)onship..

Whether it was Goa or

Kashdltr~-or

liberation of Bangladesh,

on the Vietnam question, the palestine problem, South ~frican a
patheid or on matters relatinq to the security of littoral countries
of the Indian Ocean the view's both of India and the

Sovi~t

Union

converge.
In the field of fotreign policy Mrs. Gandhi expressed
her intention to follow the Nehru line.
she did do that also.

In some important fields

But a series of international events and the

developments connected with the emergence of Bangladesh led to
-

India's incre a.sing dependence on the &>viet Uniono

This was not

fully her creation, and she did try to assert India's independence
to the extent possible under the circumstancesQ

..a.nd she never dis-

continued India's economic, commercial, cultural and other contacts
with the West.

Her policy in regard to the cooperation amonq the

ngn-alignment countries was also not different from that of Nehru.
It is the Soviet Union who has been a friend and
sympathiser of non-aligned movement, since its inception. !t has
always regarded the NAM as an influential force of the modern times
in its determined struggles against imperialism, neo colonialism,
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aggression and racism and has praised India's constructive role in
NAM.

Both India and the Soviet Union have opposed ~xxii escalation

of nuclear arms race and supported end•avours for peace. This became
the basic of their mutual cooperation in international affairs. In
1984 11 during Indira Gandhi's Prime Ministership, the Heads of
State and Government of Six Nations- India, Greece, Mexico,
Sweden, 1\rgentania, Tanzania - From

'~=ive

continents, called upon

the nuclear weapons powers to halt the arms race, and appealed for
the cessation of the testing, production and development of nuclear
weapons and their delivery systems.

But this appeal was not res-

ponded to by the Western powers and United States of America.
Rajiv Gandhi during his Moscow visit stated : "We are glad that the
Soviet Union has responded promptly and positively to the appeal8
The new detente in 1988 was bailed by Rajiv Gandhi, as it vindic;::)ted the constant stand taken by the

nor~Aligned

matters of world peace and nuclear disarmament.

(N~1)

movement

on

In the changed

environment, he wanted the non- aligned movement to edge the major
powers forward' on the road upon which they had already embr1rked
and wanted them to be vigil ant so that there was no sl ipoinq bnck.
Indo- Soviet relationship had acquired an independent
momentum

and raison detre based on high national interest of the

tvro countries.

The convergence and complementarity of interests

of the two countries had been time and again demonstrated during
the decade

196t>-~i·

For Inc!ia particularly, this relationship

subserved her vital interests and was of critical importance at
many times of crisis for the country.

Nhether in the effort at

1

0
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industrialisation in order to become self reliant, or trade on
mutually advantageous terms, or acquisition of modern technology in
heavy industry or in the

sensitive but vital field of defence

supplies, or in the establishment of a defence industry which could
gradually reduce India's external dependence, or shielding India
from hostile big-power pressure, the Soviet contribution had been
highly significant.

The Weste-rn powers continued to ignore Indian

national interests and tried to prop up neighbouring countries in
order either to exercise pressure on India or to suit other interests
in this region or in neighbouring regions.

They took nimical

stances whenever issues that touched the nerve points of India's
territorial integrity arose.

They were also not willing to provide

the kind of assistance which in India's view would help her stand up
on her feet.
The Afghanistan issue created some difference of
opinion, for India was not in favour of the presence of foreign
troops and stood for an overall political settlement that would
ensure withdrawal of Soviet troops as well as cessation of interference from across Pakistan's frontiers in the shape of material
assistance to rebel elements.

India's views on the undesirability

of presence of foreign troops in A.fghanistan were forcefully conveyed to Moscow privately, notwithstanding the restrained public
stand..

India had also supported the UN conciliation mission, but

Washington's lack of interest in a political settlement frustrated
any such likelihood.
Sbviet-Indian trade, economic and Iachnological
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Cooperation is regulated by corresponding inter-governmental agreementsp the first of which was signed in 1953 for a term of ~ive
ye arso
and

The current seventh agreement covers the 1986- 1990 period,

inclu~es,

as wsual, a list of export-import goods.

period of mare than three decades it

sho~~d

Over a

a high rate of growth.

In addition, the range of goods exchanged has been constantly
increasing.

The trade turnover increased from 17.5 million rupees

in 1953 to 88 bi\lion rupees in 1989.
SQviet exports to India include mostly machines,
equipment, oil and oil products.

In 1983-87, machines and

e~"J.uipment

made up 25 per cent.

Other ::Oviet exports are fertilisers, chemi-

cals news-print etc.

India gets 70 percent of its imported diesel

fuel and Kerosene 9 30 per

c~nt

of its newsprint, 20 per cent of its

zinc and carbamide, and over 20 per cent of its - crude oil from the
Soviet Union.

In return, India supplied to the Soviet Union its

products of tropical farming end

livestock-bree~ing,

machines and

enuipment and ready-made consumer goods mostly- fabrics from India.
The free trade zone at Kandla {Gujrat) supplies

tr~e

Soviet Union

with 90 per cent of its out-put, notably electronics, metal goods,
sports goods, perfumery and make- up and eauipment for the " food and
pharmaceutical industries.
Mikhail Gorbechev's November 1986 visit to India
had opened has vistas for bilaterial

tra~e.

The twb sides agreed

that mutual trade should increase by 2.5 times to 5 billion rouhles
by 1992.

The growth is planned to be achieved through changes in

the structure of mutual trade.
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In 1989, the Soviet Union accounted for nine percent
of India's total foreign

trade~

By

the same token, nearly

cent of Soviet business was with India•

t~~

per

Bilateral trade grew by

35 percent from 52 to 70 billion rupees, in line with the protocol
for 1989 signed in November 1989.
It is a

we] 1

known fact that the &Jviet Union has

always provided military help in the form of arms and ammunition to
India to meet her defence challenges; she is one of the important
arms suppliers to India.
Prime

Minist~r

In the p·re ss conference in Moscow, the

Rajiv Gandhi pointed out to this aspect of Indo-

Soviet cooperation and acknowledged that the Soviet Union has
always helped to strengthen the 'defence potential and capability of
India.

Referring to the visit of Indian Defence Minister to the

USS\ which preceded this visit, he said "Our Defence Minister had
been to the Soviet Union just some weeks ago.

I think he had very

fruitful exchanges with the Soviet ministers.

Our cooperation in

that field is improving substantially.

In February 1988, India

and the Soviet Union signed two protocols regarding
co ope ration.
oth~r

scie~tific

" Soviet Union agreed to give India MIG '29 and
The

sophisticated defence aircraft besirles latest technical

knowhow.
India get full threated support of the Soviets
during the liberation of Goa in Decembe.r 1961.

Incidentally the.

Chairman of the presidium of the supreme &>viet, Leonid Brezhrev
was en a visit to India, when events in Goa took place.

While

speaking at a civic reception held in his honour at Bombay on 17
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December, he saluted the step that was taken by India
with full understanding and sympathyo

~nd

viewed it

Soviet support to India on

the issue of Goa became more pronounced in the meeting of the security
co\.lncil held on 18 December 1961, Zarin, the SJviet delegate, raised
objection against the very adoption of the agenda.
·When

the Western countries raised the motion related

to Kashmir in support of Pakistan in the Security Council, Soviet
support for India led the conspiracy to a

firsco~

When the demand

for declaring the Indian Ocean a zone of peace was raised, India
felt concerned about American harbour in Diago Garcia and.American
assistance of armaments to Pakistan.

During this time India gained

the valuable support of the Soviet Union.

The non- ~lignment movement

whose founder was Jawaharlal has flourished to day by. India's effort.
To separate Pakistan from the west Kosygin entered into a treaty with
Pakistan with a view to assisting Pakistan with armaments and other
things and with this end
Auybkhan Moscow.

XKR

in view Kosygin toured Islamabad and

That time a doubtful atmosphere with regard to the

relationship of the two countries was made.

Then India Gandhi sr.owed

the mark of much patience and intelligence.

The history of the

latter period is known to all.

The American selection Pakistan as

the resort of imperialism in the S::>uth East A.sia.

It was the first

and the last and none had to be worried about the relationship of

the two countries thenceforward.

The name of India will remain for

ever in the history of Indo- &,viet relationship.

The tre'aty of

peace, friendship and cooperation for twenty five years which was
---- contracted by her in 1971 with the Soviet Union has united the
·two countries in unbreakable bonds. The Soviet Union has not only
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given political support but also helped in different ways.

The

Soviet leaders were charmed with India's towering personality and
eloquence.

Indira followed the footprints of her deceased father

whose endless influence was noticed throughout her life.
Around 197G' s, India faced a qrim situation on account
of the happenings in what

w~s

then-- East Pakistan.

On the basis

of election there, the Awami league and its leader Mujib should have
been allowed to hold. governmental po\ll.rar.

Instead, the popula verdict

was disregarded and military suppression was resorted to.

This led

to the millions of people coming to India as refugees, thus creating
considerable SOcio-Economic and secutiry problems for us.
Gandhi worked

t~iEK

twmcelessly to mobilise world public opinion

against the military rulers of Pakistan.
ear.

Indira

The west gave her a deaf

Since the pressure on India was almost intolerable and the
0

repression on East Pakistanis too grim.
In fact in 1953 commercial
countries was contracted.

tr~aty

between the two

The turnover of Indo-Soviet trade in

1953 was 1.75 cwn rupees which became 120.56 crore rupees in
1964.

When Indira came to power in 1966 the turnover of trade of

the t'IM:> countries was Rs. 237.17 crore which amounted to Rs. 3764.00
in 1984.

It was this time Rajiv

G~ndhi

come to power and the turn-

over of trade be come 88 bill ion Dollars from Rs. 3764.00 crore cooperate measures which grew up between the tvvo countries were signed
and plans out of those me<'lsures have put into effect mostly during
premi~rship

of Indira Gandhi.
The tt•= time tested Indo-Soviet friendship inspite
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of diametrically opposed political, social and economic system between the two countries has cr2ated a new model in the world sphere.
Jawaharlal Nehru was the

~rchitect

of Indo-Soviet rela-

tionship from the Indian ·side followed by Indira and Rajiv Gandhi,
From the Soviet side all leaders since Khrushchev have subscribed to
the theory and practice of Indo- S:>viet relation ship, then L .. I.
Brezhnev and now president Mikhail Gorbachev a new dimension is be in.]
given to this relationship.

The Indo- Soviet relationship has all

along been sustained between Nehru and Khrushchev, Indira Gandhi and
Brezhnev, Rajiv Gandhi and Gorbachev.

That is why in India govern-

ments have changed, different political parties have come ·to power
bur~

our relations with the Soviet Union

have continued to grow.

On

the other hand in Soviet Union le aderships have changed but their vie\"1
about cooperation with India have remained consistent.
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